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58.183 The Poor Fiddler\fn{by Franz Grillparzer (1791-1872)} Vienna, Austria (M) 8
In Vienna the Sunday after the full moon in July of each year, along with the following day, is a people’s holiday, if ever a festival deserved the name. The people themselves give and visit it; and if patricians attend they can
do so only in their quality as members of the people. Segregation is impossible—at least, a few years ago it was.
On this day the Brigittenau, linked with the Augarten, Leopold-stadt and the Prater in an unbroken chain of
pleasure, celebrates its Kirchweih.\fn{ Church consecration—in Roman Catholic parts of Europe the annual country fair } From
Brigid’s Church Day to Brigid’s Church Day the laboring population counts its good times. Eventually the longexpected Saturnalian fête arrives, and an upheaval starts in the benignly quiet city.
A billowing throng fills the streets, with the sound of footsteps murmurs of talk ignited here and there by a
loud exclamation. Class distinction has vanished. Emotions are shared by citizen and soldier. The pressure grows
near the gates of the city; the way out has to be fought pressure lost and regained in the end. But the Danube
Bridge presents new difficulties. Here another victory is won as the two streams—the old Danube and the surging
wave of people—cross one above the other: the Danube flowing along its old riverbed while the people, freed
from the restraint of the bridge, stream out, a tumultuous and all-embracing flood. All this might appear perilous
to a newly-arrived stranger, but it is joy the breaks its bonds and the revolt is an upsurge of pleasure.
Even before the bridge, wicker-wagons have lined up for the real hierophants of this consecration, the children
of labor and service. Though overcrowded, they fly at a gallop through the human wall which opens just before
them and closes behind them, unworried and unhurt. For in Vienna there is a tacit understanding between vehicles
and people: not to run over even at full speed, and not to be run over even though careless.
The interval from vehicle to vehicle decreases by the second. Already single patrician carriages mingle with
the oft-interrupted parade. The wagons fly no more. Until at last, five to six hours before nightfall, the individual
horse-and-carriage atoms have congealed into a solid line which, braking itself and braked by others joining from
every side street, plainly refutes the old proverb,
“A bad ride is better than a walk.”
Inspected, pitied, ridiculed, the bedizened ladies sit in coaches seeming to stand still. Unaccustomed to the
ceaseless halts, a black Holstein stallion blocked by the preceding wicker-wagon rears as if to go over and above
it—which the screaming women and children populating the plebeian vehicle also seem clearly afraid of. The
speedy fiaker,\fn{Aka fiacre, a small French hackney coach} for the first time false to his nature, grimly calculates the
loss involved in having to spend three hours on a trip requiring five minutes. Squabbles, shouts, mutual
disparagement of drivers, now and then the crack of a whip.
Eventually, as in this world every stoppage, however obstinate, is but an unnoticed advance, a ray of hope
appears in this status quo. The first trees of the Augarten and Brigittenau come in sight. Land! Land! Land! All
suffering is forgotten. Those come by car alight and mingle with the pedestrians. Sounds of distant dance music
float across, answered by the jubilation of the new arrivals. And so on and so forth, until at last the broad harbor
of pleasure opens and forest and meadow, music and dance, feast and wine, shadow-play and tightrope-walker,
illumination and fireworks combine into a pays de cocagne, an Eldorado, a real Pleasure Land which
unfortunately—or fortunately, as you take it—lasts but one day and the next, and then disappears as the dream of
a summer night, remaining only in memory and perhaps in hope.
I do not lightly miss this celebration. As one who so passionately loves people, notably the people, that even as
a dramatic poet I have always found the unbridled outburst of an overcrowded theater ten times more interesting,
even instructive, than the concocted judgment of a literary matador crippled in body and soul and bloated spiderlike with blood sucked out of authors—as one who loves people, I say, especially in masses when they
temporarily forget their individual ends and feel parts of the whole, the ultimate seat of divinity, even deity—as
such a one I regard every people’s holiday as a true holiday of the soul, a pilgrimage, a devotion. As in an
immense Plutarch, unrolled and escaped from its bookish frame, I read the biographies of the uncelebrated in their
gay or secretly sad faces, their lively or depressed gait, the mutual behavior of family members, the sundry, halfinvoluntary remarks; and indeed, one cannot understand the celebrated without having felt out the obscure. From
the exchanges of wine-heated cart-pushers an invisible but unbroken thread leads to the feud of the godlings, and
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the young wench who half-willingly follows her urgent lover aside from the bustle of the dance contains the
embryo of every Juliet, Dido and Medea.
Two years ago, as usual, I had joined the pleasure-hungry Kirchweih guests as a pedestrian. The main
difficulties of the journey were surmounted and I found myself at the end of the Augarten, with the longed-for
Brigittenau right in front of me. Another battle, though the last, remains to be fought there. A narrow causeway
between impenetrable enclosures is the only link of the two pleasure grounds, whose common boundary is
marked by a wooden gate in the middle. On ordinary days and for ordinary strollers this connecting pathway
offers ample room; but on Kirchweih day its fourfold width would still be too narrow for the endless multitude
which, violently pushing and crossed in the opposite direction by the homeward bound, has only the universal
good nature to thank for passably arriving in the end.
I had surrendered to the human tide and was halfway across the causeway, on classical ground already, only
regrettably forced again and again to stand still, step aside and wait. There was time enough, then, to observe the
features of the roadside. For, lest the fun-loving throng lack a foretaste of impending bliss, the left-hand slope of
the elevated causeway had been occupied by individual musicians who, probably fearing heavier competition,
sought here at the propylaea\fn{Monumental gateway} to reap the first fruits of unspent munificence. A female
harpist with repulsively staring eyes. A one-legged old invalid who on a horrible, evidently self-made instrument,
half hurdy-gurdy and half carving-board, sought to make his pains of his injury analogously sensible to general
sympathy. A lame, hunchbacked boy indistinguishably tangled with his violin, playing endlessly continuing
waltzes with all the hectic violence of his deformed breast.
*
Finally—and he attracted my whole attention—an old, easily seventy-year-old man in a shabby but not untidy
Molton overcoat, with smiling, self-applauding features. His bald head bared, he stood in the manner of these
people with his hat before him on the ground as a collection box, and thus he belabored an old, badly cracked
violin, marking time not only by raising and lowering his foot but simultaneously by corresponding motions of his
whole bent body.
But all this effort to bring harmony into his work was wasted, for what he played seemed to be a disjointed
sequence of tones without rhythm or melody. At that, he was fully immersed in his work: his lips quavered, his
eyes were rigidly fixed ahead, on the music sheet—yes indeed, music sheet! For while all the other musicians,
incomparably more appreciated, were depending on their memories, the old man had amidst the tumult put up a
small, easily movable stand before him, with dirty, much-handled sheet music in which all that he presented out of
context might be contained in the most beautiful order. This odd equipment was just what had drawn my attention,
as it evoked the mirth of the passing throng which laughed at him and left the old man’s hat empty, while the
remaining orchestra pocketed whole copper mines.
I had stepped on the side slope of the causeway, to regard the eccentric at leisure. He continued to play for a
while. At last he paused, as if awakening from a long absence, looked at the sky which began to show traces of the
approaching evening, then downward into his hat; finding it empty, he put it on his head with unclouded cheer and
pushed the bow of his violin between the strings:
“Sunt certi denique fines,” he said, seized his music stand and laboriously made his way through the crowds
flocking to the fête but in the opposite direction, as one who was homeward bound.
Everything about the old man was as if made to excite my anthropological curiosity. His needy, yet noble
figure, his invincible cheer, and such artistic zeal paired with such clumsiness; his going home precisely at a time
when others of his kind found their proper harvest beginning; finally the few Latin words uttered with the most
perfect pronunciation, with complete fluency. So the man had received a better education, had acquired knowledge, and now—a musical beggar! I trembled with eagerness to know the connection.
But already a tight human wall lay between us. Short as he was, and molesting everybody with the music-stand
in his hand, he was pushed from one to the other and through the exit gate while I was still in the middle of the
causeway struggling with the human tide that engulfed me. Thus he disappeared from my view, and when at last I
myself reached the calm open space, no fiddler was to be seen far and wide in any direction.
The abortive adventure had killed my interest in the people’s holiday. I roamed all over the Augarten and
finally decided to return home.
*
Come as far as the little gate which opens from the Augarten on Taborstrasse, I suddenly heard the familiar
sound of the old violin. I quickened my steps, and behold! the object of my curiosity stood playing for dear life in
a circle of boys who impatiently demanded a waltz of him.
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“Play a waltz!” they cried; “a waltz, don’t you hear?”
The oldster kept fiddling, apparently without heeding them, until his little audience left, mocking and jeering,
and gathered round an organ grinder who had set up his hurdy-gurdy not far away.
“They don’t want to dance,” the old man said as if saddened, gathering up his musical implements.
I had come very close to him.
“The children don’t know any dance but the waltz,” I said.
“I was playing a waltz,” he replied, indicating with his violin bow how the piece he had just played was
designated on the music sheet. “One has to carry that sort of thing, too, for the crowd. But the children have no
ear,” he said, shaking his head pensively.
“At least let me make up for their ingratitude,” I said, taking a silver piece out of my pocket and offering it to
him.
“Please! please!” cried the old man, making anxiously repelling gestures with his hands, “in the hat! in the
hat!”
I placed the money in the hat before him, from which the oldster immediately removed and contentedly
pocketed it.
“That’s going home once with rich profit,” he chuckled.
“That just reminds me,” I said, “of a circumstance which made me curious before. Your receipts today seem
not to have been the best, and yet you retire at a moment when the real harvest is only beginning. The celebration,
as you may know, lasts throughout the night, and there you easily might earn more than on eight ordinary days.
How am I to explain that?”
“How are you to explain that?” replied the oldster. “Pardon me, I don’t know who you are; but you must be a
charitable gentleman and a friend of music.” With that he took the silver piece out of his pocket again and pressed
it between hands lifted to his breast. “So I’ll tell you the reasons, although they have brought me much ridicule.
“Firstly, I was never a nightly reveler and don’t think it’s right to incite others to such repulsive doings, by play
and song; secondly, man must in all things fix a certain order for himself, or else he’ll turn wild and unbridled.
Thirdly and lastly—sir, I play all day for the noisy people and scarcely earn my scant bread; but the evening
belongs to me and to my poor art. In the evening I stay at home, and then”—his voice fell lower and lower, a
blush covered his face and his eyes sought the ground—“then I play from imagination, just for myself, without
notes. Improvising, I believe, is what they call it in the music books.”
Both of us had fallen—he from shame at the betrayal of his inner secret, I from amazement, to hear a man
speak of the highest stages of art who was incapable of rendering the easiest waltz comprehensibly. Meanwhile,
he was preparing to leave.
“Where do you live?” I asked. “I should like once to attend your lonely exercises.”
“Oh,” he replied almost imploringly, “you know that prayer belongs into the private chamber.”
“Then I’ll visit you in the daytime,” I said.
“In the daytime,” he replied, “I try to make my living among the people.”
“Well, in the morning then.”
“It almost seems,” the old man said with a smile, “as if you, dear sir, were the recipient and I the benefactor, if
I am permitted to say so—you so friendly, and I so disagreeably retiring. Your noble visit will always honor my
abode; only, I beg you generously to set the day of your arrival in advance, so you will neither be detained by
incivility nor will I be forced into undue interruption of possibly started business.
“For my morning also serves a purpose. At least, I deem it my duty to offer my protectors and benefactors an
exchange not quite unworthy of their gifts. I do not wish to be a beggar, dear sir. I well know that other public
musicians are content to play a few ditties they’ve learned by heart, German waltzes or even melodies of indecent
songs, on and on and always the same, so that one gives them money to get rid of them or because their playing
revives memories of dances or other disorderly pleasures one has enjoyed. That’s why they play from memory
and at times, frequently even, out of key.
“Far be it from me to cheat, though. Therefore, partly because my memory is none the best, partly because it
should be difficult for anyone to keep involved compositions by respected musical authors in mind note by note, I
myself have written out these copybooks.”
He pointed to his music, turning pages on which, in a careful but repugnantly stiff handwriting, I was shocked
to perceive enormously difficult compositions of famous old masters, black with passages and arpeggios. And
such things the old man played with his clumsy fingers!
“In playing these pieces,” he went on, “I show my reverence to the duly esteemed, long departed masters and
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authors, satisfy myself, and live in the pleasant hope that the gift kindly handed to me will bear a return by
ennobling the tastes and hearts of an audience disturbed and misguided from so many sides. As this sort of thing,
however, to stick to my subject”—and with that a smile of self-gratification spread over his features—“as this sort
of thing needs to be rehearsed, however, my morning hours are exclusively devoted to this exercise. The three
first hours of the day for practice, the middle to earn a living, and the evening for myself and the dear Lord
—“that’s not dishonestly shared,” he said and his eyes gleamed as if moistly; but he was smiling.
“Well, then,” I said, “so I’ll surprise you some day in the morning. Where do you live?”
He named the Gartnergasse.
“House number?”
“Number 34, on the second floor.”
“Indeed,” I said, “on the upper class floor?”
“The house,” he said, “has really only a ground floor; but above, besides the attic, there is another small room
which I inhabit together with two journeymen carpenters.”
“One room for three?”
“It’s divided,” he said, “and I have my own bed.”
“It’s getting late,” I said, “and you want to go home. Auf Wiedersehen!” And I reached into my pocket,
meaning at least to double the previously handed, overly small gratuity.
But he, with the music-stand in one hand and his violin in the other, hastily exclaimed,
“Which I must humbly decline! For my playing I have been fully remunerated, and I am not aware at present
of having earned more.” And with a variant of aristocratic elegance he scraped a rather awkward bow and
withdrew as fast as his old legs would carry him.
As said before, I had lost interest in the fête for that day and headed homeward. Taking the way through the
Leopoldstadt and exhausted by the dust and the heat, I entered one of the many garden taverns there which
usually are overcrowded but today had lost all their customers to Brigittenau. The calm of the place felt good after
the noisy throng; I yielded to various thoughts, in which the old fiddler had no mean share, and it was late at night
when I finally thought of going home, laid the amount of my bill on the table and walked toward the city.
*
Gartnergasse was where the old man had said that he was living.
“Is there a Gartnergasse near here?” I asked a little boy who scurried across the street.
“There, sir,” he said, pointing to a side street which ran away from the suburban mass of houses toward the
open fields. I followed the direction. The street consisted of single houses scattered among large vegetable
gardens which made the business of the residents as evident as the origin of the name Gartnerstrasse. In which of
these wretched shacks might my eccentric live? I had already forgotten the house number; besides, in the darkness
recognition of any marking was hardly conceivable. Then a man walked toward me and past, heavily laden with
vegetables.
“Is the old boy scraping again,” he muttered, “and robbing decent folk of their night’s rest?”
Just then, as I walked on, the soft, long-sustained tone of a violin caught my ear. It seemed to come from the
open attic window of a poor house not far away, low and single-storied as the others but distinguished from them
by this very gabled window in the roof.
I stood still. A softly but firmly held tone swelled up to violence, diminished, faded, only to rise again immediately to the loudest yell—always the same tone, reiterated with a sort of relishing insistence. At last there came an
interval. It was the fourth. If the player had reveled first in the sound of the single tone, the all but voluptuous
savoring of the harmonious relationship now was even more noticeable. Jerkily struck, simultaneously stroked,
connected bumpily by the intervening notes of the scale, the third indicated and repeated, the fifth joined to it,
tremblingly once like quiet sobbing, sustained, fading, then interminably repeated at whirling speed, always the
same intervals, the same tones—and this was what the old man called improvising! Although at bottom it
certainly was improvising—for him, that is, if not for the listener.
I do not know how long this may have lasted and how bad it had become, when suddenly the door of the house
opened and a man clad only in a shirt and loosely buttoned trousers stepped from the threshold into the middle of
the street and shouted up at the gabled window:
“Won’t that have any end tonight?”
His tone of voice was cross but not harsh or insulting. The violin stopped before he had finished speaking. The
man went back into the house, the gabled window was closed, and soon dead silence reigned about me. I set out
for home, finding my way with difficulty through the unknown alleys, improvising too, but by myself, in my
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head, without disturbing anyone.
For me the morning hours always have had their own value. It is as though I felt a need to sanctify the rest of
my day, as it were, by taking up something inspiring, important in its first hours. I thus have difficulty making up
my mind to leave my room early in the morning, and if once I force myself to it without a valid reason the
remaining day will leave me but a choice of thoughtless distraction or self-tormenting gloom.
So it happened that for some days I put off my visit to the old man, which we had agreed was to take place in
the morning. At last impatience gained the upper hand and I went.
*
The Gartnergasse was easily found, as was the house. The sound of the violin was heard again, though muffled
to the point of indistinction by the closed window. I entered the house. A gardener’s wife, half speechless with
amazement, showed me the stairs to the attic. I faced a low and badly closing door, knocked, received no answer,
finally turned the knob and entered.
I stood in a fairly spacious but otherwise extremely miserable chamber, with the walls on all sides following
the outline of the sharply gabled roof. Next to the door, a dirty, repulsively rumpled bed was surrounded by all the
attributes of slovenliness; opposite me, beside the window, a second sleeping-place was shabby but clean, very
carefully made and covered. By the window, a little table bore music paper and writing materials. The window
itself held some flower pots. The room was divided by a line drawn on the floor with chalk, from wall to wall; and
it is hard to think of a more glaring contrast of dirt and cleanliness than prevailed on the two sides of that line, that
Equator of a world in miniature.
Right by the Equator the old man had put up his music-stand; he stood before it, fully and carefully dressed,
and exercised. So much has already been said here of the disharmonies wrought by this favorite of mine and, I
almost fear, mine only that I shall spare the reader a description of that hellish concert. With the exercise
consisting in the main of passages, there was no question of recognizing the pieces played, which otherwise might
not have been so easy, either. Listening awhile, I finally made out the guiding thread in this maze, the method in
the madness, as it were.
The oldster enjoyed while playing; and so, since his only distinction was between consonance and dissonance
—of which the first pleased, even delighted him, while the latter, however well founded harmoniously, was
shunned as much as possible—he never interpreted a piece of music according to its sense and rhythm but simply
accented and prolonged the notes and intervals pleasing to the ear. He did not even shrink from repeating them
arbitrarily, with his face often bearing a virtually entranced expression. As at the same time he dismissed the
dissonances as curtly as possible—besides playing passages too difficult for him, of which conscientiously he
never dropped a note, at much too slow a tempo in relation to the whole—one easily may conceive the ensuing
confusion.
In the end it became too much even for me. Having fruitlessly tried several means to bring him out of his
absence, I intentionally dropped my hat.
The old man gave a start, his knees shook, he could hardly hold the lowered violin.
I went over to him.
“Oh, it’s you, sir!” he said, as if slowly coming to. “I hadn’t counted on the fulfillment of your noble promise.”
He obliged me to sit down, tidied up, put things away, cast a few embarrassed glances about the room, suddenly
seized a plate from a table by the door and walked out with it. I heard him talk to the gardener’s wife outside; but
when he came back he seemed still embarrassed, hid the plate behind his back and secretly put it away. He
evidently had asked for some fruit to offer me but failed to obtain it.
“You live quite nicely here,” I tried to put him at ease. “The disorder is forgiven. It is retreating through the
door even if it has not yet quite crossed the threshold.”
“My home extends only as far as the line,” said the oldster, pointing to the chalk mark dividing the room.
“Over there live two journeymen carpenters.”
“And do they honor your marking?”
“They don’t, but I do,” he said. “Only the door is common property.”
“Don’t your neighbors disturb you?”
“Hardly,” he said. “They come home late at night, when I am in bed, and even if they startle me a little, the
pleasure of going to sleep again is so much greater. But in the morning I wake them when I clean my room, and
they swear a little and go.”
By then I had looked him over. He was very neatly dressed, the figure well enough preserved for his years,
only the legs somewhat short and hands and feet strikingly delicate.
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“You’re looking at me,” he said, “and thinking what?”
“That I’d like to hear your story,” I replied.
“Story?” he repeated after me. “I have no story. Today is like yesterday, and tomorrow is like today. The next
day, of course, and beyond—who can tell? But God will provide. He knows.”
“Your present life may be monotonous enough,” I continued; “but your previous experiences. How it came—”
“That I joined the musicians?” He broken into the pause I made involuntarily. I now told about his striking me
at first sight, and of the impression of the Latin words he had uttered.
“Latin,” he said, “Latin? To be sure, I learned that, too, at one time—or rather, I should and could have learned
it. Loqueris latine?” He turned to me, “but I couldn’t go on. It’s been too long. So that’s what you call my story?
How it came? Well, yes, there was a good deal that happened, of course; nothing special, but still, a good deal. I’d
like to tell it to myself once again. Just to see whether I have not forgotten. It’s still early morning,” he continued,
reaching into his watch-pocket. There was no watch in it. I drew mine; it was barely 9 o’clock. He said,
“We have time, and I almost feel tempted to chat.”
He was now feeling visibly more at ease. His figure had straightened. Without too much circumstance he
released his hat and put it on the bed, seated himself, crossed his legs and generally assumed the position of a
comfortable narrator.
*
“You have,” he began, “doubtless heard of Privy Councilor”—and he named a statesman who about the middle
of the past century under the modest title of a Bureau Chief had exerted an enormous, almost ministerial
influence. I said I had heard of the man.
“He was my father,” he continued.
His father? The old fiddler’s? The beggar’s? The influential, powerful man—his father?
The oldster did not seem to notice my astonishment. Visibly cheered, he followed the thread of his story.
“I was the second of three sons. My brothers rose fairly high in the government service but are long dead now;
I alone am still alive,” he said, looking down and plucking on his shabby trousers to remove some tiny feathers.
“My father was ambitious and temperamental. My brothers satisfied him. I was called slow-witted; and indeed
I was slow. If I remember correctly,” he said, turning sideways as if to look far into the distance and propping up
his head with his left hand, “if I remember correctly I might have learned all sorts of things if only I had been
allowed the time and order. My brothers would leap like the mountain-goats from peak to peak in the subjects of
instruction; but I could leave nothing behind and had to start all over if a single word was missing. So I was
always under pressure. The new was to take places not yet vacated by the old, and I began to get renitent.\fn{ Recalcitrant; persistently opposed to being pressured}
“For instance, music, now the joy and at the same time the support of my life, they managed then to make
actually hateful to me. If I took up the violin in the twilight of the evening, to amuse myself without notes, after
my fashion, they took the instrument away and said that I was ruining my application and torturing their ears, and
instead limited me to the musical instruction hour when my own torture began. In all my life I’ve loathed nothing
and no one as much as in those days I loathed the violin.
“My father, extremely dissatisfied, frequently scolded me and threatened to apprentice me to an artisan. I did
not dare say how happy I should have been—I’d have loved to be a wood-carver or printer—but my father’s pride
would have prevented it, anyway. To assuage him one persuaded him to attend a public examination at my school;
it proved the final straw. A dishonest teacher told me in advance what he would ask me; and so everything went
splendidly until the end, when I had to recite some verses of Horace by heart and could not think of one word. My
teacher, who had sat nodding his head and smiling at my father, tried to help and whispered it to me. But I,
seeking the word in myself and in connection with the rest, did not hear. He repeated it several times; in vain. At
last my father lost patience.
“‘Cachinnum!’ (this was the word) he thundered at me.
“I was done for. Though I knew the one word now I had forgotten all others. Every effort to put me back on the
right track was wasted; I had to rise in shame, and when I went to kiss my father’s hand, as usual, he thrust me
back, rose, curtly bowed to the gathering and left.
“‘Ce gueux,’\fn{It beggars.} he branded me—which I wasn’t then but am now. Parents prophesy when they
speak! Besides, my father was a good man. Only temperamental and ambitious.
“From that day on he never spoke with me. His orders reached me through the others in the house. Thus, on
the very next day, I was informed that my studies were at an end. I was frightened, knowing how bitterly this must
have hurt my father. I cried all day, and in between recited those Latin verses which I now knew to a T, along with
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those that came before and after. I promised, if permitted further to attend the school, to make up by hard work for
my lack of talent. But my father never revoked a decision.
“For a while then I remained idle in my paternal home. At last I was given a trial with an accounting office; but
I never had excelled at figures. As for the proposal of a military career, I rejected that with horror. Even now I can
see no uniform without shuddering inwardly. To defend one’s own, at the risk of his life if need be, may be good
and comprehensible; but bloodshed and mutilation as a profession, as a class—no! no! no!”
And he drew both hands over both arms, as though feeling his own and other men’s piercing wounds.
“I then came into the chancellery as a copyist. There I was right in my place. I had always liked to write; even
now I know of no more pleasing entertainment than with good ink, on good paper, to combine thin and thick pen
strokes to words or even mere letters, and musical notes are quite exceedingly beautiful. But I was not yet
thinking of music, then.
“I was zealous but over-anxious. A wrong punctuation mark, a word illegible or missing in the draft, though it
might be filled in from the meaning, would trouble me for hours. Doubts, whether strictly to follow the original or
to add of my own, let the time pass anxiously, and I acquired a reputation for negligence while working harder
than anyone else in the service. Thus I spent several years—without salary, for when I came up for promotion my
father, in the Council, cast his vote for another, and the rest respectfully agreed with him.
“About this time—why,” he interrupted himself, “it does make a kind of a story! Let’s tell the story.
“About this time two events occurred: the saddest and the happiest of my life. My removal from the paternal
home was one, and the other was my return to the fair art of music, to my violin which has been faithful to me to
this day.
“In my father’s house I lived unheeded by the others, in a little back room opening upon a neighbor’s yard. In
the beginning I ate at the family table where no one talked to me. But when my brothers were promoted to posts
out of town and my father was dining out almost daily—my mother had long been dead—it was found inconvenient to keep the kitchen going just for me. The servants received a food allowance and so did I—only mine was
not paid to me, but monthly to a restaurant. So I spent little time in my room—except in the evening, for my
father insisted on my being home no later than a half hour after office closing time. Then I would sit in the dusk
without a light, because of my eyes which even then were strained, and I’d be thinking about this and that and be
neither sad nor happy.
“One day, sitting like this, I heard a song rise from the neighbor’s yard—or several songs, rather, of which I
especially liked one, however, it was so simple, so moving, and with the accent so in the right place that there was
no need at all to hear the words. I think the words only spoil the music, anyway.”
He now opened his mouth and brought forth some hoarse, rough sounds.
“Nature has denied me a voice,” he said and reached for the violin. He played, and this time with the right
expression, the tune of a cozy, otherwise quite undistinguished song, while his fingers trembled on the strings and
tears ran down his cheeks.
“That was the song,” he said and put down the violin. “It delighted me time and again. But however clearly I
recalled it, I never managed to hit even two tones of it correctly with my voice. It almost made me impatient to
listen.
“Then my eye fell on the violin which hung on the wall like an old piece of armor, unused since my boyhood. I
took it down, and—the servant might have been using it in my absence—it turned out to be well-tuned. And as I
now drew the bow over the strings, sir, it was as if God’s finger had touched me. The sound went into my innermost being and out again. The air about me was as if pregnant with drunkenness. The song in the yard and the
sound rising from my fingers to my ear, fellow-dwellers in my solitude—I fell on my knees and prayed aloud and
could not grasp how in my childhood I could have neglected, even loathed God’s lovely creature, and I kissed the
violin and pressed it to my heart and kept playing on and on.
“The song in the yard—it was a woman who sang—rang ceaselessly meanwhile; but playing it proved not so
easy. I did not have the song in notes, you see. Too, I found that I had pretty much forgotten what little of the
fiddling art I had known. I could not play this or that; I could just play.
“Although, with the sole exception of that song, I have always been and remained fairly indifferent to the
temporary What of music. They play Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Sebastian Bach, but no one plays the dear
Lord. The eternal bounty and grace of tone and sound; its miraculous concord with the thirsty, yearning ear;
that”—he lowered his voice and blushed—“the third tone goes together with the first, and so does the fifth, and
the nota sensibilis rises like a hope fulfilled, while the dissonance is bent low like knowing malice or presumptuous arrogance; and the wonders of phrasing and reversal, whereby even the second is admitted to grace in the
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lap of euphony—all this, though much later, was explained to me by a musician.
“And the things I know nothing about: the fuga and the punctum contra punctum and the canon a duo, a tre
and so forth—a whole celestial structure, one fitting into the other, bound without mortar and held by the hand of
God—of this none but a few want to know anything. They rather spoil this inhaling and exhaling of souls; adding
words which may also be spoken, as the children of God united with the daughters of man—to make it feel nice
and suit a horny soul. Sir,” he closed, half exhausted, “speech is as necessary to man as food, but one should also
purify the drink which comes from God.”
I hardly knew my man, he had become so lively. He paused a little.
“Where did I leave my story?” he finally said. “Oh, yes, at the song and my attempts to play it. It was
impossible. I went to the window, to hear better, just as the singer came across the yard. I only saw her from the
rear, and yet she seemed familiar. She carried a basket with what seemed to me still unbaked pieces of cake, and
entered a little door in the corner of the yard. It probably led to a baking oven, for with her singing I now heard
scraping of wooden tools and the voice rang now dull, now brightly, as when a person stoops to sing into a hollow
and then straightens up again and stands erect. After awhile she returned, and only now I saw why she had seemed
familiar. I really had known her for some time. From the chancellery.
“It was like this. Our office hours began early and lasted past noon. Toward eleven o’clock some of the
younger officials, either from hunger or so as to pass a half hour, used to consume a trifle. The trades-people,
knowing how to turn everything to their advantage, saved the gluttons the way and brought their merchandise into
the building, where they posted themselves in the corridor and on the stairs. A baker sold rolls; the fruiterer’s wife
sold cherries. Favored above all else, however, were certain cakes which a neighboring grocer’s daughter baked
and marketed still warm. Her customers came out to her on the corridor; only rarely, if called for, would she enter
the office, where the somewhat crusty supervisor, if he saw her, would as rarely fail to order her out again—a
command she would heed only with resentment and muttering angrily.
“The girl was not deemed beautiful by my colleagues. They found her too short and did not know how to
describe the color of her hair. Some denied that she had cat’s eyes, but all admitted pock marks. Her sturdy build
alone found general approval; but they called her rude, and one had much to tell of a box on the ears that he had
felt for a week.
“I was not one of her customers. Partly I lacked the money; partly, while always constrained—often too much
so—to admit the necessity of food and drink, I’ve never looked for any pleasure and delight therein. So we paid
no attention to each other. Only once, to josh me, my colleagues made her believe that I had asked for her
victuals. She came to my desk and held out her basket to me.
“‘I don't buy, dear Mistress,’ I said.
“‘Then why do you ask for people?’ she said irately.
“I apologized and, at once perceiving the roguish trick, explained it to her as best I could.
“‘Well, at least give me some paper to wrap my cakes in,’ she said.
“I pointed out that this was chancellery paper and not mine to give, but said I had some of my own at home
which I should bring her.
“‘At home I’ve got plenty,’ she mocked me and gave a little laugh in walking away.
“That had only been a few days since, and I promptly thought of using this acquaintance for my desire. So on
the next morning I buttoned a whole pad of paper, of which we were never short at home, under my coat and took
it to the office—where, lest I betray myself, I wore this armor at great inconvenience until, toward noon, the going
and coming of my colleagues and the noise of chewing jaws told me that the cake vendor had come and the
customers’ main pressure seemed to be past. Then I went out, produced my paper, gathered my courage and
walked up to the girl who stood with the basket before her on the ground, her right foot on a stool that she used to
sit on, humming softly and beating time with the foot on the stool. She looked me over from head to foot,
increasing my embarrassment.
“‘Dear Mistress,’ I finally began, ‘you asked me for paper the other day, when I had none on hand that was
mine. I have now brought some from home, and—’ I held out the paper to her.
“‘I told you already,’ she replied, ‘that I’ve got paper at home. However, one can use everything.’ She took my
gift with a slight nod of her head and placed it into her basket.
“‘You don’t want any cake?’ she asked, rummaging in her merchandise; ‘but the best of it is gone, anyway.’
“I thanked her, adding that I had another request.
“‘Well?’ she said. Pushing one arm through the basket handle, she stood up straight and looked at me with
flashing eyes.
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“I quickly said I was a music lover, though of recent date, and had heard her singing such lovely songs—one in
particular.
“‘You? Me? Songs?’ she flared up. ‘And where?’
“I went on to tell her that I lived in her neighborhood and had listened to her while she worked in the yard. I
liked one of her songs especially, so much so that I had even tried to play it on the violin.
“‘Then maybe you’re the one,’ she cried, ‘who scrapes so on the fiddle?’
“I was then a mere beginner, as I said. It was only later that with a great deal of effort I trained these fingers to
the necessary skill,” the old man interrupted himself, fingering the air with his left hand in the manner of a
violinist. “I had become quite hot in the face,” he continued his narrative, “and I saw that she also regretted the
harsh words.
“Dear Mistress,’ I said, ‘the scraping is due to the fact that I lack the music of the song, which is why I’d like
politely to request a copy.’
“‘A copy?’ she said. ‘The song’s been printed and they sell it on the street corners.’
“‘The song?’ I replied. ‘Those are probably only the words.’
“‘Well, yes, the words of the song.’
“‘But the tune that you sing it in.’
“‘Are they writing that up, too?’ she asked.
“‘Indeed!’ was my answer. ‘That’s just the main point. How else did you learn it, dear Mistress?’
“‘I heard someone sing it; so I sang it, too.’
“I marveled at this natural ingenuity; as in general the unstudied people often have the most talent. But still, it
isn’t the right thing, the real art. I now was desperate again.
“‘Which song is it, anyway?’ she asked. ‘I know so many.’
“‘All without music sheets?’
“‘Why, of course. So which was it?’
“‘It’s so very lovely,’ I explained myself. ‘Rises up right at the beginning, then returns within itself and ends
quite softly. You sing it most frequently, too.’
“‘Oh; then it’s probably this one,’ she said, put the basket down, and her foot back on the stool and sang the
song, in a voice very low and yet clear, ducking her head while she sang so beautifully, so sweetly that even
before she had finished I reached for the hand which hung by her side.
“‘Oh, ho,’ she said and withdrew her arm which she may have thought I wished to touch unbecomingly—but
no, I wished to kiss her hand, although she was only a poor girl. Well, today I’m a poor man.
“When I now tore my hair with eagerness to have the song, she comforted me and said that the organist of St.
Peter’s Church often came to her father’s shop for nutmeg; she would ask him to write down the music. I might
call for it in a few days. Then she took up her basket and left, accompanied by me as far as the stairs. On the top
step, during my final bow, I was surprised by the supervisor who ordered me back to my work and railed at the
girl, asserting that there was not a good hair on her head. Greatly enraged, I was just about to reply that with his
permission I was convinced of the contrary when I noticed that he was back in his room already. So I controlled
myself and also went back to my desk; yet from that time on he remained convinced that I was a dissolute official
and a libertine.
“Indeed, on this and the following days I could do hardly any sensible work, so much was the song in my
mind, and I felt lost. A few days passed; I did not know whether or not it was time to call for the music. The girl
had said the organist came to the shop to buy nutmeg; he could only use that for beer. But the cool weather which
had prevailed for some days made it seem probable that the musical artist would stick to wine and not need any
nutmeg for a while. Asking too soon seemed an uncivil importunity; waiting too long might be considered
indifference. I did not dare speak to the girl in the corridor, as our first meeting had become known to my
colleagues who burned with desire for a joke at my expense.
“In the meantime I had eagerly resumed the violin and was now thoroughly practicing the foundation, also
permitting myself to play out of my head from time to time, but carefully closing the windows, because I knew
that my interpretation displeased. But even by the open window I no longer heard my song. The neighbor’s girl
sang partly not at all, partly behind closed doors and in so low a voice that I could not make out two tones.
“Finally—after about three weeks had passed—I could not stand it any longer. For two evenings I had been
sneaking out on the street—hatless, so as to make the servants believe that I was just looking for something in the
house—but whenever I came near the grocer’s shop I began to tremble so that I had to turn back whether I wanted
to or not. But finally, as I said, I couldn’t stand it any longer. I gathered my courage and one evening—hatless
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again—went out of my room, down the stairs, and with firm steps down the street to the grocer’s shop, where I
stood still for the moment and pondered what might be done. The shop was lighted, and I heard voices inside.
After some hesitation I bent forward and peered in from the side.
“I saw the girl sit by the light, close to the counter, winnowing peas or beans in a wooden bowl. Before her, a
coarse, robust man stood with his coat hung round his shoulders and a sort of club in his hand, somewhat like a
butcher. The two were talking, evidently in a cheerful mood, for the girl laughed aloud a few times but without
interrupting or even looking up from her work.
“Whether it was due to my forced, oblique position or something else, I started trembling again—when
suddenly I felt myself roughly seized from behind and dragged forward. In a trice I was standing in the vault, and
when I was released and looking about I saw that it was the owner himself who in coming home had surprised me
on the lookout and detained me as suspect.
“‘What in thunder!’ he shouted, ‘now I know where the plums go and the handful of peas and rolled barley that
always gets filched in the dark! Why, blast you in tarnation,’ and he went for me as if really to blast me.
“I was as though annihilated. But soon the thought of my honesty being doubted brought me back to myself. I
bowed quite curtly and told the boor that neither his plums nor his rolled barley but his daughter was the object of
my visit. At that, the butcher who stood in the center of the shop laughed loudly and turned to go, having whispered something to the girl who by way of reply, laughing also, resoundingly smacked his back with her flat hand.
The grocer saw the departing guest to the door, and I, with all of my courage gone again, stood facing the girl who
indifferently culled her peas and beans, as if none of this concerned her. Then the father came rumbling back
through the door.
“‘What in tarnation, sir,’ he said, ‘what’s that about my daughter?’
“I tried to explain the connection, and the reason for my visit.
“‘What song?’ he said, ‘I’ll sing you something,’ and he suspiciously moved his right arm up and down.
“‘There it is,’ said the girl, leaning sideways in her chair and pointing at the counter without releasing her
vegetable bowl.
“I hurried over and saw a sheet of music. It was the song. But the old man got there before me and grabbed the
beautiful paper with his hand, crumpling it.
“‘I’m asking what this means,’ he said. ‘Who’s this fellow?’
“‘He’s a gentleman from the chancellery,’ she replied, throwing a worm-eaten pea somewhat farther away than
the rest.
“‘A gentleman from the chancellery?’ he cried. ‘In the dark and without a hat?’
“I explained the lack of a hat by the circumstance of my living nearby, and described the house.
“‘I know that house,’ he cried. ‘There’s no one living in there except the Privy Councilor’—and he mentioned
my father’s name—‘and I know all the servants.’
“‘I’m the Councilor’s son,’ I said in a low voice, as though it were a lie.
“I’ve seen many changes in my life, but none so abrupt as the grocer’s. The mouth which he had opened to
abuse me remained open; the eyes were still threatening; but round the lower part of the face a sort of smile
spread, wider and wider. The girl retained her stooped, indifferent position, merely patting her loosened hair back
behind the ears as she worked on.
“‘The son of the Privy Councilor?’ finally screamed the old man, his face now completely brightened. ‘Won’t
your Grace make themselves comfortable? Barbara, a chair!’
“The girl unwillingly shifted on her own.
“‘Well, just you wait, lazybones!’ he said, lifting a basket himself and wiping the dust off the chair beneath it
with a rag. ‘I’m honored,’ he said. ‘So the esteemed Privy Councilor—I mean, the esteemed son practices music,
too? Singing, perhaps, like my daughter, or rather differently, of course, with notes, according to the art?’
“I explained to him that nature had denied me a voice.
“‘Or tickling the pianoforte, as the better people do?’
“I said I was playing the violin.
“‘Been scraping the fiddle myself in my youth,’ he cried.
“At the word scraping I looked involuntarily at the girl and saw a mocking smile which greatly displeased me.
“‘Ought to do something for the girl—in music, I mean,’ he continued. ‘Sings a good voice; has other qualities
too, but the refinement, dear Lord, where should that come from?’ and he repeatedly moved the thumb and
forefinger of his right hand across each other.
“I was quite ashamed, to be undeservedly credited with such important musical knowledge, and just about to
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clarify the true state of affairs, when a passer-by called into the shop from outside,
“‘Good evening everybody!’
“I was frightened, for the voice was that of one of our servants. The grocer had recognized it too. Pushing out
the tip of his tongue and raising his shoulders, he whispered,
“‘Was one of the esteemed servants of the gracious papa. Couldn’t have known you, though, standing with
your back to the door like this.’
“As to the last, he was correct. Still the feeling of something secretive and wrong overcame me painfully. I
merely stammered a few words of farewell and left. I should have forgotten even my song if the old man had not
carried it after me into the street and there thrust it into my hand.
“Thus I got home and to my room and waited for things to happen. Nor did I have long to wait. The servant
had recognized me, after all. A few days later, my father’s secretary came to my room and informed me that I had
to leave my father’s house. No protest availed. A small room in a distant suburb had been rented for me, and so I
was banished completely from the vicinity of my relations.
“I no longer saw my singer, either. Her cake business at the chancellery had been stopped, and I could not
bring myself to enter her father’s shop, knowing that it would displease mine. When I met the old grocer by
chance in the street, he turned away with a grim face and I was thunderstruck. Alone for half of my days, I took
out my violin and played and practiced.
“Things would get even worse, though. The fortunes of our house declined. My youngest brother, headstrong
and reckless, an officer in the Dragoons, swam the Danube on a bet with horse and armor, still hot from a long
ride—it was far down in Hungary—and paid with his life for his rashness. The oldest, the favorite, served on a
provincial council; in continuous opposition to his immediate superiors and, as they said, secretly encouraged by
my father, he allowed himself to make false statements against his adversaries. There was an investigation and my
brother secretly fled the country. My father’s many enemies used the occasion to discredit him. Attacked from all
sides, and resenting his diminishing influence, he daily made the most aggressive speeches in the Council. In the
middle of one of these he suffered a stroke and was carried home, speechless. I myself did not hear of it. On the
next day, at the office, I did notice secret whispers and fingers pointing at me; but by then I was accustomed to
that and suspected nothing.
“It had happened on a Wednesday—on Friday a black suit with a mourning veil was suddenly delivered to my
room. I wondered, and asked, and heard. My body is otherwise strong and resistant, but at that time I was
overcome. I dropped to the floor in a faint. They carried me to my bed, where I lay feverish and delirious all day
and throughout the night. On the next morning nature had gained the upper hand, but my father was dead and
buried.
“I had been unable to talk to him; unable to beg his forgiveness for all the grief I had caused him; unable to
thank him for the undeserved mercies—yes, mercies! For he meant well, and at some time I hope to find him
again in a place where we are judged by our intentions and not by our works.
“For several days I remained in my room and hardly took any food; when I did go out again I would return
right after dinner. Only in the evenings I roamed the dark streets like Cain, the fratricide. In those days my father’s
home was a frightening specter which I carefully avoided. Once, however, thoughtlessly staring in front of me, I
suddenly found myself near the dreaded house. My knees shook so that I had to steady myself. Reaching for the
wall behind me, I recognized the door of the grocer’s shop and Barbara sitting inside, a letter in her hand, the light
on the counter beside her and on the other side, standing erect, her father who seemed to be exhorting her. If my
life had been at stake I could not have helped entering. To have no one to tell your grief to, no one to sympathize!
The old man, as I well knew, was angry with me, but the girl would give me a kind word.
“It turned out quite differently. Barbara rose as I entered, gave me a haughty look and walked into the back
room, locking the door. But the old man took my hand, asked me to be seated, comforted me and said I was now a
rich man and no longer obliged to care for anybody. He asked how much I had inherited. I did not know. He made
me promise to inquire from the courts; at the chancelleries, he said, nothing was to be done. I should invest my
inheritance in a business; spices and fruits yielded ample profits; a partner who knew his way about could turn
pennies into guilders. He himself had done a lot there once. In between he repeatedly called for the girl; but no
sign of life came from her, although now and then I seemed to hear something rustle behind the door. As she never
came, however, and the old man talked only of money, I finally took my leave. He regretted that he could not
escort me, being alone in the store. I was saddened by the failure of my hope, and yet wonderfully comforted.
Standing in the street and looking over to my father’s house, I suddenly heard a muffled and resentful voice
behind me:
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“‘Don’t be so quick to trust people. Not everybody means well.’
“Fast as I turned, I could see no one. Only the rattle of a window, on the ground floor which belonged to the
grocer’s home, told me that Barbara had been the secret warner. So she had heard, after all, what had been said in
the store. Did she mean to warn me of her father? Or had she heard that since my father’s death I had been
flooded with requests for assistance and help in need—partly by colleagues from the chancellery, partly by other,
completely unknown people—and that, moreover, I had promised to do everything once I should be in the money.
“My pledges had to be kept; but in future I decided to be more cautious. I applied for my inheritance. Less than
expected, it was still very much: close to eleven thousand guilders. All day my room was full of petitioners and
aid-seekers. I had become almost hard, however, and only gave where the need was greatest. Barbara’s father
came, too. He chided me for not having called for three days, to which I truthfully replied that I feared to annoy
his daughter. He told me never to mind, he had already fixed that; and he laughed maliciously enough to startle
me. Reminded of Barbara’s warning, when the conversation got around to my inheritance, I did not disclose the
amount and also skillfully evaded his business proposals.
“In fact, I already had other prospects in mind. In the chancellery, where I had been tolerated only for my
father’s sake, my place was now occupied by another; as the job carried no salary, this did not bother me much.
My father’s secretary, also deprived of his job by the recent events, told me of a plan to start an investigating,
copying and translating agency. I was to advance the cost of initial equipment, while he was prepared to take over
the direction. At my insistence music was to be included in the copying activities, and now I was happy. I put up
the necessary money—but, having grown cautious, not without having a note signed for the amount. I also
advanced the bond for the agency; although considerable, it hardly seemed worth mentioning, since it had to be
deposited with the Commercial Court and there remained as much mine as if I’d kept it in my closet.
*
“The matter was settled and I felt relieved, elated, independent for the first time in my life, a man. I hardly
thought of my father any more. I moved to a better apartment, made some changes in my clothing, and in the
evening walked through well-known streets to the grocer’s shop, shaking my legs and humming my song between
my teeth, although not quite correctly. With my voice I never could hit the B in the second half. I arrived glad and
cheerful, but an ice-cold glance of Barbara’s promptly hurled me back into my earlier timidity. Her father gave me
a most cordial reception; but she acted as if there were no one around, continued to fold paper bags and did not
join with a word in our conversation. Only when my inheritance was mentioned, she half-started and almost
threateningly said, ‘Father!’ whereupon the old man promptly changed the subject. Otherwise she said nothing all
evening and did not give me a second glance, and when I finally left, her ‘Good night’ rang almost like ‘Thank
God.’
“But I kept coming, and gradually she yielded. Not that I could do a thing to please her. She never ceased
chiding and reproving me. Everything was clumsy; God had made me with two left hands; my coat hung as on a
scarecrow; I walked like a duck, with a slight touch of the rooster. Especially repugnant to her was my politeness
toward the customers. For as I was unoccupied until the opening of the copying agency, and mindful of the fact
that there I would be dealing with the public, I practiced by engaging actively in the retail grocery business, often
half through the day. I weighed off spices, counted out nuts and dried plums to the boys and made change—the
last not without frequent errors, at everyone of which Barbara sailed in, violently took things out of my hands and
mocked and ridiculed me in front of the customers. If I bowed to one of the purchasers or commended myself to
them, she would say gruffly, ‘The merchandise recommends!’ and turn her back on me even before the people had
reached the door.
“At times, though, she was all kindness. She listened to my stories of what was going on in the city, of my
childhood years, of the officials in the chancellery where we had first met. But she always let me talk alone, and
only by a word now and then expressed her approval or, more frequently, her, disapproval.
“We never talked of music or song. Firstly, she held that one had to sing or shut up; it was nothing to talk
about. And to sing was not feasible; it was not fitting in the store, and the back room where she lived together
with her father was closed to me. Once, however, I came in unnoticed and found her standing on tiptoe with her
back to me and her upraised hands feeling on one of the upper shelves in search of something. And she softly sang
to herself—it was the song, my song! She twittered like a little bird washing its throat by the brook’s edge,
throwing its head and ruffling and smoothing the feathers with its bill I sneaked closer and closer, so close that the
song no longer seemed to come from outside but from within myself, a song of our souls. And I, no longer able to
control myself, grabbed with both hands at the body which was straining forward in the middle, with the
shoulders inclined toward me.
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“But then it happened. She whirled like a top. Her face red with anger, she stood before me; her hand twitched
and before I could apologize—
“At the office, as I said before, they had often told how Barbara as a cake vendor had boxed the ears of a pest.
Their remarks about the strength of the rather short girl and the vigor of her hand had seemed greatly, jocosely
exaggerated. But it was all true and approached the gigantic. I stood as though struck by lightning. Lights danced
before my eyes—but they were heavenly lights like the sun, the moon and the stars;
“I like angels playing hide-and-seek and singing. I had visions; I was entranced. And she, as upset as I was,
drew her hand soothingly over the injured spot:
“‘Maybe it was too strong,’ she said, and suddenly—like a second stroke of lightning—I felt her warm breath
on my cheek and her two lips, and she kissed me; just lightly, lightly, but it was a kiss on this, my cheek—here!”
The old man slapped his cheek, and tears welled up in his eyes.
“What further happened, I don’t know,” he went on. “Only that I rushed at her, and she ran into the living room
and slammed the glass door while I pushed after her from the other side. And now, with her glued to the window
as it were, doubled up and resisting with all force, I took my heart in my hands, dear sir, and vehemently returned
her kiss, through the glass.
“‘Well, having a right merry time,’ I heard someone say behind me. It was the grocer, who was just coming
home.
“‘Well, he who jests,’ he said. ‘Why don’t you come out, Barbara, and stop being silly?’
“She did not come, however. As for me, 1 left after a few words, stammered as though unconscious, and took
the grocer’s hat until he laughingly exchanged it in my hand, for my own. This was, as I called it before, the
happy day of my life. I almost should have said the only one—which would be untrue, though, for God grants
many mercies.
“I was not quite sure how I stood with the girl. Should I imagine her more angry or more placated? My next
call required stern resolution. But she was kind. Humble and quiet, not flaring up as usual, she sat over her work.
She inclined her head toward a footstool beside her, indicating that I should sit down and help her. We sat and
worked. The old man got up to leave.
“‘Why don’t you stay, father,’ she said; ‘what you want done is already settled.’
“He stamped his foot hard on the floor and stayed. Walking to and fro, he talked of this and that. I did not dare
to join in the conversation. Suddenly the girl gave a little scream. She had scratched her finger, and although
usually not soft at all, she shook her hand up and down. I wanted to look, but she motioned to me to continue.
“‘Balderdash and no end!’ muttered the old man and, stepping before the girl, said in a strong voice, ‘What’s to
be done isn’t half settled!’ and resoundingly strode out the door.
“I wanted to start apologizing for yesterday; but she interrupted me and said,
“‘Never mind, and now let’s talk of more sensible things.’ She lifted her head, examined me from top to toe,
and in a quiet tone of voice continued,
“‘I hardly know any more how we became acquainted, but for some time now you’ve been coming more and
more often and we’ve become used to you. No one will deny that you’re an honest soul, but you’re weak, always
thinking of trifles, so you’d hardly be able to manage your own affairs. That makes it then the plain duty of
friends and acquaintances to look after you, so you won’t suffer. You sit in the store here for days counting and
weighing, measuring and marketing; but nothing can come of that. What do you mean to do in future, to have
your security?’
“I mentioned my father’s inheritance.
“‘That may be pretty big,’ she said.
“I told her the amount.
“‘That’s both little and much,’ she replied. ‘Much to start with; little to eat up. My father’s had a proposal for
you, but 1 advised you against it because, to begin with, he’s already lost his own money in such things and then,’
she added in a low voice, ‘he’s so used to profiting from strangers that he might not give a friend a better deal.
You must have someone by your side who’s honest.’
“I pointed at her.
“‘Yes, I’m honest,’ she said. She put her hand on her heart, and her eyes, grayish at other times, gleamed bright
blue, blue as the sky. ‘But I’m peculiar. Our business doesn’t yield much, and my father is thinking of opening a
tavern. There’d be no room for me, then. The only thing left would be needlework, because I won’t go into
service.’ And she looked like a queen as she said that.
“‘I’ve had another proposal, of course,’ she continued, drawing a letter from beneath her apron and throwing it
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on the counter half in disgust. ‘But for that I’d have to go away from here.’
“‘Far away?’ I asked.
“‘Why? What do you care?’
“I explained that I’d like to move to the same place.
“‘You’re a child!’ she said. ‘That wouldn’t be fitting and would be something quite different. But if you trust
me and like to be near me, get hold of the millinery shop that’s for sale here, next door. I know the work, and you
needn’t worry over a fair profit on your money. Besides, the writing and figuring would make a proper occupation
for yourself. What else might come of it we won’t discuss now. But you’d have to change! I despise womanish
men.’
“I had jumped up and was reaching for my hat.
“‘What’s the matter?’ she asked. ‘Where are you going?’
“‘Cancel everything,’ I said breathlessly.
“‘Cancel what?’
“I told her of my plan to start a writing and investigating agency.
“‘There isn’t much in that,’ she said. ‘Everyone can do his own investigating, and everyone has learned to
write in school.’
“I remarked that music was to be copied, too, which wasn’t a matter for everyone. She flared up.
“‘That foolishness again? Forget the music and think about necessities! Besides, you wouldn’t be capable of
running a business.’ I explained that I had found a partner.
“‘A partner?’ she exclaimed. ‘He’ll surely want to cheat you. I hope you’ve given him no money yet?’ I
trembled, without knowing why.
“‘Did you give him money?’ she asked once more. I confessed the three thousand guilders for the initial equipment.
“‘Three thousand guilders?’ she cried. ‘So much money!’
“‘The rest,’ I went on, ‘is deposited with the court and therefore safe in any case.’
“‘So it’s still more!’ she screamed.
“I told her the amount of the bond.
“‘And you yourself have deposited that with the court?’
“It had been done by my partner.
“‘And you have a receipt about it?’ I had no receipt.
“‘And what’s the name of your fine partner?’ It relieved me somewhat to be able to name her my father’s secretary.
“‘Almighty God!’ she cried, leaping up and wringing her hands. ‘Father! Father!’ The old man came in.
“‘What did you read from the paper today?’
“‘About the secretary?’ he asked.
“‘Yes! Yes!’
“‘Well, he’s run away, left debts upon debts and cheated people. They’ve got warrants out for him.’
“‘Father,’ she cried, ‘he’s cheated this one, too! He trusted him with his money. He’s ruined.’
“‘Blockheads and no end!’ shouted the old man. ‘Didn’t I say so always? And what excuses! Now she was
laughing at him, and then again he was an honest soul. But I’ll put a stop to that! I’ll see who’s master in this
house. Barbara, get to your room! And you, sir, get out of this house and spare us your visits in future. Alms aren’t
given out here.’
“‘Father,’ said the girl, ‘don’t be hard on him. He’s wretched enough.’
“‘Just for that,’ cried the old man, ‘I don’t want to be the same. That, sir,’ he continued, pointing to the letter
Barbara had thrown on the table, ‘that’s a man! Has brains in his head and money in his pocket. Doesn’t cheat
people but won’t be cheated, either; and that’s the main point about honesty.’
“I stammered that the loss of the bond was not yet certain.
“‘Sure,’ he cried, ‘maybe the secretary was a fool! He’s a rogue, but smart. Just hurry up now, maybe you can
still catch him!’
“With that he put his hand flat on my shoulder and pushed me to the door. I slipped away sideways and turned
to the girl who stood leaning on the counter, her eyes on the floor, her bosom heaving violently. I wanted to go to
her but she angrily stamped her foot on the floor, and when I held out my hand she half-jerked with her own, as if
to hit me again. So I left, and the old man locked the door behind me.
“I staggered through the streets, out of the gate, into the fields. Sometimes despair attacked me, then hope
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returned. I remembered having accompanied the secretary to the Commercial Court when he deposited the bond. I
had waited in the gateway and he had gone up alone; when he came down again, he had told me that everything
was in order and the receipt would be sent to me at home. That had not happened, of course, but there still
remained the possibility.
“At dawn I was back in the city. My first call was at the secretary’s address. But the people there laughed and
asked me if I hadn’t read the papers. The Commercial Court was only a few houses distant. I had the books
searched, but neither his name nor mine was found. There was no trace of a bond payment. So my misfortune was
assured. In fact, it almost got worse: with a partnership contract existing, some of his creditors would have turned
to me for satisfaction if the courts had not forbidden it—praise and thanks to them! Though in the end it would
have made no difference.
“All these troubles, I’ll admit, had pushed the grocer and his daughter quite into the background. Now that
things calmed down and I was beginning to ponder what to do, the memory of the last evening vividly returned.
The old man, selfish as he was, I could well understand, but the girl! Sometimes it seemed to me that if I had kept
my own together, and could have offered to provide for her, she even might have—but she wouldn’t have liked
me.”
His hands dropped apart; he looked at his whole scant figure.
“Besides, my politeness toward everybody always repelled her.
“So I spent whole days musing and pondering. One evening at dusk—it was the time I usually had spent in the
shop—I was sitting again and in my thoughts transporting myself to the accustomed place. I heard them talk and
abuse me; they even seemed to be laughing about me. Suddenly there was a rustle at my door. It opened and a
woman came in. It was Barbara.
“I sat as if nailed to my chair, as if seeing a ghost. She was pale and carried a bundle under her arm. In the
center of the room she stopped, looked around her at the bare walls, then down at the poor furnishings and sighed
deeply. Then she went to the chest on the side wall, unwrapped her package which contained a few shirts and
towels—she had lately cared for my laundry—pulled out the drawer, clapped her hands as she saw the meager
contents, but immediately began to arrange the laundry and sort the things she had brought. Then she took a few
steps back from the chest and, looking at me and pointing her finger at the open drawer, said:
“‘Five shirts and three towels. That’s what I had; that’s what I’m bringing back.’
“Then she slowly closed the drawer, leaned her hand on the chest and began to cry aloud. She seemed almost
ill, sitting on a chair beside the chest and hiding her face in her shawl. Her jerky breathing told me that she
continued to cry. I had gently come close to her and took her hand, which she willingly yielded. But when I slid
along the hanging arm as far as the elbow, to attract her eyes, she quickly got up, freed her hand and said in a
composed voice:
“‘What’s the use of all that? What’s done is done. You wanted it that way; you’ve made yourself and us
unhappy—yourself most of all, of course. You really don’t deserve pity’—she became more and more violent—‘if
you’re too weak to keep your affairs in order and so gullible as to trust everybody, no matter whether he’s a rogue
or an honest man. And yet I’m sorry for you. I’ve come to say good-bye. Yes, now you’re frightened. It’s your
work. Now I must do what I’ve so long fought against and go out among the crude people. But it can’t be helped.
I’ve given you my hand already, and so farewell—forever.’
“I saw the tears rise in her eyes again, but she angrily shook her head and turned to go. My limbs felt like lead.
At the door she turned back once more and said:
“‘The laundry is in order now. See that nothing gets lost. There’ll be hard times coming.’ And now she raised
her hand, moved it as though to make the sign of the cross in the air, and cried, ‘God be with you, Jacob!—In all
eternity, Amen,’ she added more gently, and left.
“Only now I regained the use of my limbs. I hurried after her, and standing on the landing called after her,
‘Barbara!’ I heard her stop on the stairs. But as I took the first step down she called up from below, ‘Stay!’ and
went down the rest of the stairs and out the door.
“I have experienced hard days, since then, but none like that; even the following one was less so. For I still did
not quite know what was underfoot, and therefore sneaked about the grocer’s shop in the morning, to see what I
might learn. Since nothing appeared, I finally peered sideways into the store and saw a strange woman weighing
out and making change. I ventured inside and asked whether she had bought the store.
“‘Not just yet,’ she said.
“‘And where are the owners?’
“‘They’ve gone on a trip this morning, to Langenlebarn.’
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“‘The daughter, too?’ I stammered.
“‘Why, sure,’ she said, ‘when she’s getting married there.’
“The woman may have told me all that I later heard from others: the butcher of the place she mentioned—the
same whom I had met at the time of my first visit to the store—had long been pursuing the girl with proposals
which she kept rejecting, until in the last few days, pressed by her father and despairing of everything else, she
finally had consented. On that morning father and daughter had left, and at that moment Barbara was the butcher’s
wife.
“The saleswoman, as I said, may have told me all that. But I did not hear and stood motionless until new
customers pushed me aside and the woman gruffly asked whether I wanted anything else, whereupon I withdrew.
*
“You may believe, dear sir,” he went on, “that now I felt like the unhappiest of men. And so I was, at first. But
when I came out of the store and, turning back, saw the small windows where Barbara surely had often stood and
looked out, a feeling of bliss overcame me. That she would now be rid of all sorrow, the mistress of her own
house and not obliged to bear grief and distress as in linking her fate with a man without hearth and home—that
knowledge fell upon my breast like soothing balm, and I blessed her and her paths.
“Then, as I sank lower and lower, I decided to turn to music for a living; and while the rest of my money
lasted, I studied and practiced the works of great masters, especially the old ones, which I copied. And when the
last penny had been spent I set out to put my knowledge to use.
“I began in private company; a party given in the house of my landlady provided the first occasion. But when
the compositions I played were not appreciated there, I posted myself in the back yards of houses—since among
so many residents there might be some who valued serious music—and finally on public walks, where indeed I
had the satisfaction that some would stop, make inquiries, and go on not without sympathy. Their throwing money
down for me did not make me ashamed. For in the first place this was my very purpose; and then I also saw that
celebrated virtuosi whom I could not flatter myself with having equaled would permit themselves to be
remunerated for their efforts, very amply at times. So I’ve made an honest, if poor, living until this day.
“After some years fortune smiled on me once more. Barbara returned. Her husband had made money and
acquired a butcher shop in one of the suburbs. She was the mother of two children, of whom the oldest is named
Jacob like myself. My professional activities and the memory of old times did not allow me to obtrude, but in the
end I was invited to the house myself, to give the oldest boy violin lessons.
“He has not much talent, to be sure, and can only play on Sundays as his father uses him in the business
throughout the week; but Barbara’s song, which I taught him, already goes very nicely and sometimes when we
practice and manipulate like that his mother will fall in and sing with us. Although she has greatly changed in
these many years, has grown stout and no longer cares much for music, it still sounds as pretty now as it did
then.”
And the oldster reached for his violin and started playing the song, and played on and on without taking further
notice of me. Eventually I had enough, got up, laid a few pieces of silver on the table and left, with the oldster
zealously fiddling on and on.
*
Soon after this I took a trip, from which I did not return until the beginning of winter. New images replaced the
old, and my fiddler had been pretty much forgotten. It was not until the terrible flood which in the next spring
inundated the low-lying suburbs that I remembered him.
The vicinity of the Gürtnergasse had become a lake. There seemed to be no reason to fear for the life of the old
man who lived high up in the roof, while death—only too frequently—had chosen its victims among the groundfloor residents. But how greatly in want might he be, denuded from all aid!
There was nothing to be done while the flood lasted; besides, the authorities had done everything possible to
bring food and assistance by ship to those who were cut off. But when the waters had receded and the streets were
passable again, I decided to take my share of the collection which had been started, and risen to incredible sums,
in person to the address which most concerned me.
The view of the Leopoldstadt was horrible. Broken ships and utensils in the streets; the ground floors still
partly filled with water and swimming property. When I leaned against an unlocked yard gate to avoid the crowd,
it gave and in the gateway revealed a stack of corpses obviously collected and placed there for the purposes of
official inspection; and in the interior of the rooms one could still see here and there, standing upright, clutching
the window frames, unfortunate dwellers who—there simply were not enough time and officials for the judicial
determination of so many fatalities.
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I walked on and on, surrounded on all sides by sounds of weeping and church bells, by searching mothers and
erring children. Finally I reached the Gürtnergasse. There, too, the black-clad escorts of a funeral procession had
posted themselves, but seemingly far from the house for which I was looking. As I came closer, however, I could
not fail to notice a connection of preparations and people walking to and fro between the funeral train and the
gardener’s house. Standing by the gate was an honest-looking, elderly but sturdy man. With his high boots, yellow
leather trousers and long frock coat he resembled a country butcher. He gave orders, but in between talked
indifferently with the spectators.
I walked past him into the yard. The old gardener’s wife came toward me, recognized me at once and
welcomed me tearfully.
“Are you too giving us the honor?” she said. “Yes, our poor oldster. He’s making music now with the dear
angels, who can’t be much better either, than he was down here. The honest soul was sitting safely in his room up
there. But when the water came and he heard the children scream, he came running down and rescued and
dragged and carried and brought to safety till he was breathing like a blacksmith’s furnace. Yes—after all, one
can’t have his eyes everywhere—when it turned out at the very end that my husband had forgotten his tax books
and the few guilders of paper money in the closet, the old man took a hatchet went right into the water that came
up to his chest already, broke the closet open and faithfully brought everything.
“That was probably where he caught cold, and when there was no help to be had in the first moment he
became delirious and got worse and worse, even though we stood by him as much as possible and suffered more
than he did himself. For he was making music all the time, with his voice, that is, and beating time and giving
lessons.
“When the water had gone down a little and we could call the barber and the priest, he suddenly sat straight up
in the bed, turned his head and ears sideways as if hearing something very beautiful in the distance, smiled,
dropped back and was dead. Just go upstairs; he’s talked of you often. The madam is up there, too. We wanted to
pay for his burial, but she wouldn’t let us.”
She pushed me up the steep stairs to the little room in the attic which stood open and was quite empty except
for the coffin in the middle, which was already closed and waiting only for the bearers. By the top end sat a rather
stout woman, past middle age, in a colored printed cotton pelerine but with a black shawl and a black ribbon on
her bonnet. It seemed scarcely possible that she had ever been beautiful. Before her stood two fairly grown-up
children, a boy and a girl, to whom she evidently was teaching funeral manners. Just as I entered she knocked
down the boy’s arm, which he had leaned rather clumsily on the coffin, and carefully smoothed the visible edges
of the shroud. The gardener’s wife led me forward; but then the trumpets sounded below, and at the same time the
butcher’s voice rang up from the street:
“Barbara, it’s time!”
The bearers appeared, and I withdrew to make room for them.
The coffin was lifted up and carried down, and the procession began to move. In the van the school children
with cross and flag, and the priest with the sexton. Directly behind the coffin the two children of the butcher,
followed by the couple. The man kept moving his lips as though in prayer, but was looking right and left the
while. The woman eagerly read in her prayer book; but the two children kept her busy pushing them forward or
holding them back—as her heart in general seemed to hang on the order of the procession. But she always kept
returning to her book.
Thus the procession reached the churchyard. The grave was open. The children threw down the first handful of
earth. The man, standing, did likewise. The woman knelt and held her book close to her eyes. The gravediggers
finished their job, and the procession, half-dissolved, returned.
At the door there was still a little exchange, with the woman seeming to protest the demands of the undertaker.
The escorts scattered in all directions. The old fiddler lay buried.
*
A few days later—it was on a Sunday—my psychological curiosity drove me to the butcher’s home, on the
pretext of wishing to possess the old man’s violin as a keepsake. I found the family together; there was no trace of
a deep or lasting impression. But the violin hung on the wall in a certain symmetry, beside the mirror and opposite
the crucifix. When I explained my desire and offered a comparatively high price, the man did not seem loath to
make a profitable deal. The woman, however, started from her chair and said,
“Why should we? The fiddle belongs to our Jacob, and a few guilders more or less don’t matter to us.”
She took the instrument down from the wall, looked at it from all sides, blew the dust away, and laid it into a
drawer which, as though fearing a robbery, she violently closed and locked. Her face was averted from me, so I
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could not see what might be showing in it. Since at the same time the maid entered with the soup, and the butcher,
without letting my visit disturb him, loudly began to say Grace and the children as loudly chimed in, I wished a
blessed mealtime to all and went out the door.
My last glimpse was of the woman.
She had turned, and tears were streaming down her cheeks.
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31.177 Wild Bára\fn{by Bozena Nemcová (1820-1861)} Vienna, Austria (F) 18
Vestec is a large village, and has a church and a school; beside the church is the rectory, and beside it the
sexton’s cottage. The village elder also lives in the middle of the village, while at its very end stands the tiny hut
of the communal herdsman. Beyond this hut there stretches a long valley, walled in on both sides by mountain
peaks, grown up for the most part with evergreens. Here and there a clearing in the woods can be seen, or a green
meadow on which white, bright-leaved birches are standing, those maidens of the arboreal world, as if nature had
let them grow there to entertain the dull firs and spruces, the staid beeches and oaks. In the middle of the valley
among the fields and meadows flows a river which goes right past the herdsman’s hut; its banks are lined with
alders and willows.
The village herdsman’s name was Jakub and in this cottage he lived with his daughter Bára. Jakub was already
in his sixties, and Bára his firstborn and only child. He had wished, of course, for a son who would inherit his
name, but when Bára had grown up a bit he ceased to have regrets: she was dearer to him than a son, and often he
thought:
“Even if she is a girl, still she is my child; I will die like a human being and have a ladder to help me get to
Heaven.”
Jakub had been born in the village; as an orphan he had had to work from childhood. He had served as a herder
for geese, cattle beater, cowherd, as herder of oxen, as groom and plowman, until he reached the highest rank in
the hierarchy and became communal herder. That was a fine position, and now he could marry. The hut was given
him as a place to live in, the peasants brought wood to his very yard, and he could keep a cow; bread, butter, eggs,
milk, groats—he received them all every week. He got enough linen every year for three shirts and two pairs of
under-drawers, along with two pairs of shoes, a short coat and a wide-brimmed hat, and every other year a coat
and a blanket. Besides this on every festival day and on patron’s day white bread and his pay, so that even the
priest didn’t have it better.
In short, it was a good job, and Jakub, though he was ugly, taciturn and morose, could still have gotten a wife,
but he did not look to it. In summer he excused himself on the ground that he had no time to pay attention to the
girls, that he must pasture; in winter he carved wooden shoes and in the evenings, when the lads were courting, he
preferred to go and sit in the tavern. When it happened that one of the farmers’ wives would come to the tavern to
get her husband, Jakub was always happy at the thought that there was no one to come for him. He didn’t even
mind when they made fun of him as a bachelor and said he would have to spend time in purgatory after his death
binding sand into sheaves. So he passed forty.
Then someone implanted the idea in his mind that if he died without children he could not get to Heaven, that
children are ladders for getting into Heaven. This bored into Jakub’s brain for a long time and when it had finally
settled he went to the elder’s and brought back a girl named Bára.
Bára was a pretty girl during her young years. The boys liked to take her dancing, and some of them even
courted her, but those who did were not serious in their intentions and none of them would have her. When Jakub
inquired whether she would marry him, she reckoned that she had all of thirty years behind her, and though she
did not like him very much, she thought to herself:
“A bird in the hand’s worth two in the bush.”
They plighted their troth and the elder arranged the wedding celebration.
A year later they had a girl child whom they named Bára after her mother; Jakub scratched behind the ears
when he heard it was a girl and not a boy, but the midwife consoled him with the thought that the child was as like
him as one egg like another.
A short time after the girl’s birth an accident occurred in Jakub’s hut. The neighbor woman had looked in to see
the young mother just at noontime and had found her lying under the chimney by the fireplace, half dead. She
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made a clamor, the women came running, the midwife too came and they revived the mother. From her they
learned that she had been cooking her husband’s dinner; she forgot the precept that, for six weeks after giving
birth, a mother must not step outside the sitting-room at high noon or after the angelus, and she had stayed by the
chimney and cooked. Then she told how a loud rustling went past her ears like a fierce wind, she saw spots before
her eyes, and something began to tug at her hair and hurled her to the floor.
“It was the Noon Witch!” they all cried,\fn{ A note reads: Polednice, Noon Witch, a spirit regarded as evil and harmful to
humans; she is imagined as covered from head to toe by an enormous white kerchief .}
“Just so it didn’t exchange a wild child for little Bára,” one of them thought and went over to the cradle.
At once they all clustered about her, took the baby from the cradle, unwrapped her, looked her over, and one
said, “It’s a wild child, it is, it has big eyes!” and another, “It has a big head!;” a third attributed short legs to the
baby, and each of them something different. The mother was frightened, but the midwife gave the child a conscientious inspection and pronounced that it was her own child whom she had carried under her heart. Still, more
than one of the women kept to the conviction that the baby was a changeling, put there by the Noon Witch.
From this mishap Jakub’s wife never recovered, and after an uninterrupted illness of some years she died.
Jakub was left alone with his daughter; no matter how much they pressed him to remarry because of his little
daughter he did not wish to. He took good care of her, as of a young lamb, all by himself, and protected her as she
grew up. When she was a bit grown, the schoolteacher sent word that she should come to school, and though
Jakub considered reading and writing to be superfluous, still he obeyed. For a whole winter Bara went to school,
but with spring and the work in the pastures and fields he could not do without her. From spring to fall the school
was locked for the most part, anyway: the teacher worked in the fields. and the children too, such as their strength
permitted. The next winter Bára was no longer able to go to school; she had to learn to spin and weave.
At the age of fifteen no girl in the village could rival Bára in strength and size. Her body was made of large,
coarse bones and strong muscles, though it was well proportioned. She was as lively and nimble as a trout. Her
skin was dark brown, partly from nature, partly from the sun and wind, for never, not even in the heat of summer,
did she cover her face as the village girls were wont to do. Her head seemed too large, but that was the effect of
her thick hair, black as a raven’s, and long and coarse as horsehair. She had a low forehead, a short stubby nose, a
mouth that was too big and pouting lips, but healthy, red as blood. Wide, strong, clean teeth.
Her finest feature was her eyes, and on account of them she had to put up with many scoffers. They jeered at
her that she had eyes like an ox’s. Her eyes were large, unusually large, and blue as cornflowers, surmounted by
long black lashes. Above them arched thick black brows. When Bára frowned, her face looked like the sky
covered with dark clouds, in which only a bit of blue sky shone through. But she rarely frowned, only when the
boys and girls called her “Ox Eyes,” her eyes would flash with anger and often she would break into tears. But
Jakub would tell her,
“You silly, why make anything of it, I have large eyes too. And even if they do look like an ox’s, there’s
nothing wrong with that—that dumb beast can look much more kindly at a man than those kids can!” (As he said
this last he usually pointed in the direction of the village with his cane.)
But later, when she grew to be very strong, the young people did not dare harm her, since for each insult she
gave a ready payment. Even the stronger boys were no match for her; when her strength was insufficient, she
would use all sorts of tricks to employ dexterity.
So she had peace.
Bára had so many unusual qualities it was no wonder that the neighbors talked about her: unable to explain
such a character any other way, the women again began to maintain that she was only “a wild child” after all, and
if not that, still the Noon Witch must have taken power over her. With this pronouncement all the girl’s behavior
was explained and justified, but there was this consequence, that the villagers either abhorred her or feared her,
and only a few good souls really loved her. Whoever wished to get her very angry would call her
“Wild Bara!”
But all of them were mistaken if they thought that this nickname would anger her more than any other; with
this name they did not hurt her, and every other nickname wounded her more. She had heard tales of noon
witches, evening witches, of the water goblin, of the incandescent man of the woods, of will-o’-the-wisps, of the
Devil and of ghosts, she had heard of these things while a child from the other children, but she was not afraid of
anything.
As long as she was little, her father would take her to the pasture and there she would play all day long with
the dog Lysaj who, after her father, was her closest friend. Her father didn’t talk much to her; he would sit and
carve out wooden shoes, at times he would raise his head toward the herd, and if the animals were not pasturing
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together, he would send Lysaj to bring a cow or a heifer back into line, which task the dog would carry out to perfection. If he had to, he would get up himself and walk several times around the herd. When Bara was bigger, she
would always accompany Lysaj on his missions, and if any cow tried to sniff at her, Lysaj would chase it away at
once. When she was bigger and it was required, she would often drive the herd out for her father; the cows knew
her voice as well as they knew Jakub’s horn, and the fierce bull, which the sturdy boys feared, listened when Bára
threatened him.
When Jakub wished to cross a ford with the herd, he would drive the cattle into the river and would place Bára
on the neck of one of the cows, “Hold on,” and himself then swim after the herd. Once Bára didn’t hold on well;
she slipped into the water, Lysaj pulled her out by the skirt and her father gave her a good scolding. She asked her
father what you must do when you want to swim, and he showed her how to move her arms and legs, Bára
learned it and continued to practice till she had mastered the skill. She grew so fond of swimming that in summer
she would go swimming both morning and evening, and would swim not only on top of the water but under it.
Of this skill only her father knew, however. From dawn to ten o’clock at night there was no time of day when
Bára had not been swimming, and she had never seen a water-goblin; she did not believe in them, and did not fear
the water. Both at noon and at midnight Bára had been out of doors, in summer she slept for the most part in the
stable by the open dormer window and still she had never seen ghosts, nor had anything unusual shown itself.
Once, when she was lying in the pasture under a tree by the edge of the woods, she recalled a story about a
wanderer who was also lying under a tree in the forest, and how he wished to be with the beautiful princess in the
castle, and was ready to sell himself to the Devil for the fulfillment of his wish. As soon as he had thought of the
Devil, the latter was standing beside him.
“What would I wish for, if he were to stand here right now in front of me?” she asked herself in her thoughts,
scratching Lysaj on the head.
“Hmm,” she smiled, “I would ask him for a great big piece of cloth in which I could wrap up and no one could
see me, and if I said, go here or there, I’d be there at once. I’d like to go to Elska’s.” And she thought and thought
for a long time, but all was silence, even the tree didn’t rustle; at last curiosity forced her and she called quietly:
“Devil!”
Nothing.
Then louder—and still louder, so that the echo sounded far off:
“Devil, Devil!”
The black heifer raised its head among the herd and when her voice sounded still louder, it ran off from the
herd, running merrily toward the woods. But then Lysaj leaped out and sought to turn it back, as was his duty; the
black heifer stopped short, but Bára burst into laughter:
“Let her alone, Lysaj, let her alone; she’s obedient, she thought I was calling her.”
She jumped up and stroked the “Devil” on its neck, and after that she no longer believed the tales about the
Devil.
Near the woods, a few hundred steps across the river was the cemetery—after angelus people walked on that
side uneasily, and there were many fantastic tales of risen dead who had their romps there at midnight. But Bára
went there at night-time as well and nothing frightening ever happened to her. So she did not believe that the dead
arose and went scaring people, or that they danced on their graves.
When the young people went to the woods to pick strawberries or bilberries and saw a snake anywhere, how
they ran; if the snake even raised its head and showed its fangs, they would all run to the water so that they would
be there before the snake and it would have no power over them. Bára never ran; she did not even fear a fierce
bull, not to speak of a snake or a scorpion. If it lay in her path, she would push it away; if it did not let itself be
pushed away, she would kill it. When it did not get in her way, she would let it alone.
In short, Bára knew no fear or apprehension; even when the thunder roared and the storm poured out its rage
over the valley, Bara did not tremble. On the contrary, when the villagers closed their windows and doors, lit their
consecrated candles and, trembling with fear, prayed that the Lord God should not be angry with them, Bára stood
on the threshold in order to have a better look at the horizon spread out before her gaze. Jakub often said to her:
“I don’t know, girl, what pleasure you can find in looking at the sky when the Lord God is angry.”
“The same I have in looking when he is laughing,” she replied. “Look, Father, at that fire, what beauty there is
in the black clouds!”
“Don’t point!” Jakub shouted her down, “God’s envoy might knock off your finger! If you aren’t afraid of a
storm, you aren’t afraid of the Lord God—do you know that?”
“The priest’s niece Elska read me a book that said we shouldn’t be afraid of storms—they aren’t God’s wrath,
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and we should admire in them the power of God. The priest always preaches that God is full of good and is all
love, so how could it be that he would get angry at us so often? I love the Lord God and so I’m not afraid of his
envoy.”
Jakub didn’t care for so much talk and so he left Bára alone. But the neighbors, seeing the girl’s dauntlessness
and the fact that no harm ever occurred to her, were all the more convinced in their belief that the child was
protected by some supernatural power. Besides her father she was loved only by Elska and Josifek, her contemporaries. Josifek was the sexton’s son, Elska the priest’s niece. Josifek was a boy of short stature, pale, blond,
good-hearted but always timid. Bára was a whole head taller than he, and in fights he would always hide behind
her skirts.
Then Bára magnanimously took him under her protection against the boys, against whom he would otherwise
have achieved nothing. For this Josifek loved her very much, brought her apples and every Saturday small round
cookies. Once on Sunday, when Bára was still little, he took her home, wishing to show her his little altar and how
he could play at being priest. They walked along holding hands nicely and Lysaj trailed after them.
In all the village farmhouses the doors were closed on the clasp, at night on the bolt; at the priest’s house the
oak doors bound with iron were always locked, and whoever came had to ring. The sexton too had a small bell on
his door, like the priest’s, and the village boys would often open the door a bit when they passed by to hear the
ring of the bell and the swearing of the sexton’s wife. When she had sworn for a time they would cry:
“Witch, witch, witch!”
When Bára and Josifek came in the door and the bell rang, she ran out into the vestibule; since the end of her
long nose was pinched by her spectacles, her voice sounded nasal when she cried:
“What’s that you’ve brought home?”
Josifek stopped short as if he had been scalded, let his eyes fall and was silent. Bára too let her eyes fall and
was silent. But behind the sexton’s wife the tomcat ran out and, catching sight of Lysaj, started to arch his back
and sputter, and its eyes shone; Lysaj began to growl, then barked and ran after the cat. The cat jumped under the
cupboard, and when Lysaj tried to root him out of there, jumped up on a shelf among the pots. There he was
secure, but every hair still stood up straight with rage. Lysaj jumped awkwardly up onto the shelf and barked until
their ears burned.
The sexton ran out; on seeing the fuss, the two enemies assaulting one another and his wife angry, he too grew
angry and opening the door, shouted at the children:
“March right out again from where you came, and take that beast with you!”
Bára did not need to be told twice, she called to Lysaj, whom the sexton was now lashing vigorously with his
cane, and ran as if from a fire. Josifek tried to call her back, but shaking her head she said, “Even if you gave me a
heifer, I wouldn’t come any more,” and she didn’t come, though Josifek begged her many times and promised that
his mother would be happy to see her, especially if she would leave her dog at home. She didn’t go and she
wouldn’t—from then on she lost all her respect and liking for the sexton’s wife—except what she had for Josifek
himself.
She had always believed that the sexton was the equal of the priest, and held him in great respect when he
appeared dressed like the priest: in the church everything was under his authority, and when he would give some
idle boy a slap in church the boy did not dare say a word, and the villagers, whenever they wanted something
from the priest, would always go first to seek the sexton’s advice.
“The sexton must be something that’s good,” the girl had always thought, but since the time when he had
shown her the door so unpleasantly and had switched Lysaj, so that whining the dog had done a good piece of the
way home on three legs only—since that time whenever she saw him, she would think to herself,
“No, sir, you aren’t anything good.”
How different it was when Elska took Bára to the priest’s, and that would occur on Thursdays and Sundays. As
soon as the bell rang, a maid would open and let the children in, even with Lysaj, who was on good terms with the
priest’s dog. Quietly the children went to the servants’ kitchen and climbed onto the stove, where Elska kept her
toys and dolls. The priest, already an old man, would sit on a bench at the table, with his snuffbox and a blue
pocket handkerchief lying in front of him, and with his head leaning against the wall, and he was always dozing.
Once only was he up; then Bára ran up to kiss his hand, and he stroked her head, saying:
“Why, you are a good child; go and play, go, children!”
Miss Pepinka, the priest’s sister, was also kind to her. She didn’t talk much to Bára, though she was fond of
gossiping with the neighbor women, but she always gave her a big piece of bread with honey, or a roll for her
lunch, bigger than the one she gave Elska. Miss Pepinka was a person short in stature, and God had stinted in
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forming her: she was fat, red, had a wart on her chin and weepy eyes, but when she was younger, as she herself
said, she had been pretty, which the sexton always confirmed. She wore long dresses like the wives of the gentry,
with a short waist, an apron all around with large pockets, at her side an armful of keys. Her gray hair she kept
nicely smoothed down, and on her head on weekdays she wore a brown kerchief with a yellow border, on Sundays a yellow kerchief with a brown border.
Miss Pepinka was usually to be seen bustling about the house or in the field, she spun, or with spectacles on
her nose she mended the clothes. On Sundays after dinner she also dozed a little and after vespers played cards
with her brother and the sexton. But she rarely called the priest “brother,” and usually “Reverend Sir.” Miss
Pepinka was the head of the household: whatever she wanted was done, and whatever she said everyone in the
house took for irrefutable truth; whomever she favored, they all favored.
Elska was Miss Pepinka’s darling as well as the reverend father’s, and whatever Elska wished, that Miss
Pepinka too wished, whomever Elska liked, on that person Pepinka looked with favor. Hence Bára did not receive
a sullen look at the priest’s, hence Lysaj was endured, and even the sexton, though otherwise he could not stand
the dog, often tried to stroke him there out of love, but Lysaj could not stand the sexton and always growled at
him.
Bára was happiness itself when she could visit the priest’s. Inside the house everything shone, it was crammed
to the ceilings with beds and the featherbeds on top of them, fine pictures, inlaid cabinets; the garden was full of
flowers, vegetables and fine fruit. In the yard they kept fowls and rabbits, whatever you wanted, and in the shed
there were cattle so fine it was a joy to gaze at them. Jakub had his greatest pleasure in taking care of the priest’s
cattle. And in the servants’ room on the stove there were so many fine toys and Elska never made pies of mud, and
never sprinkled them with powdered bricks or lime—she always had the real things and whatever she made could
be eaten.
Bára could not help but be pleased in such a home, but above all she liked Elska, and it often struck her even
that she was fonder of her than she was of her own father, and that if Elska were to live in a shanty instead of the
rectory, she would still like to visit there. Not once did Elska ever make fun of Bára; when she had something nice
she would always share it with her and often she would put her arm around Bára’s neck and say:
“Bára, I like you very much.”
“She likes me very much, and yet she’s so beautiful, she’s the priest’s niece and everybody speaks to her with
respect, even the schoolmaster and the sexton—and those others laugh at me,” Bára repeated to herself, and in her
heart she would always embrace and kiss Elska for her kindness, but in real life she was too shy, though she
longed to give vent to her ardent feeling more openly.
When they were chasing one another on the meadow and a lock of Eiska’s hair would come unbound, then
Bára would ask:
“Let me fasten it for you, Elska, you have hair as fine as flax, I love to touch it.”
When affably the girl permitted this, she would finger the fine hair with pleasure, admire its beauty, and then
finishing her work she would grasp one of her own rough tresses and hold it up against Elska’s, saying,
“There’s a big difference.”
Yes, compared to Bára’s Elska’s hair was like gold against tempered steel. Yet Elska did not like it and longed
to have hair as black as Bára’s.
Sometimes when Elska would come running to Bára’s and they were sure no one was watching, they would go
swimming. But Elska was timid and even though Bára kept reassuring her that nothing would happen, that she
would hold her and teach her how to swim, she would not venture farther out into the water than her knees’ depth.
Afterwards Bára loved to wipe Eiska’s feet with her own coarse apron; clasping the small white feet in her
powerful fists, she would kiss them and laughing, say:
“Lord, what little feet those are, soft, soft and so tiny! What would they do if they had to go barefoot?” she
would add, bringing her own sunburned, skinned foot full of calluses towards Elska’s white foot.
“But doesn’t it hurt?” Elska asked, touching the hard skin on the sole of Bára’s foot with a feeling of compasssion.
“Till it got as hard as leather I minded it, but now I couldn’t feel fire itself under my feet,” Bára replied almost
with pride, and Elska wondered greatly at her.
So the two girls took great pleasure in each other’s company, and often Josifek joined them: when they played
at holding feast-day celebrations, he had to bring the things they needed, to grate the food and carve it; when they
played wolf, he had to be the sheep; when the game turned to bartering he had to haul the pots. But he didn’t mind
any of it and was most happy to play with the girls.
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The children reached their twelfth year and an end came to their childish joys: the sexton sent Josifek to town
to school; he wanted him to become a priest. Miss Pepinka sent Elska to Prague, to a rich, childless aunt, to learn
good manners and so that the aunt would not forget her country kinfolk.
Bára was left alone with her father and Lysaj.
*
Life in the countryside flows quietly along, without noise or murmur, like a meadow brook. Three years had
passed since Elska had gone to Prague. At first Miss Pepinka and the priest could not seem to do without her; they
missed her terribly, but when the sexton objected that it was they who had sent Elska away from home, Miss
Pepinka replied sagely:
“Dear Mr. Wolf, one can’t live for today; we must think of the future. We—well, as for us, God grant, we’ll get
through life somehow or other. But Elska is young, we have to think of her. As for saving money—good God—
where would we get that? A few featherbeds, some kitchen utensils—that’s the whole of what she’ll get after
we’re gone—and it’s little enough. The world values only these,”—meanwhile Pepinka opened her palm and with
the other hand she gave an imitation of counting—“and her Prague aunt has them—countless ones. Perhaps she’ll
take a liking to Elska; it’s only for her own good that we sent her there to stay.”
The sexton could only agree with Miss Pepinka.
The Prague aunt had been ill for many years, and ever since her husband had died she always wrote to her
brother-in-law and sister-in-law saying that only medicine kept her alive, and that if it hadn’t been that her doctor
understood her system so well, she would have been dead and buried long ago. But all of a sudden Elska wrote
that the aunt had a new doctor and that he had prescribed that she bathe every day in cold water, walk a great deal,
eat and drink well and at once she would get well. The aunt had heeded his advice and was now healthy as an ox.
“Hmm, how things do change in the world! Well, if that’s how it is, Elska can come home at once.”
As Miss Pepinka wished, so it happened. That very day the groom had to pull the buggy out of the shed and
take it to the wheelwright, and Miss Pepinka, resolved to go for herself, brought a hat out of the closet to inspect it
and make certain it had not come to any harm. Yes, Miss Pepinka also had a proper hat, she had obtained it some
ten years before, when she had been in Prague, from the aunt. In Vestec no one had ever seen her wear it, but
when she and her brother traveled to the town nearby to visit the dean, then she put it on, and now she also had to
wear it to Prague so, as she said, not to bring disgrace on the aunt by wearing a kerchief.
The next day the buggy was fixed, the third day Pepinka ordered them to grease it and have the horses shod,
the fourth day she took leave of her household duties and sent for Bára to tell her to watch over things in her
absence. Early in the morning on the fifth day fodder was loaded onto the buggy for the horses, food for the
coachman and in part for Miss Pepinka as well, a basket of eggs, a pot of butter and other such gifts for the aunt, a
box with the hat, a bundle of dresses, and after holy mass, after long good-byes and injunctions, Miss Pepinka hid
herself inside the buggy, the coachman lashed at the horses, and for better or worse they set off on their way.
Whoever saw the old-fashioned buggy, which resembled a winged kettle suspended amid four wheels, took off
his cap from afar even though Miss Pepinka, wrapped in so many scarves, buried in the depths of the buggy
among all the provisions and the piles of hay which jutted out above her, could not be seen. But the peasants knew
the buggy, their fathers had known it and had said that that same buggy had known Zilka himself.\fn{ A note reads:
Jan Zilka (died 1424), leader of the Hussite armies in the Czech struggle against the German King Sigismund for religious freedom }
No one looked forward to Elska’s coming with more enthusiasm than Bára, no one thought of her more enthuseastically either, no one spoke oftener of her; when she had no one else to talk to she talked to Lysaj: she promised him that when Elska returned he would have things good again, and she asked him whether he had missed
Elska.
Miss Pepinka and the priest knew how much Bára loved Elska, and they liked her for it. Once when Miss Pepinka had fallen ill and Bára had helped out with the greatest willingness, she had had an opportunity to convince
herself of the girl’s loyalty and her good heart, so that later she took her on as help whenever there was work to be
done, and in the end had so much confidence in her that she entrusted the key of the larder to Bára, a sign of the
greatest favor on Miss Pepinka’s part. And so she turned over the supervision of the house to her when she went
away, which surprised all the village housewives immensely and turned the sexton’s wife against her all the more.
At once people started saying:
“Look, such freaks get their luck from Hell—just see how she’s feathered her nest at the rectory.”
By this they meant Bára. The prejudice against the poor girl did not pass; she did not care whether people liked
her or not, she did not force her way among the young people, whether to play with them or go dancing; she
looked to her work and to her old father, and the priest’s house was her Prague. Voices resounded in the village
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which said:
“You have to give the girl credit: there aren’t many boys her equal in agility and strength, and not a single girl.
Who else could carry such full pails of water, and do it as if she were playing? And who else is so good with the
cattle? Horses and bulls, cows and sheep—they all listen to her, she can do anything with them. A girl like that’s a
real treasure on a farm.” But if any of the lads should have said, “I’ll have her for my wife,” the mammas would
at once have shrieked:
“No, no, boy, don’t bring her into our family, you can’t tell how it would turn out and she’s a queer fish.”
In fact then none of the boys dared court the girl, nor did they dare trifle with her. Bára did not yield, nor did
she let her judgment be clouded with fine words. The sexton’s wife hated her the most, though Bára had never in
her life done her the least injury; on the contrary, she had done good in defending Josifek from the boys’ vengeance. When any of them had received a box on the ears from the sexton, he naturally wished to repay it to
Josifek.
But the sexton’s wife was angry with Josifek because she thought he was a shilly-shallier and because he let a
girl protect him, and because he was fond of the girl; she was angry because Bára went to the priest’s and they
liked her there. She would have been able, surely, to dislodge her from the priest’s, had Miss Pepinka not been
Miss Pepinka—but Pepinka would not let you blow dust in her eyes—least of all would she let the sexton’s wife.
Once the sexton’s wife and the teacher’s wife had invented some gossip at Miss Pepinka’s expense, and since then
the ladies hadn’t seen eye to eye, though before they had been bosom companions. Miss Pepinka often ticked off
Mr. Wolf for this, saying, “A pointed nose is fond of prying,” which was intended as a hit at his wife, though Wolf
was always a lamb at the priest’s, and only at home a real wolf.
*
Two, three, four days had passed since Pepinka had gone, and Bára couldn’t wait.
“Good Heavens, Reverend Sir, how far is it to Prague?” she asked the priest, when he had had his afternoon
nap he was in the best humor.
“Be patient, girl, they can’t be here yet. Over a hundred miles—that’s a piece of the world—three days to get
there, Pepinka will stay there two days, and three days on the way back—just add it up.”
Bára counted the days, and when four more had passed, preparations were made at the priest’s, and now Bára
counted only the hours. When for the tenth time she ran out to have a look, the sun had already set and her father
was driving home the herd, the buggy of course appeared on the highway.
“They’re coming!” Bára shouted, so that the priest’s whole house shook.
The priest came out to his gate, the sexton behind him; Bára would have run to greet the travelers but she was
ashamed and ran about from place to place, and when the buggy already approached the house she was seized
with anxiety, her heart pounded and her throat was tight; she was hot and cold all over. The buggy stopped at the
gate; the first to pile out was Miss Pepinka and behind her jumped out the slender figure of a red-cheeked girl at
whom the priest, the sexton and all the young people were staring. If she had not rushed to put her arms around
the priest’s neck and called him “Uncle!” you could not have believed it was Elska.
Bára did not take her eyes off her, but when Elska had slipped from the priest’s embrace she came up to Bára,
clasped her in both arms and looking up into her eyes said in her sweet voice,
“Bára, Bára, I’ve missed you so. How have you been—and is Lysaj still alive?”
Then Bára broke into tears and wept until her heart almost broke and she could not answer. In a while she
finally sighed,
“Well, just so you’re here now, dear Elska.” The priest repeated after Bára,
“Well, just so you’re here now. We’ve missed you.”
“They wanted me to stay another day,” said Miss Pepinka, loading the arms of the sexton, Bára and the maid
with all sorts of things from the buggy.
“But I was worried for you, dear Brother, that you would be by yourself. And we wouldn’t have made do with
the fodder,” she added. The buggy was returned to the shed to repose again.
Miss Pepinka put her hat back into the closet just as unspotted as it had been when she took it out, put away
what she had brought with her and distributed the gifts. Bára got pretty ribbons for her skirt and her hair, and a
necklace of red coral beads from Elska. Elska had also brought some clothes with her, but they would have not
been enough to please, had she not brought her own unspoiled, good heart back from Prague as well. She hadn’t
changed.
“Oh, Bára, how you’ve grown!” was the first thing Elska wondered at when she had a chance to talk to Bára
and to look at her properly. Bára was a good head taller than Elska.
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“Oh, Elska, you’re still just as good as you always were, only you’re prettier than ever. If it weren’t a sin to say
it, I’d say you look like the Virgin Mary on our altar.”
“Get along with you, what are you saying?” Elska scolded her, but not sharply. “You’re flattering me.”
“God forbid, I’m speaking as my heart tells me. I can’t get enough of looking at you,” Bára said sincerely.
“Dear Bára, if only you’d go to Prague, you’d see so many pretty girls!”
“Prettier than you?” Bára was astonished.
“Even prettier.”
“Are the people kind in Prague? Is it beautiful there? Did you like it there?” Bára asked after a while.
“Everyone was good to me, my aunt, and the governess—they all liked me. I liked to be with them, but I
missed you and I wished you were with me. Oh, dear Bára, it’s so beautiful there, you can’t imagine! When I saw
the Vltava River, the Castle, the beautiful churches, the buildings, the gardens—I stopped in my tracks. And so
many people on the street, it’s like a festival, and some of them are dressed every day as if it were a holiday,
carriages drive by constantly, and there’s so much noise and turmoil a person doesn’t know who’s with whom.
Just wait, next year we can go there on a pilgrimage,” Elska added.
“What would I do there, people would laugh at me,” Bára gave her opinion.
“Don’t think that; there people don’t pay attention to one another, they don’t even greet each other.”
“I wouldn’t care for that—it’s a strange world,” Bára expressed her surprise.
The next day—it was Sunday—Elska dressed nicely, on her head she put a red velvet cap, just in style and
very becoming, and went to mass. All eyes in the church were turned only toward her, and many of the lads
thought:
“For you, my girl, I’d serve twice seven years if I had to, if I’d just be sure of getting you.”
In church Elska was always very devout and did not look at anyone; so it was then, but when she left the
church and walked through the village, she glanced all around, greeting the villagers who crowded about her and
welcomed her home from Prague, asked them how they had been all that time and answered their questions.
Much indeed had changed during those three years, though the villagers hardly realized it. Here and there an old
man or woman was missing, one whom Elska used to see on Sunday sitting at his threshold or in his orchard,
warming in the sun. From the young people more than one couple was gone; these were now occupied with
housework. Infants toddled in the grass whom Elska did not know, and many a head had turned white which had
been only gray—and Elska’s girl friends were now going with boys, though they had not been old enough for that
previously.
But no one addressed her as Elska any more—each added to that name the title of “Miss.”
When Elska heard herself addressed so, her face colored even more; with this title the villagers were expressing a fact that she herself did not yet realize—that she was no longer a child. In Prague at first they had called her
“Little Miss,” and then later “Miss.” At first she had supposed they were making fun of her, but learning that it
was the usual title for girls, she accepted the custom. But the country honored her more and elevated her more,
and she felt this, and so her face flushed with maidenly modesty.\fn{ A note reads: The village title panna, “maiden,” implied that the girl was a virgin; the city title slecna, which became the standard Czech form, respected the girl for qualities such as her
beauty.}

The sexton’s wife came out to the threshold as well, and when Elska passed she invited her in. She liked Elska,
even though she was not on good terms with Miss Pepinka. She asked Elska how she had done in Prague, how the
altar of the Church of St. John looked in the Hradcany Castle, whether it was true that the Prague Bridge was
paved with gold, and when Elska was answering all her queries she looked her over from head to toe—not a
thread escaped those venomous eyes.
Elska asked about Josifek.
“Oh, he’s doing well at school, he’s first in his class and growing like a fish. Many, many times he’s asked
about you, Miss Elska, when he’s been here for the holidays; he was lonely—there was no one with whom he
could enjoy himself. He shouldn’t go with the village children, now that he’s a high-school student,” the sexton’s
wife opined.
Elska had a different opinion, but she kept silent.
That afternoon Elska went to visit Bála.
The cowherd’s house was a small hut, the smallest in the whole village, but none other was neater than this
one, perhaps, with the exception of the priest’s house. A table, a bench, two chairs, beds, a chest and a loom—that
was all the furniture, but it was as clean as glass. The walls were white as chalk, the scrubbed ceiling shone as if it
were made of walnut wood. On the wall a few pictures and in back of them green sprigs; on a shelf there sparkled
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a few jugs and plates—all from the mother’s dowry. The little windows were always open in summer and in them
in pots bloomed basil, stocks and rosemary. The floor was not of wood, it was only chaff from threshing pounded
down, but Bála covered it with a mat which she had plaited herself.
By the hut was a piece of orchard and a small flower garden which Bála tended; everywhere and in everything
it could be seen that the inhabitants of the hut knew few needs, but that the being who ruled here was not lacking
in a sense of beauty.
Not a single girl in the village, not even excepting the maid servants, wore such humble clothes as Bála, but
not a one of them looked as clean at work all week long as she did. Her blouse was always tucked in at the neck
and the sleeves and was very coarse, but it was always as white as new-fallen snow. Her dark skirt of wool and
her rough apron of linen completed her costume, and only on Sunday did she wear shoes and wear a bodice; in
winter she added a woolen coat. As ornament she wore green trim on the skirt, a red galloon\fn{ A narrow trimming of
rich material} on the apron, and red ribbons in her black braids which hung down in back almost below her knees.
The village girls often reproached her for going about all week without stays,\fn{ A corset} but she did not listen to
them, she preferred to feel free, and Elska always told her she looked better without them. No one is quite free
from vanity, nor was Bála!
Bála had great pleasure in Elska’s visit; she took her about everywhere, boasted to her of the flower garden, led
her into the orchard, the field and out onto the meadow to her father, who could not believe how Elska had grown;
in a word they visited all the spots where they had played three years before. Then they sat down in the orchard,
Bála brought a dish of cream in which black bread had been crumbled and she and Elska ate of it as they had in
former times. Meanwhile Bála told her of her black cow, of Lysaj and then they came to Josifek.
“And Mrs. Wolf still can’t stand you?” said Elska.
“No, she can’t, it’s as if salt gets in her eyes when she sees me, and when she runs out of other things to talk
about, she finds fault with my eyes and says I look like a tadpole.”
“That’s wicked of her!” Elska grew angry.
“Yes, it’s not nice, especially since I don’t do anything to hurt her. But the other day I did lose my temper; I
sent her a mirror so she could look at her own beauty first before finding fault with others.”
“You did well,” Elska laughed, “but why is she angry at you?”
“Oh, she’s a real horror, she stings everybody with her basilisk eye, not just me. Perhaps she’s angry because
I’m more in favor with you than her Josifek is, and because he likes me. Poor fellow, he always got a beating
when his mother found out that he had been at our house. I tried to persuade him not to come, but he would come;
I couldn’t help it.” Elska was silent, but after a bit she asked:
“Do you care for Josifek?”
“Why wouldn’t I care for him—everyone nags at him, poor fellow, the way they do at me, and he can’t protect
himself; I’m sorry for him.”
“Is he really the same as he was? Why, Mrs. Wolf said he had grown.”
“Up to Lysaj’s garters,” Bála smiled, but at once she said with compassion, “How can he grow, when his
mother gives him more clouts on the back than groats in his stomach?”
“But what does Wolf say—it’s his son too, isn’t he?”
“Wolf and his wife are cut from the same cloth. They’re angry because they think he doesn’t want to become a
priest. Good Lord, how can he answer for that if he doesn’t want to—why, an unwilling servant would not be
pleasing to the Lord God.”
“No, he wouldn’t,” Elska agreed.
The girls talked for some time, then Bála accompanied Elska home and from that day they visited one another
frequently, though they no longer played with the dolls above the stove.
But the two girls’ friendship was not pleasing for the villagers, and the women began to ask each other why
Miss Elska was friendly only with the cowherd’s family, which was unsuitable for her; they said she should rather
associate with the elder’s family, or the alderman’s, or others. On purpose their talk was open—so that it would
reach Miss Pepinka’s ears.
Miss Pepinka was furious. It wasn’t wise to stir up the villagers; Miss Pepinka didn’t wish to send Elska out to
play with the young people, but to invite the girls to come to the rectory wasn’t quite fitting either, so she talked it
over with Elska. Elska quickly decided that she would visit the village girls every so often, but that Bára would
remain her best friend. Miss Pepinka had nothing against this, for she was fond of Bára for many reasons. She
supposed that Bára would hardly marry, that then she would stay on as her own right hand, for the time when
Elska would get married.
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Miss Pepinka had a husband picked out for Elska, but no one knew of this, not even the priest himself. It was
the bailiff from the neighboring estate; Miss Pepinka liked the man, and she supposed that for Elska it would be a
fit provision. The estate’s lands bordered on the church property and the bailiff, when he visited that end, always
stopped in at the rectory. Elska had no inkling of the happiness which her aunt was preparing for her in her mind,
and her head was occupied with plans that were quite different from becoming the bailiffs wife; she had not even
told Bála of them so far.
But Bála noticed that Elska was often pensive, sad, and she guessed that something was oppressing her heart,
but she thought the time would come when Elska herself would speak of it. She was not wrong. In spite of the fact
that the village women tried to paint her in a bad light to Elska, calling her loose in her ways, Elska trusted Bára
more than them and liked her as much as she ever had.
*
On St. John’s Eve the two girls met and Elska asked Bára:
“Are you going to throw a wreath into the water tomorrow?”
“I won’t by myself, but if you like, come at sunrise to our house and we’ll do it together.”
“I’ll come.”\fn{A note reads: St. John’s Eve and Morn were times of divination among the European peasantry: at this time a girl
could learn who her husband would be, or what he would be like. Here the wreaths, floating on the water, are used to reveal whether the
girl will wed in the village or go away.}

Just before sunrise Elska was standing in the herdsman’s orchard, with Bala beside her; they were tying white,
blue and red flowers to hoops twined from willow sprigs.
“Whom will you think of?” Elska asked Bála.
“Good Lord, I’ve no one,” sighed the girl. “I’ll toss my wreath in any old way, to see if it floats after yours. I
would only wish to go with you, Elska, when you get married.” Elska was silent, and a blush spread over her face;
after a bit she gave her hand to Bála and said:
“Here’s my hand: we will stay together if you don’t marry—then I won’t marry either,” she added with a sigh.
“How can you talk like that, Elska? Few people like me, but everybody likes you. You’ll be rich, while I’m
poor; you are beautiful and I’m not pretty; you’re educated, and I’m a simple, silly girl—should I think about a
husband when you won’t?”
“Aunt always told me it depended on your preference: one person likes a carnation, another a rose, a third a
violet; every flower has its admirer and every one has its own kind of beauty. Don’t underestimate yourself, and
don’t put me on a pedestal—we are equal. You really don’t want to think about any fellow—you haven’t thought
of one already?”
“No, no,” Bála shook her head, laughing, “I don’t think about any of them, and when they come to court, I
send them straight away about their business. Why should I spoil my thoughts, why bind my golden freedom?”
“But if one of them liked you, really liked you, and you liked him, you’d let yourself be bound?” Elska asked.
“Why, Elska, don’t you know the way things go? First his parents would talk it over with my father, to find out
how much Dad would give before the fellow took me. My dowry isn’t big enough for some families to accept,
and I won’t be taken in on charity; I’d rather tie a millstone around my neck and jump into the river. If I put one
on voluntarily, I’d have to call myself a real fool. If they speak badly of me now, they’d say much worse things
then. Let me be the way I am, I’ve got posies in my belt,” she added in song, sticking a bunch of flowers left over
from the wreath under her belt. But then pointing at the dawn’s light, she said,
“It’s high time!”
Elska quickly finished making her wreath and both girls hastened to the nearby bridge, which led over the river
to the meadows. In the middle of the bridge they stopped.
“Let’s throw them in together,” said Elska, holding her wreath out over the water.
“Now!” cried Bára, throwing her wreath over the water.
But the wreath, thrown with a strong arm, did not hit the water but landed on a willow, and for an instant Bára
froze still, then she wept and tossed her head saying:
“Let it hang there, the flowers are pretty on the willow.”
But Elska didn’t take her eyes off her own wreath: dropped with a trembling hand, it turned a moment on one
spot, then a wave caught it and gave it to a second one, that one to a third, they carried it farther and farther until it
disappeared from the girl’s eyes.
Elska, her hands clasped on the railing, watched the wreath with burning eyes and face as the current carried it
far away.
Bára, leaning on the rail, also watched it in silence.
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“And your wreath got stuck here—you see, you’ll be married here,” Elska broke the silence, turning to Bára.
“That means we won’t stay together; I’m to stay here, and you’ll go far away from us. I don’t believe it,
though; man proposes and God disposes.”
“Of course,” said Elska with a voice almost tearful and she lowered her eyes to the water with a sigh.
“Elska, would you really like to go so far away—don’t you like it here?” Bára asked, and her great dark-blue
eyes looked inquisitively into Elska’s face.
“What are you thinking of?” whispered Elska, not raising her eyes; “I do like it here, but—”
“‘But there’s someone far off there whom I miss, I’d like to go to him,’—isn’t it so, Elska?”
Bára completed her thought and laying her brown hand on the girl’s white shoulder, she looked into her face
laughing. Elska raised her eyes to Bára and smiled, but at the same time she broke into tears.
“If something’s troubling you, tell me; I’ll keep it as secret as the grave,” Bára said.
Elska silently laid her head on Bara’s shoulder, embraced her and went on weeping. Gently, like a mother
clasping her baby, Bára drew her to herself, kissing her blond hair.
High over their heads a lark flew up in song. Over the tops of the green woods the sun was rising and bathing
the green valley in a golden glow. Jakub came out of the house and the voice of his horn reminded the girls that it
was time to go home.
“We’ll talk about it on the way,” said Bára, taking Elska by the hand across the bridge and along the meadow
way.
“But how did you tell it in me?” Elska asked.
“Good Lord, it’s easy to tell. You’re thoughtful, sometimes sad, and then again your face will shine up—when
I first noticed you, I thought there must be something. I guessed it.”
“Just so Aunt doesn’t notice it and ask me about it,” Elska said anxiously. “She’d be angry, she wouldn’t like
him.”
“Does she know him?”
“She saw him in Prague; he’s the one who cured my Prague aunt.”
“The doctor? You told me several times what a fine man he was, but then why should Miss Pepinka not like
him?”
“I don’t know—she only runs him down, and says he seems repulsive to her,” Elska said it almost tearfully.
“Maybe he isn’t nice?”
“Ah, Bára,” the girl sighed, “so handsome a man as he is you couldn’t find all around.”
“Maybe he isn’t rich?”
“Rich? I don’t know, but what of it? What good is money?”
“That’s true, but Aunt will want you to marry a rich man and be well provided for.”
“No, no, Bára, I won’t marry anybody else, I’d rather die.”
“Well, it won’t be as bad as that—Miss Pepinka and your uncle will be won over when you tell them you love
him.”
“I don’t dare tell them, my aunt in Prague forbad me, but she promised us she would look out for our happiness, even if my aunt here tried to prevent it. A week ago he wrote that I’ll see him next month.”
“You write?”
“This is how it is: my aunt can’t write and she’s near-sighted. Hynek—that’s his name—don’t you think it’s a
pretty name?”
“Strange, I never heard that name before,” Bára rejoined, and Elska went on:
“Hynek offered to write the letters for her. She wouldn’t write—maybe once a year—but he urges her on to
write often so he can send along a message. Uncle is surprised how often she writes now.”
“But what happens when Uncle reads the letter?”
“We thought of that: we write in a way no one will understand except us.”
“It’s wonderful when you’re accomplished—I couldn’t do it.”
“You’d learn how easily enough,” Elska opined. They had just reached Bála’s house, and she took Bála by
both hands and looking into her face with her clear gaze said:
“You don’t even know how much better I feel now—it’s as if a stone had fallen from my heart. Now I can talk
to you about him. But Bála,” she added in a confident tone of voice, “haven’t you got anything to tell me?”
“Me?” Bála’s voice faltered and she cast down her great eyes.
“Me—nothing …”
“Not even a single word?”
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“Nothing, Elska, nothing, just dreams!”
“Tell me about them!”
“Some day!” Bála shook her head, slipped her hand out of Eiska’s and pointing to the shed and the kennel, she
added:
“Look at Lysaj, how he’s fretting, and Blackie’s likely to hang herself on her rope. It’s time to let them out, and
your cows are already with the herd—I can hear their bells. In a minute Dad will be driving them past. Go back
along the gardens, Elska, so the women don’t notice you and don’t spread gossip.”
“Oh, let them talk, I’m not doing anything bad. I’m going, I’ll do what you say, but very soon we’ll have
another talk,” Elska said as she disappeared among the fences.
*
Two pieces of news were making the rounds of the village: in every house and every cottage they talked of
nothing else but the ghost seen in the church woods and of Miss Elska’s coming wedding to the bailiff.
“So she’s forgotten her first love so soon?” the reader will wonder.
Don’t do Elska an injustice: she has not been unfaithful even in her thoughts, and she was resolved to undergo
anything rather than become the bailiff’s wife. Even if she had not been in love with someone else, the bailiff was
not the man she could have fallen in love with. He was a short, fat man, a real potato set on short legs. Red cheeks
like peonies and a nose of the same sort. On his head he had a bald spot, which he covered, however, with the red
hair that remained to him in back and around the ears. His eyes were grown over with flesh and had this good
quality—especially for a bailiff—that they could look in two directions at once.
In summer he wore a straw hat with a green ribbon, a cane with a tassel, nankeen trousers, a winter vest
buttoned over his chest to keep him from catching cold and from soiling his shirt, around his neck a colored
cotton scarf and a frockcoat brown in color with pointed tails and yellow buttons. From his coat pocket there
always hung the corner of a blue handkerchief, for the bailiff took snuff.
It was said among the Vestec villagers that the peasants on the neighboring estate had more than once dusted
out the bailiffs frockcoat in the wind, but it never came to court. The bailiff was a great coward, but the peasants
still feared him, since he made up for want of courage with the deceit and vindictiveness with which he paid them
back; towards people from whom he could expect some profit he was unctuous and well-mannered; otherwise he
was a crude man.
He was also very stingy, and the one good quality no one could deny him was that he was wealthy.
Yes, Mr. Kilin Slima was wealthy, and that was the good quality that endeared him to Miss Pepinka; nor was
she of the opinion that his appearance was unattractive. She had never liked tall, thin people, and it flattered her
greatly that the bailiff kissed her hand. She supposed that Elska would get used to him and in the end get to like
him; she told her brother, who did not wish to hear of the plan, that a man like that is far better able to respect a
woman than a young swell, that he would go to the ends of the earth for her, that Elska would be a lady and well
off, that if he would die she would be taken care of.
“And, if Brother should die, I’d have a place to go,” she further considered to herself.
In short, Miss Pepinka knew how to bring it off: she saw to it that the bailiff came to see them often, and
finally the priest had no objection to him; he was used to him. When the bailiff did not come to dinner and after
dinner the priest had to play his game of whist with Pepinka and the sexton or with the school teacher, it was as if
something were missing.
Elska had no suspicion of Pepinka’s plan at first: she heard only praises of his kindness and riches, which she
noticed however as little as she did the attentions which the clumsy bailiff paid to her. But as things went on, the
bailiff made greater efforts and Miss Pepinka became more open, so that Elska comprehended what was going on.
She felt like laughing, but when her aunt refused to understand her jokes and began to urge her in the strictest
terms, and the priest too advised her to marry the bailiff, she became sad, began to avoid the bailiff, and ran with
her troubles to Bára.
Bára knew of Miss Pepinka’s plan from that lady herself, for Pepinka wanted Bára to help her and help persuade Elska. But this time she had gone too far; even if Bára had not known of Elska’s love, she would not have
tried to change her mind. She herself did not value the bailiff more than dust in the eyes, and would not have had
him if the estate itself had come with him. She did not commit herself to Pepinka, but secretly she and Elska
conspired and she herself carried to the town post office the letter in which Elska described the whole story for her
aunt in Prague.
Ever since Elska had learned what was going on, the bailiff had not heard a kind word from her nor seen a
pleasant look—and no one would have said that good, kind Elska would have the power to speak curtly or to give
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evil looks. Every time he came to the rectory he heard mocking songs on the village square, songs apparently
composed on purpose for his benefit and sung on purpose for him to hear. Still he did not take offense, until one
day he met Bára and she suddenly came out with a song:
Just a little dwarf
Toddling on his feet:
He sees pretty girls
Whom he wants to meet.

The bailiff exploded with rage and his nose reddened like a turkey’s when it sees red. But what good was that,
when he had already survived all kinds of shame and ridicule—he also survived the village girls’ jeers, consoling
himself in the thought that,
“Just wait, you girl, when I’ve got you—and your money—then I’ll get back at all of them!”
But the bailiff forgot that even in Foolstown you can’t hang a thief till you catch him.
*
One morning the report went through the village that there was a ghost: a woman in white had walked from the
church woods towards the village, across the village square, over the meadows, and had disappeared somewhere
near the cemetery. The sexton’s wife took to her bed, for she said it had knocked at her window and when the
sexton had gone to the window, not knowing who it was, he had seen a white figure with a skull which grinned at
him and threatened him with its finger. It was curious that Wolf too did not fall ill, but his wife thought only that
Death had appeared to her, and she must die in a year and a day. The farmhand who had the night watch also
swore that it was a ghost and that it came out of the church woods. People tried to recall whether anyone had been
hanged there, but when no one could come up with anything, they supposed that someone had buried some
treasure there once and that his soul had no rest and was seeking a liberator. There were all sorts of suppositions
and the talk was only of the ghost.
“I don’t believe it,” Bára said to Elska, when the latter came to her that very day on the glade in the forest
where Jakub was pasturing the cattle.
“I don’t care how it is, I’m grateful because it’s rid me for a couple of days of a visitor I could almost hate. He
wrote to Uncle to say he had harvest and all kinds of work, that he can’t come for some days, but I’d bet my head
on it he’s heard about the ghost and is afraid. He’s awfully frightened of ghosts and he’d have to come through the
church woods.”
“If only he could be blown away there, so he wouldn’t come to Vestec any more. I’d rather see you in your
coffin than with that baldpate at the altar,” Bálra grew angry. “I don’t know what Miss Pepinka’s done with her
brains that she’s trying to force you—she’s usually so good-hearted.”
“She’s concerned for me, that I may not be well off—that’s the reason and so I can’t be angry with her, but I
can’t marry him, no matter what.”
“And you mustn’t: God would punish you when you gave your vow to Mr. Hynek, if you didn’t keep it. You
know what people say:
“‘Whoever won’t his love vow keep, he’ll regret and oft will weep.’”
“I’ll never, never break it, even if I have to hold out for years,” Elska asserted, “but he—he—won’t he forget?
In Prague there are lots of beautiful girls who are his equals. Oh, Bára, suppose he forgets me—I’d die of grief!”
and Elska began to weep.
“You’re like a crazy person, the way you torment yourself. Yesterday you were telling me what a fine man Mr.
Hynek was, how much he loved you, and today you’re inclined to doubt him?” Elska wiped her eyes, smiled, and
sitting beside Bára on the long green grass said:
“It was just a momentary thought. I have faith in him as I have in God. Oh, if only I were a bird, so I could fly
to him and tell him my troubles.”
Bára thought at once of the song, If I Were A Nightingale, and started to sing it, but the song was too merry for
her mood, and in the middle she stopped suddenly, as if she were frightened of something. And her cheeks
reddened.
“Why did you start just now—and why did you stop singing?” Elska asked, but Bára did not reply, and only
looked at the woods.
“Bára, Bára,” Elska shook her finger, “you hide everything from me, and I have no thoughts concealed from
you—that isn’t nice of you.”
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“I don’t know myself what to say,” Bára replied.
“Why did you take fright just now—you know you’re not afraid of anybody. Who was that in the woods?”
“A forester, maybe,” Bára was evasive.
“You know very well who it was—there was no point to your getting frightened. Or maybe you saw the
ghost?”
“No, no, that wouldn’t frighten me,” Bára laughed loud and tried to change the subject—but Elska clung to the
same thread and finally asked right out whether Bára wanted to marry Josifek if he didn’t become a priest.
Already Bára had burst into even louder laughter.
“The Lord preserve me!” she cried. “The sexton’s wife would cook me a snake the very first day. Josifek is a
fine boy, but he doesn’t fit here. He’s not for the herd or the plow, and you can’t give him a spindle. All you could
do is put him behind a frame, or under glass, like something to look at.” lska too laughed at her idea, and after
awhile she asked Bára quite frankly:
“So you really haven’t grown fond of anyone?”
“Listen, Elska,” Bara said after a brief hesitation. “Last spring I used to go to pasture alone with Lysaj. Dad
had a sore foot and couldn’t make it there. Once I was pasturing there, and then the elder’s Blondie and Milosta’s
Birch fell out somehow and started to butt at each other. You can’t let them do that—they’d soon ruin their horns.
So I grabbed a pail and ran to the river for water to throw on their heads, but before I could get back to the herd
some forest ranger came out of the wood and, seeing that the cows were butting, tried to chase them apart.
“‘Get away!’ I yelled at him, ‘I’ll get them apart; watch out or the bull will see you, he’s fierce!’
“The forester turned around but just then the bull caught sight of him. Luckily the cows ran off when I
showered them, or it would have been hard for the forester to get away. I had a bit of trouble holding the bull and
calming him down—Dad can hardly hold him, but he listens to me when I threaten.
“The forester hid in the woods behind a tree and watched; when the herd was grazing again he came out to the
edge of the woods where I was standing and asked me my name. I told him. He looked at me a bit strangely, took
off his cap, thanked me for saving him, and went off into the woods.
“Since then I’ve seen him many times, but I haven’t talked to him again, only when he’d greet me when he
was going by. He’d stop at the edge of the woods, walk near the river in winter, and sometimes come to visit the
village, and so it went all through winter and spring.
“On St. John’s Morn, when you’d gone home, I was helping Dad drive out the herd when I saw him come over
the meadow toward the bridge. He stopped just where you and I had been standing, looked around, then came off
the bridge, crawled into the bushes and I could see how he took the wreath that had got caught on the willow and
slipped it under his coat. Just now I saw him go by down by the woods, I don’t know what it is, but whenever I
see him, I get frightened.”
“And you’ve really never spoken to him?”
“Only that first time, otherwise not a word,” Bára asserted.
“But you do like him, don’t you?” Elska went on interrogating.
“I do—like any good man who doesn’t hurt me.”
“But how can you know if he’s good when you’ve never talked to him?”
“He can’t be bad; you can see it in his eyes.”
“So you do like him?” Elska persisted with her questions.
“There are better-looking boys in the village, but if I’ve got to tell the truth, then I’d say that I like him better
than any of them. I often dream about him.”
“Whatever a person thinks about, that he dreams of.”
“Not always—there are dreams God sends, too.”
“Tell me honestly—if the forester were to say, ‘Bára, I’d like to marry you,’ would you have him?”
“How can you say that, Elska; he’d never think of me, certainly not to marry me. Those are vain dreams and
speeches—forget it.
“Hey, Blondie, where are you getting to? Lysaj, where are you chasing—don’t you see Blondie’s after Birch?”
Bára cut short her speech and jumped up from the soft grass to turn the cow back. Whenever Elska tried to
speak of the forester Bára always became evasive and began to talk of Hynek; she knew that subject would turn
Elska away from any other.
*
In several days the bailiff was back at the rectory; nothing had frightened him away. But he came in the daytime. Even at the rectory they talked of the ghost, though the priest did not believe such superstitions. Still they
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thought there must be something to it, since every third day it walked about from eleven to midnight, as very
credible people affirmed.
It menaced people and peered into windows and showed a skull. People were so frightened no one, save the
boldest of the men, would venture out across the threshold in late evening. They were sorry for their sins, they
paid for prayers for the souls in Purgatory; in a word, fear of death drove them to repent. The priest preached
against superstition and error to be sure, but it had absolutely no effect.
The bailiff, though he would not admit it, was so scared he was visibly pale; and if his greed for a fair bride
and a rich dowry had not tempted him, they would not have seen him any more at the rectory. He wanted to seal
the match as soon as possible; he spoke to Pepinka and the priest and, receiving their assurances, intended to
speak to Elska so that the wedding could be celebrated right after harvest.
Miss Pepinka informed Elska of the bailiffs coming visit the next day and tried to persuade her to be reasonable and heed the voice of good sense. Elska wept and begged her aunt not to force her to marry that monster, but
Pepinka was most indignant with her, and the priest, though he was not so insistent as his sister, none the less
reprimanded her for ingratitude and lack of good sense. From Prague no letter came, nor any news, and Elska did
not know what to do. She took counsel with Bára, who consoled her and stirred her up against the bailiff, but none
of this was any help.
The next day came, a day when the supposed ghost did not appear. The bailiff arrived, dressed up to the nines
for the match-making. Miss Pepinka had been cooking and baking from dawn so that the guest should enjoy the
best, and wine was put out on the table, to be served in celebration of the great day. Bára was also at the rectory,
and only her persuasion was able to keep Elska on her feet some way or other. She was quite ill from it all.
When the bargaining began, Elska proposed that the bailiff come for his answer in a week; she hoped that by
that time word would have come from Prague. This procrastinating answer and the bride’s coldness did not please
the bailiff; he saw that things were not going well, but what could he do, he was silent and trusted in his patroness,
Miss Pepinka. In spite of his bad mood he found the food and drink excellent, and his cheeks tingled. That day he
was wearing a blue frockcoat which suited him much better. Evening was setting in, the bailiff wanted to leave for
home, but the priest did not wish to let him go yet, and an hour later, when he tried again to leave, the priest said,
“Just wait a bit; Wolf will accompany you with the groom too, maybe; it could be there are some rascals in our
woods.”
It was as if he had showered the bailiff with cold water: the latter ceased to enjoy his food and would rather
have seen himself at home in bed. He would not have stayed had it not been for the offer of companions. But Wolf
was a bit tight, and the groom too was sampling the wine as he poured it, thinking, “It isn’t every day …” and
they failed to depart till after nine. Finally they set out on their way.
Sobered with fright, the bailiff noticed that both his companions were drunk: they zigzagged as they went, one
this way, the other that. There was no talking to them, and the bailiff was in deadly terror, though he still clung to
the hope that today the ghost would not appear. Oh, he had so looked forward to this day, he had everything
calculated so well, and yet it had all gone sour.
The night was rather clear and one could see from the village as far as the woods; the travelers were already
near their goal when suddenly out of the woods emerged a gigantic—or so it seemed to them—white figure—
straight toward them. The bailiff gave a cry and like a block of wood tumbled to the ground; the sexton sobered
up in a flash and took to flight; only the groom stood still like a post—but when the white figure cast off its cloak
with a white arm and showed him a skull which bared its teeth at him, his hair stood up on end, terror seized him
and he sank beside the bailiff to his knees. But the figure did not take notice of him and with a mighty arm raised
the bailiff from the ground and bawled in a hollow voice into his ear:
“If ever again you come courting at the rectory, it’s all up with you!”
Saying that, it walked off with a long, slow step toward the village.
Meanwhile Wolf, running breathless to the village square, caught the night watch; together they turned half the
village out of bed. The more courageous ventured out and took cudgels and flails, while the sexton insisted on
going to the rectory to get something consecrated. They put it in their midst and set off toward the church woods.
At once they caught sight of the white figure walking slowly, not toward the village but toward the meadows and
the cemetery. They stopped short for a moment, but then, screwing up their courage, they all set out in a pack after
the white figure which, seeing them, accelerated its pace. Suddenly it too broke into a run toward the river, and on
the bridge suddenly disappeared from sight. Those who were more courageous rushed after it. At the bridge they
stopped.
“There’s something white lying here!” they shouted.
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The sexton made the sign of the cross over the bridge and when nothing responded to his cry of “Every good
spirit praise the Lord!” one of the peasants moved closer and saw that it was only clothing. With a stick he turned
up the garments and they carried them, thus transfixed, back to the village; along the way they picked up the halfdead bailiff, whom the groom almost had to carry.
They went straight to the rectory. The priest was not yet asleep, and willingly opened the door to them. They
examined what they were carrying, and all stood as if struck dumb. There were two pieces of white coarse linen
and a brown wool skirt with red trim. They recognized the skirt:
“It’s Wild Bára’s!” they all shouted.
“A plague on her!” some of them swore.
“She’s a real devil!” others cursed, but the worst to rage were the bailiff and the sexton; they were beside
themselves. Only the groom laughed and said,
“I sooner thought to meet my death than see Bára in that ghost—she’s a devilish woman!”
At that point Miss Pepinka joined the company; the noise and uproar had lured her from her little room where
she was already reclining in bed. She was veiled in a kerchief, on her head she wore a yellow knitted cap (a
nightcap); she always had to wear something yellow. She came with a lamp in one hand and a bunch of keys in
the other.
“For Heaven’s sake, folks, what’s happened?” she asked in fright.
From several mouths at once she heard the unheard of news.
“Oh, the godless, ungrateful girl!” Pepinka cried full of terror. “Just wait, she’ll catch it from me; I’ll read her
the riot act; where’ve you got her?”
“Who knows, she disappeared in the middle of the bridge, just as if the earth covered her up.”
“Perhaps she jumped into the water?” the priest said.
“We didn’t hear any splash, nor did we find anyone in the water, but what does that matter, Reverend, when a
wild child like that knows how to make itself invisible; in the water it’s like in sky; in the wind like on the ground,
it’s the same everywhere,” one villager said.
“Don’t believe such tales, folks,” the priest reproved him. “Bára’s a dare-devil and has been up to tricks, that’s
all, and for that she must be reprimanded. She must come and see me tomorrow.”
“Reprimanded severely, Reverend Sir,” the bailiff spoke his mind, trembling with hatred and terror that even
now had not left his knees, “severely—she should be punished for making fools of the whole village!”
“It wasn’t that bad, Reverend,” the peasants gave their view. “Only the women were frightened!”
“My wife, poor woman, fell ill—there’s a piece of godlessness you can’t forgive,” Wolf complained, but like
the peasants he did not mention his own terror.
Miss Pepinka was so overjoyed at this she was ready to pardon Bára. But the groom stirred her up again when
he said,
“Why should I deny it, I was really scared, and I don’t frighten easily—and we were all scared. You, Mr.
Sexton, hardly made it home, and the Honorable Bailiff here dropped like a piece of ripe fruit. When she bared
her teeth at me, I really thought it was Death—it’s no wonder, I was a bit tight—and I was already thinking she
would grab me by the throat, but she grabbed the Honorable Bailiff instead, picked him up and shouted into his
ear, ‘If ever again you come courting at the rectory, it’s all up with you!’
The groom was all ready to show how Bára had picked the bailiff up, but the latter bent aside and his face
became red and purple by turns. This offended Miss Pepinka frightfully, but the peasants forgot their abuse of
Bára for what she had done to the bailiff. The whole matter was put off till morning; the bailiff stayed over at the
rectory, though by dawn he was across the boundary already.
*
When Elska heard next day what Bára had dared to do for her sake, she begged her uncle and Pepinka to
forgive Bára since she had only done it for her—to rid her of the bailiff. Miss Pepinka did not wish to abandon her
plan, however, and could not easily forgive Bára the humiliation the bailiff had suffered.
“And if you don’t marry the bailiff, you won’t get a single thread from me!” she threatened Elska, but the girl
only shrugged her shoulders.
The priest was not so headstrong; he did not try to persuade his niece, but he could not bring himself to forgive
Bára completely.
Elska would have liked to go to see Bára, but she did not dare to.
Jakub, suspecting nothing of his daughter’s fall, took his horn the next morning as usual and went to call the
herd together. But to his amazement it was as if all the cattle had strayed overnight, or all the servant girls had
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fallen asleep—nowhere did the gates open. He went to the cattle sheds themselves and trumpeted enough for the
dead to rise from their graves—the cows bellowed, but no one came to let them out. Then the girls came out and
said:
“You won’t go out today, Jakub, someone else will go!”
“What’s this?” thought Jakub and went to the elder’s. Here he learned what was up.
“We’ve got nothing against you, but your Bára is wild and the village women are afraid she’ll bewitch them.”
“Has any harm ever happened to the cattle?”
“No, it hasn’t, but Bára might take revenge.”
“Let my girl alone,” Jakub grew angry, “if you want me to go on working, I’ll go on, if not—that’s all right
too, the world is broad—the Good Lord won’t desert us.”
“It just wouldn’t work.”
“So give the hut to anyone you wish, and good riddance!”
Jakub had never talked so much in his life, perhaps, or gotten so angry. He went home. Bára was not there. He
went to untie Lysaj; his cow and the bull, which he took care of, he left to bellow and went to the rectory.
Bára was standing before the priest.
“Did you play ghost?” the priest interrogated her.
“I did, Reverend Sir,” Bára said without shrinking.
“Why?”
“I knew the bailiff was afraid of ghosts. I wanted to scare him away so he wouldn’t bother Miss Elska; she
can’t stand him and would die if she had to marry him.”
“Remember—you should never put out fires unless they’re burning you, even without your help the matter
would have been put to rights. How did you disappear from the bridge?”
“I threw off the canvas and the dress, Reverend Sir, and jumped into the water and swam a bit under water, so
no one saw me.”
“You swam under water!” the priest clapped his hands in amazement. “What a girl! And at nighttime! Who
taught you that?” The priest’s amazement was almost comic for Bála.
“Dad showed me the movements, Reverend Sir, and for the rest I taught myself. There isn’t anything to it. I
know every rock in the river to stay clear of.”
The priest gave Bála a long talking to, after which he sent her off to the servants’ kitchen, to await his decision.
He took counsel with the elder, the alderman and the schoolteacher and they came to the decision that, since Bála
had created such a public scandal and had been so defiant, she should be punished publicly. They sentenced her to
be shut up in the charnel-house in the cemetery for one whole night. It seemed to them to be a frightful punishment, but when she had been so brazen as to fear nothing or no one, let her learn what fear was.
Miss Pepinka was quite displeased with the verdict, Elska was horrified and the women trembled with terror at
the thought—even the sexton’s wife was willing to forgive Bála, thinking she would have been punished enough
with a reprimand.
Only Bála was not disturbed—she was more upset that the community was driving her father out. She had
already heard what had happened. When the priest told her where she was to spend the next night, she heard him
out quite calmly, and then kissed his hand, saying,
“What does it matter where I spend the night, I can sleep anywhere, even on the rocks. But it’s worse for Dad:
where will he go now they’ve taken his work away? Dad won’t last long without the cattle, he’s so used to them—
he’ll die. Can you do anything to help, Reverend Sir?”
They were all surprised where the girl found her self-confidence, and yet they believed that it wasn’t natural,
and that Bála was not like other people.
“She’ll be crestfallen, though, by evening,” many of them thought, but they were wrong. Bála was unhappy
only until she learned that the peasants had given Jakub back his job, a result the priest had brought about by
entrusting his own cattle to him.
After dinner, while the priest dozed and Miss Pepinka too nodded a bit after the nighttime uproar, Elska
slipped out of the house and down to see Bára. She was broken up with weeping and terror: she threw her arms
around Bára’s neck—and wept again.
“There, be quiet,” Bára comforted her. “Only just so that midget doesn’t come back—he’d have to be
completely without honor to show up now—the rest of it will take care of itself.”
“But you, poor darling, tonight in the charnel-house—good Lord, I won’t rest.”
“Don’t be concerned because of that—I’ve slept by the cemetery more than once before and I’ve had it right in
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front of me for whole days and nights. Just you sleep! But please let Dad know he’s not to worry about me, and he
should tie Lysaj up at night so he doesn’t follow me. Tomorrow I’ll tell you the whole story—how I chased that
bailiff away—you’ll have a good laugh. You’ll soon get news from Mr. Hynek, maybe. But you, Elska, when you
get away from here, you won’t leave me here?” she asked Elska sadly. But Elska squeezed her hand, whispering,
“We belong to each other!”
Silently she left—and Bára broke into a song and was content.
*
When it grew quite dark, the sexton and the night watchman came to take Bára to the cemetery. Miss Pepinka
winked at her in signal for her to ask the priest’s pardon; she too would have put in a good word for her, but Bára
refused to understand, and when the priest himself said that the punishment might perhaps be remitted, she tossed
her head in defiance and said, “If you’ve thought me guilty and deserving of punishment, then I ought to undergo
it!” and went off with the men.
People ran out of their houses, and many pitied her, but Bára did not heed any of them and walked with a light
heart to the cemetery, which lay at the foot of the woods, not far from the common pasture. They opened a small
room where bones and stretchers were piled up, wished her “God keep you,” and went home.
In the chamber was a tiny window about a palm’s breadth from which the valley and the woods could be seen.
Bára stood at that window and looked out for a long, long time. Mournful must have been the thoughts which ran
through her head, for tear after tear fell from her beautiful eyes onto her brown face. The moon climbed higher,
one light went out after another; it grew quieter and quieter all around. Over the graves lay the shadows of the tall
fir trees which stood by the walls, over the valley a light mist arose. Only the barking and the howl of dogs broke
the night’s stillness.
Bára gazed out at her mother’s grave, and recollected her lonely childhood, the hatred and contempt of people,
and for the first time felt all that burden, for the first time there came to her the thought:
“If I could only lie here, Mother, beside you!”
Thought gave birth to thought, one image followed another—in her mind’s eye she was embracing the fair
Elska, and on the forest path her imagination conjured up a tall, broad-shouldered man with an energetic face,
dressed in forester’s clothing. But at last she turned away from the window, silently shook her head and covering
her face with her hands, she sank with a deep sigh to the floor. She was weeping and praying. Comforted at last
she arose from the floor and was about to lie down on one of the stretchers, when a dog barked at the window and
a rough voice resounded.
“Bára, are you asleep?”
It was Jakub and Lysaj.
“No, Dad, but I’ll soon go to sleep—why did you come? I’m not afraid.”
“All right, girl, you sleep; I’ll sleep out here, it’s a warm night!”
And the father lay down under the window with the dog beside him. They slept well till morning.
*
When dawn came the next morning, a man was coming through the forest in a forester’s dress. Jakub had often
seen him walk through the wood and through the valley, but did not know who he was.
“What are you doing here, Jakub?” the forester asked when he came up to him.
“Why, sir, they locked my girl up here all night, and I couldn’t stay home.”
“Bára? What’s happened?” the forester asked in astonishment.
Jakub told him everything in few words.
The forester cursed, then he pulled his rifle from his shoulder and hung it on a tree. Nimbly he leaped over the
wall of the cemetery and, breaking out the door of the charnel-house with his powerful shoulder, stood in front of
Bára, whom the noise had awakened. Seeing the forester before her, she thought she was seeing a dream, but
hearing his voice, she wondered how he could have come there and in her distraction could not even thank him
for his greeting.
“Don’t be surprised, Bára, that I’ve broken in this way; I was going past when I saw your father and heard
what’s happened to you. I’m very angry that you’ve been put here. Come away from this place,” the forester bade
her and took her by the hand.
“Oh, no, sir, I’ll stay here till they come for me—they’d say I’d run away. Why, I didn’t even mind it so
much,” Bára said uncertainly, gently extracting her hand from the forester’s.
“Then I’ll call your father and we’ll both stay here,” said the forester and called over the wall to Jakub. Jakub
too climbed over the wall and came to Bára, and Lysaj hardly knew what to do from joy when he saw Bára again.
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When Jakub saw where Bára had slept he almost broke into tears, but he tried to hide them and went to visit
the grave of his dead wife. The forester sat down on the stretcher, while Bára played with Lysaj, though she knew
well that the forester was looking fixedly at her; she blushed and turned pale and her heart beat more than it had in
the night when she had been alone in the charnel-house.
“But isn’t there anyone in the village who might have looked in here to see how you were?” the forester asked
after a time.
“Besides Elska and my father there’s no one; Father’s come, Elska can’t come and there’s nobody else who
loves me enough. And there’s you, of course,” she said, looking the dog in the eyes. “Everyone’s afraid to come to
the cemetery at night-time,” she added besides.
“Your courage amazes me, just as your strength did. Why, I told Mother about you,” said the forester.
“You still have your mother?” Bára asked confidingly.
“Yes, my aged mother; we live together on the mountain, three-quarters of an hour from here, in the ranger’s
cottage in the forest. I am the forester. My mother longs for a daughter: she would like to see me happy. I haven’t
found a wife to my taste anywhere—till I saw you. Bára, I don’t like long speeches—I’ve loved you ever since I
saw you—I got to know you, even though I didn’t speak to you—and if I didn’t say anything to you up to now,
that was because I couldn’t presume to have your word. Now you know all: tell me if you like me—and if you
want to be my wife. You can’t stay in Vestec any more: collect what you have here and come with your father to
my house in the forest, where people will love you.”
Bára stood like a statue and didn’t move, nor could she speak. The forester did not know how to interpret this,
but desiring to know the truth, even though it might be bitter, he asked Bára once more if she would be his wife.
Then the girl burst into tears and cried:
“My God, can it be true that you love me?”
The forester confirmed this with his lips and by giving his hand and only then did she confess her long nourished love for him.
Having reached an understanding they came out, knelt before Jakub and the forester said:
“You know me, Father, you know I can provide for a wife—for a long time now I could. But I didn’t care for
any until I saw your daughter and then I fell in love. We’ve just agreed in that: now give us your blessing. Even
though it’s in the cemetery—everywhere is God’s earth, God is everywhere!”
Jakub did not ask the details, just so Bára was happy: he gave them his blessing and then they agreed on the
arrangements.
*
How surprised the sexton was when he came for Bára after angelus and found her in the company of her father
and her intended, for such the forester at once proclaimed himself to be.
There was still greater surprise at the rectory, and throughout the village. People had thought: the Lord knows
how tamed Bára will be, how humiliated—and she had come back engaged, and to such a bridegroom! They
could not believe it was possible, that anyone could come to like Wild Bára—and it had happened.
“She has Hell on her side!” the girls told one another.
But Elska had great, true joy when Bára brought her intended.
“You see, God has repaid you the service you did for me and for which you underwent so much. I knew you
would find a man who would love you. Only love her well, she deserves it,” the noble girl turned to the forester
and gave him her hand, which he pressed in sincere feeling.
*
The forester would have liked to take Bára away with him at once, but things did not go so quickly, and Miss
Pepinka did not wish to let her go when a wedding was in the offing; rather let there be all three announcements at
the same time, if her intended was in such a hurry. Nor could Jakub tear himself away from his duties so quickly.
Bára was sorriest for Elska. But the very next day the priest received a letter from Prague in which the aunt
wrote that she would leave Elska her whole estate, but only on the condition she marry the young physician who
had cured her (the aunt); the priest should ask his niece if she were willing or not. There was an enclosure for
Elska, full of the fairest hopes for a quick reunion, and so Bára had no more objections.
Before the wedding everyone made peace with her, and even the sexton’s wife wished her happiness and gave
her a letter from Josifek. Elska read it to Bára and learned only then what Elska had known for a long time: that
Josifek loved her, and it was because of her that he had not wanted to become a priest. But now that she was
getting married, he would gladly fulfill his parents’ wish.
In a week Miss Pepinka gave Bára her wedding. The forester’s old mother came too and took her daughter
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back to the forest, the daughter whom she had looked forward to meeting for so long. Jakub went with them.
*
When the forester conducted his young wife through the house and brought her to the bedroom where his bed
was standing, he took down a now dry wreath that was hanging above it.
“Do you recognize it?” he asked Bára. It was the very one he had untied from the willow on St. John’s Day.
Bára smiled.
“Whom did you think of when you threw it into the water?” the forester asked, clasping her to his heart.
Bára did not reply, but embraced him and raised to him her sweet, smiling eyes, which people had called an
ox’s, but which, for the forester, were the most beautiful in the whole wide world.
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July 12, 19—
Hella and I are writing a diary. We both agreed that when we went to the high school we would write a diary
every day. Dora keeps a diary too, but she gets furious if I look at it. I call Helene “Hella,” and she calls me
“Rita;” Helene and Gretel are so vulgar. Dora has taken to calling herself “Thea,” but I go on calling her “Dora.”
She says that little children (she means me and Hella) ought not to keep a diary. She says they will write such a lot
of nonsense. No more than in hers and Lizzi’s.
July 13th
Really we were not to begin writing until after the holidays, but since we are both going away, we are beginning now. Then we shall know what we have been doing in the holidays. The day before yesterday we had an
entrance examination, it was very easy, in dictation I made only I mistake — writing ihn without h. The mistress
said that didn’t matter, I had only made a slip. That is quite true, for I know well enough that ihn has an h in it. We
were both dressed in white with rose-coloured ribbons, and everyone believed we were sisters or at least cousins.
It would be very nice to have a cousin. But it’s still nicer to have a friend, for we can tell one another everything.
July 14th
The mistress was very kind. Because of her Hella and I are really sorry that we are not going to a middle
school. Then every day before lessons began we could have had a talk with her in the class-room. But we’re
awfully pleased because of the other girls. One is more important when one goes to the high school instead of
only to the middle school. That is why the girls are in such a rage. “They are bursting with pride” (that’s what my
sister says of me and Hella, but it is not true). “Our two students” said the mistress when we came away. She told
us to write to her from the country. I shall.
July 15th
Lizziy Hella’s sister, is not so horrid as Dora, she is always so nice. Today she gave each of us at least ten
chocolate-creams. It’s true Hella often says to me: “You don’t know her, what a beast she can be. Your sister is
generally very nice to me.” Certainly it is very funny the way in which she always speaks of us as “the little ones”
or “the children,” as if she had never been a child herself, and indeed a much littler one than we are. Besides
we’re just the same as she is now. She is in the fourth class and we are in the first. Tomorrow we are going to Kaltenbach in Tyrol. I’m frightfully excited. Hella went away today to Hungary to her uncle and aunt with her mother
and Lizzi. Her father is at maneuvers.
July 19th
It’s awfully hard to write every day in the holidays. Everything is so new and one has no time to write. We are
living in a big house in the forest. Dora bagged the front veranda straight off for her own writing. At the back of
the house there are such swarms of horrid little flies; everything is black with flies. I do hate flies and such things.
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I’m not going to put up with being driven out of the front veranda. I won’t have it. Besides, Father said: “Don’t
quarrel, children.” (Children to her too!!) He’s quite right. She puts on such airs because she’ll be fourteen in
October. “The verandas are common property,” said Father. Father’s always so just He never lets Dora lord it over
me, but Mother often makes a favourite of Dora. I’m writing to Hella today. She’s not written to me yet.
July 21st
Hella has written to me, 4 pages, and such a jolly letter. I don’t know what I should do without her. Perhaps she
will come here in August or perhaps I shall go to stay with her. I think I would rather go to stay with her. I like
paying long visits. Father said: “We’ll see” and that means he’ll let me go. When Father and Mother say We’ll see
it really means Yes; but they won’t say “yes” so that if it does not come off one can’t say that they haven’t kept
their word. Father really lets me do anything I like, but not Mother. Still, if I practice my piano regularly perhaps
she’ll let me go. I must go for a walk.
July 22nd
Hella wrote that I positively must write every day, for one must keep a promise and we swore to write every
day.
July 23rd
It’s awful. One has no time. Yesterday when I wanted to write the room had to be cleaned and D. was in the
arbour. Before that I had not written a single word and in the front veranda all my pages blew away. We write on
loose pages. Hella thinks it’s better because then one does not have to tear anything out. But we have promised
one another to throw nothing away and not to tear anything up. Why should we? One can tell a friend everything.
A pretty friend if one couldn’t. Yesterday when I wanted to go into the arbour. Dora glared at me savagely, saying
What do you want? As if the arbour belonged to her, just as she wanted to bag the front veranda all for herself.
She’s too sickening. Yesterday afternoon we were on the Kolber-Kogel. It was lovely. Father was awfully jolly
and we pelted one another with pine-cones. It was jolly. I threw one at Dora and it hit her on her padded bust. She
let out such a yell and I said out loud You couldn’t feel it there. As she went by she said Pig. It doesn’t matter, for
I know she understood me and that what I said was true. I should like to know what she writes about every day to
Erika and what she writes in her diary. Mother was out of sorts and stayed at home.
July 24th
Today is Sunday. I do love Sundays. Father says: You children have Sundays every day. That’s quite true in the
holidays, but not at other times. The peasants and their wives and children are all very gay, wearing Tyrolese
dresses, just like those I have seen in the theatre. We are wearing our white dresses today, and I have made a great
cherry stain upon mine, not on purpose, but because I sat down upon some fallen cherries. So this afternoon when
we go out walking I must wear my pink dress. All the better, for I don’t care to be dressed exactly the same as
Dora. I don’t see why everyone should know that we are sisters. Let people think we are cousins. She does not
like it either; I wish I knew why. Oswald is coming in a week, and I am awfully pleased. He is older than Dora,
but I can always get on with him. Hella writes that she finds it dull without me; so do I.
July 25th
I wrote to Fräulein Prückl today. She is staying at Achensee. I should like to see her. Every afternoon we bathe
and then go for a walk. But today it has been raining all day. Such a bore. I forgot to bring my paint-box and I’m
not allowed to read all day. Mother says, if you gobble all your books up now you’ll have nothing left to read.
That’s quite true, but I can’t even go and swing. Afternoon. I must write some more. I’ve had a frightful row with
Dora. She says I’ve been fiddling with her things. It’s all because she’s so untidy. As if her things could interest
me. Yesterday she left her letter to Erika lying about on the table, and all I read was: He’s as handsome as a Greek
god. I don’t know who “he” was for she came in at that moment. It’s probably Erail Rudi, with whom she is everlastingly playing tennis and carries on like anything. As for handsome — well, there’s no accounting for tastes.
July 26th
It’s a good thing I brought my dolls’ portmanteau. Mother said: You’ll be glad to have it on rainy days. Of
course I’m much too old to play with dolls, but even though I’m 11 I can make dolls’ clothes still. One learns
something while one is doing it, and when I’ve finished something I do enjoy it so. Mother cut me out some
things and I was tacking them together. Then Dora came into the room and said Hullo, the child is sewing things
for her dolls. What cheek, as if she had never played with dolls. Besides, I don’t really play with dolls any longer.
When she sat down beside me I sewed so vigorously that I made a great scratch on her hand, and said: Oh, I’m so
sorry, but you came too close. I hope she’ll know why I really did it. Of course she’ll go and sneak to Mother. Let
her. What right has she to call me child. She’s got a fine red scratch anyhow, and on her right hand where everyone can see.
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July 27th
There’s such a lot of fruit here. I eat raspberries and gooseberries all day and Mother says that is why I have no
appetite for dinner. But Dr. Klein always says Fruit is so wholesome. But why should it be unwholesome all at
once? Hella always says that when one likes anything awfully much one is always scolded about it until one gets
perfectly sick of it. Hella often gets in such a temper with her mother, and then her mother says: We make such
sacrifices for our children and they reward us with ingratitude. I should like to know what sacrifices they make. I
think it’s the children who make the sacrifices. When I want to eat gooseberries and am not allowed to, the
sacrifice is mine not Mother’s. I’ve written all this to Hella. Fraulein Prückl has written to me. The address on her
letter to me was splendid: “Fräulein Gretel Lainer, Lyzeal-schülerin.” Of course Dora had to know better than
anyone else, and said that in the higher classes from the fourth upwards (because she is in the fourth) they write
“Lyzeistin.” She said: “Anyhow, in the holidays, before a girl has attended the first class she’s not a Lyzealschülerin at all.” Then Father chipped in, saying that we (I didn’t begin it) really must stop this eternal wrangling;
he really could not stand it. He’s quite right, but what he said won’t do any good, for Dora will go on just the
same. Fräulein Prückl wrote that she was delighted that I had written. As soon as I have time she wants me to
write to her again. Great Scott, I’ve always time for her. I shall write to her again this evening after supper, so as
not to keep her waiting.
July 29th
I simply could not write yesterday. The Warths have arrived, and I had to spend the whole day with Ema and
Liesel, although it rained all day. We had a ripping time. They know a lot of round games and we played for
sweets. I won 47, and I gave five of them to Dora. Robert is already more than a head taller than we are, I mean
than Liesel and me; I think he is fifteen. He says Fräulein Gretel and carried my cloak which Mother sent me
because of the rain and he saw me home after supper. Tomorrow is my birthday and everyone has been invited
and Mother has made strawberry cream and waffles. How spiffing.\fn{ Snazzy; cool}
July 30th
Today is my birthday. Father gave me a splendid parasol with a flowered border and painting materials and
Mother gave me a huge postcard album for 800 cards and stories for school girls, and Dora gave me a beautiful
box of notepaper and Mother had made a chocolate-cream cake for dinner today as well as the strawberry cream.
The first thing in the morning the Warths sent me three birthday cards. And Robert had written on his: With
deepest respect your faithful R. It is glorious to have a birthday, everyone is so kind, even Dora. Oswald sent me a
wooden paper-knife, the handle is a dragon and the blade shoots out of its mouth instead of flame; or perhaps the
blade is its tongue, one can’t be quite sure. It has not rained yet on my birthday. Father says I was born under a
lucky star. That suits me all right, tip top.
July 31st
Yesterday was heavenly. We laughed till our sides ached over Consequences. I was always being coupled with
Robert and oh the things we did together, not really of course but only in writing: kissed, hugged, lost in the
forest, bathed together; but I say, I wouldn’t do that! quarreled. That won’t happen, it’s quite impossible! Then we
drank my health clinking glasses five times and Robert wanted to drink it in wine but Dora said that would never
do! The real trouble was this. She always gets furious if she has to play second fiddle to me and yesterday I was
certainly first fiddle. Now I must write a word about today. We’ve had a splendid time. We were in Tiefengraben
with the Warths where there are such a lot of wild strawberries. Robert picked all the best of them for me, to the
great annoyance of Dora who had to pick them for herself. Really I would rather pick them for myself, but when
some one else picks them for one for love (that’s what Robert said) then one is quite glad to have them picked for
one. Besides, I did pick some myself and gave most of them to Father and some to Mother. At afternoon tea which
we had in Flischberg I had to sit beside Ema instead of Robert. Ema is rather dull. Mother says she is anemic; that
sounds frightfully interesting, but I don’t quite know what it means. Dora is always saying that she is anemic, but
of course that is not true. And Father always says “Don’t talk such stuff, you’re as fit as a fiddle.” That puts her in
such a wax. Last year Lizzi was really anemic, so the doctor said, she was always having palpitation and had to
take iron and drink Burgundy. I think that’s where Dora got the idea.
August 1st
Hella is rather cross with me because I wrote and told her that I had spent the whole day with the W’s. Still,
she is really my only friend or I should not have written and told her. Every year in the country she has another
friend too, but that doesn’t put me out. I can’t understand why she doesn’t like Robert; she doesn’t know anything
about him except what I have written and certainly that was nothing but good. Of course she does know him for
he is a cousin of the Sernigs and she met him once there. But one does not get to know a person from seeing them
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once. Anyhow she does not know him the way I do. Yesterday I was with the Warths all day. We played Place for
the King and Robert caught me and I had to give him a kiss. And Ema said, that doesn’t count, for I had let myself
be caught. But Robert got savage and said: Ema is a perfect nuisance, she spoils everyone’s pleasure. He’s quite
right, but there’s someone else just as bad. But I do hope Ema has not told Dora about the kiss. If she has everyone will know and I shouldn’t like that. I lay in wait for Ema with the sweets which Aunt Dora sent us. Robert and
Liesel and I ate the rest. They were so good and nearly all large ones. At first Robert wanted to take quite a little
one, but I said he must only have a big one. After that he always picked out the big ones. When I came home in
the evening with the empty box Father laughed and said: There’s nothing mean about our Gretel. Besides, Mother
still has a great box full; I have no idea whether Dora still has a lot, but I expect so.
August 2nd
Oswald arrived this afternoon at 5. He’s a great swell now; he’s begun to grow a moustache. In the evening
Father took him to the hotel to introduce him to some friends. He said it would be an awful bore, but he will
certainly make a good impression especially in his new tourist get-up and leather breeches. Grandmama and
Grandpapa sent love to all. I’ve never seen them. They have sent a lot of cakes and sweets and Oswald grumbled
no end because he had to bring them. Oswald is always smoking cigarettes and Father said to him: Come along
old chap, we’ll go to the inn and have a drink on the strength of your good report. It seems to me rather funny; no
one wants to drink anything when Dora and I have a good report, at most they give us a present. Oswald has only
Twos and Threes and very few Ones and in Greek nothing but Satisfactory, but I have nothing but Ones. He said
something to Father in Latin and Father laughed heartily and said something I could not understand. I don’t think
it was Latin, but it may have been Magyar or English. Father knows nearly all languages, even Czech, but thank
goodness he doesn’t talk them unless he wants to tease us. Like that time at the station when Dora and I were so
ashamed. Czech is horrid. Mother says so too. When Robert pretends to speak Czech it’s screamingly funny.
August 3rd
I got a chill bathing the other day so now I am not allowed to bathe for a few days. Robert keeps me company.
We are quite alone and he tells me all sorts of tales. He swings me so high that I positively yell. Today he made
me really angry, for he said: Oswald is a regular noodle. I said, that’s not true, boys can never stand one another.
Besides, it is not true that he lisps. Anyhow I like Oswald much better than Dora who always says “the children”
when she is talking of me and of Hella and even of Robert. Then he said: Dora is just as big a goose as Ema. He’s
quite right there. Robert says he is never going to smoke, that it is so vulgar, that real gentlemen never smoke. But
what about Father, I should like to know? He says, too, that he will never grow a beard but will shave every day
and his wife will have to put everything straight to him. But a beard suits Father and I can’t imagine him without a
beard. I know I won’t marry a man without a beard.
August 5th
We go to the tennis ground every day. When we set off yesterday, Robert and I and Liesel and Erna and René,
Dora called after us: The bridal pair in spee. She had picked up the phrase from Oswald. I think it means in a
hundred years. She can wait a hundred years if she likes, we shan’t. Mother scolded her like anything and said she
mustn’t say such stupid things. A good job too; in spee, in spee. Now we always talk of her as Inspee, but no one
knows who we mean.
August 6th
Hella can’t come here, for she is going to Klausenburg with her mother to stay with her other uncle who is
district judge there or whatever they call a district judge in Hungary. Whenever I think of a district judge I think of
District Judge T. such a hideous man. What a nose and his wife is so lovely; but her parents forced her into the
marriage. I would not let anyone force me into such a marriage, I would much sooner not marry at all, besides
she’s awfully unhappy.
August 7th.
There has been such a fearful row about Dora. Oswald told Father that she flirted so at the tennis court and he
could not stand it. Father was in a towering rage and now we mayn’t play tennis any more. What upset her more
than anything was that Father said in front of me: This little chit of 14 is already encouraging people to make love
to her. Her eyes were quite red and swollen and she couldn’t eat anything at supper because she had such a
headache!! We know all about her headaches. But I really can’t see why I shouldn’t go and play tennis.
August 8th
Oswald says that it wasn’t the student’s fault at all but only Dora’s. I can quite believe that when I think of that
time on the Southern Railway. Still, they wont let me play tennis any more, though I begged and begged Mother
to ask Father to let me. She said it would do no good for Father was very angry and I mustn’t spend whole days
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with the Warths any more. Whole days! I should like to know when I was a whole day there. When I went there
naturally I had to stay to dinner at least. What have I got to do with Dora’s love affairs? It’s really too absurd. But
grown-ups are always like that. When one person has done anything the others have to pay for it too.
August 9th
Thank goodness, I can play tennis once more; I begged and begged until Father let me go. Dora declares that
nothing will induce her to ask. That’s the old story of the fox and the grapes. She has been playing the invalid
lately, won’t bathe, and stays at home when she can instead of going for walks. I should like to know what’s the
matter with her. What I can’t make out is why Father lets her do it. As for Mother, she always spoils Dora; Dora is
Mother’s favourite, especially when Oswald is not on hand. I can understand her making a favourite of Oswald,
but not of Dora. Father always says that parents have no favourites, but treat all their children alike. That’s true
enough as far as Father is concerned, although Dora declares that Father makes a favourite of me; but that’s only
her fancy. At Christmas and other times we always get the same sort of presents, and that’s the real test. Rosa
Plank always gets at least three times as many as the rest of the family, that’s what it is to be a favourite.
August 12th
I can’t write every day for I spend most of my time with the Warths. Oswald can’t stand Robert, he says he is a
cad and a greenhorn. What vulgar phrases. For three days I haven’t spoken to Oswald except when I really had to.
When I told Ema and Liesel about it, they said that brothers were always rude to their sisters. I said, I should like
to know why. Besides, Robert is generally very nice to his sisters. They said. Yes before you, because he’s on his
best behaviour with you. Yesterday we laughed like anything when he told us what fun the boys make of their
masters. That story about the cigarette ends was screamingly funny. They have a society called T. Au. M., that is
in Latin Be Silent or Die in initial letters. No one may betray the society’s secrets, and when they make a new
member he has to strip off all his clothes and lie down naked and every one spits on his chest and rubs it and says:
Be One of Us, but all in Latin. Then he has to go to the eldest and biggest who gives him two or three cuts with a
cane and he has to swear that he will never betray anyone. Then everyone smokes a cigar and touches him with
the lighted end on the arm or somewhere and says: Every act of treachery will burn you like that. And then the
eldest, who has a special name which I can’t remember, tattoos on him the word Taum, that is Be Silent or Die,
and a heart with the name of a girl. Robert says that if he had known me sooner he would have chosen “Gretchen.” I asked him what name he had tattooed on him, but he said he was not allowed to tell. I shall tell Oswald to
look when they are bathing and to tell me. In this society they abuse the masters frightfully and the one who
thinks of the best tricks to play on them is elected to the Rohon; to be a Rohon is a great distinction and the others
must always carry out his orders. He said there was a lot more which he couldn’t tell me because it’s too tremendous. Then I had to swear that I would never tell anyone about the society and he wanted me to take the oath upon
my knees, but I wouldn’t do that and he nearly forced me to my knees. In the end I had to give him my hand on it
and a kiss. I didn’t mind giving him that, for a kiss is nothing, but nothing would induce me to kneel down. Still, I
was in an awful fright for we were quite alone in the garden and he took me by the throat and tried to force me to
my knees. All that about the society he told me when we were quite alone for he said: I can’t have your name
tattooed on me because it’s against our laws to have two names but now that you have sworn I can let you know
what I really am and think in secret. I couldn’t sleep all night for I kept on dreaming of the society, wondering
whether there are such societies in the high school and whether Dora is in a society and has a name tattooed on
her. But it would be horrible to have to strip naked before all one’s schoolfellows. Perhaps in the societies of the
high-school girls that part is left out. But I shouldn’t like to say for sure whether I’d have Robert’s name tattooed
on me.
August 15th
Yesterday Robert told me that there are some schoolboy societies where they do very improper things, but that
never happened in their society. But he didn’t say what. I said, the stripping naked seems to me awful; but he said,
Oh, that’s nothing, that must happen if we’re to trust one another, it’s all right as long as there’s nothing improper.
I wish I knew what. I wish I knew whether Oswald knows about it, and whether he is in such a society or in a proper one and whether Father was in one. If I could only find out. But I can’t ask, for if I did I should betray Robert.
When he sees me he always presses my left wrist without letting anyone see. He said that is the warning to me to
be silent. But he needn’t do that really, for I never would betray him whatever happened. He said: The pain is to
bind you to me. When he says that his eyes grow dark, quite black, although his eyes are really gray and they get
very large. Especially in the evening when we say goodbye, it frightens me. I’m always dreaming of him.
August 18th
Yesterday evening we had illuminations in honour of the emperor’s birthday. We didn’t get home until half
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past twelve. At first we went to a concert in the park and to the illuminations. They fired salutes from the hills and
there were beacons flaring on the hill-tops; it was rather creepy although it was wonderful. My teeth chattered
once or twice, I don’t know whether I was afraid something would happen or why it was. Then R. came and
talked such a lot. He is set on going into the army. For that he needn’t learn so much, and what he’s learning now
is of no use to him. He says that doesn’t matter, that knowledge will give him a great pull. I don’t think he looks
stupid, though Oswald says so to make me angry. All at once we found ourselves quite away from the others and
so we sat on a bench to wait for them. Then I asked R. once more about the other societies, the ones in which they
do such improper things. But he wouldn’t tell me for he said he would not rob me of my innocence. I thought that
very stupid, and I said that perhaps he didn’t know himself and it was all put on. All that happened, he said, was
that anyone who joined the society was tickled until he couldn’t stand it any longer. And once one of them got St.
Vitus’s dance, that is frightful convulsions and they were afraid that everything would come out. And since then in
their society no more tickling had been allowed. Shall I tickle you a little? I don’t understand you, I said, and
anyhow you daren’t. He gave a great laugh and suddenly he seized me and tickled me under the arm. It made me
want to laugh frightfully, but I stifled it for there were still lots of people going by. So he gave that up and tickled
my hand. I liked it at first, but then I got angry and dragged my hand away. Just then Inspee went by with two
other girls and directly they had passed us we followed close behind as if we had been walking like that all the
time. It saved me a wigging from Mother, for she always wants us all to keep together. As we went along R. said :
Look out, Gretel, I’m going to tickle you some day until you scream. How absurd, I won’t have it, it takes two to
do that. By the way, in the raffle I won a vase with 2 turtle-doves and a bag of sweets and R. won a knife, fork and
spoon. That annoyed him frightfully. Inspee won a fountain pen, just what I want, and a mirror which makes one
look a perfect fright. A good job too, for she fancies herself such a lot.
August 29th
O dear, such an awful thing has happened. I have lost pages 30 to 34 from my diary. I must have left them in
the garden, or else on the Louisenhöhe. It’s positively fiendish. If anyone was to find them. And I don’t know
exactly what there was on those pages. I was born to ill luck. If I hadn’t promised Hella to write my diary every
day I should like to give up the whole thing. Fancy if Mother were to get hold of it, or even Father. And it’s
raining so fearfully today that I can’t even go into the garden and still less on the Louisenhöhe above all not alone.
I must have lost it the day before yesterday, for I didn’t write anything yesterday or the day before. It would be
dreadful if anyone were to find it. I am so much upset that I couldn’t eat anything at dinner, although we had my
favourite chocolate cream cake. And I’m so unhappy for Father was quite anxious and Mother too and they both
asked what was the matter with me and I nearly burst out crying before everyone. We had dinner in the hotel
today because Resi had gone away for 2 days. But I couldn’t cry in the room before Father and Mother for that
would have given the show away. My only hope is that no one will recognize my writing, for Hella and I use
upright writing for our diary, first of all so that no one may recognize our writing and secondly because upright
writing doesn’t use up so much paper as ordinary writing. I do hope it will be fine tomorrow so that I can hunt in
the garden very early. I have been utterly in the dumps all day so that I didn’t even get cross when Inspee said:
“Have you been quarrelling with your future husband?”
August 30th
It’s not in the garden. I begged Mother to let us go to Louisenhöhe this afternoon. Mother was awfully nice and
asked what I was so worried about, and whether anything had happened. Then I couldn’t keep it in any longer and
burst out crying. Mother said I must have lost something, and this gave me an awful fright. Mother thought it was
Hella’s letter, the one which came on Tuesday, so I said: No, much worse than that, my diary. Mother said: Oh
well, that’s not such a terrible loss, and will be of no interest to anyone. Oh yes, I said, for there are all sorts of
things written in it about R. and his society. Look here, Gretel, said Mother, I don’t like this way you talk about R,
I really don’t like you to spend all your time with the Warths; they’re really not our sort and R. is not a fit companion for you; now that you are going to the high school you are not a little girl any longer. Promise me that
you’ll not be eternally with the Warths. — All right, Mother, I will break it off gradually so that nobody will
notice. She burst out laughing and kissed me on both cheeks and promised me to say nothing to Inspee about the
diary for she needn’t know everything. Mother is such a dear. Still 3 hours and perhaps the pages are still there.
Evening. Thank goodness. In front of the shelter I found 2 pages all pulped by the rain and the writing all run and
one page was in the footpath quite torn. Someone must have trodden on it with the heel of his boot and 2 pages
had been rolled into a spill\fn{ Taper; for lighting pipes or candles:H} and partly burned. So no one had read anything. I
am so happy. And at supper Father said: I say, why are your eyes shining with delight? Have you won the big
prize in the lottery? and I pressed Mother’s foot with mine to remind her not to give me away and Father laughed
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like anything and said: Seems to me there’s a conspiracy against me in my own house. And I said in a great hurry:
Luckily we’re not in our own house but in a hotel, and everyone laughed and now thank goodness it’s all over.
Live and learn. I won’t let that happen again.
August 31st
Really I’m not so much with the W’s and with R. I think he’s offended. This afternoon, when I went there to
tea, he seized me by the wrist and said: Your father is right, you’re a witch. “You need a castigation.” How rude of
him. Besides, I didn’t know what castigation meant. I asked Father and he told me and asked where I had picked
up the word. I said I had passed 2 gentlemen and had heard one of them use it. What I really thought was that
castigation meant tickling. But it is really horrid to have no one to talk to. Most of the people have gone al-ready
and we have only a week longer. About that castigation business. I don’t like fibbing to Father, but I really had to.
I couldn’t say that R. wanted to give me a castigation when I didn’t know what it meant. Dora tells a lot more lies
than I do and I always love catching her in a lie for her lies are so obvious. I’m never caught. It only happened
once when Frau Oberst von Stary was there. Father noticed that time, for he said: You little rogue, you
taradiddler.\fn{Petty liar; person filled with pretentious nonsense}
September 3rd
Such a horrid thing has happened. I shall never speak to R. again. Oswald is quite right in calling him a cad. If
I had really fallen out of the swing I might have broken my leg 4 days before we have to start from home. I can’t
make out how it all happened. It was frightful cheek of him to tickle me as he did, and I gave him such a kick. I
think it was on his nose or his mouth. Then he actually dared to say: After all I’m well paid out, for what can one
expect when one keeps company with such young monkeys, with such babies. Fine talk from him when he’s not
14 himself yet. It was all humbug about his being 15 and he seems to be one of the idlest boys in the school, never
anything but Satisfactory in his reports, and he’s not in the fifth yet, but only in the fourth. Anyhow, we’ve settled
our accounts. Cheeky devil. I shall never tell anyone about it, it will be my first and I hope my last secret from
Hella.
September 6th
We are going home tomorrow. The last few days have been awfully dull. I saw R. once or twice but I always
looked the other way. Father asked what was wrong between me and the Warths and R., so that our great friendship had been broken off. Of course I had to fib, for it was absolutely impossible to tell the truth. I said that R.
found fault with everything I did, my writing, my reading aloud. (That’s quite true, he did that once) and Father
said: Well, well, you’ll make it up when you say goodbye tomorrow. Father makes a great mistake. I’ll never
speak a word to him again. For her birthday, although it’s not come yet, Dora is to have a navy blue silk dustcloak. I don’t think the colour suits her, and anyhow she’s much too thin to wear a dustcloak.
September 14th
Hella came back the day before yesterday. She looks splendid and she says I do too. I’m so glad that she’s
back. After all I told her about R. She was very angry and said I ought to have given him 2 more; one for the tickling and one for the “baby” and one for the “young monkey.” If we should happen to meet him, shan’t we just
glare at him.
September 17th
Inspee has really got the silk dustcloak but I think the tartan hood looks rather silly. Still, I didn’t say so, but
only that the cloak fitted beautifully. She has tried it on at least five times already. I don’t know whether Father
really wants to treat her as a grown-up lady or whether he is making fun of her. I believe he’s only making fun.
She doesn’t really look like a grown-up lady. How could she when she’s not 14 yet? Yesterday afternoon such a
lot of girls were invited, and of course Hella was invited on my account and we had a grand talk. But most of
them bragged frightfully about the country where they said they had been. We were 9 girls. But Hella is the only
one I care about.
September 21st
School begins tomorrow. By the way, we have agreed to call it Liz\fn{ Lyzeum=High School} and not School. I’m
frightfully curious.
September 22nd
School began today. Hella came to fetch me and we went along together. Inspee peached\fn{ Tattled} on us to
Mother, saying we ran on in front of her. We don’t want her as governess. There are 34 of us in the class. Our teachers are a Frau Doktor, 2 mistresses, one professor, and I think a drawing mistress as well. The Frau Doktor
teaches German and writing. She put us together on the 3 rd bench. Then she made a speech, then she told us what
books to get, but we are not to buy them till Monday. We have 3 intervals, one long and 2 short. The long one is
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for games, the short ones to go out. I usen’t to go out at the elementary school and now I don’t need to. Mother
always say that it’s only a bad habit. Most of the girls went out, and even asked to leave the room during lesson
time. Today we hadn’t any proper lessons. They are to begin tomorrow, but we don’t know what. Then we came
home.
September 23rd
Today we had the mistress who teaches geography and history, she has no degree. Inspee says that she had her
last year, but she could not stand her, she’s so ugly. Father was angry and said to Inspee: You silly goose, don’t fill
her head with such stuff. Show what you are worth as elder sister. One can learn something from every mistress
and every master if one likes. But I can’t say, we’re really fond of Fräulein Vischer and I don’t much care for
geography and history. Besides I’m not learning for her but for myself. Frau Dr. Mallburg is awfully nice and
pretty. We shall always write Frau Dr. M. for short. When she laughs she has two dimples and a gold
stopping.\fn{Dental filling} She is new at the school. I don’t know if we are to have singing too. In French we have
Madame Amau, she is beautifully dressed, black lace. Hella has a lovely pen and pencil case; it’s quite soft, we
must have it soft so that it shan’t make a row when it falls down during lesson time. I think it cost 7 crowns or
1.70 crowns, I don’t know exactly. Today lessons went on until 12, first German, then arithmetic, then religion for
Catholics, and then we came away. Hella waited for me, for the Herr Pastor did not come.
September 24th
We thought the book shops would be open today but we were wrong. Hella’s mother said, that’s what happens
when the chicks think themselves wiser than the hens. In the afternoon Hella came to our house and Inspee had
been invited by the Fs. I don’t go there, for it’s so dull, they play the piano all day. I have enough piano at my
lessons. My music lessons will begin when the school timetable has been fixed up. Perhaps on October 1 st, then I
must write to Frau B., she told me to write myself. She tells all her pupils to do that. I would rather have had
Hella’s music mistress. But she has no time to spare and I think she charges more. At least she wouldn’t always be
holding me up “Fräulein Dora” as a model. We are not all so musical as Fräulein Dora. In the evening Inspee was
reading a great fat book until 10 or 12 o’clock and she simply howled over it. She said she had not, but I heard her
and she could hardly speak. She says she had a cold, liar.
September 25th
Today they gave us the professors’ time-table, but it won’t work until the professors from the Gymnasium
know exactly when they can come. Our Frau Doktor might be teaching in a Gymnasium, but since there is only
one here she teaches in our school. Tomorrow we are going to have a viva voce\fn{Oral} composition: Our Holidays. We may write 8 or 10 sentences at home before we come, but we must not look at what we have written in
class. I’ve written mine already. But I’ve not said anything about Robert. He’s not worth thinking about anyhow. I
did not even tell Hella everything.
September 26th
We had the viva voce composition and Frau Doktor said, very good, what is your name? Gretel Lainer I said
and she said: And is that your chum next you? Now she must tell us how she spent her holidays. Hella did hers
very well too and Frau Doktor said again, very good. Then the bell rang. In the long interval Frau Doktor played
dodge with us. It was great fun. I was it six times. In the little intervals we were quite alone for the staff has such a
lot to do drawing up the timetable. A pupil-teacher from the F. high school is in our class. She sits on the last
bench for she is very tall. As tall as Frau Doktor.
September 26th
Today we had Professor Riegel for the first time in natural history. He wears eye-glasses and never looks any
of us in the face. And in French Madame A. said that my accent was the best. We’ve got an awful lot on and I
don’t know whether I shall be able to write every day. The younger girls say Professor Igel instead of Riegel and
the Weinmann girl said Nikel.
September 30th
th
I’ve had simply no time to write. Hella hasn’t written anything since the 24 . But I must write today for I met
Robert in Schottengasse. Good morning, Miss, you needn’t be so stuck up, he said as he went by. And when I
turned round he had already passed, or I would have given him a piece of my mind. I must go to supper.
October 1st
I can’t write, Oswald has come from S., he has sprained his ankle, but I’m not so sure because he can get
about. He is awfully pale and doesn’t say a word about the pain.
October 4th
Today is a holiday, the emperor’s birthday. Yesterday Resi told me something horrid. Oswald can’t go back to
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S. He has been up to something, I wish I knew what, perhaps something in the closet. He always stays there such
a long time, I noticed that when I was in the country. Or perhaps it may have been something in his society. Inspee
pretends she knows what it is but of course it isn’t true, for she doesn’t know any more than I do. Father is furious
and Mother’s eyes are all red with crying. At dinner nobody says a word. If I could only find out what he’s done.
Father was shouting at him yesterday and both Dora and I heard what he said: You young scamp (then there was
something we couldn’t understand) and then he said, you attend to your school books and leave the girls and the
married women alone you pitiful scoundrel. And Dora said: Ah, now I understand and I said: Please tell me, he is
my brother as well as yours. But she said: “You wouldn’t understand. It’s not suitable for such young ears.” Fancy
that, it’s suitable for her ears, but not mine though she’s not quite three years older than I am, but because she no
longer wears a short skirt she gives herself the airs of a grown-up lady. Such airs, and then she sneaks a great
spoonful of jam so that her mouth is stuffed with it and she can’t speak. Whenever I see her do this, I make a point
of speaking to her so that she has to answer. She does get in such a wax.
October 9th
I know all about it now. That’s how babies come. And that is what Robert really meant. Not for me, thank you,
I simply won’t marry. For if one marries one has to do it; it hurts frightfully and yet one has to. What a good thing
that I know it in time. But I wish I knew exactly how, Hella says she doesn’t know exactly herself. But perhaps
her cousin who knows everything about it will tell her. It lasts nine months till the baby comes and then a lot of
women die. It’s horrible. Hella has known it for a long time but she didn’t like to tell me. A girl told her last summer in the country. She wanted to talk about it to Lizzi her sister, really she only wanted to ask if it was all true
and Lizzi ran off to her mother to tell her what Hella had said. And her mother said; “These children are awful, a
corrupt generation, don’t you dare to repeat it to any other girl, to Gretel Lainer, for instance,” and she gave her a
box on the ear. As if she could help it! That is why she didn’t write to me for such a long time. Poor thing, poor
thing, but now she can tell me all about it and we won’t betray one another. And that deceitful cat Inspee has
known all about it for ages and has never told me. But I don’t understand why that time at the swing Robert said:
You little fool, you won’t get a baby simply from that. Perhaps Hella knows. When I go to the gymnastic lesson
tomorrow I shall talk to her first and ask her about it. My goodness how curious I am to know.
October 10th
I’m in a great funk, I missed my gymnastic lesson yesterday. I was upstairs at Hella’s and without meaning it I
was so late I did not dare to go. And Hella said I had better stay with her that we would say that our sum was so
difficult that we had not got it finished in time. Luckily we really had a sum to do. But I said nothing about it at
home, for tomorrow Oswald is going to G. to Herr S’s. I thought that I knew all about it but only now has Hella
really told me everything. It’s a horrible business this … I really can’t write it. She says that of course Inspee has
it already, had it when I wrote that Inspee wouldn’t bathe, did not want to bathe; really she had U. Whatever
happens one must always be anxious about it. Streams of blood says Hella. But then everything gets all bl …
That’s why in the country Inspee always switched off the light before she was quite undressed, so that I couldn’t
see. Ugh! Catch me looking ! It begins at 14 and goes on for 20 years or more. Hella says that Berta Franke in our
class knows all about it. In the arithmetic lesson she wrote a note: Do you know what being un … is? Hella wrote
back, of course I’ve known it for a long time. Berta waited for her after class when the Catholics were having
their religion lesson and they went home together. I remember quite well that I was very angry, for they’re not
chums. On Tuesday Berta came with us, for Hella had sent her a note in class saying that I knew everything and
she needn’t bother about me. Inspee suspects something, she’s always spying about and sneering, perhaps she
thinks that she’s the only person who ought to know anything.
October 16th
Tomorrow is Father’s and Dora’s birthday. Every year it annoys me that Dora should have her birthday on the
same day as Father; what annoys me most of all is that she is so cocky about it, for, as Father always says, it’s a
mere chance. Besides, I don’t think he really likes it. Everyone wants to have their own birthday on their own day,
not to share it with someone else. And it’s always nasty to be stuck up about a thing like that. Besides, it’s not
going to be a real birthday because of the row about Oswald. Father is still furious and had to stay away from the
office for 2 days because he had to go to G. to see about Oswald going there.
October 17th
It was much jollier today than I had expected. All the Bruckners came, so of course there was not much said
about Oswald only that he has sprained his ankle, (I know quite well now that that’s not true) and that he is
probably going to G. Colonel B. said: The best thing for a boy is to send him to a military academy, that keeps
him in order. In the evening Oswald said: That was awful rot what Hella’s father said, for you can be expelled
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from a military academy just as easily as from the Gymnasium. That’s what happened to Edgar Grouer. Oswald
gave himself away and Dora promptly said: Ah, so you have been expelled, and we believed you had sprained
your ankle. Then he got in an awful wax and said: O you wretched flappers, I’ve gone and blabbed it all now, and
he went away slamming the door, for Mother wasn’t there.
October 19th
If we could only find out what Oswald really did. It must have been something with a girl. But we can’t think
what Father meant about a married woman. Perhaps a married woman complained of him to the head master or to
the school committee and that’s how it all came out. I feel awfully sorry for him, for I think how I should have felt
myself if everything had come out about Robert and me. Of course I don’t care now. But in the summer it would
have been awful. Oswald hardly says a word, except that he has talks with Mother sometimes. He always pretends
that he wants to read, but it’s absurd, for with such a love trouble one can’t really read. I have not told Berta
Franke all about it, but only that my brother has had an unhappy love affair and that is why he is back in Vienna.
Then she told us that this simmer a cousin of hers shot himself because of her. They said in the newspapers that it
was because of an actress, but really it was because of her. She is 14 already.
October 20th
We spend most of our time now with Berta Franke. She says she has had a tremendous lot of experience, but
she can’t tell us yet because we are not intimate enough. By and by she says. Perhaps she is afraid we shall give
her away. She wants to marry when she is 16 at latest. That’s in 2 years. Of course she won’t have finished school
by then, but she will have left the third class. She has three admirers, but she has not yet made up her mind which
to choose. Hella says I mustn’t believe all this, that the story about the three admirers at once is certainly a cram.
October 21st
Berta Franke says that when one is dark under the eyes one has it and that when one gets a baby then one
doesn’t have it any more until one gets another. She told us too how one gets it, but I didn’t really believe what
she said, for I thought she did not know herself exactly. Then she got very cross and said: “All right, I won’t tell
you any more. If I don’t know myself.” But I can’t believe what she said about husband and wife. She said it must
happen every night, for if not they don’t have a baby; if they miss a single night they don’t have a baby. That’s
why they have their beds so close together. People call them marriage beds!!! And it hurts so frightfully that one
can hardly bear it. But one has to for a husband can make his wife do it. I should like to know how he can make
her. But I didn’t dare to ask for I was afraid she would think I was making fun of her. Men have it too, but very
seldom. We see a lot of Berta Franke now, she is an awfully nice girl, perhaps Mother will let me invite her here
next Sunday.
October 23rd
Father took Oswald away today. Mother cried such a lot. When Oswald was leaving I whispered to him: I
know what’s the matter with you. But he did not understand me for he said: Silly duffer. Perhaps he only said that
because of Father who was looking on with a fearful scowl.
October 27th
Everything seems to have gone wrong. Yesterday I got unsatisfactory in history, and in arithmetic today I
couldn’t get a single sum right. I’m frightfully worried about missing that gymnastic lesson. It will be all right if
Mother gives me the money tomorrow, for if she goes herself she will certainly find out about it.
October 28th
Today the head mistress was present at our French lesson and said awfully nice things about me. She said I was
good enough in French to be in the Third and then she asked me whether I was as good in the other subjects. I
didn’t want to say either Yes or No, and all the other girls said Yes, she’s good at everything. The head patted me
on the shoulder and said: I’m glad to hear that. When she had gone I cried like anything and Madame Amau
asked: Why, what’s the matter? and the other girls said: In arithmetic she had Unsatisfactory but she can really do
her sums awfully well. Then Madame said: “You’ll soon wipe off that Unsatisfactory.”
October 30th
Today I had a frightful bother with Fräulein Vischer in the history lesson. Yesterday when I got into the tram
with Mother there was Fräulein V. I looked the other way so that Mother shouldn’t see her and so that she should
not tell Mother about me. When she came in today she said: Lainer, do you know the rules? I knew directly what
she meant and said. “I did bow to you in the tram but you didn’t see me.” “That’s a fine thing to do, first you do
wrong and then try to excuse yourself by telling a lie. Sit down!” I felt awful for all the girls looked at me. In the
11 interval Berta Franke said to me: Don’t worry, she’s got her knife into you and will always find something to
complain of. She must have spoken to Frau Doktor M., for in the German lesson the subject for viva voce
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composition was Good Manners. And all the girls looked at me again. She didn’t say anything more. She’s a
perfect angel, my darling E. M., her name is Elisabeth; but she does not keep her name-day because she’s a
Protestant; that’s an awful shame because November 19 th is coming soon.
October 31st
I’ve been so lucky. Nothing’s come out about the gymnastic lesson though Mother was there herself. And in
mental arithmetic today I got a One. Fräulein Steiner is awfully nice too and she said: Why, L. what was the
matter with you in your sums the other day, for you’re so good at arithmetic? I didn’t know what to do so I said:
Oh I had such a headache the other day. Then Berta Franke nearly burst out laughing, it was horrid of her; I don’t
think she’s quite to be trusted; I think she’s rather a sneak. When the lesson was over she said she had laughed
because “headache” means something quite different. …
10.115 The Old House\fn{by Vicki Baum (1888-1960)} Vienna, Austria (F) 8
Alongside the river, where the ghetto used to be, there are now new houses, real parvenus, shot up in a few
years, with extensive, tasteless, newly-painted façades, looking down soberly and altogether pleased with themselves at the world and the cluster of old ghetto-houses, as parvenus do. But when you come across the bridge
from the elegant city on the other side of the river, you perceive that there are different people living in these
houses, and that these people lead a different kind of life, and that the sluggish, drab-colored river is the frontier to
a world of its own.
The air is always heavy with the smell of onions and fat; the shops are dirty, and the sign-boards bear remarkable, glorious, colorful names that do not seem at all comic to their owners, but rather beautiful, noble and expressive. For Mr. Isaac Golddust, who sells kosher geese, Mr. Leb Butterfly, who buys and sells cast-off clothing—
even the hunchback, Jacob Fairyblossom, who peddles shoe-laces and lead pencils all day long in the town over
there, and is treated worse than a dog—they are all at home here, this is their territory, in spite of all the new
structures! And they stand about in the dingy, gloomy streets, with a look of dignity in their pinched, dejected
faces, greeting with scrupulous politeness the greasy, sallow Jewesses who lean across the shop-doors, swapping
poor goods and dull philosophy.
Day after day they sell every conceivable and inconceivable kind of thing. On Friday they bathe according to
the prescribed ritual in the mikveh, and on Saturday they stand with greasy, shiny hair and coats in the cramped,
dark synagogue, and chant mechanically the ancient prayers that are saturated with despair and hysterical fanaticism. And all these Jews are a little bowed, they laugh rarely and dispute often and excitably. But they pat
smilingly and affectionately the tousled heads of the precocious children with dark, knowing eyes that are playing
in the streets.
In between two tall new structures stands a little old house. At a distance it looks as if it had crawled in here to
hide its shame, and was now cowering in embarrassment against the big, bare chimney. But when you come
closer you see that it has a little windward balcony stuck on in the middle like a little sharp nose, and that there is
on the roof a very tall, remarkably narrow chimney-shaft, puffing out lusty, round balls of smoke into the blue air.
A sign-board over the house-door proclaims proudly and invitingly:
“White Wolf River Baths.”
But at close quarters, the little house looks quite impudent and happy. And one realizes at the same time why
from a distance it appears to be huddled up: in order to get to the front door you have to go down fourteen steps—
old, exceedingly worn steps, in whose crevices little pools collect where rakish, loud-voiced sparrows bathe.
Down here, nearly a story below street level, there has even been room enough for a little green tea-garden at the
side of the door. Through a dark entrance and a gay-colored glass door, you come into a dingy-lighted yard full of
unexpected and astonishing corners and angles. Out of the drain-pipe rises a whitish-greenish vapor and a pungent
smell of onions and slops. Broken barrows, cats, a woman caretaker, a couple of peddlers, women, and all sorts of
rubbish stand about in the yard on top of each other. In front of a little hut, with the inscription “Pay here” on it,
stands a woman, swearing that she hasn’t a kreutzer on her, till the old cashier inside angrily bangs down the
window. Then the woman, sighing and sobbing, brings out a couple of kreutzer from her sleeves, her apron, her
petticoat. The old woman in the hut opens the window again, takes the money, and hands out a ticket, and the
woman trudges through a little dark door. The old woman comes out of her hut, sits down on the green-painted
bench at its side, and starts knitting.
*
For the last thirty years old Mrs. Blum has spent the whole of her life in this little house, in this strange, low48

lying courtyard, full of corners and cut off from the world—between the hut, with the inscription “Pay here” on it,
and the green-painted bench.
When the Blum family, utterly impoverished by a disastrous fire, had come into the town from an insignificant
provincial Jewish hole, the oldest son; who had been there for a long time previously, had by dint of much
begging and pleading, bribing and swindling contrived to have his mother appointed keeper of the mikveh, the
ritual bath.
A couple of gloomy little cabins fitted with baths, two pitch-black rooms with stone walls and filled with
warmed-up river water—the so-called cisterns—that was the “White Wolf River Baths.” The work was done by
Jenny, the bath-attendant, who also had to recite the prescribed prayer for everyone who immersed and Karl, who,
in a coal-black engine-room, heated up the water. In addition, there had been a tabby cat, which had died, however, after a few years, and was merely incidental. Otherwise, everything was still as it was when Mrs. Blum took
it over at the age of forty.
She had not made any further acquaintance with the city. She did not know that this corner of it was something
exceptional, that the people who came here were cut off from the life and from the entire world on the other side
of the river; to her it was all so natural. In this dirty yard, full of corners, her children had played, grown up,
married one after the other, and had left the old house. Then, when things went badly with her eldest daughter;
Rose, withered, small and vivacious, who had gone through life like a parody on her name, she had moved back
with her husband and child into the little house—now there was a grandchild playing in the yard.
The old peddlers who used to say “Your son? Bless his heart! Lovely child!” now said: “Your grandchild?
Bless his heart! Clever child!” And the old woman looked displeased at this praise, for she knew that Mr. Golddust would immediately after swear
“God punish me if I’ve got more than nine kreutzer on me.” The price of a bath was fifteen kreutzer. And
though the peddlers had played this game for thirty years without any success, they still hoped every Friday that
they might perhaps get a kreutzer or two knocked off.
If one of the old gentlemen carried things too far, and did not want to pay up, Karl was called out of the coalblack engine-room. He was old and his lungs were diseased, he was deaf and a sot, but the regular customers of
the “river baths” still fled at the sight of him as they did thirty years ago. The glass door rattled, the caretaker
scolded, the old Jews jabbered, and every corner of the place was full of shrill noise, that swelled and subsided
and faded away in a final glassy rattle of the gray door.
After such an outburst, the silence in the yard was always doubly profound and heavy. Little Leo—“Bless his
heart—a clever child!”—clambered up again on one of the old barrows, in the extreme and smallest corner of the
yard, and fell to dreaming: The barrow was a ship traveling over distant foreign seas, through fierce storms and
adventures and past fairy-like, beautiful luxuriant islands. He climbed the sheer walls of castles owned by robber
knights—a broken bed belonging to the caretaker—he rode through gray deserts and saw distant, green,
unattainable oases; for the wall of the next door yard separated him from the walnut tree whose fresh, light leaves
shone in the gloom of the yard like a veritable oasis. Often the chilly voice of the grandmother pulled the little one
out of his dreams:
“Leo, call for the food-basket.”
Then he summoned up all his strength, and pulled the bent, rusted bell-pull that connected with the flat of the
first floor, and stood waiting tensely for the strangely-bellied and twisted basket that came swinging down on a
blue cord, piled full with bread and fruit. He emptied the basket, and was again deep in his dreams—a princess
had sent him, languishing in the deepest dungeon of the castle, the most enchanting food. That was why he was
collecting priceless treasures for her here below—bits of glass, nails, colored threads; he had even found a little
oyster shell once, into whose insignificant round an evil wizard had conjured the roarings of the distant sea. But
his grandmother said testily:
“He keeps all sorts of rubbish in his pockets. If you shake the boy he’ll rattle like my old coffee-mill.”
But she shook him rarely, and let him go his dream-ways without knowing them. She sat, knitting, and gazed
with a dull look in her cold gray eyes, straight in front of her.
When the caretaker or one of the ladies—for ladies, too, frequented the mikveh, wives of Rabbis or very
orthodox wealthy Jewesses—sat down beside old Mrs. Blum, she would sigh, pull a dissatisfied face, and relate in
answer to urgent and anxious enquiries for the thousandth time all about her “aches.” These “aches” which were,
according to her mood, in her chest, arm, back or somewhere else, and could not be cured nor even located by any
doctor, had for years been her sole joy and pride. In her opinion her “cramps” made her something superior to the
other women who lived in the house; almost as distinguished as the ladies who came sometimes to the baths. By
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means of these aches she tyrannized her children as she had once in the same way tyrannized her husband. She
had entrenched herself so thoroughly into the advantageous part of the everlastingly sick woman that she
sometimes actually felt the aches and cramps, and she was rarely so annoyed as when the old doctor had once
patted her amiably on the back and said:
“You’re a strong, healthy woman, you are. At seventy! You’re good for another thirty years! At least!”
That was disagreeable. For though old Mrs. Blum clung to life tenaciously, it was very agreeable and noble,
however, to be able to talk to people about her approaching death.
Each year, at Passover and again in the autumn, on the Day of Atonement, she always wept—big, assuaging,
deeply-felt tears, because she was sure it was the last festival she would live to see. And her four children stood
round her helplessly, trying to find some way of consoling her; but they could think of nothing to deprive the old
lady of the joy of these festive sufferings.
Each time she got an “attack” at night, she groaned and moaned, and had the children called to her bed—where
she lay with her old hands convulsed under the bedclothes—and said good-bye to them in a voice trembling with
fear. Her head fell back, her breath became fainter. Half an hour later she was sleeping soundly. But for a week
after she had the pleasure of telling her customers how closely death had passed her.
“Well—God gives life, God gives dying. We are old people, Mrs. Blum,” said Mr. Golddust, “we are subject to
the one as to the other. Good-night and good Sabbath.”
For it was Friday night. From the little synagogue on the second floor came nasally chanting the voice of the
Cantor, descended in intervals, ancient and strange, down into the yard with its numerous corners, and rose up
again to fall flat in the bright yellow nut-tree over there.
Old Mrs. Blum packed away the day’s takings in the old green box, and went slowly up the stairs to her rooms.
“The pain is something awful today,” she said, stopping at the caretaker’s door for a minute. “It can’t last much
longer now.”
*
In the little flat there lived with the old woman, her daughter Rose, withered, vivacious, petite, her husband, a
ragged, emaciated consumptive agent, little Leo, and the “young gentleman”—the name by which the youngest,
unmarried son was known for many years past. He was forty now, and had managed by means of several fraudulent bankruptcies to amass a little fortune, which enabled him to live like a dandy and a man-about-town, the pride
and representative, and at the same time the milch-cow of the family.
If the grass-green gay carpets with the scornfully laughing red lions on them in the bath-cabins got Tom, if
anything went wrong with one of the baths or with the narrow exhaust-pipe that connected with the engine, if the
coal bill was sent in, to the astonishment of the entire family, if the emaciated agent got into debt, it was always
the “young gentleman” who put things right with easy assurance. In return for that and a comparatively high
rental he occupied a tiny, windowless closet, that had to filch its poor little meed/fn{ Portion} of light from the
bright living-room through a glass door. The young gentleman got his meals, and was scolded when he came late
for them, which happened on the whole seldom. He, too, scolded in a quiet, kindly voice when his shoes were not
polished—which happened, on the whole, often—and for the rest, he went his own ways, in which connection it
must, alas, be remarked that these ways were not always the most virtuous or the cleanest, that he always went
these ways at night, and that it was to them that he owed his reputation as a man-about-town.
When he had finished his meal, he stood up with an absent, important air, mumbled something that sounded
like “more work to do,” patted the old woman’s wig, said cheerfully and yet deferentially: “My respects, Madame
Blum,” and went out, whistling. He came back after midnight, and brought the alien smell of cheap, gay nighthaunts into his tiny closet. He was a little annoyed at the creaking of his bed, listened for a few minutes to the
sound of the old lady’s regular breathing that came in through the open door of the adjoining room, and fell
asleep.
The old woman had heard the young gentleman come in. She was awakened an hour previously by an uncomfortable stabbing pain in the eyes, that she was now tensely observing, with increasing interest. She sighed softly,
as the pain became more acute, as if a hard and hardening needle were pushed across the eyes.
“Due to sneezing,” she finally reflected, and then turned over softly on the other side.
The bright curtains of the windows did not cut into the dark chamber so sharply as on the other sleepless
nights, and the darkness was not so dense as otherwise. Strange gray mists arose—the old woman watched them
tensely—subsided, sank lower, lower—and dispersed, while above, on the ceiling, a new gray veil formed and
grew in wavering lines. Meanwhile she again felt the sharp stabbing pain—no, it was not a stab—it was the tiny,
light-green spot that glided there along the wall—now it scattered below in a lot of glittering rockets that hotly
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pierced and burned the old woman’s eyes, while a bright green spot again glided down from the wall.
The clock struck four times, slowly, deeply, then twice, lightly, quickly. The old woman convulsively passed
her feverish hand over her temple. The pain there had grown unbearable.
“Mother dear, what is the matter,” asked her son, wakened by her groaning. “Aren’t you feeling well?”
He lighted a candle, put on his slippers, got the bottle of cognac that he always kept in readiness for one of his
mother’s night attacks, and went softly up to her bed. The old woman shrieked when she saw the candle and,
whimpering, put her hand over her eyes. From the next room came running in little scraggy Rose, disturbed and
crying:
“Mother dear, have you got your cramps again, Give her some cognac!” she shouted at her brother. “Why don't
you move!”
“No, it isn’t cramps,” groaned the old woman. “My eyes, and my head. My eyes—oh, my eyes.” And she
shrieked again as the young gentleman helplessly bent over her with the candle. She whimpered for a while, and
then she started shrieking.
“It’s tearing my head off. It’s scorching—it’s scorching! Call the doctor! I’m dying!—I’m dying.”
Her thin hands tremblingly clutched the bedcover, her eyes were shut—and she kept on shrieking, hoarse,
shrill-incessant:
“The doctor—oh—the doctor—I’m dying—”
The young gentleman dressed hastily; with his hands trembling.
“I’m going for the doctor, mother dear—I’m going for him at once. Be calm now—a please—a be calm—”
She went on whimpering, tired out now:
“The doctor—my head—I’m dying—”
“See you presently, Mrs. Blum,” the young gentleman said in a desperate attempt at a pleasantry, and rushed
out.
Rose knelt down beside the bed, and helplessly stroked her mother’s groping, faded hands. From the next room
came, punctuated by groans and coughing, the sleepy voice of her husband pacifying little Leo.
The groaning of the old woman did not cease. It grew in volume, and swelled into a formless, animal-like
bellow. The old body shook with pain and effort, and her shrieks rang through the whole of the old house. The
neighbors crawled frightened out of their beds and came in wearing the most amazing negliges, to inquire the
cause of that anguished shrieking. There was an adventurous movement to and fro in that tiny room, people
pushed and jostled, wrapped up in shawls, with frightened, distorted faces, shaken by the unusual occurrence, and
the unaccustomed hour, loomed up like phantoms in the fitful light of the candle, and vanished again in the
shadows on the wall. A welter of voices rose and fell, whispering, questioning, quietening; and above it all rose
the piercing shrieks of the old woman.
The young gentleman pushed his way with the doctor through the crowded room. The crush cleared, the old
women quickly withdrew into the next room. Rose lighted the lamp, and its equalized light got rid of the
terrifying corners and shadows. The young gentleman tried, though his voice was shaky, to do the honors to the
doctor, with the sure elegance of the man-about-town. The old woman, however, was quiet now.
When the light of the lamp had flared up she had buried her head in the bolster, and was only moaning softly to
herself.
The doctor sat down by the bed with a benevolent gesture, put a few questions in a cheerful voice, drew his
soft, dexterous hands along the old head, let his pince-nez slide gaily off his nose, and became increasingly
friendly and cheerful. Then he did something with an instrument to the old woman’s eyes, and the pains abated,
though that did not make her stop whimpering.
“Now, now, granny, calm yourself, and go to sleep,” said the doctor. “It’s nothing—a little catarrh of the eyes
—not worth worrying about, a trifle.”
The young gentleman and Rose gained the impression that catarrh of the eyes must be something very pleasant
and desirable—the word sounded so delightful as the doctor said it. They were relieved and happy. Only catarrh
of the eyes—nothing much, was it?
In the next room, the doctor said with a benevolent smile:
“Your mother has cataract—must be operated—a small thing—will soon be over. A trifle—cataract.” One
might think that cataract was nothing much—“now if it was glaucoma”—“but it’s only cataract—”
The old woman was lying down quietly now—a black bandage over her eyes—at times she patted the black
material tenderly, proudly; she felt that this was something more distinguished than just “aches.”
“Good-night, mother,” said Rose, who seemed to have grown thinner with all the excitement. The young
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gentleman extinguished the lamp, and lighted the spluttering, little yellow night-light. Then he wrapped himself
shivering in his overcoat, and sat down on his mother’s bed. That was how it had always been, after every
“attack” his mother had. Only the black bandage looked disquieting in the flickering light.
The young gentleman closed his eyes, and in front of him danced the gay forms of the harlots with whom he
had been only a little while ago. And then the night-light spluttered, and the old woman sighed:
“God gives life. God gives dying. How much longer can it last?—”
*
This had happened in the autumn, and since then the two other great events in the life of the Blum family—the
chimney fire ten years ago, and the death of old Mr. Blum twenty years ago—had receded into the background.
The old woman was operated on—of course, at the young gentleman’s expense—and the doctor was able to state
very cheerfully that, contrary to his expectation, the operation on one eye had been successful. He had discovered
on later examination that it had been left too late for an operation, and he had feared the worst. But he had saved
the sight of one eye for the old woman, and now she was sitting again in her pay box, with a black bandage over
the blinded eye, and she was quite happy. For the better-class customers, the ladies, the scrupulously orthodox,
wealthy Jewesses and wives of Rabbis were now exceptionally kind to old Mrs. Bum, as if the black bandage
made her almost one of themselves. And the old peddlers gave her no more trouble when it came to paying.
Though they demonstrated their faith in her diminished power of sight by tendering mostly copper kreutzers
instead of silver ten kreutzer pieces. And at the same time they inquired courteously and respectfully about her
health.
“God knows what He is doing. The world is not so lovely, Mrs. Blum. One sees enough with one eye,” Mr.
Golddust used to say.
But the one eye grew worse and worse; and one day the doctor had to confess with a disquieting mixture of
hopeful cheeriness and pity in his voice that, “as he had feared,” glaucoma had attacked the successfully operated
eye.
“Oh, a most common occurrence.” There was a second operation. The other eye, too—“so that it should not be
infected,” which was to the old woman a matter of indifference, since she couldn’t see through it, anyhow. It was
nevertheless infected, and operated on again.
And when Autumn again swept the brown, curled-up leaves of the nut-tree through the yard, old Mrs. Blum
was totally blind.
Now, wrapped in her blue shawl, she crouched, always freezing, in a corner of the sofa, at the fireside; and in
the pay-box Rose was waging fierce combats with the peddlers. The old woman had become quite apathetic. She
never complained, not even about her pains; she wanted no visits, and she listened without saying a word and with
so much indifference to the small talk with which people tried to entertain her, that the neighbors withdrew in
confusion. She pushed even little Leo aside if he clambered up to her on the sofa and wanted to be nice to her. Her
children were worried about it and could not understand her.
The old woman felt ashamed. She who had been so proud of the slightest pain was terribly ashamed of being
blind. She would not move, so that people should not notice by her awkwardness that she could not find her way
about the room. It was frightfully humiliating to tap her way across to the stove, lean against it as she used to do
of old, and then find that she was standing against the chest at the other end of the room. It was saddening and yet
ridiculous not to know what the weather outside was like—not to know whether it was still light, or whether the
girl already had to put the lamp on. Above all, it was impossible to ask who was in the room. So the old woman
sat silent and impassive at the end of the sofa. Often she muttered to herself:
“Why has God punished me like this? Why doesn’t He let me die!”
This seemed to be the only thought that had been left in the dull old brain after all the pain and excitement of
the past year. But it was not.
The old woman had a lot to learn and to think. She learnt to judge by carefully counting the strokes of the
hoarse-voiced old clock whether it was still day, or evening had arrived. She learnt to distinguish the footsteps of
her children, and their various ways of shutting doors. She heard the rain patter against the windows, and she
knew by the difference in the crackling of the fire when it was necessary to put on more coal. She listened to the
sounds in the street below, where she had not set foot for years—on account of her “pains,” as she said—and she
sought to picture to herself the great city over on the other side of the river. A picture that was shrill, miscolored
and undefined like the clanging of the street-cars, the whistling and the grinding brakes of the underground train
about which she had been told amazing tales, and the shouting and hammering on a new building. She heard in
the long, sleepless nights how the ancient furniture began to creak and wheeze, seeming to tell each other
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extraordinary tales, how the night-light spluttered and resignedly went out; how a bolster was being shifted in the
next room. And she knew that the wind was raging outside, that restless shadows were gliding along the walls,
and drowning in the darkness; and that her son lay sleepless, like herself.
When the old woman was alone in the room she went about, backwards and forwards, with slow, uncertain
steps, feeling the old furniture—tense interest in her compressed lips—and recognized every bit of the carvings,
long familiar and yet never before noticed.
One day, little Leo clambered up to her on the sofa, chattered a bit, and then was silent. And when the
Grandmother realized by his regular breathing that, tired out by his play, he had fallen asleep, she drew her hands
tenderly, gently, quickly over his body. He had grown bigger, broader, he no longer wore a sailor suit, and instead
of his short, bristly locks he had a smart fringe combed back on his forehead. This fringe the old woman fingered
several times, and there was a shamed smile on her face. And when the little one awoke, she asked him gently,
with some embarrassment:
“Tell me, Leo, what is the color of your suit !”
Then she sat there for a long time, musing, trying to conjure up a picture of this changed, grown-up Leo, who
wore a gray suit like an adult, and had a student’s fringe.
That evening, the old woman complained again for the first time of her pains—in the chest, here, near the arm,
cramps—something terrible, painful. When the young gentleman came home he found his mother groaning and
making him swear not to forsake his sister when she had died.
The whole family breathed again when they heard these sorely-missed words, and the phrase “More work to
do! See you later, Mrs. Blum,” sounded more cheery today, free from the sense of oppression and guilt that had
weighed it down all that long past year.
*
“She swi, tu ai, il ai” muttered Leo to himself. Then came a baffled pause.
“Nous,” prompted the old Grandmother a little angrily.
“Nusawong, wusawee, ilson,” Leo rattled off, relieved.
“Leo,” the old woman remarked, “I did not go to grammar-school, and I did not study. I learnt French when I
was fourteen, while on a visit to my aunt in the town. But I still know more today than you do.” Leo was taken
aback.
“But—nusawong?” he began again, abashed.
“We are now up to ‘eiter,’ not ‘awong,’” his Grandmother broke in gruffly, “and you are a donkey.”
“She swi,” Leo started off again hurriedly, and this time it went like clockwork.
“Did you ever!” said Mr. Golddust, who was standing in amazement beside the green bench. “We are only just
finding it out, Mrs. Blum. An education like a princess!”
The old woman smiled happily, flattered, and started talking about the riches and glories in which she had
spent her youth. Since this black wall had gone up between her and the present, broken only by the voices of those
about her, and the life around her went on as if at a distance, Mrs. Blum spoke often of her youth. She had grown
completely reconciled to her blindness in the five years that had since passed over the little yard and the big world
on the other side of the river.
She sat in summer on the green bench and in winter at the end of the sofa by the stove, and summer and winter
she had the pleasant feeling that she was a most distinguished personage. That which at first had seemed to her a
severe punishment inflicted by the hand of God, was seen after a time to be a distinction that lifted her above the
crowd of others.
The old woman now made her way with assurance about the house that was familiar ground to her for forty
years. In the yard she knew every stone, and she adroitly maneuvered to avoid the green puddles that forever
spread their turgid mirrors about the mouth of the drain-pipe. She often walked about the yard, with groping hands
stretched in front of her, scornfully rejecting all assistance, with deaf Karl, the bedraggled caretaker-woman, and
anybody else who happened to be there admiring her skill for the thousandth time. But her greatest delight was to
bewilder the old peddlers who were regular customers of the baths for the last forty years by recognizing them by
their voices. And since she had once heard little Leo learning his French lesson, and her modest knowledge of the
language, frozen for sixty years, had thawed, she had attained the height of happiness.
Little Leo had meanwhile grown to be a big, broad-limbed youth—and even if the Grandmother had not been
told this, she would have known it by his voice, that kept jumping bravely from deep bass to a shrill treble. But
the old woman couldn’t imagine little boy otherwise than little and droll, and with a cheerful, snub-nosed, childish
tousle-head—as he had looked the day she lost her sight.
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Little Leo was all that had changed in the old house, and the Grandmother was embarrassed and did not quite
know how to behave to him. But it could surely not do any harm to say forty times a day,
“Go and do your French lesson—you got three kreutzers last time.” And when she afterwards examined him,
and corrected his mistakes, while the others stood around in silent admiration, she said proudly:
“I am old and blind, and I am still worth more than all of you.”
And life was calm and happy, in spite of the “aches and pains” and the “attacks” which now were real enough,
caused by the hardening of her arteries. But one day something happened that none of the people who lived in the
old house or came to visit there could ever have thought possible; something was going to be done that no one
could have imagined, could have dreamt of for a moment.
A young and very elegant gentleman, such as had never before put his foot inside that old house, came through
the gaily-colored glass door—like anyone else—avoided the pool at the mouth of the drainpipe with a gesture of
annoyance, and asked for the caretaker’s rooms. Then he had everybody who lived in the house summoned—
which was quite unnecessary, because they had not waited for the summons, and had already all collected at the
center of the house, the green bench. The young gentleman explained that he had “inherited the house, that he was
going to tear it down, and”—here he swept the gloomy, smelly structure with a contemptuous glance—“rebuild it
in a different and more desirable form. The baths, too, would by the decision of the Jewish Community, be rebuilt
and equipped with all the latest improvements. And consequently he asked the tenants to vacate the premises
“before the quarter.” Then the young gentleman bowed stiffly, and with a gesture of annoyance when he came to
the mouth of the drainpipe, he went out through the gaily-colored glass door.
It seemed that none of the tenants had grasped the drift of his speech. While the landlord of the house was still
ascending the last of the well-worn steps, while he was still clambering into his carriage and then drove away in
the direction of the elegant, noisy city on the other side of the river, there hung an embarrassed, fearful silence
over the gloomy yard. But it is impossible to describe the shrieking and weeping that filled every corner of the
house once the immediate shock had passed. Karl made most noise, perhaps, because he was deaf and he kept the
little tea-garden at the gate, perhaps because without it he would not be able to pay his next rent.
But old Mrs. Blum had not said a single word. Nor did she, notwithstanding the young gentleman’s fears, have
an “attack” that evening. It was altogether a strange evening. Since the chimney-stack fire eighteen years ago, it
was the first time the young gentleman did not have “to go to do some work,” but stayed at home, making plans
with the rest, and putting forward assumptions tending to suggest that a new, bright mikveh, equipped with up-todate comforts, would not be the right thing, and would bring only disadvantage both to the keeper and the
customers.
The old woman listened quietly, and uneasily fingered the carving on her chair. Once she said:
“What can you see! What does it all matter to you! But how about me! How can I start again in a new house!”
There was something so hopeless in her voice that the others were stilled for a moment. Then they all spoke at
once at the old woman, and her dull “Well, what does it matter, after all? How much longer can it last?” was
submerged in the excited whirl of words.
How paltry in comparison was the chimney-stack fire of eighteen years ago, how natural the death of old Mr.
Blum thirty years ago. It was even incredible that there had been so much excitement about her losing her sight.
How insignificant were all these things compared with this unexpected, unthinkable, impossible happening!
The hoarse-voiced, ancient clock struck midnight when the Blum family retired. The wind rushed over the
house in heavy gusts from the river and made the windows rattle fearfully; the night-light spluttered, and the clock
cleared its throat, and in the silence struck one quarter after the other. They all lay still, but no one slept. And that
was why they all, frightened and somewhat horrified, heard the old woman weeping, helplessly, solitary, as she
had never wept since the death of old Mr. Blum.
*
When the old woman appeared next morning at the common breakfast table in the kitchen, she was strangely
altered.
“Madame Blum, your toilet is sadly deficient,” the young gentleman chaffed her cheerily. “You have forgotten
your wig.”
The young gentleman had soon comprehended that his mother looked so ill and worn because, instead of
wearing her gray wig, her old face was now framed only by a few scanty threads of bleached yellow hair. The old
woman did not answer a word, and when little Leo placed the wig on her head she did not seem to notice it at all.
And notwithstanding the improvement, her face retained its depressing, troubled expression. It was probably due
to the exceptionally yellowish light that the musty morning was reluctantly hurling against the windows.
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“Are you in pain, mother?” the young gentleman tried to be pleasant to her. But he received no answer.
“So long, Madame Blum,” he said meekly, and went out shaking his head.
Madame Blum listened tensely as he banged the door behind him, and clattered down the stairs. Then she
heard him walking along the yard, whistling
“Margaret, Margaret, sweetest girl I’ve ever met, Mar-ga-ret.”
The sound of the gaily-colored glass door closing behind him cut the song off and then it was quiet.
The old woman fingered the fringes of the table cloth, wove them into little plaits—such as ruined the linen,
and for doing which little Leo had often got his knuckles rapped. Then she counted the plaits—there were seventeen. “Dix sept,” murmured Mrs. Blum, and went with cautious step into the room. Scraggy Rose looked after her,
shaking her head, and said:
“Listen, Leo! Go in to your Grandmother. I’ve got to go to market to buy some things.”
She took down the old, big-bellied basket from its peg, and threw a worried glance into the room. The old
woman had taken the old silver cup from the sideboard and put it down on the table, and now she was groping
over the old table-cloth, without being able to find it again. Rose shook her head again, and went out.
“Mother’s awfully cut up,” she said to the caretaker, “about the house.” And she went reflectively down the
fourteen worn steps, in whose crevices stood little pools, in which chirpy sparrows were bathing.
“Leo,” said his Grandmother when she heard the boy’s footsteps in the room, “go and learn your French. You
got another three kreutzer last time.”
“Leo,” she went on immediately, when she heard him rummaging among his books, “Leo, we are to move out
of here into a new house.” There was anguish in her voice.
“I’m ever so glad,” said Leo.
“You? You’re glad? Yes, you can be glad. But what about me?”
There was profound silence in the room, and the rapid ticking of the old clock timidly pierced the silence. Then
the whistle of the underground train crashed shrilly against the window, and a tremor went through the old
woman’s body.
“That’s what it’s like outside—in a new house,” she said.
“Leo, push the table over to the window,” she ordered him. “And move the chair, too, anywhere you wish. So.
And now, go into the kitchen. Do you hear me! Go!”
Leo timidly slipped out. Everything was so strange today. What did Grandmother want? He stepped quietly
back to the door of the room, and looked in. Mrs. Blum was feeling about the walls, knocked against the moved
furniture, could not find herself, muttered something, and there was something terrible in the old face.
“I can’t find my way—Leo—I can’t find my way—I can’t find anything. Leo—come to me!”
The boy went over to her, and she drew her trembling hands over his fringe, and his bony hands.
“Go and do your lessons,” she said. “Go and do your French lessons. Leo, stay here—no, go, go!” She held
him with one hand and pushed him away with the other.
Then she stood up awkwardly, and with cautious steps and less sure than usual, she went through the kitchen to
the stairs.
As far as the stairs she had often walked alone. She stopped at the top flight and breathed heavily.
“God gives life, God gives dying,” she murmured. And anxiously gripping the banisters, she felt her way down
the stairs.
Old Karl was standing in the yard, and he pulled his cap to her, but the old woman could not see that.
She knew by the thick, green smell of onions that she was passing the mouth of the drainpipe; then came the
big brick against which little Leo had once knocked his head and got a big bump. After that was a dip in which the
gray rain-water used to collect. Then three steps up, and the wet moldy air of the bath-house caught up the old
woman.
In one of the cabins she heard-ping-ping-ping-water dripping into an empty tin bath. The glass door rattled in
the yard and then there came through the window the voice of a workman:
“Margaret, Margaret. Loveliest girl I’ve ever met.”
“God gives life, God gives dying,” said Mrs. Blum as she opened the door to the moldy-smelling cistern room.
“How much longer can it last?”
An hour later she was found drowned in the shallow cistern.
10.123 1. Stepfield 2. Sonatina: Two Short Stories\fn{by Heimito von Doderer (1896-1966)} Weidlangau, nr. Krems,
Lower Austria, Austria (M) 2
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1
During the middle years of my life, my work as representative of a fire insurance company kept me a lot on the
road. I became acquainted with a large number of villages and small towns. The strangest of all, beyond any
doubt, was Stepfield.
It was situated in the middle of perfectly flat country, not too far from several other villages so that, in later
life, I often wondered how it could have preserved intact its strongly developed peculiarities to which none of the
neighboring localities had anything comparable to offer. Upon arrival, I found a very handsome village, a church
of extraordinary architectural charm and, in a heavy-walled ancient building—perhaps a former monastery—the
village inn. It looked inviting enough and was, as I later discovered, indeed spick-and-span, with a first-rate
cuisine. The deeply recessed windows of my room revealed the massiveness of the walls.
I had just opened my traveling bag in order to tidy myself with a few strokes of the brush before going down to
supper when, with a sharp tinkle, a huge log crashed through one of the windows, thundering to the floor right at
my feet. It was a quarter of a heavy tree trunk and must have been hurled with considerable strength, my room
lying on the first floor. Going down to supper, I took it under my arm and put it on the bench right next to me in
the cozy, vaulted dining room. After I had finished supper, the innkeeper, a handsome, middle-aged man, came to
my table and asked permission to sit and chat with me for a while. We talked about this and that; finally I ventured
to ask him about the log that had been hurled into my room.
His answer was rather evasive, something like “Yes, so it goes,” or the like. This upset me a bit and I asked
him again whether, regarding the log, such was the custom of these parts. He seemed to affirm my supposition,
but said no more than,
“Oh yes, the custom.” Finally I left him to himself and went to bed rather annoyed. I had to be up and on the
road early the next morning. It might take half an hour’s drive to reach the farm where a machine shed had burned
down, damaging the implements.
I had finished shaving and was standing by the widow, ready to go down to breakfast, when I noticed a blackdressed man on the other side of the village square—I took him to be the sexton—stepping from a side door of the
church, very likely the sacristy, and proceeding along the narrow pavement. Suddenly, from one of the houses
somebody dashed after and gave the sexton—or whoever he was—such a kick in the seat that the black-dressed
man fell on his face on the street. More than by all this, I was amazed by the fact that an old man, coming down
the street from the opposite direction, passed by both the kicked and the kicker—who, by the way, disappeared at
once into his house—without paying either them or the event itself the least attention.
I then went down to breakfast, noticing house painters at work in the downstairs entrance. They had already
removed the old layer of whitewash and were busy mixing fresh paint in buckets, several of which stood lined up
at the door. While I was eating my breakfast, the innkeeper wished me a good morning; having finished, I asked
him, not without some hesitation, what the meaning of that scene with the man in black might have been. Well, I
learned that the innkeeper, too, had witnessed the strange incident—the windows of the large dining room offering
a good view of the church square. Yet his only comment was something to the order of
“Oh, yes, that man doesn’t have it easy lately. They’re now after him.”
“Why, for heaven’s sake?” I exclaimed, but something told me that it would not be wise to repeat my question
whether such was the custom in these parts.
The inn-keeper withdrew into a brooding silence. I asked nothing more. Rather, I saw to it that I came past the
buckets with the whitewash, now nearly blocking the entrance, and got straight into my car. I needed less than
half an hour to get there, but spent two full hours out on the farm. After clearing the facts of the case, which
seemed to involve neither gross negligence nor criminal intent, I drove slowly back towards Stepfield, following
the main street to the church square and the inn.
Soon I noticed in front of me a sizeable group of villagers deeply engrossed in conversation. My astonishment
became a shock when I realized that this was accompanied by the kind of frenzied gestures that anywhere else
would have been classified as brutal beatings. Those participating in the conversation boxed each other’s ears
vehemently and even stamped and kicked one another in the shins, without in the least interrupting or suspending
the rather animated conversation or breaking the circle. On the contrary, the conversation seemed to continue in a
steady and even flow among all participants. I felt myself in sudden danger, recognizing my own incapacity for
this style of conversation (although, I frankly must admit, admiring it at the same time).
Stepping on the accelerator, I quickly passed the group and stopped in front of the inn. In an instant I was in
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my room, collected the various brushes, combs, and other accessories into my toilet case, went downstairs again,
put my bag into the car and paid my bill to the politely bowing and scraping innkeeper. But at the gate, where my
car stood waiting, my accumulated helpless wonder, by this time already turned to anger, suddenly exploded.
“What, on earth, is the meaning of that?” I shouted in the innkeeper’s face, pointing to the group still standing
where the main street widens into a square, still engaged in the same sort of conversation and the same melee.
“Yes, so it goes, so it goes along,” drawled the innkeeper in pensive tones. He glanced across the square.
“Is that the custom?” I roared, and already I had seized one of the buckets with whitewash and rammed it over
his head. It stayed put; the next second I was behind the wheel of my car.
The starter did not fail me. Swiftly I pulled out, meditating with real amazement over the fact that any
primitive way of life, as long as only it is unshakably itself, has something downright fascinating about it,
especially for those already predisposed and inclined towards it, in need of no more than slight encouragement.
2
A house painter or mason (be this as it may, one of the two no doubt), dressed in white overalls, rode his
motorcycle at a wild breakneck speed through the heat of a summer day and, without any warning, into a rather
large crowd of people slowly crossing the road. The people in the front jumped aside, those just behind (the
mason was now forced to use the breaks) dragged him from the motorcycle, the group in the rear beat him deaf
and dumb, and finally he was passed by many outstretched hands over the heads of the crowd to the last group,
standing on the edge of a manure it. Into this pit they let the man in overalls roll.
But he did not sit in the mire for very long. He extracted himself, ran off to a river nearby, threw himself into
the water, and swam across to the other shore. There he remained a good while, submerged up to his neck in the
water, trying to rinse off all traces of his fall. As he did not succeed very well, he took off all his clothes, washed
and rinsed them and himself in the river, hung the wash in the willows and stretched himself out in the sun (he did
not seem to be in a hurry), soon falling asleep. Meanwhile some young fellows had brought his motorcycle across
the bridge and left it near the sleeper so that he, having awakened and put on his nearly dry clothing, could take
off at the same breakneck speed without paying the least attention to anyone or anything. This time, however, he
did not run into a crowd of people.
*
I saw my unknown beloved leaning against clipped hedges in the vast, pale Augarten in Vienna, a park left to
us by the 18th century along with the sun of those days and the slower passing time. I recognized her at once, as if
a short, very slender spear of light-green color had been thrown at her from the bushes, thus indicating that it was
she. She was a mature, serious, flat-hipped girl, not very pretty, with reddish brown hair (and freckles?) I named
her Jutta Bamberger. And I followed her, of course. But there was a small growth of young trees at the turn in the
road, and I lost her. Perhaps she had chosen the narrower way, leading through the grove. I realized, however, that
this could not have happened quite so briefly and on a short-cut path such as the girl had taken. I saw clearly in
one of the small trees that for years I would have to occupy myself with Jutta Bamberger, trying to make a girl of
the tree again, a retrogressive Daphne.
*
During my childhood, I had to be pulled by the ears very often because of my evil and untruthful nature,
whereby they became uncommonly large. Only when I had nearly grown up did they return to their normal size,
but they retained the bothersome habit of expanding to their former dimensions and even of standing away from
my head the very moment a dishonest thought entered it. This circumstance forced me in my later life to follow a
road I had never desired to choose, namely the path of virtue.
Once, at fifteen, I was visiting my beautiful Aunt Aglaya whose imposing figure already in those days held my
lively interest. As I was meditating, during supper, which occasion would best lend itself to lacing a firecracker
with a time fuse under the bed of my hateful uncle, my ears grew enormously and stood out almost perpendicular
to my head.
“What are you hatching, scoundrel?” shouted my uncle to whom these symptoms of mine were well known. I
swore not to have had any bad thoughts, and, indeed what I had been thinking about had not been bad at all.
Before they lay down to rest, the firecracker sat waiting under the nuptial bed. It went off with an earsplitting,
though harmless crash just as, from an adjacent room, I was straining my admittedly more eager than jealous ears
to catch the sounds issuing from the bedroom. And thus my cannon went off at the wrong time even for myself.
Naturally, I was thrashed and pulled by the ears for hours afterwards and I seem to remember that at this very
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point began my successive trek along the path toward a so-called better life.
1920
58.402 A Place For Chance Encounters\fn{by Ingeborg Bachmann (1926-1973)} Klagenfurt, Carinthia, Austria (F) 6
It is ten houses to Sarotti,\fn{A note reads: Brand of chocolate.} some blocks before Schultheiss\fn{Name of a
five crossroads away from the Commerzbank, it is nowhere near Berliner Kindl,\fn{Another brewery} there
are candles in the windows, it is well away from the tram-lines, and it is the quiet hour, a cross stands before it, it
is not so far really, and yet it is not so near, it is—you’re wrong there—a thing and yet it is not an object, one can
see it in the daytime and it is also there at night, it has a use and there are people in it, there are trees around it, it
can be carried but it need not be, it should perhaps be but it must not be carried or given away, it emerges on foot,
it has a blue light but it has nothing to do, it has occurred before, indeed it has, it has been surrendered, it exists
now and has done so for ages, it is a permanent address, one can die in it, it occurs over and over again and
emerges just as often, it is something—in Berlin.
In Berlin everybody is wrapped in grease-proof paper. It is Sunday the First of May. Myriads of beer bottles
stretch from here down to the Wannsee, scores of bottles are already floating in the water, washed against the
banks continuously by the waves from the steamers, so that the men can fish them out again. They open the
bottles with their bare hands, they press the stoppers open with the ball of the thumb. Some of them call to their
fellows that they can manage. One is sorry for the women wrapped in grease-proof paper, some are even allowed
out of it to sit on the grass with the equally greasy children. Then even the sick are allowed ashore.
We have so many sick here, says the night nurse and pulls back from the balustrade the patients leaning over it,
wet and trembling. The night nurse has seen through it all, for she is quite well aware of the attraction of the
balcony, grabs hold of them and gives them an injection which goes right through them, almost, it seems, to the
mattress underneath them, to make sure they do not get up again too soon. The last passenger plane arrives. The
last medicine is taken and then—quiet; the later mail and freight planes are hardly audible any more.
An aeroplane flies now through the room at the rate of one per minute, passes the face flannel on its hook and
lowers its undercarriage a handbreadth over the soap bowl. The planes about to land in the air corridors passing
directly through the room have to fly more silently. The hospitals have complained. True, the planes muffle their
engines, but now it is worse than ever before, they hum away over one’s head, over the perspiring hair, these
muffled planes, which go swishing past just below the ceiling. There is in the hospitals great agitation about the
planes, which muffle their engines and are then so silent that one can no longer hear them; in spite of this one
listens from the very moment one begins to perceive a whining sound, as when one holds a tuning fork to one’s
ear; then one hears them more distinctly, now they are here and just as soon gone again, and afterwards there
seems to be still a whirring sound and then nothing more. Soon there begins again the approach sound and one is
less satisfied at hardly being able to hear them at all, so that the Medical Superintendent has to go out into the
street and wave the medical diagnosis charts at them, page after page of hieroglyphics.
This helps for a time, but in the next moment free of aeroplane noise there begin to ring all the church bells in
Berlin, churches seem veritably to rise up out of the ground and seem to come quite near, nothing but new, bleak,
unpainted churches with belfries and Protestant\fn{ Not capitalized in the text } tape recordings. This bell ringing
causes more and more agitation, it is even suggested that the Chief Burgomaster himself should come, there are
heard calls on all sides that the churches should be moved away from here, the patients in the hospitals complain
loudly, rush out into the corridors where blood appears, because some have bitten their tongue in despair over the
churches. The hospital chaplain sits in the chair for visitors, telling all and sundry that he has been a naval
chaplain and has rounded the Cape of Good Hope. He knows nothing about church bells and takes a biscuit from
the plate (no one dares to comment about this or the bells), he does not even ask if the patient needs anything and
he just sits there twiddling his green shooting hat in his hands. They have to set the ventilation going, so they ask
him to leave.
The burn-scarred walls around the Lützowplatz are lit up by large floodlights, all is black with smoke and the
fire must by now have died out. And now they are flashing their torches, searching carefully amongst the tufts of
grass, but all that is left is charred bones, scorched earth, not a single whole skeleton, only little scattered bones.
The programme is in full swing on huge dumps, lit by increasingly strong light, building sites are continually
extended but no one has yet started to build on them. Good humor prevails. Someone is carrying around a huge
brewery.}
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signboard. Scharnhorst Tours.\fn{A note reads: Scharnhorst: imaginary name of travel agency in Germany.} All are agreed, the
programme is continued in KDW,\fn{A note reads: KDW: name of large department store.} the blue and white KDW flag
is hoisted, suddenly everyone wants to surge into KDWQ, but you can soon see that it will not be possible, but the
mood of cheerfulness increases, the crowd can no longer be contained, it surges around the saleswomen, all want
their palm read and their horoscope cast, lottery tickets are snatched from hands and people rush to the automatic
machines, money is put in so noisily that the balls leap out of their runnels and in room after room customers
complain that they want sleeping tablets. But tonight there are no more to be had. At least the people stop yelling
and are just merry, the decorations are torn down and thrown out of the windows of the upper floors, the
escalators are jammed, the lifts crammed with scarves and dresses and coats, all of which are supposed to be taken
along as well, but the fat cashiers are in the middle of it all, nearly suffocating and call out: all this has got to be
paid for, you will have to pay for it all one day!
The corridors have got to be cleaned again. Some well-known people have been brought in here secretly, at
night when only the blue night-duty lamp is burning, but the majority are distant relatives, and none can give any
definite information; it is true they have an address but no next-of-kin. For, after all, next-of-kin is the most
important thing of all. They all lie there in silence. The night nurse says he is on his way from somewhere or
other, another airplane will be in soon, it happens often enough, you can be sure. Surely they must mean the nextof-kin. The Medical Superintendent is expecting the plane any minute, all his hopes are set on it. Then he says,
just for the sake of peace and quiet, that they can all go home nest week.
There they all are, coughing and hoping, with a thermometer in their armpit, under their tongue or in their
rectum, and ten centimeter long needles stuck into them. The dark balconies are ripe for demolition, no one this
evening risks climbing onto the balustrade and to threaten the night nurse, who is again making coffee for the
doctor on night duty; so they are all left to make their plans, a tunnel or perhaps one ought to go straight out into
the desert, free the camel from the zoo, unstake it, saddle it up and ride on it through Brandenburg. You could rely
on the camel.
Suddenly, in the middle of the night, comes the news of an increase in charges, a sweating anxiety such as has
never before been known. It is absolutely frightful. A room now costs one thousand marks in gold. All reach out
and frantically press the buzzer.
The war disabled hobble down the steps of Bellevue Station on the Metropolitan, the light sways to and fro
like in a vault, most of them wear yellow armbands with black dots on them, use sticks for support, and have attenuated limbs in splints. They are all disabled, not only by shell splinters but also internally, with bodies in utter
confusion, too short above or below, the skin on their face is entirely mutilated and quite expressionless, mouth
and eyes all awry, and the uncertain station light intensifies it all. The woman ticket collector at the barrier has to
prop up the ceiling and the metro as well, for the roar of the trains is approaching again. It is a good thing that she
has such huge hands and muscles; while issuing the tickets she supports the whole Metropolitan simultaneously,
because at the same moment the train running in the opposite direction to Friedrichstrasse trundles by overhead. A
piece of the ceiling falls down, but she picks it up again and down comes another piece with the Pillar of Victory
on it, and again a train, this time the Wannsee train, clatters by overhead. It is catastrophic. The people seek refuge
in the adjoining restaurant, they crouch under the tables waiting anxiously for the attack, but the ticket collector
comes and says there is no attack. They are carrying on, she says, this sort of thing won’t occur again.
The Medical Superintendent must not be disturbed, the result has been recorded for some years but is not being
communicated. There must be some “disharmony.” The news leaks out all over the town, everyone maintains he
has read or heard of some “disharmony” or “discord,” and many have been thinking the same. But nothing is said
about it publicly. More and more trees are being planted, all in the sand, of course—desert experience. In the end
all return to work in silence. All in freshly laundered white shirts, fastened at the back of the neck. No more
excitement now. Everything is calming down. Most are dozing, anyhow.
The streets rise up at an angle of forty-five degrees. Cars heading for the horizon of course roll backwards,
cyclists lose their balance and come slithering down towards one quicker than anything else, and one cannot
prevent the cars from doing damage either, a sports car comes tearing backwards smack into the asylum and flings
buckets, spittoons, tea trolleys and stretchers all over the place.
The Medical Superintendent stalks over it all while it is being cleared up, for he is on his way in a hurry to play
skat\fn{A note reads: German card game.} in town. But it is beginning in the radio tower restaurant as well. The whole
town is rotating, the restaurant rises and falls, shakes and jolts, and everything begins to slide about more and
more. Potsdam with all its houses has collided with the houses in Tegel and the pines hang down with their
needles firmly clawing each other. In the restaurant everyone hangs on to the arms of his chair and goes on
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talking, no one admits it, each now looks at the other as though he were looking his last, all eyes firmly fixed on
their neighbor, while the tables with roast duck and almonds on them are like a heavy swell at sea; then the
glasses swish the wine about, forks bend their prongs over, the knives cut haphazardly into the ketchup, the red
gravy runs all over the tablecloth, which is immediately wrenched off the table and displayed to all, complete
collapse is imminent. There is a catch in the throat, the thing is stuck half way, there is no remedy.
All doors and windows in the Academy are glass, there are no curtains, so that everything shall be accessible to
the light, it gets light soon after midnight and only the portraits are hung with little doors before them. The
Exhibition is open, a sea of heads, all stood present before their pictures. The organizers of the exhibition are still
looking for the picture that is to be cut up. This is preceded by long, dreadful waiting, everyone thinks he is going
to be beheaded, but it is to be someone else after all. In spite of this no one can help crying. They are saved by the
fire breaking out suddenly and emerging from the cellar, they all escape into the open, to the cars parked in the
grounds and they jump in. Quite a number have been caught by the flames, and they run into the Tiergarten, throw
themselves on the ground where the flames are extinguished—all well-known people They all meet again at
Kempinski’s,\fn{A note reads: Name of famous Berlin café.} the whole incident is forgotten, waiters bring wash bowls
for their feet, each pulls off his socks and puts his feet into warm soapy water. This makes the feet feel warm and
light—what bliss. The dirty water flows over the floor. The waiters come up with serviettes\fn{Table napkins} and
dry the feet.
In consequence of politics the streets rise up at an angle of forty-five degrees, the cars roll backwards, cyclists
and pedestrians whirl backwards on both sides of the street, and it is impossible to stop the cars from doing
damage. Pedestrians take firm hold on themselves, grit their teeth and do not try to speak, but look out from
behind hands held firmly to the mouth, seeking to find some support. In the eyes of everyone there can be read:
this is still the safest place, it is best to stay here, one can stick it best here, it is more endurable here than anywhere else. And the whole [of] this is repeated in the radio tower, but the sandy heath-land of the Marches\fn{ A
note reads: Of Brandenburg.} with the last birches and pines lie there so quietly, while everything else is rotating. It is
best to look firmly down into the sand. Dizziness passes, the nurse will shake up your pillows for you. That is
better. This is the best place, after all.
Thunderstorm over the lake. Two hundred times the lightning was counted flashing down into it. And all the
surroundings ran into the thunderstorm as well and so the white birds have flown away. But there was music at the
lakeside, as though flung down hastily, entrusted hastily to the billowing waters, which freeze, thaw out, turn to
slime and freeze over again. The fishing rods are stiff, immured in the ice, with sounds and notes on their hooks
and the music too is frozen up, while the cars race round over the Avus,\fn{ A note reads: Motor race track.} Berlin’s
thunderous noise prays for Berlin’s uneasy silence. Sleep is quite out of the question. The patients send back uneaten their evening raspberry blancmange, nobody can get a single spoonful of it down, no one wants to count the
lightning flashes any more and gulp down his spoonful besides. Disapprovingly the nurses take all the flowers out
of the rooms and put the vases in the corridor.
On the way to the Krummer Lanke,\fn{ A note reads: Name of popular resort in environs of Berlin.} near the pearl of the
Grunewald, who is mad, lies the huge deciduous tree, felled, snapped off a yard above the ground, fallen right
across the pathway. The patients, for whom a walk is prescribed, want nevertheless to go down to the water, but
the nurse orders them all to stop, climbs alone over the tree, investigates, lifts up the branches to see if the tree has
killed anyone in its fall. She waves to them, it is impossible to tell if she has found blood nor not. They become
restless, everyone wants to know if he has been killed here, it becomes increasingly unpleasant, no one has
brought a coat, it is starting to rain again, there is a loud outcry, none of them wants to go back to the ward,
because he does not know if it is the right one.
“It must be more than just ‘disharmony,’” some call out and begin to strike each other.
“It does not look like ‘disharmony,’ it must be something worse!”
All are wet through to the skin, the shirts are sopping wet, because of the cold, of the rain beating against one’s
face and into one’s mouth and in one’s nose, because of the whole stream of rain before one’s eyes, it all happens
much more quickly. Painlessly the collapse under the tree is complete.
Berlin has been cleared up. The shops have been laid one on top of another, piled up in heaps, shoes and footrules, some of the store of rice and potatoes and cabbages of course, which the Senate has hoarded, lie around on
the verges, easily recognizable. Now there is sand everywhere, in one’s shoes and even amongst the coal. The
large shop windows, more particularly those with the less obvious names like “Neckermann” and “Defaka,” are
glass roofs over everything else, one can see through them, but one cannot recognize much. Underneath, a pub in
Alt-Moabit\fn{An inner-city locality of Berlin} is still open, no one understands how this can be possible. Surely every60

thing has been cleared away already. The landlord poured out double measures of Doornkaat\fn{ A note reads: brand
of spirits.} and one for himself, his pub has been the best and oldest, always full of people. But the people are no
longer in Berlin. He stands another round, which is always drunk up at once, and another, that’s how it goes,
double gins, a large beer, always doubles. The Spree and the Teltow Canal are already brimming over with gin,
the Havel is frothing right up to its banks with beer, no one can speak clearly any more amongst all these piled up
glasses; everything that is said runs out at the corners of the mouth, almost incomprehensible nobody wants to talk
any more, but just say something, it just runs out of the corners of one’s mouth anyhow, always doubles.
Kreuzberg is a coming district now, the damp cellars and the old sofas are in demand again, the stove pipes, the
rats, the view over the backyard. For that one must let one’s hair grow long, one must roam around and bawl
about all over the place, must rant and get drunk and frighten all the old people between the Hallesches Tor and
the Böhmisches Dorf. One must be always. One must be always alone and in groups, take several others along
with one, from one belief to another. The new religion comes from Kreuzberg, the gospel beards and the
commands, the revolt against subsidized death agony. They all have to eat out of the same mess-tin, a very thin
Berlin broth and with it dark bread, after which the strongest gin is prescribed, more and more gin, for the longest
nights. The second hand dealers are no longer so cheap, because it is an up and coming district, the Kleine
Weltlaterne\fn{A note reads: Name of religious periodical.} is no longer paying its way, its preachers and disciples are
gaped at of an evening and they spit into the curry of the starers. A century which does not want to prove itself
even here is challenged. At a door, at any one, there is a banging, a lamp standard is knocked over, some passers
by are hit over the head. Laughing is allowed in Berlin.
All the bars are full after midnight, the Egg Shell, the Bath Tub, the Stable, the Kleist Casino, Volle Pulle,
Taboo, Chez Nous, Riverboat and Bit Apple and the Eden Saloon. They are all nothing but places shaken by
vibrations, by bursts of music which break out at night, but always only for a matter of a few hours at a time. The
takings are increased, and there is at once an inflation of wet hands and glassy eyes. The whole of Berlin is at
night a place for turnover and sudden changes. Confusion and muddle arise, then some withdraw. Espionage is
made easy, for every weakness and decay is obvious. All and sundry are anxious to impart their information, to
pass on the message, to collapse under interrogation. Everyone has got someone else after him, and no one in the
dim light can really check the fraudulent bill. Outside it is already daylight again, it is too bright there. Nothing
works out anymore then.
Only of the transvestites does one know nothing at all, in what form or what device upon their painted lips will
they go home to fall happily asleep into every day that is.
Anyone who jumps off in the town uninvited, who passes to and fro across the sector boundary, or crosses
from one zone to the other,\fn{ A comment upon the division of Berlin after World War II—at first into four zones of Allied
occupation (American, British, French and Soviet), later into two (American and Soviet) .} is detained, X-rayed, measured and
undergoes the treatment. He is led blindfold into the camouflaged houses, there the bandage is removed from his
eyes, of course he has no idea where he is and he is not allowed to ask. The men with masked faces do the asking.
Everything is secret. But they ask nothing very special, just name and occupation, whom he has seen and why and
when, everlastingly how, where, way. It is so secret that one has to repeat it all to another lot of men, loudly and
clearly. You can always say the same thing over and over again, nobody minds, very seldom do the questions the
other men ask vary at all. It lasts for hours and hours, for days and days, until one begins to tremble a little, when
one says one’s name for the last time, clearly and with oneself under control. Then they tell you to forget everything, they lead you out again blindfold and give you permission to stay. He hasn’t betrayed. He has betrayed. He
hasn’t lied. He has lied. But in the houses were only chairs and tables, no black wall, not even thumbscrews. Only
a slight clearing of the throat now and again, a drumming of knuckles on the table, an indifferent look. But you
can’t find the houses again. The Security Police stays secret. Night has fallen and all has grown so quiet. No one
has been in the streets since that time. The old villas are choked up with sand and overgrown with weeds, and they
sink deeper and deeper into the gardens. At the bend in the Königsallee\fn{An urban boulevard in Düsseldorf} the shots,
now quite muffled, strike Rathenau. In Plötzensee\fn{ A note reads: Berlin prison.} hangings are in progress. Coins in
the telephone booth all roll out at the bottom again—all put in in vain. No one can get through. Not a soul to be
found from Halensee to the Center.
In Café Kranzler,\fn{A famous café on Kurfürstendamm in the Charlottenburg District of Berlin } with the lights all off,
even though it is night-time, the old women with felt hats on their heads, sit at the tables chewing away at their
cake, they often put two pieces in their mouth at once, because no one can see what they are doing. The highheeled waitress gets stuck in the whipped cream and splashes it in the frills of her hair and all over her stomach.
The old women go on eating and eating, and the old men stand in front of Café Kranzler, hat stands in hand, some
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kneel on the pavements and draw their old wives on the asphalt, write dirty jokes with blue and pink chalk, chalking drawings of their wives on the ground, naked, with heavy thighs and rifles between them. In the café the
wives pull their felt hats down deep over their eyes, chew away and reach out for more, as they have done since
that time.
The patients are allowed out for an hour and come back after a few minutes. An American, probably made of
lead, with a short white helmet and a lowered machine pistol, stands as though rooted to the spot by the roundabout on the southern bypass. Manoeuvers have been going on for hours, through the cheap curtains one can just
hear the rumbling, the dull angry muttering. The nurse says she can hear nothing, it is only manoeuvers, she says;
she is polishing the door handles and the taps at the wash basin, laughing and singing as she does so: all this is not
a war. The convoy of lorries with red-nosed young Englishmen in them come to a stop, two Soviet guards walk
along the road, people, are talking and counting, and finally one doesn’t understand the other. The nurse interrupts. Suddenly many kinds of tank arrive, one lot does not want to let the others enter Berlin, and there is a fuss.
The nurse cannot help laughing and secretly passes a cigarette. Then the guards march to and fro again and show
no sign of noticing anything, no one has witnessed the cigarette incident. In Berlin one is allowed to smoke a
cigarette. The tanks finally drive on one after the other into the town.
In the Friedrichstrasse there is another crossing point, an entrance and exit for Red Cross ambulances and for
big black cars with curtained windows. It is dark, there is much whispering, policemen and soldiers wave one
away and point to where Checkpoint Charlie\fn{ The name of the American point of access to East Berlin (the Russian sector of
occupation.} is, straight on till midnight, in the opposite direction. At the correct crossing point they are not exactly
indignant because one went to the wrong crossing point, but they are whispering again, one thinks one has made a
mistake and holds up one’s passport, popular music is switched on, and the nicest passports are stamped. Then
one has to remove the varnish from the car, it is quite a quick job, the varnish comes off in strips like cold wax,
then one has to bang three times on the exposed metal, kick the tire once, then a coin has to be tossed, head or
tails. Greetings all round, waving to each other in the driving mirror and driving away back again.
The week begins with Nepal and Ghana. On Tuesday the Congolese, to the accompaniment of complaints and
furious commentaries, are cursed to and fro across the Friedrichstrasse, on Wednesday Pakistan has a guided tour
by bus, on Thursday delegates from the South Pole visit one side and are ignored by the other. The mixture of
visitors on the next evening drive away with the wigs from the Schiller Theater and at the Schiffbauerdamm
Theater are presented with costumes to go with them, then there is a traffic jam, the visitors from Central America
are demolishing the Brandenburg Gate to take away as a souvenir, then the Malayans come and disappear with the
Reichstag. Suddenly Berlin has been occupied by gypsies, who erect their tents, the Berliners flee to the outskirts,
then the gypsies do all their laundry, which flutters as far away as Lichterfelde. It must be Sunday, because
fanfares introduce a new item in the concert given by the Philharmonic Orchestra. There is a general call to
resurrection, black red and gold,\fn{ The colors of the German flag .} Unter den Linden. The Memorial Church\fn{The
Kaiser Willhelm Memorial Church, now a vast ruin, preserved as such in memory of World War II .} ascends to heaven.
Nobody, least of all the new arrivals, believes that the animals all really live by the Zoo station. Nobody is
prepared for the camel. The Pillar of Victory stands on its hump now. Because of the animals the platforms empty
again very quickly. The men all go to the aquarium, the women to the monkey house. The men hang about for
hours staring at the fishes, and finally at the little lizards, they have their eye on nothing but the softest green and
gold lizards, which they would so love to take with them, but the keepers at the exit feel even breast pockets, it is
no good. The women, all standing far apart from each other and mistrustful, pay a visit to their favorite monkeys.
They have brought with them a silver spoon and a silk bag and feed only their own monkey with sugar. Only at
closing time do the men and women meet up again, in the hothouse, on the bridge, over a river already indicated.
Down below in the stifling heat the crocodiles doze. Everyone looks down with eyes growing heavier and heavier,
but the crocodiles are not going to perform, they just wait. But now the bridge could collapse and bring the
crocodiles to life, but it does not collapse. No one can fall down as long as no one is deliberately pushed. The
temperature is not supposed to rise, because it is exactly regulated, but it does rise, all the same. They don’t want
to look at the crocodiles anymore, they push their way out and want to return for the evening visit.
They have sent the children out into the street, on to the concrete barricades. The children sit astride the
barricades and think up a hundred things they want to be and do. They want to be airmen, soldiers or spies, they
want to get married and eat chicken on Sundays, they want barbed wire and pistols and liquorice, and to hear and
tell stories in the evenings. The guards, who are too big to get involved with children, are however secretly irritated and chase them off home for dinner.
Everyone is waiting for the circus. The compact, restless ponies, the slow elephants swaying along inside their
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skin, come up the avenue, escorted by the Allies.\fn{ The anti-Nazi coalition of nations which ultimately defeated Nazi
Germany and her allies during World War II (known collectively as the Axis Powers, and consisting primarily of Germany, Japan, Italy,
Hungary and Romania.)} The circus manager in an open car talks to the passers-by, who have to wait, he speaks

continually into a loud speaker, he extols his lions and monkeys, but not his camels, which come last, silent and
with heads held high. The camels lag further and further behind and gradually withdraw, they belong to the same
circus, but they have nothing more to do with it. The patients have been waiting just for the camels, go up to them
and place themselves under their protection. The camels’ hides smell as though longingly of desert, freedom and
the world outside, each one goes with his camel and advances without let or hindrance, across country, through
the forest, each one swims the rivers and lakes with his camel, and mounts it at last, through all the forests and
water. The camel shuns no water, it hears no whistle, no ambulance, no siren, no night bell, no shot. One more
forest, then another. The camel goes faster and faster in the sand. One last forest. Outside at last.
The wood pile is erected at the junction of the Kürfurstendamm and Joachimsthalerstrasse. The Press is silent.
None of the newspapers with which a fire can be kindled has been published. The kiosk\fn{ Capitalized in the text.} is
empty and not even the paper girl has turned up. The people hesitate at first, then take heart and pick up a billet of
wood. Some carry theirs away home at once under their overcoat, others begin on the spot to carve out of the
wood whatever occurs to them: solar symbols, life symbols. Some people make mean remarks, complaining that
the wood is wet. An aged man waves his billet around and shouts: Sabotage! This is playing into the hands of
others. And sure enough the pieces of wood are passed from hand to hand, each passes one into his neighbor’s
hand, but no one plays with fire, they are all quite sensible. Soon all the wood has gone and traffic can proceed.
All of a sudden the newspapers appear at last, first of all the very small ones, with black adipose\fn{ Fat} letters,
with thick transverse bars, superfluous cold fat running down the edges. Then come the large newspapers, the
lean, quiet decocted ones, swimming in thin broth, and which must be picked up with gloved hands.
The letter looks threatening, green and black or green and blue. One can sense already that it is not the
expected letter, but quite a different one. It is short. The competent Berlin Insurance Company declares that it can
accept no responsibility, since it is a matter of an illness contracted prior to the signing of the agreement. The pain
is dulled, and because none of the doctors in present—since they are present only on more important occasions in
the forenoon, only when making their rounds—all say to the nurses how unjust it is, it cannot be true, otherwise
everything would be incurable. The nurses give no indication of whose side they are on nor how much they know.
They set out the tablets with the fruit juice, permit an occasional bottle of beer, behind the doctors’ back, wink to
inspire confidence in the belief that all is not incurable. Always these favors! The nurses always seem to miss the
point, it is “diplomacy,” yes, that’s what they call it. Slowly the news leaks out. They all say, fighting down their
pain, it is now “diplomacy.” No one will be able to do anything. The exhaustion is too great. All drink up their
fruit juice and lie there, breathing heavily. The shrouds are smoothed out. For one moment all is in order.
Berlin room, dim item in the bright suite of rooms, the comforting stucco work on the high ceiling, a reminder
that it was at that time in Schöneberg. A cell for contemplation amongst a mass of rooms. The quilts, the feathers
in them, which have all been worn flat, it is long ago, it is not long ago. There is a party, they have all been
invited, there will be drinking and dancing, there must be drinking, so that something can be forgotten, something,
it is—you’re wrong there!—it is today, it was yesterday, it will be tomorrow, it is something in Berlin. All dance
in silence, the young people dance cheek to cheek. And then they all drink a lot.
The last guests are shouting their hearts out, they no longer know what they are saying: I can, I can, I’ve got it,
I’ve got it, I’ll do it, I’ll do it! None of the cars will start, all want to spend the night in this room. The Medical
Superintendent will be late for his skat game, for once in a way he looked in again and put his fingers to his
mouth. One does not know if there is any hope, but if there is no hope, then it is at the moment not quite so dreadful, things become calmer, there has not got to be hope, there could be less, there is no need to be anything at all,
it is nothing, it is all over with Scharnhorst,\fn{Also the name of a huge (German) pocket-battleship of World War II, destroyed
during the war.} Insurance Companies, cigars, chocolate, Leiser,\fn{A note reads: Name of a large shoe store .} Fire
Insurance, Commerz Bank, Bolle,\fn{A note reads: name of dairy.} all over, the last plane has flown in, the first will
arrive after midnight, everything flies at the right height, as it should, not through the room. It was quite exciting,
it was nothing. It will never happen again.
151.146 Ite Missa Est\fn{by Michael Springer (1944- )} Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria (M) 7
He was standing at the flowerbed behind the refectory, contemplating the blossoms. Since he taught physics
and not natural sciences, I teased him:
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“Are they poppies? Are they roses? Are they puppies? Without noses?”
He did not say a word, just turned his back on me, reached out for a blossom but stopped short of touching it,
as if it were glowing red from some inner heat.
“What is the matter?” I asked, and my unjustified exhilaration gave way to well justified concern.
“So colorful …” I heard him mumble. “So utterly distinct …”
He turned in my direction and gazed past me into the woods.
“Just look,” he said loudly, as if he were about to lose his self-restraint. “Have you ever seen colors like that?”
Granted, the season was coming to an end, the foliage was deep around the tree trunks, between the branches
the last leaves were tumbling to the ground; in the woods there was a crackling and whistling, as if rain were
falling. For a long time there had been no precipitation and for weeks now the piles of leaves were dryly rustling
and disintegrating into dust when I went out early mornings with my breviary through the boarding school woods.
“The colors?”
By all means, this year the fall foliage shone more brightly than usual, but my eyes are becoming weaker and
weaker. Certainly they play tricks on me: just as autumn, shortly before winter, feigns one last blossom; just as the
dying man feels stronger one last time shortly before his death; simply to mock me, my declining visual facul-ties
dangled a crystal clarity before me. Even an intense sea-blue gleamed from the gaps between the blood-red
leaves.
“A splendid autumn, a gift from Heaven, let us enjoy it,” I obliged without irony, but Father Sequir did not
hear me. He was kneeling on the path, as if in a fit of piety uncommon even for him, feeling the gravel.
“When I reach out my hand,” he said, “I can see my outstretched hand touch the stones, but I have no feeling
in the tips of my fingers.”
I tried to help him up, but he pushed me away. Without insulting him, how could I tell him that he should go
see the doctor? So I knelt down beside him and felt a pebble. I saw my hand, saw gray gravel, saw the shadow of
my hand settle over it and finally—granted, only after a second’s dismay—I felt the cool, rocky hardness. When I
looked up, I realized that he was looking at me triumphantly.
“You must admit,” he said, “you have it, too.”
“Oh, I have completely different feelings,” I replied; how stupid—that just escaped, out of arrogance.
“What? What? What?” Father Sequir shouted. “Speak!”
“For weeks now I have been having … apparitions,” I whispered and was timidly hoping for his frosty laughter. But we kept kneeling there, silent and stooped as if we were praying, and that is how the two twelfth-grade
pupils found us, the two who always have something to whisper about. Surprised, they greeted us; but this time
neither one of us reprimanded them to kindly keep to their meditation during the three-day sacred devotions and
not to break the rigid precept of silence so shamelessly and continuously.
*
The two peripatetics\fn{Aristotelian philosophers} are called Charvat and Artemisia, or at least that is what I shall
call them here, because they talk and philosophize during all the breaks. Charvat is impertinent, Artemisia pretends to have been sexually enlightened long ago. Charvat is housed outside the boarding school and brings
Artemisia disreputable magazines when he comes to class: I had to confiscate Women for Pleia because the poorly
illustrated cover depicted scantily clad girls who are frightened and abducted by armored beings with the heads of
flies. I admit I read the junk during the evenings and at one passage—the charred clothing of an uncons-cious
woman fell from her body, and an astronaut wrapped her in a coarse blanket—I even felt somewhat aroused. If it
had not coincidentally been Father Reiterer who was waiting in the school confessional that evening, praying for
the venial sins of the other padres, I would not even have confessed it. A little later he admitted to me that he, too,
borrowed these utopian booklets from Charvat from time to time, because—as he insisted—their vulgar scientific
pretensions made him laugh. He had ascertained that the booklets encouraged the peripatetics in their
speculations, and he thought that was all well and good. But good for what, that he did not entirely understand.
“Oh,” I said vaguely, “for the possibility of time travel, by transporting oneself with speeds faster than light
through a time warp back to the past or ahead into the future …” Of course, as far as Father Reiterer was
concerned, that was all just Greek to him.
When asked about his so-called apparitions, Father Reiterer only gave generalizations; they seemed to have
left him speechless. They appeared mainly during prayer, during devotions, in the chapel, at the altar, especially at
the moment of consecration of the bread and wine—never when he was outdoors, never on mundane occasions
such as at meals, while retiring or during sleep.
Were there voices? Yes and no. It began with sparks dancing in front of his eyes, as if someone with low blood
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pressure had been kneeling for a long time and then stood up too quickly. Then there was a dull noise, a rumbling,
almost a roaring, sometimes high-pitched whistling, pleated vestments made of iridescent material. White-winged
sleeves, a series of mirrored apartments, tall windows with views of the landscape—I nodded with bowed head in
the role of the entirely understanding father confessor, and thought: He is simply getting old and ennobles his old
age by pretending that God is revealing Himself to him—or at least a few lesser deities and angelic hosts. For his
act of pride I imposed one rosary, with a day of fasting for extra penance. That can not hurt us capons and it might
possibly exorcise his delusions.
My color vision is growing noticeably worse. I wake up, open my eyes, and they begin to work like a defective
telescope: I am not lying under the whitewashed cell ceiling—for my whole adult life this ceiling has reassured
me that my nightly dreams are not real, only the lucid reality of my decision to become a monk—but rather under
a grainy, spotted, nervously swirling wall that disappears and reappears from moment to moment, as if overnight I
had been reduced to the size of an atom and was the first living being to see with my very own eyes what no
human can ever see: the invisible, purely mathematical-physical wave dance of elementary particles which, on the
other hand, are granulated waves. Am I a human being, or a microscope with atomic resolution?
The Savior on the heavy Bakelite cross over the cell door arches and writhes, thrashes and wriggles. And thus
when I wake up I am afraid of someone whom I have actually never believed in: the devil. It seems as if Satan
had taken possession not only of the battered outside world, but also of me, of my eyes, my nerves, my being.
While Father Reiterer’s visions at least resemble insipid postcards of Heaven, mine are more like a demonstration
of Satanic might. After a long divergence around the entire world and its growing ruptures, chaos is taking refuge
in my poor little brain.
As a young man, I took my vows because the incomprehensible order of the universe forced me to my knees.
Every student of the exact sciences has a singular experience: the world turns out to be immeasurable and yet
measurable, infinite and limited, unmanageable and yet uniform in principle, chaotic and orderly, random and
necessary, material and spiritual. It resists simple explanations, but it conforms to the most demented ones with
positively ecstatic agreement. And this agreement always signifies: Do not aspire to understand me with the naked
eye, but fortify yourself with clever instruments and spy on me with your intellect, because I am not made of the
substance of your body but of your mind. As if nature were a miscreant before the Holy Inquisition, and we first
had to show nature our torture instruments or even tie nature to the rack of experimentation and painfully interrogate it. Or, to use a simile I prefer: as if a haphazardly thrown pile of pick-up sticks were lying before me; if one
were to take an imaginary ruler and extend each stick just long enough, it would turn out that it is aligned with
one of only three different vanishing points.
And so by exerting my mind and my growing knowledge while observing creation, I was able to discern God’s
order with a clear eye. I could see it in the firmament, in the interaction of sand and sea, of hunter and prey. My
prayers were not begging for minor miracles to intercede in the immense scheme of creation for the purpose of
alleviating minimal suffering: God—my synonym for what the scientists call nature—was too great for the
presumption that catastrophes which He had envisioned long ago should be halted at the request of one of his
myriad creatures, and certainly not at the expense of a yet greater disorder and increased suffering elsewhere. He
saw that it was good, and I spent much time in reflection so that I could find it good as well.
But since the advent of the colored apparitions I am beginning to have my doubts. Through the most extreme
exertion of my mind in prayer, I strove to interpret the abominable events out in the world as a necessary
accompaniment of the divine creation of order—you must break eggs to make an omelet, and if God is making
omelets, then the eggs are as big as planets. But why does God now destroy the tool of my contemplation, my
mind? By doing such he proves precisely a pettiness which I am so reluctant to believe Him capable of, so that I
never asked Him for something personal for myself. But now every morning I beg Him to take away the haunting
thought, drive the demonic adversary from my cell, and make certain that the emblem of his son made flesh—
whose story, by the way, I can only take as a metaphor by analogous reasons like those against speaking private
prayers, namely, as the social challenge to make arbitrarily great sacrifices for my fellow man—that he no longer
have to writhe like the snake at the tree of knowledge.
*
Wonders will never cease: Father Sequir, the pantheistic meta-mathematician-physicist, admits to me during
confession that he thinks he is possessed by the devil incarnate. In his present horrible condition I think I could
convince him to undergo an exorcism like in the good old days. It is now apparent that something monumental is
about to enter the world. When visions afflict a man who is no longer young, in this age of skepticism you first
think of psychotic hallucinations, of symptoms of old age. But when two people are haunted by similar appari65

tions at the same time, this dispels all doubt that we are dealing with happy and elevated tidings, with Gospels and
revelations.
So, there are no signs of lowly pseudologies, Satanic grimaces, diabolical confusion! Significantly Father
Sequir believes in such things, this disciple of a science which, as we all know, has made a pact with the devil and
sold its soul to gain knowledge. But not I. My visions are exclusively of Him.
It all began during the daily culmination of the morning service in the school chapel when I turned to the
congregation in order to perform the miracle of transubstantiation. Just in front of me, with raised countenance in
pious anticipation, knelt the altar boy Artemisia, and at the rear in semidarkness only the art teacher, a layman. I
raised the chalice and immediately a pure glow streamed from it. My beautiful fingers, as pale pink as porcelain
from the early morning chill, involuntarily opened, but the chalice did not fall on the red-carpeted stone steps
before the altar. It disappeared, simultaneously creating an infinitely distant hole of pure light; around the
expanding aperture the entire Heavenly Host was grouped in ellipses, and in the middle His formidable all-seeing
eye shone forth. As I have since learned, the heavenly choirs consist of the highest falsetto and deepest bass
voices. I felt an icy draft, then a lightning bolt struck my forehead, and I regained consciousness as the doctor was
bending over me in my cell, behind him the well-nourished Father Rector, beside him Father Sequir. But they
were not overly concerned: fainting at morning prayers is understandable due to the obligatory abstinence, and
even more so if someone like me, in preparation for the religious exercises, has taken a vow of voluntary fasting.
So, He is finally coming. I am prepared. I am longing for His arrival. All the signs are assembled, all the
apocalyptic riders have long since charged back and forth across the heavens. Someone with a hidden camera has
caught the Pope privately enriching himself and satisfying his carnal desires. All the Jesuits on the South
American continent are excommunicated because some of them, despairing about the worldly politics of the Holy
Church, threw bombs into the temples of the money changers. Hereabouts the churches are emptied, the
monasteries and seminaries abandoned. People are thronging to cults.
Children are coming into a world whose continuance seems assured for only a few more years—and not as it
was ten years ago when people were preparing to blow each other up, but because all of our accumulated pitiful
reason does not suffice to bring our unleashed planet back into plumb. And thus flames are on the horizon, smoke
gathers over mankind, the oceans are aflame, and the end of time has come. It has come to pass: The final day is
near.
Perhaps the rewards of a life dedicated to faith in an especially uncompromising fashion is that I came into the
world prepared for the apocalypse and Judgment Day. There is nothing more uplifting than when scripture is
fulfilled.
Scripture is fulfilled by becoming manifest. It exceeds everything that otherwise strikes us as mere television.
It surpasses the flood of jeremiads—if you will permit the play on words of a long-departed Berlin cabaret artist
—with Defamation Day. I rejoice. Alleluia.
*
The first snowfall is actually red from the sands of the Sahara. A faded bloody shroud lies over the hills surrounding the boarding school. Father Reiterer is in rapid decline; he falls at every mass. The next transubstantiation might kill him, but dispensation from his priestly duties would most certainly destroy this zealot.
I differentiate between foolish and wise servants of the Lord and till now considered Father Reiterer to be one
of the latter. In a few years’ time the wise ones lose faith in the words of scripture in the literal sense; then each
individual constructs his own personal life’s crutch from the remains of his faith and from his experiences with
the worldly side of the Church. What I am trying to say is: Till recently, Father Reiterer believed in Judgment Day
about as fervently as I believed in Beelzebub.
But perhaps everything was meant literally. Perhaps every letter of scriptures is true, the Pope is truly infallible, God will appear soon to separate the wheat from the chaff, and our collected reason and experience which
militate against it are just a test of our faith; the last will be the first, and the wisest will be the most foolish. To
determine whether all this is just a consequence of aging, I initiated a conversation today during tutorials with the
peripatetics: I asked Charvat and Artemisia to help me carry something heavy, and led them to my private quarters. The pupils are only allowed there when Father Rector is about to slap their fingers with his cane. So they
were positively excited, kept nudging each other and whispering all the way, down corridors and staircases. When
we arrived at my cell, I spoke:
“As I said, you need to help me carry something heavy. But it is not something you can lift, rather it is an
invisible burden that I have been carrying recently.”
Charvat immediately gave an excellent little pantomime—he acted as if something heavy were falling on his
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head, staggered, and wiped his brow; Artemisia had to laugh. They were frisky because they were not being threatened with punishment for smuggling trashy magazines or for breaking the mandate of silence.
I asked if they had noticed anything unusual in the past few days … Phenomena … Events … I stuttered.
Artemisia looked terrified and shook his head. Charvat, like a fool, puffed out his cheeks and gave an
exaggerated shrug of his shoulders.
When I saw that I was not going to get anywhere, I shifted to their favorite topic: life on other planets, space
and time travel. But at first they seemed obstinate too, as if I had tried to force my way into areas that were offlimits.
In the end I simply told about myself and what had happened to me lately. Artemisia again looked terrified,
while Charvat made an effort to stifle his laughter. Annoyed, I stood up and opened the door to my cell. Finally
Artemisia said:
“We’ve also noticed a few things …”
I immediately closed the cell door again and sat back down. Charvat rolled his eyes and jabbed Artemisia with
his elbow, hissing. Nonetheless Artemisia said:
“Father Reiterer is sick. And sometimes in class minutes go by without you saying anything, until the boys get
so loud that you start talking again.”
“Yes, yes. But you two … Do you see things that cannot exist?”
“Of course,” Charvat answered, “red snow .. and this boarding school … When I see this school I can’t imagine that there is such a thing.” Artemisia giggled, but suddenly, in a serious tone, uttered the ambiguous sentence:
“We’re getting a message about the end of the world.”
Charvat slapped his hand against his forehead, made a half-turn, and doubled over. But when I threatened to
throw him out and make Artemisia stay behind with me, he calmed down.
Artemisia told me that when they were walking along the walls surrounding the boarding school, their
discussions provided enough evidence to conclude that, as a general rule, chaos is on the increase.
I interjected that that corresponded to the second principle of thermodynamics which we had just been studying, according to which everything tends toward the probable, and that would mean the chaotic.
“Something else is even more important,” Artemisia said.
In conversation they had discovered a worldwide conspiracy whose goal was to make everything look much
better than it was and present it as orderly, even though nothing was in order, and what little apparent or remaining order existed was rapidly disappearing.
“When we lose something and can never find it again, we rationalize by saying it must be somewhere. When
something completely unexpected occurs—and on our walks we include every glance around the next bend—we
presume that it’s nothing new in the minds of men. But every habit is only an illusion, because every instant is
completely new, basically created out of nothing.”
They had been waiting a long time for unmistakable proof of their philosophy and now they had some. Nowadays there were movie theaters where the audience was so engrossed with holographic control of light and quadraphonic sound that they barely knew if they were in a movie or if the movie didn’t actually begin when they were
leaving the theater lobby. While strolling, the two had pointed out to each other certain unusually obvious examples, certain discrepancies, the cumulative junk from a reality that was ripe for depiction in movies or on television. In short, everywhere—whether on television, in the movies, or elsewhere—there was nothing but incidents
of sound and light which in their totality gave the impression that reality was in tatters, and behind it there was a
different, equally real or unreal reality.
To say that one was born in an ancient world would presuppose blind faith in the stories we all heard from our
mothers and fathers and from the padres. But the two of them had decided not to be blind any longer, and since
then noticed far and wide the decrepit fabrication which had been patched together, for better or worse, in descriptions such as “just recently,” “still,” “maybe not,” and when an event was “impossibly real.”
I asked them for an example. While behind him Charvat tapped his temple, Artemisia insisted that in the twilight they had seen a glowing cherry which had been thrown over the boarding school wall; but when they tried to
pick up the tiny fruit, it was impossible, like a transparent hologram. And that was only one example out of many.
“Do the two of you see Revelations here? Are they from God or from the devil?”
They courteously answered in the negative. Together, they had derived a theory about it. Embarrassed, Charvat
did not seem to take it as seriously and was fidgeting about the cell. But Artemisia began to explain.
*
According to everything Father Sequir had told me, the peripatetics are actually a perfect example of a blessed
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dissatisfaction with the world and of a religious fervor which, however, under the influence of utopian trash literature has been perverted to an unhappy yearning for scientific fairy tales, so that they consider the hereafter a
distant milky way and confuse the heaven of Revelations with that of the astronomers.
Since Artemisia and Charvat began to read and to discuss these magazines, the only question which interests
them is how man could travel to other stars. In the boarding school they become bored to tears because they learn
easily and are unathletic. The only aspect of the future that interests them is the possibility of searching the universe for intelligent life forms and making contact with them.
But they knew from Father Sequir’s class that enormous distances would have to be overcome, distances
which would take light itself thousands of years to traverse; they also knew that nothing can be faster than light.
In their magazines, of course, man was able to fly with speeds faster than light through creases in the time-space
warp, but Artemisia and Charvat were rather certain that that was only a weak device to advance the plot: in
reality, one could travel at only a more or less large fraction of the speed of light at best.
So space travel had to last thousands of years in order for someone to encounter other life forms with some
degree of probability—and, with a great deal of luck, possibly even intelligent life forms. There were only two
possibilities of arriving alive at their destination after such long expanses of time (they were not even considering
a return trip): Either they put themselves into a deep sleep and slowed their life functions by refrigeration—
though this deceleration would not suffice for space travel of any significance; or one could launch a gigantic
space ship on which hundreds of generations would replace each other until the distant grandchildren of the
original space travelers finally arrived at their destination. Charvat and Artemisia had only seriously considered
this latter possibility.
*
After the two had gone, I put a few briquettes in the stove to warm myself. The flames were unquestionably
green and everything else was broadly and obliquely streaked. I fell on my bed and closed my eyes; soon an alien
landscape appeared which I could not describe even with the best of intentions. I had the feeling it was completely
edible, like the big rock candy mountain, and woke up with a slight queasiness, unfortunately to find only the custommary colorful frenzy on the ceiling of my cell. Nevertheless I tried to continue the peripatetics’ train of
thought.
Apparently Charvat and Artemisia did not believe in either divine or satanic messages, but in extraterrestrial
star trekkers who had recently arrived at earth and now were sending signals in order to make contact. They had
devices with which they could send radio transmissions directly into our brains, or to express it more scientificcally: They employed our brains as receivers. I must admit that these ideas appealed to me more than Father
Reiterer’s glowing conviction of the approaching apocalypse. But I was also disappointed with Charvat and
Artemisia; I had thought they were more imaginative, their secret ideas more ingenious.
On this day the Father Rector announced to us that the boarding school would take vacation earlier than usual
because almost half the teachers had simultaneously called in sick.
In the evening I walked through the rosy, bluish dirty snow in the school garden in order to read my breviary;
but truly I was lying in wait for the peripatetics.
They did not come. I waited, freezing. The moon rose, monstrously huge and gray, and with a sudden gust of
wind, hailstones fell; they clattered off the gutters, rustled in the wet foliage, rattled against the greenhouse. In the
opinion of the peripatetics these were possible messages from the extraterrestrials. How could someone tell when
the transmission started and stopped? How long had they been broadcasting? How could you recognize what a
sign was supposed to mean? I squinted at the moon, and the hailstones beat down on my forehead according to
some unknown Morse code. Everything meant something else … the world was an open book, a single hieroglyph
… neither God nor the devil, but something like us, originating from lightning that struck in the primeval soup of
some organic compounds on some planet. And just then I suddenly thought I understood the peripatetics’ ideas
that Charvat had tried to keep secret from us Fathers.
*
I awoke feeling ill, feverishly pulled myself together and tried to hold class in a hoarse voice. No one listened.
They talked with each other across their desks while I was recapitulating the history of the proofs of the existence
of God; nothing is better suited to show how the human mind, with the best of intentions, is doomed when addressing the most significant subject matter. But in their thoughts the pupils were already outside, with their parents,
out in the world in a future which belonged to them, not to us. They had written us off.
At the bell I posted myself by the door and asked Charvat and Artemisia to stay a moment. Artemisia ducked
out under my outstretched arm and ran off, down the echoing hallway. I grabbed Charvat’s sleeve and pulled him
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back into the empty classroom. He made a sheepish, malicious face and threatened to file a grievance, instigate
litigation, call the police. I shook him and recounted what I had comprehended.
“You two believe that a long time ago extraterrestrials sent out a ship to the stars to find other intelligent life. A
ship like that must be very large so that many generations could live on it, nourish themselves, and reproduce. The
ship must be much larger than any spaceship we could imagine. It cannot be made of metal and travel with jet
propulsion. One must create a huge artificial living space and send it through the universe. This spaceship is
nothing less than our earth: it is a planetary ship that has been looking for intelligent life for hundreds of
thousands of years. Now our earth ship has arrived, and we are receiving transmissions from the life form which
we are approaching.”
Charvat held still. I stopped speaking. He shook his head.
“That’s nothing but priestly beliefs in worldly phrases,” he said maliciously. “The truth is much more embarrasssing for people like you. You still want to believe that man is the crown jewel of Creation. But we’re only the
accidental insignificant wrapper of a message that is not meant for us; and, besides, what we are receiving is not
an answer for us, but the attempt to strip us of the message we are carrying. We are the wrapping of a book that
one throws away with one hand while one is opening the book with the other.”
I let go of his sleeve and told him to leave. Then I went looking for Father Sequir, to plainly show him the
damage that his scientific mumbo jumbo had caused in the minds of these young people who had been striving for
the heights. And, empowered by virtue of my office as the religion teacher, I would assign him to repair the
damage in an urgent conversation. Charvat, especially, seemed to be possessed by the spirit of disbelief—and to
such a degree that I was almost in despair over him. Perhaps Father Sequir’s hand, outstretched in conversation,
could still reach him and keep him from plunging into the abyss.
*
I asked Charvat to sit down. Outside in the corridor the padres were running up and down and calling excitedly
for a doctor.
“Father Reiterer is beside himself with concern for the two of you,” I said, “especially for you. Please explain
your thoughts. Believe me, I want to understand you, not to judge you. The earth, a spaceship, fine. But we are a
message?”
Charvat said that I had almost understood.
“The earth is a giant bottle with a message corked inside, and whoever threw us out into the universe had
hoped the bottle would someday be uncorked. Who knows, perhaps the bottle has been returned to its sender—
who can no longer remember having been the sender and will possibly never find out. Or someone else had discovered the earth because we have been broadcasting television and radio programs like crazy, and now this
someone else is trying to find a message in all that. But that can’t be the originally planned message. It must be so
encoded that after an unbelievably long time it has stayed the same. And where on earth is there information that
stays the same while everything else is changing?” I said:
“The earth’s crust? The atmospheric gases? The salt in the oceans?”
“You’re only a physicist,” Charvat said. “During the course of earth’s history, none of those has remained
constant. Every physical, every chemical message would have been destroyed long ago.”
“But life is much more unstable,” I said.
“Only its shell changes,” Charvat answered, “only the organisms. Not the language of its program, the code.”
*
I understood. The silent genes were the message. Only a small part of the hereditary information in the cell
nucleus serves to program the life form; whether a paramecium or an elephant, they have most of their genes in
common. And this information has reproduced itself—regardless of its changing external shape—since there has
been life itself. The meaning of life is the encoded message in its gene pool. Whether this life has developed
underway to an intelligent form was of no interest to the creator of the message. We are unimportant. Man is just
as good a package, just as good a paper on which to write the message in the bottle, as an ameba. For the sender, it
was only a matter of finding a method to conserve the message for as long as possible. And that could only work
through biology, not through physics or chemistry.
Charvat looked at me with pride. The peripatetics had done a good job. Religion, philosophy, all systems that
were meant to give meaning to human life were merely window dressing for a mission that made no special
provision for man. Man was even a menace—threatening to destroy the earthly living space and thus the message
itself. Even when mankind invoked the protection of life on earth, without knowing it we were only contributing
to the fulfillment of the mission, to the conservation of a message in which we play a negligible role.
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“It could even be possible,” Charvat said derisively, “that the most pessimistic priests were right after all when
they claimed from Scripture that the earth was created no more than six thousand years ago. Maybe only a few
thousand years ago someone equipped this spaceship with a fictitious earth history to keep the message secret, in
case intelligent life arose and asked about its origins. There have always been people who considered the evidence
for biological evolution as phony, for example, the archaeopteryx in the British Museum, this supposed proof that
birds evolved from reptiles. It’s possible that the builders of our spaceship created all life forms simultaneously
and left behind counterfeit traces of an evolutionary history. Or they accelerated evolution to such a great degree
and then created the impression that it took millions of years.”
“But where are the recipients of the message?” I countered. “There are no astronomical phenomena that
indicate the approach of an alien planetary system.”
“Who knows if we’ll ever arrive?” Charvat laughed. “What we’ve experienced is, in the end, not the
manipulation of the bottle by its exalted finder, but only the coincidence of the message, the paper, and the bottle
after a long journey.” Actually, he liked this idea best of all because it removed any meaning from the whole affair
once and for all.
“Or perhaps we are in the process of arriving after all,” I said—and Charvat immediately responded to my
objection with a mocking smirk—“the red shift, the Big Bang, they could be circumstantial evidence for our
journey and for the great attraction toward which the Milky Way seems to be moving, our destination.”
Charvat said that it was too far away.
“We’ve become lost in transit, so to speak. If we had started a few years ago to decipher our own genetic code,
we would read a message about beings that we didn’t know, a message intended for others who would never get
to know us.”
He left. I closed my eyes and folded my hands in prayer. In the darkness colorful sparks danced and arranged
themselves into an infinitely profound ornament. The door flew open, two padres rushed in and yelled that Father
Reiterer was lying on the altar steps in the chapel, dying.
*
I thought if one could only turn back, call to the others in this vale of tears and tell them how right they are
when they keep the faith. This time the bolt of lightning was more powerful than ever. It tore a hole in me that led
to a gradually ascending conduit—someone was waiting for me at the far end. But as much as the mild light there
attracted me, I did not want to cross over just yet. The padres were standing behind me, below me, bent over my
body, which had collapsed on the stairs, arms and legs akimbo, in a somewhat undignified posture. Artemisia was
still holding the book, and the doctor with his bag slowly pushed his way to the altar, as if he were swimming
through water. I wanted to return one last time, precisely to tell them what could not be communicated in words.
As I opened my deathly tired eyes once more with the greatest of efforts, Father Sequir clasped his hands together,
Artemisia dropped the book, and the doctor indignantly closed his bag.
128.90 Excerpt from The Piano Teacher\fn{by Elfriede Jelinek (1946- )} Mürzzuschlag, Styra, Austria (F) 11
The piano teacher, Erika Kohut, bursts like a whirlwind into the apartment she shares with her mother. Mama
likes calling Erika her little whirlwind, for the child can be an absolute speed demon. She is trying to escape her
mother. Erika is in her late thirties. Her mother is old enough to be her grandmother. The baby was born after long
and difficult years of marriage. Her father promptly left, passing the torch to his daughter. Erika entered, her
father exited. Eventually, Erika learned how to move swiftly. She had to. Now she bursts into the apartment like a
swarm of autumn leaves, hoping to get to her room without being seen.
But her mother looms before her, confronts her. She puts Erika against the wall, under interrogation—inquisitor and executioner in one, unanimously recognized as Mother by the State and by the Family. She investigates:
Why has Erika come home so late? Erika dismissed her last student three hours ago, after heaping him with scorn.
You must think I won’t find out where you’ve been, Erika. A child should own up to her mother without being
asked. But Mother never believes her because Erika tends to lie. Mother is waiting. She starts counting to three.
By the count of two, Erika offers an answer that deviates sharply from the truth. Her briefcase, filled with
musical scores, is wrenched from her hands—and Mother instantly finds the bitter answer to all questions. Four
volumes of Beethoven sonatas indignantly share cramped quarters with an obviously brand-new dress.
Mother rails against the purchase. The dress, pierced by a hook, was so seductive at the shop, so soft and
colorful. Now it lies there, a droopy rag, pierced by Mother’s glare. The money was earmarked for their savings
account. Now it’s been spent prematurely. The dress could have been visible at any time as an entry in the bank
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book—if you didn’t mind going to the linen closet, where the bank book peeks out from behind a pile of sheets.
But today, the bank book went on an outing, a sum was withdrawn, and the result can now be seen. Erika should
put this dress on whenever they wonder where the nice money went.
Mother screams: You’ve squandered your future! We could have had a new apartment some day, but you
couldn’t wait. All you’ve got now is a rag, and it’ll soon be out of fashion.
Mother wants everything “some day.” She wants nothing right now—except the child. And she always wants
to know where she can reach the child in an emergency, in case Mama is about to have a heart attack. Mother
wants to save now in order to enjoy some day. And then Erika goes and buys a dress, of all things! Something
more fleeting than a dab of mayonnaise on a sardine sandwich. This dress will soon be totally out of fashion—not
even next year, but next month. Money never goes out of fashion.
They are saving to buy a large condominium. The cramped apartment they now rent is so ancient, you might as
well just abandon it. When they decide on the condominium, they will be allowed to specify where to put the
closets and partitions. You see, an entirely new construction system is being used. Every aspect is customdesigned, according to your precise wishes. You pay your money and you get your choice. Mother, who has only a
tiny pension, gets her choice and Erika pays. In the brand-new, state-of-the-art condominium, mother and
daughter will each have her own realm, Erika here, Mother there, both realms neatly divided. However, they will
have a common living room to meet in. If they wish. But of course they do, because they belong together. Even
here, in this dump, which is slowly falling to pieces, Erika already has her own realm, her own roost, which she
rules and is ruled in. It is only a provisional realm; Mother can walk in at any time. There is no lock on Erika’s
door. A child has no secrets from her mother.
Erika’s living space consists of her own small room, where she can do as she pleases. No one may interfere;
this room is her property. Mother’s realm is the rest of the apartment: the housewife, being in charge of everything, keeps house everywhere, and Erika enjoys the fruits of her mother’s labor. Erika has never had to do housework, because dust rags and cleansers ruin a pianist’s hands.
During Mother’s rare breathers, she occasionally worries about her vast and varied holdings. You can’t always
tell where everything is. Just where is Erika, that fidgety property? Where is she wandering? Is she alone or with
someone else? Erika is such a live wire, such a mercurial thing. Why, she may be running around at this very
moment, up to no good. Yet every day, the daughter punctually shows up where she belongs: at home.
Mother worries a lot, for the first thing a proprietor learns, and painfully at that, is: Trust is fine, but control is
better. Her greatest anxiety is to keep her property immovable, tie it down so it won’t run away. That’s why they
have the TV set, which prefabricates, packages, and home-delivers lovely images, lovely actions.
So Erika is almost always at home. If not, her mother knows where she’s flitting about. Now and then, Erika
may attend an evening concert, but she does so less and less. Instead, she sits at her piano, pounding away at her
long-discarded career as a concert pianist. Or else she’s an evil spirit, haunting some rehearsal with her students.
Her mother can ring her up there in an emergency. Or else Erika enjoys performing with congenial colleagues,
exuberantly playing chamber music. Her mother can telephone her at such times too.
Erika pulls against apron strings, she repeatedly begs her mother not to telephone. But Mother ignores her
pleas, for she alone dictates the shalts and shalt-nots. Mother also controls the general demand for her daughter, so
that ultimately fewer and fewer people wish to see Erika, or even speak to her. Erika’s vocation is her avocation:
the celestial power known as music. Music fills her time completely. Her time has no room for anything else.
Nothing offers so much pleasure as a magnificent performance by the finest virtuosi.
Erika visits a café once a month, but her mother knows which café, and she can ring her up there too. Mother
makes generous use of this privilege, this homemade structure of security and intimacy.
*
Time around Erika is slowly turning into a plaster cast. It crumbles the instant her mother strikes it. At such
moments, Erika sits there, with remnants of time’s brace around her thin neck. Mother has called her up, making
her a laughingstock, and Erika is forced to admit: I have to go home now. Home. If ever you run into Erika on the
street, she is usually on her way home.
Mother says: Erika suits me just fine the way she is. Nothing more will come of her. She’s so gifted, she could
have easily become a nationally renowned pianist—if only she’d left everything to me, her mother. But Erika
ignored her mother’s wishes, and sometimes yielded to other influences. Self-centered male love threatened to
interfere with her studies. Superficial things like makeup and clothes reared their ugly heads. And her career
ended before it ever got underway.
Still, you need some kind of security: the position of piano teacher at the Vienna Conservatory. And she didn’t
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even have to pay her dues by teaching at one of the neighborhood music schools, where so many people grind
away their young lives, turning dusty gray, hunchbacked—a swiftly passing throng, barely noticed by the
principal.
*
But that vanity of hers, that wretched vanity. Erika’s vanity is a major problem for her mother, driving thorns
into her flesh. Erika’s vanity is the only thing Erika should learn to do without. Better now than later. For in old
age, which is just around the corner, vanity is a heavy load to bear. And old age is enough of a burden as it is.
Oh, that Erika! Were the great musicians vain? They weren’t. The only thing Erika should give up is her vanity. If necessary, Mother can smooth out the rough edges, so there won’t be anything abrasive in Erika’s character.
That’s why Mother tries to twist the new dress out of Erika’s convulsed fingers. But these fingers are too well
trained. Let go, Mother snaps, hand it over! You’ve got to be punished for caring so much about trivial things.
Life has punished you by ignoring you, and now your mother will punish you in the same way, ignoring you, even
though you dress up and paint your face like a clown. Hand it over!
Erika dashes to the closet. Her dark suspicion has been confirmed several times in the past. Today, something
else is missing: the dark-gray autumn ensemble. What’s happened?
Whenever Erika realizes something is missing, she instantly knows whom to blame: the only possible culprit.
You bitch, you bitch! Erika furiously yells at the superior authority.
She grabs her mother’s dark-blond hair with its gray roots. A beautician is expensive. So once a month, Erika
colors her mother’s hair with a brush and dye. Now, Erika yanks at the hair that she herself beautified. She pulls it
furiously. Her mother weeps.
When Erika stops pulling, her hands are ruled with tufts of hair. She gazes at them, dumbfounded. Chemicals
have already broken the resistance of this hair, which nature did not make all that strong in the first place. Erika
doesn’t know what to do with the discolored dark-blond tufts. She goes into the kitchen and throws them into the
garbage can.
*
Mother, with less hair on her head, stands crying in the living room, where her Erika often gives private concerts. She is the very best performer ever to play in the living room, because no one else ever performs here.
Mother’s trembling hands still clutch the new dress. If she wants to resell it, she’ll have to hurry. This design, with
poppies as big as cabbages, can be worn for only one year—then never again. Mother’s head hurts in the places
where hair is now missing.
The daughter comes back, upset, weeping. She curses her mother, calls her a vicious bitch, but hopes Mother
will make up with her right away. Kiss and make up. Mother swears that Erika’s hand will drop off because she
hit her mother and tore out her hair. Erika sobs louder and louder. She’s sorry. After all, her mama works her
fingers to the bone for her. As a rule, Erika instantly regrets anything she does to her, for she loves her, Mama’s
known her since infancy. Eventually Erika relents, as expected; she bawls bitterly.
Mama is willing, all too willing, to give in; she cannot be truly angry at her daughter. Let me fix some coffee
and we’ll drink it together.
During the coffee break, Erika feels even sorrier for her mother, and the final vestiges of her anger vanish in
the cake. She examines the bare spots on her mother’s head. But she doesn’t know what to say, just as she didn’t
know what to do with the tufts of hair. She sheds a few more tears, for good measure, because Mother is old and
won’t live forever; and because Erika’s youth is gone. Or, more generally, because all things pass and few ever
return.
Mother now explains why a pretty girl never has to get gussied up. Erika confirms it. She has so many things
hanging in her closet. But why bother? She never wears any of them. Her clothes hang there uselessly, decorating
the closet. Mother can’t always prevent Erika from buying something, but she can dictate what Erika puts on.
Mother is an absolute ruler. She decides what Erika will wear outside the house.
You are not going out in that getup, Mother dictates, fearing what will happen if Erika enters strange homes
with strange men in them. Erika has resolved never to wear her clothes. It is a mother’s duty to help a child make
up her mind and to prevent wrong decisions. By not encouraging injuries, a mother avoids having to close wounds
later on. Erika’s mother prefers inflicting injuries herself, then supervising the therapy.
Their conversation becomes more and more vitriolic: Mother and daughter spray acid at students who do better
than Erika or threaten to do so. You shouldn’t give them free rein, you don’t need to. You should stop them. But
you let them get away with murder! You’re not smart enough, Erika. If a teacher puts her mind to it, none of her
students will succeed. No young woman will emerge from her classroom and pursue a career against Erika’s
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wishes. You didn’t make it—why should others reach the top? And from your musical stable to boot?
Erika, still sniveling, takes the poor dress into her arms. Mute and miserable, she hangs it in the closet, among
the other dresses, pantsuits, skins, coats, and ensembles. She never wears any of them. They are merely supposed
to wait here until she comes home in the evening. Then, after laying them out, she drapes them in front of her
body and gazes at herself in the mirror.
For these clothes belong to her! Mother can take them away and sell them, but she cannot wear them herself,
for Mother, alas, is too fat for these narrow sheaths. They do not fit her. These things are all Erika’s. They are
hers. Hers. The dress does not yet realize that its career has just been interrupted. It has been put away unused,
and it will never be put on. Erika only wants to own it and look at it. Look at it from afar. She doesn’t even want
to try it on. It’s enough for her to hold up this poem of cloth and colors and move it gracefully. As if a spring
breeze were wafting it. Erika tried the dress on in the boutique, and now she will never slip into it again. Erika has
already forgotten the brief, fleeting spell it cast on her in the shop. Now she has one more corpse in her wardrobe,
but it is her property.
At night, when everyone else is asleep, Erika remains awake and alone, while the other half of this twosome
(they are chained together by ties of blood) sleeps like a baby, dreaming up new methods of torture. Sometimes,
very seldom, Erika gets up, opens the closet door, and caresses the witnesses to her secret desires. Actually, these
desires are not all that secret; they shriek out their prices, they yell:
Why did Erika go to all that trouble anyway? The colors shriek along, in a chorus of mixed voices. Where can
you wear something like that without being hauled off by the police? (Normally, Erika wears only a skirt and a
sweater or, in summer, a blouse.) Sometimes Mother wakes with a start, and she instinctively knows: Erika’s
looking at her clothes again. That vain piece of baggage! Mother is certain, for the closet doors do not squeak just
to amuse the closet.
Worst of all, these purchases keep the new apartment beyond reach forever, and Erika is always in danger of
falling, tumbling, into love. Suddenly they would have a cuckoo egg, a male in their nest. Tomorrow, at breakfast,
Erika can expect a severe dressing-down for her frivolity. Why, Mother could have died yesterday from injuries
done to her hair, from the shock. Erika will be given a deadline for the next installment on the apartment; she’ll
simply have to give more private lessons.
The only item missing from her dismal wardrobe is, fortunately, a wedding gown. Mother does not wish to
become a mother-in-law. She prefers remaining a normal mother; she is quite content with her status.
But today is today. Time to sleep! That’s what Mother, in her matrimonial bed, demands. But Erika is still
rotating in front of her mirror. Mother’s orders smash into her back like hatchets.
Erika quickly touches a fetchingly flowery cocktail dress, barely grazing its hem. These flowers have never
breathed fresh air, nor have they ever experienced water. The dress, as Erika assures her mother, comes from a
first class fashion house in the heart of Vienna. Its quality and workmanship will make it a joy forever. It fits Erika
like a glove (not too much junk food!).
The instant she saw the dress, Erika had a vision: I can wear it for years, and it will always be at the height of
fashion. It will never sink from that height by even a hair’s breadth. This argument is wasted on her mother.
Mama should do some careful soul-searching. Didn’t she wear a similar dress when she was young? But she
denies it on principle. Nonetheless, Erika concludes that this purchase makes sense. The dress will never be out of
date; Erika will still be able to wear it in twenty years.
Fashions change quickly. The dress remains unworn, although in perfect shape. But no one asks to see it. Its
prime is past, ignored, and it will never come again—or at best in twenty years.
*
Some students rebel against their piano teacher. But their parents force them to practice art, and so Professor
Kohut can likewise use force. Most of the keyboard-pounders, however, are well-behaved and interested in the art
they are supposedly mastering. They care about it even when it is performed by others, whether at a music society
or in a concert hall. The students compare, weigh, measure, count. Many foreigners come to Erika, more and more
each year. Vienna, the city of music! Only the things that have proven their worth will continue to do so in this
city. Its buttons are bursting from the fat white paunch of culture, which, like any drowned corpse that is not
fished from the water, bloats up more and more.
The closet receives the new dress. One more! Mother doesn’t like seeing Erika leave the apartment. Her dress
is too flashy, it doesn’t suit the child. Mother says there has to be a limit. Erika doesn’t know what she means.
There’s a time and a place for everything, that’s what Mother means.
Mother points out that Erika is not just a face in the crowd: She’s one in a million. Mother never stops making
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that point. Erika says that she, Erika, is an individualist. She claims she cannot submit to anyone or anything. She
has a hard time just fitting in. Someone like Erika comes along only once, and then never again. If something is
especially irreplaceable, it is called Erika. If there’s one thing she hates, it’s standardization in any shape, for
example a school reform that ignores individual qualities. Erika will not be lumped with other people, no matter
how congenial they may be. She would instantly stick out. She is simply who she is. She is herself, and there’s
nothing she can do about it. If Mother can’t see bad influences, she can at least sense them.
More than anything, she wants to prevent Erika from being thoroughly reshaped by a man. For Erika is an
individual, although full of contradictions. These contradictions force Erika to protest vigorously against any kind
of standardization. Erika is a sharply defined individual, a personality. She stands alone against the broad mass of
her students, one against all, and she turns the wheel of the ship of art. No thumbnail sketch could do her justice.
When a student asks her what her goal is, she says, “Humanity,” thus summing up Beethoven’s Heiligenstadt
Testament for her pupils—and squeezing in next to the hero of music, on his pedestal.
Erika gets to the heart of artistic and individual considerations: She could never submit to a man after
submitting to her mother for so many years. Mother is against Erika’s marrying later on, because “my daughter
could never fit in or submit anywhere.” That’s the way she is. She’s no sapling anymore. She’s unyielding. So she
shouldn’t marry. If neither spouse can yield, then a marriage is doomed.
Just be yourself, Mother tells Erika. After all, Mother made Erika what she is.
You still aren’t married, Fraulein Erika? the dairy woman asks, and so does the butcher.
You know I can never find a man I like, Erika replies.
Erika comes from a family of signposts that stand all alone in the countryside. There are few of them. The
members of her family breed sparingly and sluggishly, which is how they deal with life in general. Erika did not
see the light of day until the twentieth year of her parents’ marriage—a marriage that drove her father up the wall
and behind the walls of an asylum, where he posed no danger to the world.
Maintaining noble silence, Erika buys a stick of butter. She’s still got her mom, she don’t need no Tom. No
sooner does this family get a new member than he is rejected and ejected. They make a clean break with him as
soon as he proves useless and worthless.
Mother taps the family members with a mallet, separating them, each in turn. She sorts and rejects. She tests
and ejects. In this way, there’ll be no parasites, who always want to take things that you want to keep. We’ll just
keep to ourselves, won’t we, Erika? We don’t need anyone else.
Time passes, and we pass the time. They are enclosed together in a bell jar: Erika, her fine protective hulls, her
mama. The jar can be lifted only if an outsider grabs the glass knob on top and pulls it up. Erika is an insect encased in amber, timeless, ageless. She has no history, and she doesn’t make a fuss. This insect has long since lost
its ability to creep and crawl. Erika is baked inside the cake pan of eternity. She joyfully shares this eternity with
her beloved composers, but she certainly can’t hold a candle to them when it comes to being loved.
Erika struggles for a tiny place within eyeshot of the great musical creators. This place is fought for tooth and
nail; all Vienna would like to put up a tiny shack here. Erika stakes off her lot, a reward for her competence, and
begins digging the foundation pit. She has earned her place fair and square, by studying and interpreting! After all,
performance is form, too. The performer always spices the soup of his playing with something of his own,
something personal. He drips his heart’s blood into it. The interpreter has his modest goal: to play well. He must,
however, submit to the creator of the work, says Erika. She willingly admits that this is a problem for her. She
simply cannot submit. Still, Erika has one goal in common with all the other interpreters: to be better than the
rest!
*
She is pulled into streetcars by the weight of musical instruments, which dangle from her body, in front and
behind, along with the stuffed briefcases. An encumbered butterfly. The creature feels it has dormant strength for
which music does not suffice. The creature clenches its fist around the handles of violins, violas, flutes. It likes to
make negative use of its energy, although it does have a choice. Mother offers the selection: a broad spectrum of
teats on the udder of the cow known as music.
She bangs into people’s backs and fronts with her stringed instruments and wind instruments and her heavy
musical scores. Her weapons bounce off these people, whose fat is like a rubber buffer. Sometimes, if the whim
strikes her, she holds an instrument and a briefcase in one hand while insidiously thrusting her other fist into
someone’s winter coat, rain cape, or loden jacket.\fn{A water-resistant material (usually green) in Austrian traditional clothing
made from sheep’s wool, without removing the lanolin:W } She is blaspheming the Austrian national costume, which tries to
ingratiate itself with her, grinning from all its stag-horn buttons. Emulating a kamikaze pilot, she uses herself as a
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weapon.
Then again, with the narrow end of the instrument (sometimes the violin, sometimes the heavier viola), she
beats into a cluster of work-smeared people. If the trolley is mobbed, say around six in the evening, she can injure
a lot of people just by swinging around. There’s no room to take a real swing.
She is the exception to the norm that surrounds her so repulsively. And her mother likes explaining to her very
meticulously that she is an exception, for she is Mother’s only child, and has to stick to the straight and narrow.
Every day, the streetcar shows her the people she never wants to become.
She plows through the gray flood of passengers with or without tickets, those who have just gotten in and those
who are about to leave, those who have gotten nothing where they were and who have nothing to expect where
they are going. They are anything but chic. Some get out before they have even sat down properly.
If mass anger orders her to get out, even if she is still far from home, her own anger, concentrated in her fist,
yields obediently, and she actually gets out—but only to wait patiently for the next trolley, which is as certain to
come as the amen at the end of a prayer. These are chains that never break. Then, all fueled up, she mounts a new
assault. Bristling with instruments, she arduously staggers into the mobs of homebound workers, detonating
among them like a fragmentation bomb. If need be, she hides her true feelings and says,
“Pardon me, I’m getting off here.”
The approval is unanimous. She should leave the clean public vehicle at once! It’s not meant for people like
her! Paying passengers shouldn’t let people get away with things like this.
They look at the music student and imagine that music has raised her spirits; but the only thing that’s raised is
her fist. Sometimes a gray young man with repulsive things in a threadbare haversack is unjustly accused, for he
is a more likely culprit. He’d better get out and go back to his friends before he catches it from a powerful lodensheathed arm.
The mass anger, which has, after all, paid its fare, is always in the right for its three schillings and can prove it
in case the tickets are inspected. During a surprise inspection the mass anger proudly shows its marked ticket and
has the trolley car all to itself. In this way, it saves itself weeks of unpleasant, fearful purgatory, wondering
whether an inspector might come.
A lady, who feels pain as deeply as you do, suddenly shrieks. Somebody’s kicked her shin, that vital part on
which her weight partially rests. In this dangerous shoving and pushing, the culprit, true to the principle of guilt,
cannot be determined. The crowd is battered with a barrage of oaths, curses, insults, complaints, entreaties, accusations. The laments pour out of mouths that vent their spleen over their owners’ lives, the charges are discharged
upon other people. The passengers are squeezed together like sardines, but they are not packed in oil. They won’t
be anointed until later.
She furiously kicks a hard bone, which belongs to a man. One day, she is with a fellow student, a girl, who has
two wonderful high heels that blaze as two eternal flames, and a new fur-lined coat in the latest style. The girl
amiably asks Erika: What are you dragging around, what’s it called? I meant this case here, and not your head up
there. It’s called a viola, she replies politely. A viooola? What a weird word, I’ve never heard it, lipstick-coated
lips say in amusement. Someone carries something called a viooola, which doesn’t serve any noticeable purpose.
And everyone has to get out of the way because this viooola takes up so much space. She walks around with it in
public, and no one catches her in flagrante delicto.
The people hanging heavily from the straps and those few lucky devils who can sit—they all crane their necks
high out of their used-up torsos, but it’s no use, they spot no one. There’s no one they can gang up on for maltreating their legs with a hard object. “Someone stepped on my toes,” and a deluge of foul language gushes from a
mouth. Who did it?
The First Viennese Trolley Court, infamous throughout the world, is in session in order to issue a warning and
pass a sentence. In every war movie, there’s always at least one person who volunteers, even if it’s for a suicide
mission. But this cowardly dog is hiding behind our patient backs.
A whole batch of ratty workers, on the verge of retirement, with tool bags on their shoulders, shove and kick
their way out of the trolley. They’re deliberately walking to the next stop! When a ram disturbs the peace and
quiet among all the sheep in the car, then you desperately need fresh air, and you find it outside. If you’re going to
chew out your wife at home, you have to have oxygen; otherwise you may not be up to chewing her out. Something with a vague color and shape starts swaying, slips along; someone screams as if stabbed. A thick, steamy
mist of Viennese venom rolls across this public meadow. Someone even calls for an executioner because his evening has been ruined prematurely.
My, but they’re furious. Their evening relaxation, which should have begun twenty minutes ago, has not set in.
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Or else it has been abruptly cut off, like the colorfully printed package of the victim’s life (with instructions),
which he cannot put back on the shelf. (He cannot simply reach inconspicuously for a new, intact package; otherwise the salesgirl would have him arrested for shoplifting. Follow me quietly! But the door that leads, or seems to
lead, into the manager’s office is a phony door, and there are no announcements of weekly specials on the windows of the brand-new supermarket. There is nothing, absolutely nothing, only darkness. And the customer plunges into a bottomless pit.)
Someone says in the officialese that is customary in public vehicles here: You are to vacate this trolley car
without further delay. A tuft of chamois hair grows rankly from a cranium; the man is disguised as a hunter.
She, however, bends in time, planning to try a new, nasty trick. First, she has to put down the bulky refuse of
her instruments. They form a fence around her. She pretends to tie her shoelaces in order to prepare a noose for
the next passenger.
Almost casually, she viciously pinches the female calf to her left or her right (these women all look alike). A
bruise awaits the victim. The disfigured passenger, a widow, shoots up, a bright, radiant, illuminated fountain at
night—the fountain can at last be the focus of attention. The widow outlines her family connections tersely and
precisely, and she ominously predicts that these connections (especially her dead husband) will wreak horrifying
vengeance on her tormentor. She demands a policeman; but the police will not come, they cannot worry about
everything.
The harmless expression of a musician is slipped over her face. She acts as if she were yielding to those mysterious powers of musical romanticism, powers moving to ever higher emotional peaks—she acts as if she could
not be thinking about anything else in the world. The populace then speaks as if with one voice: It couldn’t have
been the girl with the machine gun. The populace is wrong again, as it is so often. Occasionally, someone thinks
harder and then eventually points to the true culprit:
“You’re the one!”
She is asked what in the name of all that’s holy she has to say for herself. She does not speak. The lead plug
that her trainers have surgically inserted behind her soft palate prevents her from speaking, from unwittingly accusing herself. She does not defend herself. A few people pounce on a few others for accusing a deaf mute. But the
voice of reason maintains that someone who plays the violin couldn’t possibly be deaf. Perhaps she is only mute
or perhaps she is taking the violin to someone else.
Failing to reach an agreement, they give up their plan. Their minds are haunted by the thought of a glass of
wine, which wipes out several pounds of other thoughts. The actual wine will demolish any remaining thoughts.
This is the land of wines. This is the city of music. The girl peers into distant worlds of profound emotions, and
her accuser can at best drown his sorrow in a glass of wine. So he falls silent under her gaze.
Shoving is beneath her dignity: The mob shoves, but not the violinist and violist. For the sake of these little
trolley joys, she even puts up with coming home late—to find her mother standing there with a stopwatch and a
warning. She endures such agonies, even though she has played all afternoon, focusing her mind, wielding her
bow, and laughing at pupils who played worse than she. She wants to teach people how to be afraid, how to shudder. Such feelings run rampant through the playbills of Philharmonic Concerts.
A member of the Philharmonic audience reads the program notes and is prompted to tell someone else how
profoundly his innermost being throbs with the pain of this music. He’s read all about it. Beethoven’s pain,
Mozart’s pain, Schumann’s pain, Bruckner’s pain, Wagner’s pain. These pains are now his sole property, and he
himself is the owner of the Poschl Shoe Factory or Kotzler Construction Material Wholesalers. Beethoven manipulates the levers of fear, and these owners make their workers jump fearfully.
There’s also a Ph.D. here who’s been intimate with pain for a long time. For the past ten years, she has been
trying to fathom the ultimate secret of Mozart’s Requiem. So far, she’s gotten nowhere, for his opus is
unfathomable. It is beyond our comprehension: the woman calls it the most brilliant work ever commissioned in
the history of music. That is indisputable for her and for few other people.
The Ph.D. is one of the chosen few who know that some things can never be, fathomed, no matter how hard
you try. What good are explanations? There is no possibility of explaining how such a work could ever have come
into being. (The same holds true for certain poems, which should not be analyzed either.) A mysterious stranger in
a coachman’s black coat turned up and made the down payment for the Requiem.
The Ph.D., and the others who have seen the Mozart movie, know that the mysterious stranger was Death
himself! By thinking this thought, she bites a hole in the flesh of one of the great geniuses and pushes her way
inside. In rare cases, one grows along with the genius.
Ugly masses of people throng about her uninterruptedly. People are always pushing their way into her field of
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perception. The mob not only grabs hold of art without being entitled to do so, but it also enters the artist. It takes
up residence inside the artist and smashes a few holes in the wall, windows to the outer world: the mob wants to
see and be seen. With sweaty fingers, that cloddish mob is tapping out something that rightfully belongs to her
alone. Unasked, unbidden, they sing along with the cantilenas.\fn{Melody} Moistening their forefingers, they
pursue a theme, looking for the secondary theme, but failing to find it.
And so, nodding their heads, they are content to rediscover and repeat the main theme. Recognizing it, they
wag their tails. For most of them, the principal charm of art is to recognize something that they think they recognize. A wealth of sensations overwhelms a butcher. He can’t help it, even though he is used to his bloody professsion. He is paralyzed with astonishment. He sows not, he reaps not, he doesn’t hear so well. But if he goes to a
public concert, people can see him. Next to him, his better half; she wanted to come along.
She kicks the right heel of an old woman. She is able to assign every phrase its preordained location. She alone
can take every sound and insert it in the right place, in its proper niche. She packs the ignorance of these bleating
lambs into her own scorn, using it to punish them. Her body is one big refrigerator, where Art is well stored.
Her instinct for cleanliness is astonishingly sensitive. Dirty bodies form a resinous forest all around her. Not
only the dirt of bodies, but the grossest kinds of filth struggling out of armpits and groins, the subtle urine stench
of the old woman, the nicotine gushing from the network of the old man’s veins and pores, those innumerable
piles of lowest-quality food stewing in the stomachs. Not only the faint wax stench of scurf and scab, not only the
stink of shit microtomes\fn{Extremely thin slices} under the fingernails—a very, very faint odor, but the expert can
sniff them so easily, those residues left from burning colorless food, gray, leathery delights (if they can be called
delights). They torment her sense of smell, her taste-buds.
What upsets her most of all is the way these people dwell in one another, the way they shamelessly take possession of one another. Each pushes his way into other minds, into their innermost attention. They have to be punished. By her.
And yet she can never get rid of them. She shakes them, shreds them, like a dog mauling its prey. And yet,
unbidden, they rummage around in her, they observe her innermost thoughts, and then they dare to say that they
can’t do anything with these thoughts, that they don’t even like them. Why, they actually go so far as to say they
don’t like Webern\fn{Anton Webern, Austrian composer (1883-1945).} or Schoenberg.\fn{Arnold Schoenberg, Austrian
composer (1874-1951).}
Mother, without prior notice, unscrews the top of her head, sticks her hand inside, self-assured, and then grubs
and rummages about. Mother messes everything up and puts nothing back where it belongs. Making a quick
choice, she plucks out a few things, scrutinizes them closely, and tosses them away. Then she rearranges a few
others and scrubs them thoroughly with a brush, a sponge, and a dust rag. Next, she vigorously dries them off and
screws them in again. The way you twist a knife into a meat grinder.
An old woman has just gotten into the trolley, but she doesn’t notify the conductor. She thinks she can keep her
presence a secret. Actually, she got out of everything long ago, and she knows she did. Paying is too much
trouble. She’s already got her ticket to eternity in her handbag. The ticket must be valid in a streetcar, too.
Now some woman asks her for directions, but she doesn’t answer. She doesn’t reply although she does know
the way. The woman won’t give up, she pokes her way through the entire car, pushing people aside so she can
peer under seats and find her stop. She is a grim wanderer along forest paths, and she has a habit of using her
skinny cane to tickle ant hills and arouse the ants from their contemplative lives. She makes the disturbed creatures spray acid. She is one of those people who leave no stone unturned, lest they find a snake underneath. Every
clearing, no matter how small, is conscientiously combed for mushrooms or berries. That’s the kind of people they
are. They squeeze every last drop from every single artwork and explain it vociferously to everyone else. In parks,
they use their handkerchiefs to dust a bench before sitting down. In restaurants, they polish the silverware with a
napkin. They go through a relative’s suit with a fine-tooth comb, hunting for hair, letters, grease spots.
And now this lady vociferously complains that no one can give her the information she needs. She says that no
one wants to give it to her. This lady represents the ignorant majority, which does however possess one thing in
abundance: it is raring for a fight. She’ll challenge anyone if she has to.
She gets off at the very street the woman asked about, and as she steps out, she sneers at her.
The buffalo understands, and she is so angry that her pistons grind to a halt. A short time from now, she will
describe these moments of her life to a friend while devouring sauerbraten with beans. She will prolong her life
by the length of her story, even though time will wear on inexorably as she tells it, thus depriving her of the
chance to have a new experience.
She peers back several times at the completely disoriented woman before setting off on the familiar road to her
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familiar home. She smirks at the woman, forgetting that a few minutes from now, she will feel the hot flame of her
mother’s blowtorch and she will be burned to a pile of ashes because she is late in getting home. No art can
possibly comfort her then, even though art is credited with many things, especially an ability to offer solace.
Sometimes, of course, art creates the suffering in the first place.
*
Erika, the meadow flower. That’s how she got her name: Erica. Her pregnant mother had visions of something
timid and tender. Then, upon seeing the lump of clay that shot out of her body, she promptly began to mold it
relentlessly in order to keep it pure and fine. Remove a bit here, a bit there. Every child instinctively heads toward
dirt and death unless you pull it back.
Mother chose a career for Erika when her daughter was still young. It had to be an artistic profession, so she
could squeeze money out of the arduously achieved perfection, while average types would stand around the artist,
admiring her, applauding her. Now, Erika has at last been patted into perfection. Such a girl was not meant to do
crude things, heavy manual labor, housework. She was destined, congenitally, for the subtleties of classical dance,
song, music. A world-famous pianist—that is Mother’s ideal. And to make sure the child finds her way through
every entanglement, Mother sets up guideposts along the way, smacking Erika if she refuses to practice. Mother
warns Erika about the envious horde that always tries to destroy other people’s achievements—a horde made up
almost entirely of men.
Don’t get distracted! Erika is never allowed to rest at any level she reaches, never allowed to catch her breath
and lean on her ice pick. For she has to keep climbing. To the next level. Forest animals come too close for
comfort; they want to turn Erika into an animal. Competitors try to lure Erika to a cliff, pretending they’d like to
show her the view. But how easily one can plunge down! Mother graphically describes the chasm, so her child
will watch out. The peak offers international fame, which is never reached by most climbers. A cold wind blows
up there, the artist is lonesome and admits his solitude. So long as Mother lives and continues planning Erika’s
future, there is only one possibility for the child: the top of the world.
Mama pushes from below, for she has both feet planted solidly on the ground. And soon Erika no longer stands
on the inherited motherland, she is on someone else’s back, someone she has ousted with her back-stabbing. What
shaky ground! Erika stands on tiptoe, on her mother’s shoulders. Her trained fingers clutch the peak, which, alas,
soon turns out to be merely a crag; it only looks like the peak. Straining the muscles of her upper arm, Erika hoists
and heaves herself up.
Now, her nose is already over the edge, but all she sees is a new rock, steeper than the first. However, an ice
factory of fame has a branch here, which keeps huge blocks in storage, thereby holding down its overhead. Erika,
an adolescent, licks at one of the blocks and believes that a recital she gives is already the Chopin Competition.
She believes that the peak is only a few inches away!
Mother taunts Erika for being too modest. You’re always the last! Noble restraint is useless. One should always
be at least in third place; anything less is garbage. That’s what Mother says. She knows best; she wants only the
best for her child. She won’t let her stay out in the street: After all, she shouldn’t get involved in athletic
competitions and neglect practicing.
Erika doesn’t like being conspicuous. She elegantly holds back (the offended mother-animal laments) and
waits for others to achieve something for her. Mother, bitterly complaining that she has to do everything for the
child herself, jubilantly plunges into the thick of the fray. Erika nobly puts herself last, and her efforts don’t even
bring her a couple of pennies for stockings or panties.
Mother nags away at friends and relatives (of whom there are very few, for she broke with them long ago; she
wanted to keep Erika safe from their influence). Mother tells all these people that Erika is a genius. She says she
keeps realizing it more and more clearly. Erika is truly a keyboard genius, but she has not been properly discovered as yet. Otherwise, she would have long since soared over the mountains, like a comet. Compared with that,
the birth of Jesus was chickenshit.
The neighbors agree. They enjoy listening when the girl practices. It’s like the radio, only you don’t need to
have a set. All you have to do is open the windows and perhaps the doors, the music comes in, spreading like poison gas into every nook and cranny. People indignant about the noise stop Erika whenever they run into her, and
they ask her for peace and quiet.
Mother tells Erika how enthusiastic the neighbors are about her outstanding mastery of the keyboard. Erika is
carried along like a dribble of spit on a thin stream of maternal enthusiasm. Later on, she is surprised when a
neighbor complains. Her mother never said anything about complaints!
Eventually, Erika outdoes her mother when it comes to sniffing at people. Who cares about those laymen,
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Mama. Their powers of judgment are crude, their sensibilities are unrefined; only the professionals count. Mother
retorts:
Do not make fun of praises from simple people. They listen to music with their hearts and enjoy it more than
those who are spoiled, jaded, blasé. Mother knows nothing about music, but she forces her child into its yoke.
A fair if vindictive rivalry develops between mother and daughter, for the child soon realizes that she has
outgrown her mother with regard to music. The daughter is the mother’s idol, and Mother demands only a tiny
tribute: Erika’s life. Mother wants to utilize the child’s life herself.
Erika is not allowed to associate with ordinary people, but she is permitted to listen to their praises, Unfortunately, the experts do not praise Erika. A dilettantish, unmusical Fate has exalted other people. But it has passed
Erika by, averting its face. After all, Fate wants to remain disinterested and not be taken in by an attractive mask.
Erika is not pretty. Had she wanted to be pretty, her mother would have promptly ordered her to forget it. Erika
stretches her arms out to Fate. But it’s no use; Fate will not turn her into a pianist. Erika is hurled to the ground as
sawdust. Erika does not understand what is happening to her, for she has been as good as the masters for a long
time now.
Then, one day, at an important concert at the Academy of Music, Erika fails totally. She fails in front of the
friends and relatives of her competitors and in front of her mother, who sits there alone. Mother spent her last
penny on the dress Erika wears for this recital.
Afterward, Mother slaps Erika’s face, for even musical laymen could read Erika’s failure in her face if not her
hands. Furthermore, Erika did not choose a piece for the broadly rolling masses. She decided on a
Messiaen,\fn{Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992) French composer, infamous for his notoriously difficult performing atonalities. } against
her mother’s urgent warning. This is no way for the child to smuggle herself into the hearts of the masses, whom
mother and child have always despised: the mother because she has always been merely a small, plain part of the
masses; and the child because she would never want to become a small, plain part of the masses.
Erika reels from the podium, shamefaced. She is received shamefully by her sole audience: Mother. Erika’s
teacher, who used to be a famous pianist, vehemently scolds her for her lack of concentration. A wonderful opportunity has been wasted, and it knocks but once. Someday soon, Erika will be envied by no one, idolized by no
one.
What else can she do but become a teacher? A difficult step for a master pianist, who is suddenly confronted
with stammering freshmen and soulless seniors. Conservatories and academies, as well as private teachers,
patiently accept a lot of students who really belong on a garbage dump or, at best, a soccer field. Many young
people are still driven to art, as in olden times. Most of them are driven by their parents, who know nothing about
art—only that it exists. And they’re so delighted that it exists!
Of course, art turns many people away, for there has to be a limit. The limits between the gifted and the ungifted. Erika, as a teacher, is delighted to draw that limit. Selecting and rejecting make up for a lot. After all, she
was once treated like a goat and separated from the sheep.
Erika’s students are a coarsely diverse mixture, and none of them has ever been really tested or tasted. One seldom finds a red rose among them. Occasionally, during the first year, Erika manages to wrest a Clementi\fn{ Muzio
Clementi (1752-1832), Italian composer. } sonata from one or two students, while others still grunt and root about in
Czerny’s elementary etudes.\fn{Carl Czerny (1791-1857), friend and pupil of Beethoven, teacher of Liszt, was an Austrian composer and pianist now probably best know for his sets of progressively difficult piano exercises for students. } These students are then
discarded after the intermediary examination, because they can’t find the wheat and they can’t find the chaff, even
though their parents are firmly convinced that their children will soon feast on nectar and ambrosia.
Erika’s mixed joys are the good advanced students, who make an effort. She can wrest all sorts of things from
them: Schubert\fn{Franz Peter Schubert (1797-1828) Austrian composer.} sonatas, Schumann’s\fn{Robert Alexander Schumann
(1810-1856), German composer.} Kreisleriana,\fn{1838.} Beethoven sonatas, those high points in the life of a piano student. The work tool, a Bosendorfer, excretes an intricate blend. And next to it stands the teacher’s Bosendorfer,
which only Erika can play, unless two students are practicing a piece for two pianos.
After three years, the piano student has to enter the next level; to do so, he must pass an exam. Most of the
work for this exam is assigned to Erika; she has to take the idling student engine and step on the gas, slam down
hard in order to rev it up. Sometimes the engine doesn’t really catch, it would rather be doing something else,
something that has little to do with music—for instance, pouring melodious words into a girl’s ear.
Erika doesn’t care for such behavior; she tries to stop it whenever she can. Often, before an exam, Erika sermonizes. Fluffing a note, she says, isn’t as bad as rendering a piece in the wrong spirit, a spirit that does not do
justice to it.
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She is preaching to deaf ears, which have been closed by fear. For many of her students, music means climbing
from the depths of the working class to the heights of artistic cleanliness. Later on, they too will become piano
teachers. They are afraid that when they play at the examination, their sweaty, fear-filled fingers, driven by a
swifter pulse beat, will slip to the wrong keys. Erika can talk a blue streak about interpretation, but the only thing
the students wish to do is play the piece correctly to the end.
Erika likes thinking about Walter Klemmer, a nice-looking blond boy, who lately has been the first to show up
in the morning and the last to leave in the evening. A busy beaver, Erika must admit. He is a student at the
Engineering Academy, where he is learning all about electricity and its beneficial features. Recently he has been
listening to all the music students, from the first hesitant picking and pecking to the final crack of Chopin’s
Fantasy in F Minor, Op. 49. He seems to have a lot of time on his hands, which is rather unlikely for a student in
the final phase of his studies.
One day, Erika asks him whether he wouldn’t rather practice Schonberg, instead of lounging around so unproductively. Doesn’t he have any studying to do? No lectures, no drills, nothing? He says he’s on his semester break,
which hadn’t occurred to Erika, although she teaches so many students. Vacation at the music academy doesn’t
coincide with vacation at the university. Strictly speaking, there are no holidays for art; art pursues you
everywhere, and that’s just fine with the artist.
Erika is surprised: How come you always show up here so early, Herr Klemmer? If a student is working on
Schonberg’s 3rd, as you are, he can’t possibly be interested in minor frivolities. So why do you listen to the others?
The hardworking student lies. He says you can profit from anything and everything, no matter how little it may
be. You can learn a lesson from just about anything, says this con man, who has nothing better to do. He claims he
can get something from even the least of his brothers, so long as he remains curious and thirsty for knowledge.
Except that you have to overcome those minor things in order to get further. A student can’t stay with the losers,
otherwise his superiors will interfere.
Besides, the young man likes listening to his teacher perform, even if it’s just singsong, tralala, or the B major
scale.
Don’t start flattering your old teacher, Herr Klemmer.
But he replies that she’s not old, and he’s not “flattering” her. I really mean every word I say, it comes from the
bottom of my heart!
Sometimes this nice-looking boy asks for a favor, extra homework, he’d like to practice something extra,
because he’s overzealous. He gazes expectantly at his teacher, hoping for a hint, lying in wait for a pointer.
His teacher, on her high horse, cuts the young man down to size when she sneers: you still don’t know the
Schonberg all that well.
The student enjoys being in the hands of such a teacher, even when she looks down at him while holding the
reins tightly.
*
That dashing young man seems to be in love with you, Mother says venomously, in a bad mood, when she
happens to call for Erika at the conservatory. She wants to take a walk with Erika, two women, arm in arm,
intricately interwoven. The weather plays its part as the women walk. There are a lot of things to see in the shop
windows—elegant shoes, pocketbooks, hats, jewelry—but Erika should not see them under any circumstances.
That is why Mother came to pick her up.
Mother takes Erika on a circuitous route, telling her it’s because of the beautiful weather. The parks are
blossoming, the roses and tulips are blooming, and the flowers certainly don’t buy their dresses. Mother talks to
Erika about natural beauty, which doesn’t require any artificial embellishment. Natural beauty is beautiful on its
own, just like you, Erika. Why all the baubles?
The outskirts of the city beckon with warm calls of nature, with fresh hay in the stables. Mother heaves a sigh
of relief, she pushes her daughter past the boutiques. Mother is delighted that this stroll has once again cost her no
more than some shoe leather. Better to wear worn shoes than to polish the boots of some shop owner.
The population in this part of Vienna is rather long in the tooth. You see lots of old women. Luckily this one
old woman, Mother Kohut, has managed to obtain a younger hanger-on, of whom she can be proud, and who will
take care of her until death do them part. Only death can separate them, and death is marked as the destination on
Erika’s suitcase. Sometimes, a series of murders takes place in this area, a couple of old crones die in their lairs,
which are chock full of waste paper. God only knows where their bankbooks are; but the cowardly murderer
knows it too, he looked under the mattress. The jewelry, what little there was, is also gone. And the only son, a
silverware salesman, gets nothing.
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Vienna’s slums are a popular area for murder. It’s never hard to figure out where one of those old women lives.
Just about every building here has at least one—she’s the laughingstock of the other tenants. And when a man
knocks and says he’s the meter reader, but presents no ID card, she lets him in anyway. They’ve been warned
often enough, but still they open their hearts and doors, for they are lonesome. That’s what old Frau Kohut tells
Fraulein Kohut, trying to discourage her from ever leaving her mother alone.
The other inhabitants here are petty officials and placid clerks. There are few children. The chestnut trees are
blooming and the trees in the Prater are blossoming. The grapes are turning green in the Vienna Woods.
Unfortunately, the Kohut ladies have to abandon all hope of ever going there for a good look, since they don’t
own a car. However, they often take the trolley to a carefully chosen last stop, where they get out with all the other
passengers and cheerfully stride off.
Mother and daughter, looking for all the world like Charley Frankenstein’s Wild Aunts, carry rucksacks on their
shoulders. Or rather: only the daughter carries a rucksack, which protects Mother’s few belongings, concealing
them from curious eyes. Brogue shoes with Solid Soles. Protection against rain is not forgotten (just read The
Hiker’s Guide). Forewarned is forearmed. Otherwise you’ll be left out in the cold.
The two women stride along, hale and hearty. They never sing, because, knowing a thing or two about music,
they don’t care to violate music by singing. This is like the days of Eichendorff,\fn{ Joseph, Freiherr von Eichendorff
(1788-1857), German poet.} Mother chirps, the important thing is your spirit, your attitude toward nature! Nature itself
is secondary! The two women have the proper spirit, for they are able to delight in nature wherever they catch
sight of it. If they stumble upon a rippling brook, they instantly drink fresh water from it. Let’s hope no doe has
pissed into it. If they come to a thick tree trunk or dense underbrush, they can take a piss themselves, and the nonpisser stands guard to ward off any impudent peepers.
By taking their hike, the two Kohut women store up energy for a new work week, in which Mother will have
little to do, and Erika’s blood will be sucked out by her students. Every evening, Mother asks the same question:
Did they give you a hard time? No, it was all right, the frustrated pianist replies; she still has hope, but Mother
plucks it apart in her long-winded way. Mother complains about Erika’s lack of ambition. The child has been
hearing these wrong notes for more than thirty years now.
Feigning hope, the daughter realizes that the only thing she can look forward to is tenure: the title of professor,
which she already uses and which is conferred by the President of Austria. In a simple festivity celebrating many
years of service. Someday—and it’s not that far off—she’ll retire. Vienna is generous with pensions, but official
retirement hits an artistic career like a bolt of lightning. If you’re struck, you feel it. The City of Vienna brutally
terminates the transmission of art from one generation to the next.
The two woman talk about how greatly they look forward to Erika’s retirement! They have all sorts of plans
for the future. By then, the condominium will be shipshape, and the mortgage paid off. They’ll also have a piece
of country property to build on. A cottage, for the two Kohut women and no one else. Plan ahead. It’s better to be
an ant than a grasshopper. By then, Mother will be one hundred years old, but still sprightly.
The foliage in the Vienna Woods, ignited by the sunshine, blazes on the slope. Here and there, spring flowers
peek out; mother and daughter pick them and pack them away. Serves the flowers right. Insolence has to be punished, Frau Kohut puts her foot down. The flowers are just right for the round light-green vase from Gmunden,
isn’t that so, Erika? …
151.137 Inventory\fn{by Felix Mitterer (1948- )} Achenkirch, Tyrol, Austria (M) 2
A plastic font for holy water, with a relief depicting Saint Dominic./fn{ This entire text of this entry was originally but a
single paragraph:H}
A box for firewood; upon it, two bottles of dish detergent; a small plastic bucket for table scraps; a dirty plate;
a spoon; a pot with leftover rice pudding.
A stoneware saltcellar decorated with flowers.
An electric stove, which can also burn wood; a steamer upon it; hanging from a pole on the stove a poker and a
dish towel; above the stove a lamp, lit, without a shade; below the stove wood chips for kindling and a pair of
high, lined winter shoes.
A galvanized washbasin with a faucet for cold water; above it a mirror, partially clouded on the edges, and
bathroom supplies; on a nail beside them two tattered hand towels.
A brown wall hanging, depicting a bellowing buck and two does in a glade.
A refrigerator; upon it, an empty wine bottle; a half-empty bottle of raspberry juice; a pot; several glasses.
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A niche in devotion to the Virgin Mary with a wooden Madonna; to the right of it a smaller, white plastic Mary
shining in the darkness; in the black base an eye, looking into it towards the light you can see a tiny slide of Maria
Taferl, a place of pilgrimage.
A window with floral curtains, drawn shut.
A radio; a white floral lace doily upon it, upon that a candle with a molded three-dimensional image depicting
two inhabitants of the desert riding camels.
A record player from the postwar period; three dusty albums upon it, their titles: This is Tyrol; Musical
Greetings from Tyrol; The Merry Boys of Oberkrain.
A niche in devotion to the Lord’s passion and suffering with a crucifix; a few branches of catkin behind it; a
small bouquet of everlastings below it; to the left and right two small plastic angels, also serving as candleholders.
A print with the inscription: Don’t cause this marriage any grief, our time together is much too brief.
A wrought-iron wall clock with ornamental hands.
A framed photograph, showing a serious-looking young man in a German Wehrmacht uniform standing in
front of a doorway chalked with the initials of the Magi.
A framed memorial card with a photograph of a stern-looking old woman whose hair is braided on top of her
head, the text: In Christian memory of our beloved mother, grandmother, and great grandmother, Frau Katharina
Sailer, house owner in Zell am Ziller, who, after a long and serious illness and having received last rites, died on
September 3, 1970 at the age of eighty-four. May she rest in peace. Children, I must leave you, / Your father I
must meet. / You, too, will know life’s trials / And moments bittersweet. / Trust in the heavenly Father, / Gather in
His light, / He will reunite us / In heaven ever bright.
An additional framed memorial card with a photograph of a friendly-looking old man with a white mustache,
the text: In Christian memory of my beloved husband, our good father and foster father, Herr Michael Kogler,
who, after a long and serious illness and having received last rites, died on November 10, 1976 at the age of
eighty-two. Our time with you was all too brief / God called you to eternal peace, / The bonds of suffering He did
release.
A framed certificate of honor; the text: Certificate of honor for Herr Michael Kogler: Kirchberg Community
Band, The State Association of Tyrolean Brass Bands has informed the State Government of your more than sixtyyear membership in a brass band. In thankful recognition of your long-standing public service on behalf of our
homeland. (Signed) Wallnofer, Head of the Tyrolean State Government. Innsbruck, November 22, 1970.
A framed photograph, showing a friendly-looking boy of about five, wearing lederhosen and a little Tyrolean
hat.
A calendar featuring paintings by handicapped artists; displaying the week of March 20-26, 1978 and a picture
of a chick with Easter eggs and flowers.
A bench built into the corner with a red plastic cover; stacked in the corner embroidered pillows.
A table with a red-and-white checked plastic tablecloth; upon it: a bowl with bananas and oranges; an opened
glasses case; The Kitzbtihel Gazette—the weekly paper for the Kitzbtihel region, from Saturday, March 25, 1978;
above the table a lamp, off, with a blue floral glass shade.
Two chairs with cushions.
A window with floral curtains, drawn shut; on the windowsill: a bottle of plant food; a deck of cards; a
package of bird food; a container of bird powder—insecticide.
A brown chest; upon it: five potted plants; a cage with two ornamental Japanese birds, one of which is almost
featherless.
A sideboard; on the top half: a sugar bowl; a coffee canister; a box of filters; room deodorizer; a bottle with
steeping arnica blossoms; on the bottom half: a floral breadbox; knitting needles and yarn; a pair of gray wool
mittens; a jar of metholated rub; a liniment for aching joints; a dozen vials of pills and tinctures; a white plastic
container for dentures; a package of fast-acting, two-phase denture cleaner; The Tyrolean Daily News from
Saturday, March 25,1978; Rupertus—the journal of the Archdiocese of Salzburg, from Palm Sunday, March 19,
1978; an issue of Spare Time-The Big Magazine for Women, from March 9, 1978, cover picture: Farah Diba, text:
Marvelous Color Pictures — Farah Diba in India / Unbelievable: Defenseless Cat Threatened with Murder /
Poor Margaret — Is Roddy Just Using Her? / Fashion: Return of the Petticoat; an issue of Spare Time from June
24, 1976, cover picture: King Carl XVI Gustav of Sweden and Silvia Sommerlath, daughter of a middle-class
Gennan family, text: The Latest Story! — The Wedding of the Century!; three romance novels, their titles: On the
Trail of the Poacher (Hearts as Hard as Rocks), Tragedy of an Ibex (A Passion for Hunting Destroys a Life), The
Secret of the Beautiful Doctor’s Wife (Will She Confide in Dr. Frank?); two crossword puzzle magazines; a
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crossword dictionary; a brochure for a bus trip; a mail-order department store catalogue; the catalogue of a mailorder florist.
Wedged between the glass and the frame of the upper half of the sideboard: a postcard of twilight in the AlamKuh-Takaht-e-Suleiman Range (15,880 ft.), Central Elbrus, Iran, stamp imprint—With thanks to all of our
sponsors, friends, and supporters and with hearty greetings from our field of operations, Iran tour, 1975—two
signatures; several cards with Easter greetings, for example: Wishing you a blessed Easter with all our love, the
Klotz family. Thank you for the card. We wish you a speedy recovery. — How are you doing with the wood? Were
you able to split it? Not much new with us. Siegfried has started building a house and Seppi is getting married; so
we’ll be alone again. But that’s how it is for everyone. Maybe I’ll come to visit. Love, Traudl — from Kathi. I can
well understand that you miss Michael. It’s no different for me since my Robert passed away. But your husband
suffered so, now he’s at peace. But it’s hard when you don’t have anyone anymore, I know. Love, — Wishing you
much joy and peace, love, Sylvia. Now we’re in the middle of spring cleaning and on Thursday I have to go to the
rectory to clean the chalices. Many greetings; also wedged there: a bus schedule; the completed entry form for a
grocery store contest, the prizes: three coffee sets; part of a postal money order from the insurance agency for
workers’ pensions, dated March 1, 1978, in the amount of 3,029.20 Austrian schillings.
A black-and-white television set, turned on, the name of the program: The Best of Music is Trump —
Highlights From Your Television Request Concert, hosted by Peter Frankenfeld; featuring performances of the
following songs: Springtime in Vienna; Today the Angels are Vacationing in Vienna; Vienna, Vienna, City of My
Dreams; The Tennessee Waltz; Bonanza; When the Sun Shines in Texas; It Should Rain Red Roses for Me; This
Thing Just Doesn’t Work Without Men; Darling, My Heart Sends You Greetings; A Night in Monte Carlo; As
Beautiful as Today; Show Me the Place in the Sun; Climb Aboard the Ship of Love; All of Paris is Dreaming of
Love; That’s the Magic of Paris; This is the Parisian Tango; Here’s a Man; The Little Pub; It’s Best in Bed;
Powidltaschkerln from Beautiful Czechoslovakia; Back When Bohemia Was Still Part of Austria; Last Night I
Danced in My Dreams; With a Bit of Luck; That’s the Way it is With Me; Happy is He Who Can Forget What
Can’t be Changed.
152.5 Gödel’s Exit\fn{by Andreas Findig (1961- )} Linz, Upper Austria, Austria (M) 20
1
Vienna is a strange city where strange things happen. Granted, there are other cities where other strange things
take place. But the truly strange thing about the Viennese oddities is that no one notices them.
Or, at least, almost no one. We are not going to report on flying saucers that take off abruptly from the tray of a
café waiter (and which no one besides the waiter notices …), zip off over the inner city, cut an elegant arc around
St. Stephen’s cathedral, and serve the saber-waving, turban-covered crew in the mother ship their black coffee,
their coffee with whipped cream, their café au lait with gyrating sugar cubes—while the crew, somewhere in
earth-orbit, awaits their third opportunity to capture the Danube metropolis.
We are also not talking about motorists who, at three o’clock in the morning, bless the venerable Ringstrasse
with their presence, only to discover that they aren’t moving, because the Ringstrasse itself is turning like a phonograph record from the First Republic,\fn{ Post-imperial Austria between 1920 and 1939 prior to territorial annexation to Nazi
Germany.} while the streetcar line plays a pleasant waltz.
(No one, or almost no one, notices it—and this almost no one will be careful not to mention it …)
We will avoid at all costs climbing down into the legendary sewer system—others have done it before, and
others will thoughtlessly do it later.
And we won’t waste words on the basilisk’s young brood in the Schonlaterngasse: hissing, fire-breathing
dragons that, after 500 years, slip out of their egg shells in the basement of the Wunderbar, slithering in the gutter
till they reach the Alte Schmiede across the street where their mother lies buried. They attend a reading of the Graz
Authors’ Congress and then slither off again, embarrassed—a pack of frustrated monsters, because they can never
look as sinister as these literary figures.
*
No, nothing like the above.
*
Instead we will focus our attention on an odd occurrence that happened, unnoticed, in 1929 to a certain Kurt
Gödel.\fn{Kurt Friedrich Gödel (1906-1978) Austrian logician and philosopher, in W’s words, “considered with Aristotle and Gottlob
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Frege to be one of the most significant logicians in history, Gödel made an immense impact upon scientific and philosophical thinking in
the 20th century, a time when others such as Bertrand Russell, A. N. Whitehead, and David Hilbert were pioneering the use of logic and set
theory to understand the foundations of mathematics.” This short story is based in the life of a real person.H }

The mathematician, you’ve heard of him …
2
Way back then, in November 1929, Kurt Gödel, the 23-year-old mathematician,\fn{ This was two years before he
published the two incompleteness theorems; for which see W under his name, but very important in the context of this short story, which
purports to demonstrate (in the social context of doppelganger confrontation) how he was able, at least in part, to arrive at them, and thus at
the beginning of his formal contribution to the advancement of the human race:H } was sitting in the Café Museum on the Karlsplatz, imitating celestial orbits with a spoon in his café au lait: the whipped cream revolved like the Milky Way
and the cocoa streusel melted away like stars.
It was already evening, and outside one could see the phantoms of trimmed city trees that shimmered with a
bluish tint in the darkness. Only the sidewalk and the streets with their electric yellow could penetrate the fog.
From time to time a car drove by, its headlights clumsily dissecting the night, only to be swallowed up by the
incision.
Here in the café the tranquil afternoon guests had made way for the louder evening crowd which, in the meantime, had not yet fully assembled. The “local” afternoon celebrities, at the sign of twilight, had taken off, making
an effort at least to appear to be in a great rush; not until the completion of certain imaginary business deals would
they reappear in the Café Landtmann or in the Café Luitpold.
The celebrities of the night, no less “local” but making every attempt to maintain their reputation of being
constantly short of time, were preparing themselves in their sleazy little rooms for their evening’s appearance and,
in the established tradition of the theater, would keep their audience waiting just a little longer.
Those already present included Josef Nagler, the architect, along with his disciples, admirers, and intimate
enemies; Robert Schnauz-Ischlbrink, the opera librettist, accompanied by the dancer Kathy Blumenberg with
whom he was having an affair; Fritzi Pallenheim, a trend-setter in the world of fashion, was sitting at a window
seat, flirting with her reflection in the glass; the Magyar dramatist Sándor Pató was having a heated discussion
with Dr. Hans Schermeister (alias “Scherm”), the feared columnist of a much despised and much read tabloid—
the dramatic declaimer had stretched his head out from between his gesticulating shoulder blades in such a way
that an observer couldn’t ignore his nose, like that of a bird of prey, which prompted unsuspecting passers-by to
assume a crouching, defensive position.
Dr. Hans Schermeister, of course, was one of those who were prepared for such a sight, and he ignored Pató’s
tirades, as did the two bohemians at the next table who had been waiting patiently for hours for the arrival of Dr.
Otto Klein, a man known in all the Old World cafés as an astrologer, psychiatrist, patient, poetic anarchist, and
autodidacttic\fn{Self-taught.} sexual philosopher.
Also in attendance were Mimi Hollitzer, a member of the landed gentry from Lithuania; Susan Brunner, the
daughter of the British trade delegate, correspondent for a well-known magazine for housewives and their gigolos; Rosetta Tullenberg, the opera diva; Christoph Valdemar Brigge, bon vivant; as well as the empty table
reserved for the indescribable Sascha Hoffmann, a table which no one would have dared occupy.
*
On this November evening in the year 1929, in addition to those already mentioned above, a substantial number of semi-celebrities and supernumeraries\fn{ Superfluities.} had gathered in the Café Museum; to name all of
them would be too much. There were fingernail-chewing journalists, bridge-playing factory owners, solemn-looking art critics, art dealers who stared back ironically, and probably even an insignificant artist somewhere. In the
midst of this slightly incestuous arena of vanity, the head waiter was making his rounds, following his own
secretly choreographed routine … which was accompanied contrapuntally by the concert at the cash register; he
would descend to collect the tab at this table, brush invisible dust off that table, here he would yank a coveted
newspaper out of the hands of a hoarder, would give his apprentice an unnoticed smack on the head, and would
rush (in one sense the repetition of a basic theme, as a permanent conclusio) to the chess players in the right-hand
corner of the café, place a glass of mineral water beside the serenely brooding Commerce Counselor Ronthe, and
would remain standing beside him in silence.
The head waiter, in black tails, white shirt, stood in silence.
Counselor Ronthe, in black, sat in silence.
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Consul Tafler, in white, sat in silence.
Kurt Gödel, directly in the head waiter’s field of vision, sat in silence.
Somewhere someone whispered something about the threat of knights. And Counselor Ronthe, as if he had
been waiting for this touchingly unnecessary remark from the peanut gallery, smiled knowingly and made his
move, which immediately prompted a commotion at the nearby tables. It was as if the central theme of the chess
match between Counselor Ronthe and Consul Tafler had been picked up at the nearby tables, varied, and passed
on, so that (had the chess room been of infinite length) the infinitely long canon of a single chess match would fan
out into infinity, so that at some point it would come back to itself.
With a nod the head waiter indicated his approval of Counselor Ronthe’s move and then returned to the center
of the café. There he took the order from our 23-year-old mathematician who, sitting at the middle table in front
of the main aisle to the chess room, was leafing through his notebook and thinking.
3
As far as Kurt Gödel’s thinking was concerned, it is advantageous to note that he had already spent an exhausting afternoon in the Café Herrenhof at the table of the actuary and writer Leo Perutz.
It had been one of those groups that excluded writers, musicians, and other daydreamers (with the exception of
the head of the lodge himself). They had been discussing quantum logic, about which Gödel was writing a paper.
They had also talked about recent financial and political events in light of the stock market crash; about the wardrobes of bankers’ and speculator’s widows; probably about the end of the world as well—but specifically about a
balloon chase that had started from the Café Landtmann a few days before, had drifted deep into Hungarian
territory and thus almost created an international incident.
Not a word about it had reached the public at large, but Leo Perutz (who had access to the “inner circles,” as
we say) was well informed.
According to all appearances, the Hungarian government (already alarmed by the most recent change in the
Austrian government and the unresolved confrontations between Heimwehr and Schutzbund),\fn{The Heimwehr
(“home defense force”) were provincial popular armed reactionary forces; they were kept in readiness to fight a potential civil war for
ultimate control of the nation with the Schutzbund, which was the armed force of the Social Democrats, maintained by them for the same
purpose, and apparently largely confined to the major cities, particularly Vienna. } had demanded definitive proof from the

Austrians that the unfortunate balloon chase (in the course of which several pursuit autos and bikes had fallen by
the wayside, and the balloonists had gotten airsick) did not represent an attempt at a camouflaged espionage mission. The Austrian government, under Chancellor Schober, understandably found it impossible to provide the
desired proof; one telegram chased another, and all the reassurances of the Austrians that their version (a harmless
balloon chase, unfavorable wind conditions, nonexistent border markings) corresponded to the truth, did not
change the fact that they still could not prove it.
No one knew how the conflict was eventually resolved (since even the most talkative informants in the Federal
Chancellor’s office had cloaked the incident in silence). In any event, the story was sufficient fodder for the mathematicians, physicists, metaphysicians, and logicians assembled in the Café Herrenhof to cause a spirited debate
about truth and provableness as a consequence of the works of Frege, Cantor, Russell, Whitehead, and Hilbert.
Kurt Gödel, who had been working on just this problem for some time, had insisted that there were mathematical propositions which, though certainly not provable, were nevertheless true; the others had objected, and the
retired banker Bernhard Redl, an amateur mathematician for whom the Principia Mathematica by Russell and
Whitehead had replaced the code of honor of the Imperial and Royal State Treasury, had even gone so far as to
threaten Gödel with a duel.
“Good God,” Gödel thought at his lonely but safe marble table in the Café Museum, “I know it’s true, but I
can’t prove it yet.”
The whipped cream in his café au lait was making strange loops, as he glanced alternately at the pages in his
notebook and at the large mirror behind the chess players.
He had calculated it over and over again, he knew that it was correct. But several of his conclusive arguments
wouldn’t stand up if these radical finiteists attacked them.
THE UNPROVABLENESS OF CERTAIN TRUE PROPOSITIONS IS PROVABLE . Gödel wrote in capital letters in his
notebook. He wrote it for himself, as if it were a magic incantation.
THE UNPROVABLENESS OF CERTAIN TRUE PROPOSITIONS IS PROVABLE. he wrote once again, but saw, before he
could write it a third time, that this form of self-hypnosis was unworthy of a scientist. He put down his pen and
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stared past Counselor Ronthe into the mirror.
Somebody had just said something about the danger of rooks, when Gödel noticed that something just wasn’t
right.
The man had just looked back at him. The man in the mirror. He himself.
Of course, Gödel thought, of course he looked at you. After all, he is you.
Gödel straightened his eyeglasses, took a sip of his café au lait, all the while observing the mirror out of the
corner of his eye.
There! — He abruptly put down his café au lait. There it was again!
What was there again? There was nothing there. You should go home.
In order to make himself perfectly clear, the man in the mirror raised his hand and waved. Reflexively, Gödel
waved back, almost simultaneously, but not quite. When Gödel realized what he had just seen, he had to get up
out of his armchair. Slowly, his gaze fixed on the mirror, he stood up. The other man had (almost simultaneously)
already done so, smiled, and, unnoticed by the preoccupied chess players, approached him.
We have already mentioned it: the strangest thing about the strange things in Vienna is that scarcely anybody
notices them—chess-playing chess players least of all.
*
“I beg your pardon if I am disturbing you,” Gödel’s doppelganger\fn{Double.} said cordially, “but I am
entranced by the beauty of the proposition that I’ve been allowed to mirror during its formulation. For that reason
alone I take the liberty to pay you my respects—self-respects, so to speak, as I’m sure you have already realized.”
Yes, Kurt Gödel, the real Kurt Gödel (so to speak) had already realized it. He looked around nervously, but to
his relative relief he determined that absolutely everyone was engrossed in exchanging subtle indiscretions and
indiscreet unsubtleties.
“Would you allow me to join you for a moment?” Gödel’s mirror-image asked, and introduced himself: “My
name is Gödel.”
Gödel, the real Gödel (so to speak), had thought something of the sort. He nodded submissively, and the two
men sat down.
It would be too much of a good thing if we could say that, at that moment, a Bach fugue drifted through the
room. But there was something similar, to be sure: the endless song of the streetcars outside on the street, accompanyied by the discriminating canon of coffee spoons clinking against water glasses, the gentle placement of the
chess figures, the eternal chorus of “Waiter, check please!” and “Right you are, right away.”
“Well, then,” said Kurt Gödel, the real one (so to speak), attempting to avoid a painful silence. His doppelganger nodded encouragement.
“Well, then,” said Kurt Gödel, the real one (so to speak), and tried again to straighten his eyeglasses. “Since,
by all appearances, I have to deal in all seriousness with this phenomenon—I mean with you—the first thing I
want to do is ascertain …”—Kurt Gödel, the real one (so to speak), was trying to find an articulate expression to
counteract the impending impossibility of the situation—“… that the mirror, as we know, is a zero-stage loop. It’s
just a question of …”—he faltered, tried to find the right words, but couldn’t. To be sure, the situation was truly
unusual. —“…at which stage we presently find ourselves,” contributed the other Gödel (from now on we shall
refer to him as Gödel2). That was what you wanted to say, wasn’t it? Well, we presently find ourselves at a point,
in a conversation that lies beyond the set of all possible conversations. And yet, and yet …”
“You are crazy,” said the real Gödel (so to speak—from now on we shall refer to him as Gödel 1) without
conviction and tried to decipher the present situation from the brown sugar dregs in his coffee cup. But the whole
situation was so implausible that he shoved the cup away in anger.
“Depending on how you look at it,” Gödel 2 answered cheerfully and looked around for the head waiter. “It
could just as easily be you who’s crazy. But we don’t want to waste our time with small talk. By the way, you will
arrive at wonderful formulations of this phenomenon, though it will take decades of anonymity, and I, your
mirror-partner, if I may call myself that, will be able to boast that I at least provided the stimulus. If,” Gödel 2
added, mysteriously, “if things don’t turn out completely differently.”
(Will have turned out, Gödel2 thought, but decided that it was still too early to explain that.)
4
The swinging doors at the front of the café opened as if announcing the entrance of the stone guest from Don
Giovanni, and Franz Hohenhorn, the poet, entered the café. His appearance was anything but lyrical. To put it as
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gently as possible, he had a certain prosaic corpulence which because of his feminine facial traits (his disciples
talked about his “genial locks”…) were exaggerated to the grotesque (to the “Olympian,” his disciples would
say).
Meanwhile Franz Hohenhorn’s melancholy massiveness seemed to be quite attractive. There was hardly anyone in the café, including our two Gödels, who hadn’t cast a glance (even if it was a stolen glance) at the famous
poet; Hohenhorn remained standing in the doorway for as long as it took him to be certain of his effect. Then,
while solemnly removing his gloves, he approached the table with his male and female disciples, initiates of
poetry and literarily-zealous ladies, all of whom waited for him nervously.
“The manure-maker of Merkur magazine!”, hissed an early-retired bank employee and frustrated amateur writer.
“They say he recently has been having an affair with himself,” joked the elderly wife of a confectioner in the
Falltürgasse.
“He is so thick around the middle,” opined a maker of zippers, “probably pregnant with a new poem. Immaculate conception, of course.”
“On that I must correct you,” Karl Kraushaar, the feared hair-stylist for the upper crust, in actuality manicurist
at Court and, with three Ph.D.s, a home scholar. “They say it’s a novel. A religious glorification of Papal corpulence. Laud to St. Peter’s Lard, if I remember correctly …”
*
In short, Franz Hohenhorn’s entrance had splendidly inspired the Viennese cordiality and led the dance of more
or less hidden curses to new heights.
That’s the way it’s supposed to be.
The head waiter beamed.
5
Outside, a motorcycle with a sidecar clattered past, and for a brief instant two long-lashed female eyes stared at
the café through thick goggles; the eyes then disappeared in a cloud of fog and exhaust fumes.
The Magyar dramatist leaped up and left the café, gesturing wildly. Dr. Hans Schermeister lit a cigar. And the
two bohemians at the next table began to ask themselves if their mentor, Dr. Otto Klein, could possibly have
meant a different café. Yes, that’s right, he had said they were to meet in the café, and in Vienna, with the exception of certain questionable loyalties, that could only mean the Café Museum. But possibly they had got the
wrong city? After all, the group of international bohemians was composed of notorious globetrotters and runaways. Considering their absolute poverty, our two bohemians had every reason to be pensive, especially since the
head waiter passed dangerously close to their table, and often.
*
No less pensive (and not far away) sat an equally strange couple, one of whom (Kurt Gödel) was scrutinizing
with a painful expression the other (who was also Kurt Gödel).
His dark jacket was wrinkled and already becoming greasy. His shirt collar had a gray perspiration stain at the
edges that couldn’t be removed, even after repeated washing; while no longer clean, the collar had begun to fray
at the edges. The hastily repaired eyeglass frames threatened to slide off his right ear, and a chain-less pocket
watch, as Gödel well knew, left an impression of its unattractive outline in his companion’s vest pocket. He preferred not to look at his shoes—they were not shined, worn down on the inside (or perhaps on the outside?), and
the small toe on his left foot was just about to make a break for freedom between the sole and the shoe leather.
Gödel’s financial situation hovered somewhere between i, the imaginary number, and all real integers below
zero. In 1929, in fact, most numbers which were intended to express a monetary value were either imaginary or
below zero.
*
Take it easy, take it easy, Gödel 1 was thinking. He wasn’t in good financial shape, but the rest of the world
wasn’t in good shape either, including his friends from the Vienna Circle and his family (which descended from
formerly respectable circumstances). The latter still reserved an elegant loge in the Theater in the Josefstadt, and
Kurt Gödel made good use of it, not missing a single Strauss performance; but, of course, that’s not saying a lot.
For cultivated Viennese, a season ticket to the theater is as inviolable as the luxury of celibacy for a Capuchin
monk. Whoever considered himself a true lover of Viennese culture (and everyone considered himself to be one,
from the minister of state to the woman selling sausages on the street) would rather lose his fortune, his
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profession, indeed, even his home. But only when he was forced to give up his season ticket to the theater was the
apocalypse truly imminent.
But it hadn’t come to that … yet. The cultivated and conceited Viennese still went to the theater, even if the
pawn tickets at home grew to be the largest volume in an ever shrinking library. Meanwhile, out on the street,
rebellious workers were shot down and Palaces of Justice were set ablaze. Austria was burning, but it was burning
under the carpet, and the carpet slowly began to turn brown.
German money, the Nazis’ Fifth Column, was beating at the door of poor Vienna’s heart, which seemed to
want to siphon the last drops from the remainder of its pride so that it could be drained to the bone. The bankrupt
Bodenkreditanstalt had just been taken over by the Credit Anstalt, which could only mean that two columns of red
numbers had joined to form a ruinous double-helix, containing the seeds of an unavoidable fiasco. In their suburban barracks, the workers didn’t know whether to buy bread or bullets—both were almost unaffordable luxury
items. Which raised the question: what were they going to defend with the bullets, when they didn’t have any
more bread?
The nobility, un-nobled by Doctor Karl Renner, was still throwing around Kronen-bills from the Imperial and
Royal treasury; they had no value. And, when the situation became untenable, they either chose the honorable
consequence of committing suicide or the dishonorable one of flight. The only thing was, they didn’t fare any
better in foreign countries, because all the other countries didn’t know what to do either.
No, these were truly hard times for Vienna and the world. But when wasn’t that the case?
Get a hold of yourself, Gödel 1 thought, and sat up straight. And Gödel 2, temporarily relieved of his responsibilities and quietly smiling, allowed his grim-looking “original” to inspect him, and nodded as if in total agreement
with the formers’ courageous gesture.
“Satisfied?” he asked ironically, referring to his own appearance, and with that interrupted Gödel 1’s selfreferential global musings.
“Couldn’t exactly say that, no.”
“My kind have been granted certain liberties,” Gödel 2 said and looked around for the head waiter (who was
just whispering something in the ear of his apprentice, which in turn caused the latter to blush, then rush over to
the newspapers and act as if he were straightening them up). “Interpretive liberties, so to speak, and … how
should I phrase this? I’ve explicitly chosen the best of all. But, nevertheless, we still have to move within a certain
framework.”
“As long as you don’t break the frame.”
“As long as I don’t break the frame. You said it, my friend. You don’t mind if I call you ‘my friend’?”
“Please do,” Gödel1 said. He had been watching with trepidation his double’s lively interest in the activity in
the café. Any obvious interest would only cause others to take an interest in their table, and that was definitely not
desirable.
“Presumably,” Gödel2 said out loud (he didn’t seem in the least to share his companion’s trepidations),
“presumably you want to know the real reason behind my … mmm … my courtesy visit.”
“Your visitation,” Gödel1 said, now much more certain of himself, and also growing more indignant.
Gödel2 laughed.
“My friend, if you only knew how close you were to the truth. Well, since I didn’t just come to congratulate
you on your inspired though still incomplete … (and here Gödel 2 laughed again) I said, incomplete formulation,
then as an alien and mistrusting intellect you will have concluded from the evidence alone that I am still sitting
here, rather than having returned to my original locus.”
“I am less interested in the fact that you are sitting here, or why, if you’ll pardon my impoliteness. My most
pressing concern is how you did it?”
Gödel2 leaned farther back in his armchair. He seemed to be enjoying their conversation immensely.
“Every closed system has an opening. Even a café. You of all people ought to know that, my friend.”
“If, for the moment, I ignore your unscientific way of expressing yourself, I still must point out to you that the
presence of so-called logical openings in closed systems, to which you were doubtless referring, doesn’t by any
means allow us to walk right through them. In other words, when you first stepped out of the mirror—”
“You mean, when you first stepped behind the mirror,” interrupted Gödel2.
Gödel1 was about to leap out of his chair, but restrained himself and replied as calmly as possible: “I wasn’t
aware that I had done any such thing.”
“Where do you get this awareness, my friend? Or rather, where do you get this unawareness?”
“I never decided to do any such thing, never attempted any such thing, and besides—”
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“And besides?”
“And besides, everything here is just as it was, not reversed as in a mirror. I can tell from the chessboards,”
Gödel1 defiantly added. Of course he knew only too well that his argument was all wrong. After all, it was no
coincidence that since 1926 he had been a member of the notorious Vienna Circle and for approximately the past
two months a participant in Karl Menger’s elite mathematical colloquium (that could just as easily have been
called a philosophical colloquium, because at that time there was hardly any difference, even in appearance,
between the daring theses of a Ludwig Wittgenstein and the fantastic derivations of a Johann von Neumann).
His companion promptly gave him a gentle reprimand.
“But my dear friend,” Gödel2 said, “how could something be reversed, when, after all, it was you who went
behind the mirror? Aside from everything in front of the mirror, of course. I don’t blame you that you are
somewhat confused. Perhaps you should take some liquid refreshment?”
“You’re probably right. Perhaps I should,” muttered Gödel 1. Gödel2 didn’t allow this muttering of his hesitant
original (or of his hesitant mirror-image, or whatever you want to call him) to spoil his good mood.
“Since, as your closest friend, if I may say so,” he said, “since I am aware of the state of your finances … now,
don’t be upset, my friend! In any event I do think that today of all days you can allow yourself a tiny little treat.
By the way, you’ll need it … the refreshment, I mean. Should I call the head waiter?”
“Go ahead and call him,” Gödel 1 said, resigned. “He won’t notice anyway, if he doesn’t want to. In other
words … for God’s sake, no!”
But it was already too late.
6
Now some of us may be wondering why Gödel 2 designated the café as a “closed system.” After all, one of the
distinguishing features of such an establishment is that some people enter and others leave. We may want to pass
over the ambiguity of our observation for the moment, but we should keep in mind that Gödel 2 was not entirely
wrong.
In fact, a café (a Viennese café more than any other!) represents a highly unique microcosm which functions
according to its own laws and whose delicate balance is not always easily maintained.
A real Viennese café is in a constant state of flux of a scarcely transparent Kakanian order and thus is in stark
contrast to the rest of the world, which is in constant and constantly growing disorder. To put it another way, a
Viennese café refuses to obey the fundamental law of entropy and thereby clashes with the second basic principle
of thermodynamics, an offense against natural law that is so serious that it definitely requires an unimaginably
high-ranking protector, so that it doesn’t have to account for itself to the henchmen of chaos and thus be
condemned to the womb of basic disorder.
This protector is the head waiter.
*
The head waiter had seen the signal from Kurt Gödel, the one we have designated as Gödel 2.
His rapid approach (which was, of course, so unlike his usual behavior) could be accounted for by the fact that
for some time now the two had aroused his suspicion, a fine gastronomic instinct reserved for all those persons or
events which could possibly upset the complex mechanisms and well-balanced imponderables of an orderly
coffee house operation. And something in his special organ (later times would call such a thing “inner radar”) told
the head waiter that he could expect just such a disruption from the table of Mr. Gödel and his guest. Moreover,
the new guest had been made to wait long enough to do justice to the establishment’s reputation, even if his last
gesture approximated an insult to the head waiter personally.
In the meantime his curiosity won out. The head waiter swallowed his pride, approached the table of Mr. Gödel
and his guest (who looked astonishingly like his host!) and asked the look-alike:
“What would the gentleman like?”
“Thank you,” Gödel2 said, much to the chagrin of his companion, at the same time pointing to the mirror which
showed an empty table with a coffee cup and an opened notebook. “I had been sitting over there and now have
moved to this table, just for a short conversation. But this gentleman would like to order something.” This
gentleman, Gödel1, squirmed, shifting his weight from one thigh to the other (avoiding at all costs looking in the
mirror) and came to the conclusion that he did, in fact, need some refreshment.
“A whisky, please,” he responded to the questioning gaze of the head waiter. “A double.” He didn’t realize
until it was too late that with this order he was making himself (or the both of them) even more suspicious.
“A double whisky, Mr. Godel?” the head waiter asked in a monotone.
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The head waiter now knew for certain that there was something wrong. Nonetheless, occasional quirks and
excesses on the part of his regular clientele were among those things which he had to accept in silence, yes, even
to safeguard and to cultivate, precisely because they were what they were: minor incursions in the normal course
of things, a so-to-speak minimal and necessary tribute to chaos, the mollification of disorder in tribute to the
higher purpose of order.
“Yes,” said Gödel1, “on the rocks.”
“A double whisky, on the rocks,” the head waiter confirmed, without changing expression, and hurried off. He
would have to keep an eye on that table. Yes, he certainly would.
7
Just as they did every evening at this time, the swinging doors at the entrance creaked expectantly, but Peter
Mutzenberg, the talent scout, seemed not to want to appear. He was probably out, scouting young female talent.
In the chess room someone said something about the danger of pawns, and, in fact, the overall strategic balance in the café seemed to have swung to the insignificant and unknown guests, the kibitzers and hangers-on who
wallow in the metropolitan-affected ambience: the clerks and traveling salesmen from Bohemia, Moravia,
Hungary, Galicia and Croatia; the gussied-up girls from the small towns around Vienna; the gallant frauds in
unpaid, tailor-made suits from the shops of Knize and Prix; arrogant students and boasting clods from the lowermiddle class. Even a lost lieutenant from Linz bravely tried to put on a good face and behave himself, thinking
wistfully about the Café Luitpold in Munich that would have suited his Bavarian temperament so much better.
The aggrieved prominent figures sought escape in a defensive posture of avoidance (a contradiction in itself!)
and threatened to become restless, if not actually revolting.
The head waiter was alarmed.
Like the omnipresent guardian of a haunted castle, he scurried around the vacant table of Sascha Hoffmann,
the last respectable oasis of absence, and by madly waving the Prague Daily and the Czernowitz Morning News
was able to shoo away any approaching representatives of the exuberant riffraff.
Here and there you could see a boisterous aristocrat or a well-to-do Trotskyite intellectual clumsily attempting
to fraternize. But the old-established smart set knew what that meant: it was nothing but the temporary and, moreover, quickly disappearing love of a thoroughbred to the long-lost world of the plow horse, the longing for the
extravagance of being normal.
“No!” Gödel1 said, having reconsidered.
“No!” he said heatedly. “You can’t do that. You can’t just walk out of the mirror and then, on top of all that,
insist that I myself went behind the mirror. You just can’t do it like that. In any event,” he added softly, “not without protest.”
“The freedom to protest.” Gödel 2 leaned back in his chair, gleefully, “is certainly a basic human right which I
value highly.”
He grinned, and Gödel1, always receptive to a genial train of thought, had difficulty hiding his respect (if not
his pride, because in the final analysis he was sitting across from his mirror image) behind a kind of pout. He
straighttened his eyeglasses, stared in the sudden emptiness of his notebook, murmured a curse, and finally
grinned back.
Well, all right. Let’s just say he … smiled.
“Besides, I don’t like whisky. I rarely drink alcohol.”
“I know,” Gödel2 sighed, “I know. “You make a great effort to be indecently forthright. You don’t drink. You
eat with the immoderate moderation of a hunger artist.” As he said this, his face contorted into such a pinched and
inscrutable grimace, which then immediately disappeared.
“And besides,” he persisted, when Gödel 1 was about to interrupt him, “besides, you don’t betray the slightest
trace of vanity—a condition that I value highly, since it relieves me of certain responsibilities. And, of course, you
avoid women at all costs.”
“That’s not true!”
“What, my friend? What isn’t true?”
“That I … oh, damn, you’re just trying to provoke me.”
“Yes,” Gödel2 said unmoved. “Since our birth I’ve done nothing else. But you, too. Look!” Gödel 2 leaned
forward, and Gödel1, used to the fact that a mirror image, leaning forward, requires the same posture from him,
automatically followed his lead.
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“Look,” Gödel2 said, and also emphasized his words with both hands so that they performed an entwined
dance in the air: “It is a foregone conclusion that your behavior provokes me, and that mine (even if you won’t
admit it) influences yours. Certain people call such things a complicated hierarchy. The two of us, you and I, are
complementary strands of a single double helix.”
“My compliments,” Gödel1 said sourly. “You’ve finally succeeded in totally confusing me. What, if I may ask,
is a double—”
“Helix, a double helix. How can I explain it? It’s an organic machine whose purpose is the storage as well as
the content-retaining modification of information. It takes the form of a double spiral, turned in upon itself. But,
of course, you couldn’t know about that. After all, you’re not a biologist. I apologize.”
At that moment, Gödel1 was not at all interested in knowing where his companion had gotten this obscure bit
of knowledge, a condition which rescued him from further remarkable insights. Regardless, by now he had had
enough.
If fainting is a type of self-preservation reflex of the entire body, then ignoring is a self-preservation reflex of
the mind—as well as forgetting, naturally. Forgetting is an excuse for children, for lovers, and for the aged, but
certainly not an excuse for a mathematician.
“If I understand you correctly,” Gödel1 added to a previous part of the conversation (which, as we know, was
almost exactly the same), “if I understand you correctly, your … activity is not solely limited to mirroring me; in
addition, you are capable of your own initiatives which …” (and here he uncomfortably slumped deeper into his
armchair) “… in a way have an effect on me?”
“In a way, yes,” Gödel2 confirmed, and then continued: “Let me put it this way, my friend. Optical rules for the
manipulation of mirror images are, in reality, also …” (he emphasized the word also) “… practical rules for the
manipulation of the originals.”
“But that’s outrageous!”
“I couldn’t honestly say that you are wrong.”
“If you only could!” Gödel1 said. “If you only could!”
He looked in the large mirror behind the chess tables, precisely that mirror which had harbored his guest. And
all of a sudden he was tremendously relieved to discover that at that point in the mirror where he (or actually he
and his companion) should have been, there was nothing, absolutely nothing to be seen.
Except his notebook, of course.
“I can’t imagine,” Gödel1 thought, “if there were suddenly four of us!” And, he thought, “How am I going to
get rid of him? How will he return? And when?”
But he didn’t dare ask Gödel2, and the latter, with a knowing smile on his lips, made no attempt to explain.
Instead he seemed to have completely forgotten the odd nature—gad, the monstrosity—of their situation and was
unabashedly flirting with the woman cashier three tables away—a behavior that elicited Gödel 1’s indignation as
well as his admiration, since he himself had always had trouble approaching women, not to mention unabashedly
and openly flirting with them.
They were truly an odd couple, the inconspicuous Mr. Gödel and his self-assured, absent-minded mirror
image.
In a word, they were complementary.
*
Not far from them at the table of the two jilted bohemians, precisely under the vertex of the parabola that
spanned the distance from Gödel2’s sightline to the seated cashier and from the cashier’s sightline to Gödel 2, a
double conference of a completely different sort was taking place, interrupted from time to time by the purposeful
slow passing of the head waiter and limited in essence to the naming of cities and bars.
“Grössenwahn,” said the one, Valentin Heller, according to all reports a promising young painter. That was the
name of a café in Berlin.
“No,” said the other, Alfred Bogansky, who was under suspicion of secretly writing novels.
“If he’s in Berlin, he’ll be in the Romanisch Café.”
“In the Dome,” Heller said.
“In the Flore,” Bogansky contradicted. In Paris, that is.
“I recently heard him talking about the Continental. He said something’s cooking there.”
“But that’d be in Prague!”
“I know, I know.”
“For the life of me I can’t imagine that he’d desert the Arco.”
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“Loyalty,” Valentin Heller lectured, “is a characteristic of the mediocre. It has to do with regret, and our Dr.
Klein never regrets.”
“Maybe he’s gone to Budapest, to the Abbazia …?” Bogansky speculated.
“To the Odeon.” In Zurich.
“To the Verbano.” In Ascona.
They began to grow accustomed to the idea of giving the head waiter their last pawnbroker’s tickets from the
Dorotheum Pawn Shop to pay part of their bill. There would be some profit for the head waiter, and he knew it,
even though he contemplated them with a sinister glance when he finally brought the whisky to Kurt Gödel’s
table.
To this table.
8
You can’t believe it. Women cause such chaos, even to the most important meeting in the lives of these two
men who are actually one man.
Actually.
“A complicated hierarchy. Is that what you called it?” Gödel 1 sounded sarcastic when he said it, while Gödel 2
sat absent-mindedly (since his thoughts were three tables away), about to drain the whisky intended for the
former.
“Sorry.”
Gödel2 tore himself away from the cashier and put the whisky back down on the table.
“Indeed, that’s just what I called it. You are my interpretation, and I am yours.”
“A very free interpretation, if I do say so myself.”
“Isomorphism,” Gödel2 said, “also called a correspondence between two sets.” As he said the words “two
sets,” he peeked at the whisky. “I correspond to you, and you correspond to me.”
“We would still have to prove that.”
“Provableness—” Gödel2 began, about to lecture again.
“I know, I know!” Gödel1 dismissed him with a gesture of his hand. “Remember who you’re talking to.”
Who was he really talking to? Or what was he really saying? And who was saying it?
“What I mean,” Gödel2 said, “is that we are different versions of one possible person who describe each other
complementarily. Descriptions of descriptions, in a sense.” He hesitated. “Equal, but not the same. It’s as if two
instruments—let’s say a cembalo\fn{ Harpsichord} and a viola—play the same note, in tune, so to speak. And yet
they sound differently.”
“A cembalo?” Gödel1 asked.
“And a viola,” Gödel2 said.
“Or a male dancer and a female dancer who dance the same waltz?” Gödel 1 asked. “She dances backwards,
and he dances forwards?”
“With limitations,” Gödel2 said.
“Why?”
“They must be able to dance.”
“That was a presupposition,” Gödel1 was beginning to get annoyed again. “Nevertheless, I see a mistake. The
male dancer and the female dancer are dancing the same dance, that’s true. But they aren’t equal. The man begins.
He leads.”
“Are you sure?” Gödel2 asked.
“No,” Gödel1 said and was thinking of a very specific lady who (when he asked her to dance for the first and
thus far only time) had spared him the embarrassment of parading her dancing superiority by publicly taking over
the role as leader. She had whirled around with him on the floor and in the parquet, allowing him his delusion of
being a waltz virtuoso and, above all, a brilliant Johann Strauss interpreter. She did it by leading … backwards.
The lady in question was Adele Porkert, who, as he discovered, had an act in the Nachtfalter nightclub and was
Gödel’s secret love, the bewildering variable who at times could totally upset his nocturnal equations. Gödel’s
only meager consolation was that he was able to get a glimpse of her captivating silhouette every morning in the
window of the apartment building on the Langegassse 65, diagonally opposite his own apartment. And besides,
she wouldn’t have been able to follow a single one of his derivations beyond the first “Let it be true for C, in all
cases, when …”
In this Mondo senza gente he was the virtuoso, but as much as he enjoyed making the strings of this abstract
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instrument sing, he equally regretted the fact that, except for some friends in the Vienna Circle and this or that
distant correspondent, no one was able to hear him play.
The picture of a mathematician.
*
“You should have gone to the Nachtfalter more often,” Gödel2 said abruptly. “This lady, Adele Porkert, is just
right for you. Of course, not forever. But for a while.”
“I fail to see what … Madame Porkert has to do with our meeting.” Gödel 1 tried to be brusque, an attempt that
only accentuated the uncertain trembling in his voice. “Just leave her out of this. Please.”
“Whatever you say, my friend. Over there” (Gödel 2 indicated the mirror behind his back) “for some time now I
have had the pleasure of getting to know her. Of getting to know her very well, if you know what I mean.”
“How dare you!”
“I only did what you will do, too. Mathematics isn’t a substitute for everything.”
As Gödel1 was about to speak, Gödel2 dismissed his remarks with a gesture, and the former obeyed. He was
shaken. His mirror image had conspired behind his back. Adele, his secret love, had deceived him. No, she had
made herself unattainable.
“The limits of language,” Gödel2 said in a conciliatory tone, “of common language as well as of the formal
one, are not the boundaries of the world, even if your friend Wittgenstein always insists that is the case. An
imaginary number can’t take the place of a real woman.”
He was lying.
He knew for a fact that Gödel 1 would never approach his forbidden love; and he knew that he himself, by
leaving the mirror, was about to bring about this very development.
All well and good.
At least he had been successful in diverting his “original” from that tiresome sore spot. Gödel 1 flared up.
“He didn’t say that! Ludwig didn’t say that the boundaries of language are the boundaries of the world. He
merely said that the world exists only to the extent that we can define it.”
“What’s the difference?”
“In the meaning.”
“You mean, ‘in the belief,’ I’m afraid. My poor, dear friend,” Gödel 1 said, “my poor, dear friend …” And
indeed, something approaching sorrow began to spread across his usually jovial face. “You’ll have to admit that
this argumentation is extremely dubious. It’s not enough to simply keep expanding the boundaries of our old
knowledge. We must sacrifice the old thinking in favor of a radically new one completely. I emphasize completely. Adios. Basta. The show is over.”
“Certainly,” Gödel1 said. “Yes, yes, of course. But can you just tell me how I get from my old thinking to a
new one, when I only have the old knowledge to use to get there?”
“Very simple. You’ll have to out-Gödel yourself.”
“Beg your pardon?”
Gödel2 laughed again.
“Out-Gödel,” he said. “Out-Gödel. It means a higher form of sophistry. A certain J. R. Lucas\fn{ John Randolph
Lucas (1929- ) English philosopher } will invent this concept, and whether you believe it or not, my friend, he will
actually base it on your work. And he will actually prove, or at least try to prove that your work in turn proves it.”
He laughed at this absurd jumble and took great pleasure in finishing his statement. “In conclusion, your work
proves that the human mind is superior to any possible formal system. And superior for the very reason that every
possible formal system is contained within the informal system in which it originated, that is, in the human mind,
and not the other way around.”
He gazed sharply at Gödel1, but the latter didn’t utter a word.
“I am talking about cybernetic collapse, if you know what I mean: every closed system, no matter how complex, can be short-circuited, but the human mind implies the short-circuit, even if it doesn’t actually presume it.
And that, in turn, means that it is open. We can distance ourselves from ourselves.”
(“But where will we go?” Gödel1 wanted to ask. But he didn’t. “How?” he wanted to ask. “How do you know
all this? How do you know what is going to happen? And, of course, where do you really come from?” But when
there are too many questions, a wise man waits until they have answered themselves, or have eliminated themselves and there aren’t any questions left, or at least only a few …)
“By the way,” Gödel1 continued, “I believe that many religions, when they speak of inspiration, really are
referring to this short-circuit. But that’s not our problem. After all, we are scientists and not revivalist preachers,
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aren’t we?”
*
Throughout this mini-lecture Gödel1 had been staring, as if hypnotized, at the face of his companion and didn’t
snap out of his memorable self-inspection until now.
He was flattered. He saw his most radical axioms confirmed. Yes, he was happy.
Fortunately, happiness is a condition that is difficult to bear, a condition, in any event, that is diametrically
opposed to our dialectic cognition. And thus this innate reflex aroused his spirit of contradiction to oppose his
happiness and his contentment.
Dialectical masochism, he thought, cynically. I would like to believe what I’m hearing, but I just can’t.
“Why not?” Gödel2 asked, because Gödel1 had been thinking out loud.
“Because … because I don’t have any conclusive laws of inference handy which would allow me to go that far.
Even if I begin with the precondition that your appearance corresponds to the facts—and I must, for better or for
worse, because otherwise I’d have to question my perceptions, and even then I still can’t prove it. One fact,
incidentally, that can be derived logically from the system of my perception … I mean, to put it more specifically:
supernatural events are possibly the natural consequence if someone spends excessive time with supernatural
numbers and collapsing systems. But still …”
He stopped in mid-sentence, because Gödel 2 was happily slapping his thigh and laughing so loudly that even
Counselor Ronthe looked up from his table indignantly, only to return to it without further ado.
“But still,” Gödel1 continued, “I can’t imagine that we can leap outside our system. Outside our thoughts,
perhaps, although I doubt that, too, because, after all, I can’t imagine it. However, we ourselves certainly can’t.”
“Well,” Gödel2 said, still chuckling with delight, “you may be right. But at least we can modify ourselves. To
the point of unrecognizability, if you understand what I mean.”
“I recognized you immediately.”
“You don’t say!” Gödel2 said. “I wonder whom you believe you recognized. But let’s put that aside for the
moment. In any case, you’d be amazed if you could see one of my colleagues, or, more precisely, one of your
aspects. Let’s say, somewhere around the twenty-third degree.”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, my poor, dear friend …” (to the great annoyance of the “original” this seemed to be a favorite new
formulation of his frightfully vivid mirror image, and Gödel 1 decided to challenge it vigorously the very next time
he heard it) “… do you really believe that we have no mirrors on the other side?” And he nodded his head in the
direction of Counselor Ronthe’s cloud of pipe smoke and beyond. “And in them, in turn …”
He didn’t need to continue. Gödel 1 understood. And for the duration of a deliriously long moment he became
dizzy as he tried to coax one last drop out of the empty whisky glass. The glass steadfastly refused to comply.
The leopard hadn’t changed his spots yet. The glass, that is.
“Things,” Godell thought almost tenderly, “things know what is proper.”
*
He put the glass back down, concentrated on his companion, and struggled to ask the question he had been
wanting to ask for so long.
“Now, out with it, my friend,” Gödel 1 used this expression for the first time, even though with a tone of voice
that was more a threat than an intimacy. “What is on the other side?”
“The other side,” Gödel2 said with a marvelous gesture that was reminiscent of Polycrates, “is Mirror Land.”
9
The swinging doors at the entrance audibly sighed, and Sissy Zobel, the consort of famous men, entered the
café—an event that suddenly brought life to the various groups at table.
She herself, Sissy Zobel (in a narrow-waisted Parisian taffeta costume and high-heel shoes of crocodile leather
which delightfully emphasized the grandeur of her small-boned body, crowned by a flat hat above whose simple
gray the black veil of mundane disreputableness hovered), Sissy Zobel passed over all the excitement she had
caused with a kind of provocative innocence as she approached, more modestly than assertively, the still empty
table of Sascha Hoffmann.
She of all people was allowed to approach the table, she and no other woman, in her capacity as muchmaligned and much-admired Anima of Viennese literary and intellectual life, who had been accorded both hymnic
sonnets and satirical poems in equal measure, and whose permanent balancing act between stimulating an ex94

change of ideas on the one hand and arousing sensuality on the other had earned her the flattering yet questionable
honorary title as the complete muse.
In fact, there wasn’t a single man in the café who hadn’t tried to acquire a picture of her person (radiating
latent lasciviousness) for the tabernacle of his most secret desires. And there wasn’t a single woman whose nose
hadn’t grown more pointed and whose posture hadn’t become more erect.
If there was someone who would seem likely to prove the famous/infamous maxim of Sascha Hoffmann
(beside Hoffmann himself, at whose table Sissy had meanwhile taken a seat)—“Nothing is more conducive to
social advancement than a bad reputation”—and then to practice it rigorously, it was Sissy Zobel. Although she
made no bones about her atheism, people talked about her God-given gift of being pleasing in the sight of man
(and especially in the sight of men!), whether it be in the Viennese literary salons of Berta Zuckerkandl and Alma
Mahler, at the illustrious gossip matinees under the sponsorship of constantly changing nouveaux riches patrons,
receptions and soirees in the last bastions of the resigned Kakanian nobility, the politically ambitious circles at the
home of the expert in constitutional law, Professor Edmund Bernatzik, or at one of the questionable parties in a
certain Bad Ischl villa which were characterized by sexual libertines and the consumption of exotic drugs. These
last two issues—her enthusiastic and not merely eloquent advocacy for the sexual revolution, and her tendency to
illegal, especially oriental pleasures—were responsible for raising her to the rank of an anarchic goddess in the
eyes of some or to that of the no less remarkable pedestal of a divinely gifted whore in the eyes of others.
Divinely gifted, at least.
“What is the difference between a whore and a muse?” the fashion designer Rosina Thielenbach, née Unterdörfler, suddenly appearing pale, tried to make a joke. And since there was no reaction on the part of the
assembled males beyond a courteous shaking of heads, she immediately provided the answer:
“A whore demands to be paid. A muse gives herself away!”
She didn’t bother to explain why this argument shouldn’t be valid for every wedded wife (aside from the
amount of compensation, of course, which in the first case depends on the gratitude and affection of the fortunate
recipient, in the second case, however, on the marriage contract …).
The two poverty-stricken bohemians who, against all odds, were still waiting for their unfaithful patron, had
lapsed into a common, reverent silence ever since Sissy Zobel’s entrance. Consul Tafler, a gentleman without
reproach in chess matters, had to cough several times to get Counselor Ronthe’s attention and warn him that he
was in danger of receiving an unnecessary check and thus total collapse of his left flank. And Gödel 1, in light of
his racing heart, had ceased dreaming of collapsing systems.
Gödel2 too, which goes without saying.
“In view of such perfection,” he said more softly than usual, “I really have to ask myself whether your theorem
of incompleteness isn’t incomplete.”
“But I haven’t even written one!” Gödel1 protested.
“A man could grow desperate over your despair,” Gödel 2 mused, without responding to the interjection of his
“original.”
At this moment the cavaliers of probably all the ladies in attendance grew desperate, not at despair itself, but
simply rather at their choice. The ladies, for their part, in a complete reversal of their normal routine, had formed a
conspiracy that united all at table in the rejection of their common (female) foe.
“If you take everything into your own hands, you shouldn’t be surprised if no one wants to shake your hand,”
said Auguste Brunner, the whispering diseuse\fn{A professional reciter, usually of songs with dancing } at the Volkstheater,
alluding to the long, regularly formed ivory cigarette-holder which Sissy Zobel was just about to employ.
“Or into your mouth,” added Frieda Schimek, intimate authority of journalism and back-fence gossip. “But it’s
supposed to be one of the duties of a muse to kiss every poet who comes along.”
“To kiss every poet,” continued Steffi Oplatek, the up-and-coming character actress who herself admittedly
bore the reputation of having a questionable character, “and his quill.”
*
It is quite obvious: the captivating appearance of Sissy Zobel had provided the golden Viennese heart (a nice
metaphor for the Imperial-yellow Viennese envy) and especially its female side with a healthy jolt, in any case
enough of a jolt to keep it beating heartily and viciously … until the next persona non grata entered, assuming his
or her corresponding respectability.
And that is the way it is supposed to be. The head waiter abruptly darted around his apprentice, flew from one
end of the café to the other and back again so as not to miss a single faux pas, served Sissy Zobel her café au lait
and cognac (as she sat, smiling, in the midst of the uproar) with exaggerated obsequiousness, and beamed.
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We must apologize for this rapturous interlude … without regretting it one bit. Because it would certainly be
an omission, under the spell of so-to-speak supernatural events such as the meeting between Kurt Gödel Number
One and Kurt Gödel Number Two, to ignore completely the natural events, particularly when they are of such
exquisite beauty that, in their own way, they border on the supernatural.
(Always presuming that the nature of the supernatural permits itself to exist at all among natural conditions—a
logistical somersault which gains in probability in a Viennese coffee house, because in just such a place there
reigns, as we have already pointed out, that special atmosphere of borderline artificiality which makes even such a
causal, or perhaps we should say other-causal escapades conceivable …)
And that is that.
*
The argument of our arguing duo (whom we have designated for the sake of simplicity as Gödel Numbers One
and Two) had come to a screeching halt due to Sissy’s appearance, but perhaps also because of the ever more
apparent impenetrability of their present unmapped terrain.
But what was there to argue in any event?
Or, to put it in the words of Doctor Hans Schermeister on the occasion of his review of Franz Hohenhorn’s
latest book of sonnets (The Heavenly Heart, Prague, 1929) which cast the (as we call them) “literarily interested
public” into salutary confusion: “What was the poet trying to tell us?”
Take it easy, take it easy …
*
“When you’re dealing with women,” Gödel 1 said without interrupting his gaze in Sissy Zobel’s direction (and
beyond), “it’s as if you’re dealing with a complex, infinite code which is its own subject matter. You think you’re
on the right track. And since that is true, pretty soon you’re on a track that has no solid footing.”
He nodded to himself and averted his eyes when he became aware that he had been looking less at Sissy Zobel
than at Adele Porkert who, to be completely objective, wasn’t even there.
“But you wanted to explain to me about Mirror Land.”
“Did I?” Gödel2 asked.
“Yes, you did.”
“Well, all right,” Gödel1 said. “If you insist.”
And he began to explain.
*
Mirror Land, in Gödel2’s words, was, as Gödel1 could well imagine, the land behind the mirrors; behind this
side of the mirrors, to be precise. (He’ll come back to this later.) And in Mirror Land people lived (He should add
quotation marks.) as they do on this side. So that there is no misunderstanding, when he said that in Mirror Land
people (he couldn’t emphasize the quotation marks strongly enough!) who lived the way they do here, that doesn’t
mean that the beings that lived in Mirror Land were humans, but that they lived the way humans lived here.
Equal, but not the same. (But, of course, he was repeating himself.) The “people” in Mirror Land (he presumed
that Gödel1 could place the quotation marks all by himself), apart from their obvious (and here Gödel 2 laughed),
their obvious obligation which was, in fact, to mirror the people on this side of the mirror (or perhaps he should
say: apart from the fact that they were conscientious in their duties, in stark contrast to the people “over here”)
enjoyed a great degree of freedom, since all of life’s necessities were so-to-speak delivered “to their door” (if he
may phrase it this way)—a condition that has lead to the point that many of them were devoted to the fine arts and
philosophy. Like mathematics, for example. He, Gödel 1, could probably already guess what he, Gödel 2, was
getting at.
*
“No,” Gödel1 said, grimly, “explain some more … I mean,” he added, “if you would be so kind.”
“But, of course,” Gödel2 said, and he explained some more.
*
He, Gödel1 (according to Gödel2) shouldn’t imagine Mirror Land as some reversed copy of the events on this
side. Mirror Land was much more fragmented, in branches, so-to-speak amorphous and sometimes as fleeting as
hovering gas clouds or the filigree designs of a child’s kaleidoscope. The inhabitants of Mirror Land are
completely free to shape these constantly changing and pulsing spaces (much like a digital clock)—he means like
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the pendulum which swings back and forth across open spaces—or to allow them to remain empty (he would also
have to use quotation marks here), thus “empty.”
He asked if Gödel1 could follow him.
That was exactly what the latter had expected.
Naturally, the permeability of the architecture in Mirror Land, as he (Gödel1) had correctly guessed, pardon,
correctly deduced due to the circumstance that not every part of this side is constantly mirrored, if at all. Here he
would include display windows, brass clocks, and automobile bodies, even though he would have to admit that
reflections often followed obscure paths, a completely muddled confusion of refractions so that the buildings in
Mirror Land, at least to judge from their exterior, on the whole corresponded in fact to the ones on this side.
On the inside it’s a different story, of course.
The tower of St. Stephen’s cathedral, for example, which you might imagine is not present in Mirror Land
since there are no reflective surfaces of that height with the possible exception of passing jets (he means balloons
or airplanes) this famous north tower is nevertheless always visible in Mirror Land even if mostly with poor definition or even in double images since it suffices if it is mirrored in an open apartment window in Kaisermühlen.
Or in the eyeglasses of a reverent upward-glancing tourist.
As far as the people in Mirror Land, (notice: he said the people, and not the human beings. Even at the risk of
offending Gödel1, he couldn’t emphasize the quotation marks often enough), thus the “people” have an overabundance of free time, as we have already mentioned, especially when their so-called originals (and here, too, the use
of quotation marks is recommended) work to attain such noble restraint in looking at their reflection, as he could
appreciatively say of Gödel 1 … (“Please, please!” Gödel 1 said. “Don’t mention it.”) … Oh yes, yes! In any case
they have an abundance of free time, he repeated yet again, combined with artistic freedom unimaginable to you
on this side, and have used them to create a form of art and philosophy (notice: he said art and philosophy—in
Mirror Land it is impossible to separate the two concepts), which had culminated in the adoration of the great
empty mirror; an activity which could best be paraphrased as a kind of communal meditation.
The passion or, to express it in the terminology of the people (“the people”!) of Mirror Land, the passionlessness with which they practice the adoration of the great empty mirror eventually led to a series of lamentable
accidents, since the people involved (or uninvolved, as people would call them in Mirror Land) had forgotten to
fulfill their duty of imitating this side, so that a few humans in the morning (mostly in the morning but sometimes
in the evening) while standing before the bathroom mirror suddenly saw themselves standing before an empty
mirror—a circumstance which would explain many supposedly inexplicable heart attacks and the actual basis for
many a religion.
Of course he himself, Gödel2, had never committed a lapse of that order.
*
“That’s true,” Gödel1 said, gratefully fascinated. “Of course there was that one time when I looked away
quickly—”
“Oh, come on,” Gödel2 said. “Come on. We don’t want to nitpick. I appeal to your sense of fairness.”
Gödel1 nodded silently.
*
“As for the rest,” Gödel1 continued, “as for the rest there is a so-to-speak osmotic reciprocity between the
mental agility of a human on this side of the mirror and the latitude which that allows his reflection, thus the time
that allows him to become absorbed in the adoration of the great empty mirror. And that is the origin of the old
folk saying: he who looks in the mirror too much becomes foolish, or he could lose his soul.”
*
1
“Now you’re getting mystical!” Gödel protested.
“I think,” Gödel2 replied, “I’ve been that for some time now. Since I’ve been here, to be precise. Just remember, please, who you’re sitting across from. Don’t you think that I am entitled to be regarded as a … well, as a
kind of supernatural being?”
“You have,” Gödel1 said carefully, as he adjusted his eyeglasses on the bridge of his nose, because they had
slid down dangerously during his companion’s description, “you have frequently pointed out that you are not
human. Is that true?”
“Yes, of course.”
“How am I supposed to take that?”
“The two of us are subsets of the system ‘Gödel.’ You yourself are, in addition, a subset of the system human. I
am not.”
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Gödel1 was silent. What else could he do?
11
Outside, a motorcycle clattered past, and once again two large female eyes behind protective goggles briefly
glanced into the café, already too much of a phantom to be noticed by anyone, already too much a part of the late
night scene, blown past and away by the raging routine of the city.
Inside, in the fragile constellation of the café, the undertow of exhaustion had begun to take its toll on the more
inexperienced guests, already long before the old-established coffee house clientele expected the first truly
stimulating high points, yes, already long before the critical mass of the real gadflies had even arrived. First, separate couples left, the woman in the lead, and minutes later the unlucky gigolos and lonely skin chasers from the
suburbs, and finally whole groups, like leaves from a tree, broke free from the tables and swirled out onto the
street.
The thinned-out crowd stayed behind, now somewhat relaxed groups of alleged and actual geniuses, up-andcoming and here-and-now artists, secret and defiantly blasphemed celebrities who from time to time even enjoyed
calling themselves “inventory.”
Kurt Gödel, for example. And his guest.
*
1
“There must be,” Gödel said after some thought (admittedly a thought that concerned the question whether he
should order another café au lait or another whisky. And even this apparently profane question had proven to be
unanswerable for the moment), “there must be a compelling and lucid explanation—”
“Lucid!” Gödel2 laughed. “That’s a good one!”
“—an explanation that will finally bring us to the point of all this.”
“Before we get to the point,” Gödel 2 interjected, holding the empty whisky glass in his hands and leaving the
impression that he wanted to take the initiative and order another, “we have to have a proposition. You are working on the theorem before you have even clarified a single axiom. Not to mention any productive rules.”
“Touche,” Gödel1 said with an embarrassed smile. “We don’t seem to be making any progress.”
“Oh, of course we are. We’re approaching the core of the matter.”
“Many a good man has broken his teeth on the core. All that’s left is a hole—”
“And that’s the core.”
“That seems to be your favorite theory.”
“And yours,” Gödel2 said, trumping him.
“You win,” Gödel1 said. “What’s next?”
“The victory celebration.”
“I don’t want to stand in your way. Go ahead and celebrate.”
*
Instead of celebrating or even making an attempt to celebrate, Gödel 2 abruptly became thoughtful, not to say
sad. Gödel1 didn’t inquire about it further. His companion’s sudden mood swing seemed too grave to dismiss or
pass over casually.
“You see,” Gödel2 finally said, “in your and my life there is a blind spot, and I’ve often asked myself what it’s
hiding …”
He sighed.
“Please don’t misunderstand me,” he said. “I know what’s going to happen, but not how, or at what price.”
“Now you’ve got to explain yourself! What are you trying to say?”
“What I’m trying to say is … well, to get to the point, my friend: I don’t just come from out of the mirror. I
also come from a reversed time.”
“Did you say ‘time’?”
“I said ‘time.’”
“You’re trying to say that—”
“Yes, my friend, I’m trying to say that I come from the future.”
“And the blind spot—”
“You’re right, the blind spot is this meeting.”
12
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The twin swinging doors at the entrance saluted noisily, and he had arrived. Sascha Hoffmann. In person.
We shouldn’t imagine that suddenly there was a murmur of recognition or reprimand, a hissing or booing, a
pointing and nodding—as we would expect with the appearance of probably one of the most controversial persons
in the ether of the secret intellectual Mt. Olympus, namely that Olympus which is presumed by the folks in the
Café Herrenhof, or by the ones here in the Café Museum, or even by those who frequent the by now almost
unfashionable Café Central.
No, Sascha Hoffmann, the portable lexicon, the fanatical anti-bourgeois, Mr. Criticism himself, was much too
important to be taken seriously in such a crude fashion. Everyone (with the exception of Sissy Zobel who waved
in an unladylike fashion and called “Yoo-hoo”) acted nonchalant, even though that was much harder for the ladies
than for the gentlemen.
To be honest, Sascha Hoffmann was certainly no lady killer. In other words, he didn’t have the looks that one
would expect from a lady killer. (To be more precise, he didn’t look the way that men—who wished they were
lady killers—would think he should.) Just the opposite: Sascha Hoffmann was short, unusually short, and in
circles where the figure of a (pardon the crude expression) gnome-like Jewish intellectual was no rarity. He was
emaciated, and his face, though clever and blessed with hypnotic gray eyes, easily slipped from its normal expression and became distorted by a frightening fanaticism, which of course aided his intellectual credibility, but
scarcely benefited his manly charm.
Moreover he was said to be deformed, a rumor that the minds could not agree on, even if his exquisite clothing
betrayed no trace of any sort of presumed defect. Nevertheless, as he now approached Sissy Zobel, smiling and
with the confidence of the victor, one couldn’t get over the feeling that somewhere in his body a piston was constantly hammering against a cylinder, that somewhere a little red light was constantly screaming its pain into the
nerve center of his complex machinery. And with his remarks he himself, Sascha Hoffmann, contributed in no
small degree to the nourishment of these suspicions.
“The saints limp,” he had once said in a tone of reverent blasphemy, as is typical of so many atheists of decency (another one of his concepts). “Every true disciple,” he had said, “has a humpback, leprosy, a productive defect.” And he continued that thought in one of his numerous philosophical fragments (In the Maelstrom of
Malkuth: Confessions of a Superstitious Agnostic, unpublished): “Renunciation of beauty, of this kind of beauty,
is the tribute required of us at the gates of knowledge. A schlemihl is forever young, because he chooses the way
of the crutch. Crutches never age …”
*
In any event Sascha Hoffmann had an effect on women. His first wife, the heavily-courted daughter of a
respected Budapest orthodontist, had broken with her father and with the upper-middle-class lifestyle, and had
followed Hoffmann to his Viennese apartment (which had the smoke-filled flair of a subversive commando headquarters), knowing full well that Sascha Hoffmann propagated absolute promiscuity and had boasted that the only
mammal he was capable of loving was his three-legged black cat.
She had green eyes. The cat did.
After three years of vain attempts at domestication and weeks in residence, first at the Steinhof psychiatric hospital and later at a posh sanatorium in Bad Ischl, Sascha Hoffmann’s first wife died of an “accidental” overdose of
morphine.
His second wife took off to South America where she is supposed to have joined an obscure band of freedom
fighters; his third wife disappeared in the slums of London; his fourth succumbed to meningitis; and his fifth
sought refuge in an isolated convent in Triente, which didn’t prevent her from writing him a letter every day,
usually closing with All my love, to you and to God.”
These five and all the women in between, the ill-starred protagonists of his “love affairs” (that a later generation would characterize as “one-night stands”) were to the very end in agreement that, in spite of everything or
because of it, they loved him, Sascha Hoffmann, above all else. And although the reputation of Sascha Hoffmann’s fatal charm over women in the meantime had spread far beyond the boundaries of Central Europe, ladies
of high society seemed to stand in line just to be able to follow in the footsteps of their unfortunate predecessors.
The guessing game was considerable.
People talked about his magical capabilities, occult operations, mysterious sexual practices, and a disreputable
demonic power which convinced women to enter into this tantric, at times even fatal pact with the devil.
Nevertheless, Sascha Hoffmann was well liked, and even the most irreproachable bluenose couldn’t be mad at
him (not to mention the moralistic females … who promptly took a vacation from their morals).
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The most appropriate term for this remarkable urge came, naturally, from Sascha Hoffmann himself. He called
it “benevolent antipathy.” And that was precisely the feeling that the café “occupants,” if we may call them that,
had for Sascha Hoffmann: unqualified sympathy and benevolent antipathy. And when a barely-tolerated Heimwehr man{“The Heimwehr or sometimes Heimatschutz were a nationalist, initially paramilitary group operating within Austria during
the 1920s and 1930s; they were similar in methods, organization, and ideology to Germany’s Freikorps.”:W} actually dared to hiss an
audible “Bolshevist Jew bastard” in his direction, he was inundated by such a wave of frowns and unconcealed
contempt that he was flushed out of the café in the blink of an eye.
*
You can see: no matter how merciless the Viennese can be, how treacherous and despicable, they can be just as
obdurate in protecting those outcasts who prove capable of resisting their attacks long enough and cleverly enough; the ones who succeed in living their own obsessions to the full and—most importantly—getting away with
it unpunished. In their innermost heart all Viennese are anarchists, which may be the main reason for the fact that
they created a bureaucratic state so ponderous and tangled that it is practically impossible for the bureaucracy to
accomplish anything.
Moreover all Viennese are psychotherapists, especially the janitors, for who could better understand a neurotic
than another neurotic. And, finally, every apartment house landing is nothing more than a permanent encounter
group.
But enough of that.
If you want to learn more, you can read all about it in Sascha Hoffmann’s brochure On the Compassion of the
Backfence Gossips—that is if you are lucky enough to find a copy of this rare publication.
Ask your second-hand book dealer.
13
“So, you live backwards?” Gödel1 asked.
Since the alarming revelation by his companion, he had thumbed through his notebook like a somnambulist,
capriciously folded corners, corrected an equation, and to his last sentence, The unprovableness of certain true
propositions is provable he added, perturbed: So what!
“Yes, I … came into the world when you left it. Your death will be my birth. And vice versa.”
“How …” Gödel1 asked, apparently not noticing that Gödel 2 wanted to say something more, something that
had to be carefully considered, precisely formulated. “How will I die?”
“I don’t think it would be a good idea to tell you that.” Gödel 2 was embarrassed. “You grow old. To be precise
—”
“I don’t want to know when I die,” Gödel1 interrupted, “but how. And I really believe you owe me an answer.
No matter what, you’ve upset my whole life, now and forever after. Are you aware of that? My conception of the
world. My conception of myself. Everything!”
Gödel2 nodded, unsteadily. “I’m sorry if I—”
“Sorry! Sorry! I don’t want any excuses, just lucid explanations. You don’t really imagine that I’ll just swallow whatever you tell me? That I’ll shake your hand and walk off, when you return to the mirror …” He looked at
him challengingly.
“I mean if you return … I must say I’ve been happy to know you. And for the rest of my life I will studiously
avoid all mirrors and will cringe every time I pass a display window, apart from the fact that I can never be certain
if you’ll be waiting for me in the next coffee house. No, my friend, that’s not going to work. Not that way!”
Gödel2 was considerably upset by this eruption from his otherwise so even-tempered “original.”
“But my friend,” he said, dismayed, “I’m sorry … I mean, maybe I really have made a mistake. But I guarantee you that I never would have dared to take this step, if you—”
“Yes, yes, the beauty of the proposition, during whose formulation you could mirror me,” furiously snorted
Gödel2.
“Oh, no,” Gödel2 protested. “I would never have dared to take this step if I didn’t have my … I mean your … I
mean, if there hadn’t been a transcript of this conversation, with the exact time and date and the express encouragement … what am I saying: the compelling request to do just what I have done.”
“What are you trying to say?”
“I’m trying to say that I … I mean, that you will write up a report about our meeting, one which I have read. In
my past. In your future.”
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He discontinued speaking to give Gödel1 an opportunity for an interjection. But the latter had calmed down,
abandoned on the cliffs of a sudden certainty which didn’t permit speech.
“A sketchy report, I must admit, although I assume that its fragmentary nature was intentional … I mean, will
be intentional. What I’m trying to say is: actually, I had no choice in the matter, because if I hadn’t taken this step,
a step I knew, on this side, therefore here, in my immediate present, your past at that time, so …”
He tried to catch his breath.
“… a step I knew had already been taken, then that could have had unforeseeable consequences. For example,
if your work On Formal Undifferential Theorems in the Principia Mathematica and Related Systems hadn’t really
been written, for the very reason that you and not I … but what am I saying? … no matter what, even if it had
been written later, it could have had consequences: such that you wouldn’t have been offered a position at Princeton, and that I myself possibly would have been born much later—I don’t dare think about it—in a Nazi
concentration camp most likely … but you’re not even listening!”
“How,” Gödel1 asked with self-control, “how will I die?”
Gödel2 repositioned his chair noisily, as if he were hoping that the grating would mingle with his answer and
trickle away as one huge whirlpool in the ear of his companion, understandable, of course, but nevertheless not
understood.
“You will starve to death.”
Gödel1 stared at him, dumbfounded.
“I’m afraid I don’t understand, or …”—he ran his finger inside his collar—“I’m going to be that poor?”
He had understood, but incorrectly.
“No, no. You are going to be well-off. You are going to be famous. Over in America. People will include me …
I mean, people will include you among the most important scholars of your time. Your wife, your third wife, will
adore you and care for you most touchingly. Your friends will be people like Einstein, Oppenheimer, Johann von
Neumann, Hermann—”
“Forget the names,” Gödel2 said. “I don’t want to know the details. But why, for heaven’s sake, should I have
to starve under such conditions?”
“Refusal to eat,” Gödel2 said tersely. “Death by anemia, in the fetal position.”\fn{ “Later in his life, Gödel suffered
periods of mental instability and illness. He had an obsessive fear of being poisoned; he would eat only food that his wife, Adele, prepared
for him. Late in 1977, she was hospitalized for six months and could no longer prepare her husband’s food. In her absence, he refused to
eat, eventually starving to death He weighed 65 pounds (approximately 30 kg) when he died. His death certificate reported that he died of
“malnutrition and inanition caused by personality disturbance” in Princeton Hospital on January 14, 1978. Adele’s death followed in
1981.”:W}

14
We don’t really know what motivates us to do certain things and not to do others. We don’t really know what
motivates us to do anything. And we don’t really know what it is within us that is motivated. One man stands up
and says: “I want this.” Another man stands up and says: “I want that.” And a third man will sit in his chair and
say: “I don’t want anything at all” (which can’t be absolutely true, because he really just wants to sit in his chair).
What is our will? A sequence of brief impulses in a muddled network of nerve strands and synapses. The
sudden flash of shooting stars and comets in the dark loneliness of our brain. The enigmatic script of warring ants
on the ground of a dense, gloomy forest. The cryptic advice of an aching tooth. Myriads of enzymes, hormones,
proteins, molecules, and trace elements which, in ever newer combinations, dance the polonaise of the permanent
big bang.
We don’t really know why we do what we do. Why we eat something today that we wouldn’t eat yesterday.
Why we keep a certain distance from house fronts as we walk along the street, just the right distance that might
perhaps save our life. Or might cost us our life. Perhaps.
A random glance in a random direction at a random party: the beginning of a lifelong passion. A casual selection of an inconspicuous paperback in a dreary train station bookstore: the beginning of an intellectual obsession.
Hostility: the result of a collision of two overwrought nervous systems on a miserable Föhn\fn{“A hot southerly
wind on the northern slopes of the Alps.”:W} day.
Friendship: the same two nervous systems, relaxed, on a clear day at the end of winter.
At the end of winter, for example.
*
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And if we don’t even know what motivates us in life, how are we then to understand what compels us toward
death?
How, then, are we to comprehend what it was that motivated Kurt Gödel, the mathematician, 72 years old
(1978), to defiantly hurl a definitive No! in the face of the material world, a No! that went so far that he refused to
let the world enter his digestive tract.
The material world, that is. Perhaps it had something to do with the fact that purity only resides in things that
don’t exist.
Materia ultima: non-matter.
Ain Soph Aur: the pure idea.
Perhaps it has something to do with the fact that the real motivation for our tedious exercise lies in bringing to
an end the movements, the routine.
To get to the bottom of all things. To rest at anchor. Perhaps Kurt Gödel’s death, this reverse development back
into the embryo stage and beyond was simultaneously the birth of a new being, a being that was no longer
dependent upon being real.
Perhaps.
15
“To starve to death.” Godell said. “It must have been horrible."
And for the first time he felt a sharp pain in the pit of his stomach, the fleeting harbinger of his inner suffering
that would accompany him through twenty years of his life, bleeding, and of such stark intensity that some part of
his martyred psyche in the end decided to vanquish the pain through death.
“Not at all,” Gödel2 said in feigned nonchalance. “For me it was a constant increase in strength. From day to
day my appetite grew. Of course I also had pain from time to time. Stomach colic, you know. But I believe pain is
a necessary part of it, if you’re growing into life.”
*
In the chess room someone said something about the strategic significance of the bishops in the final round.
And at Sascha Hoffmann’s table a small circle of tolerated onlookers had assembled, restless migratory birds
wearing the feathers of categorical despair, waiting to snatch a crumb of Sascha Hoffmann’s wisdom or a wisp of
Sissy Zobel’s sensuality.
In a best-case scenario, a little of both.
The head waiter (satisfied with the now commencing orchestration of conspiratorial murmuring, the trivia of
well-informed and well-meaning informers, the trickles of edifying little anecdotes which began to fill the reservoir for the morning gossip columns) had forgotten, in light of this delightful development, to remind Kurt Gödel
and his guest of their empty glass, an unfriendliness which was antipathy for a competent Viennese coffee house
waiter (which he was), notwithstanding the economic consequences, so that he could easily push them aside; or
repress them, in the words of that new-fangled doctor.\fn{Freud is meant:H}
That was just fine with Gödel1 and Gödel2. They had important issues to discuss, compared with which the
recent market crash would sound like the popping of a firecracker.
Or had sounded like one.
*
“No,” Gödel2 was saying, “my birth—your death—was not horrible. The horrible part came later. The war in
Indochina. The Communist witch hunt. I don’t know what I should call it: a type of collective intellectual poisoning. And then, of course, the World War—”
“But I thought you were living backwards,” Godell said. “The World War was over when I was twelve.”
“My poor dear friend,” Gödel2 said (and in the meantime Gödel1 completely forgot that he had wanted to
prohibit this expression), “my poor dear friend, history doesn’t let itself be repeated, that is true, but it is always
capable of losing itself in the most repulsive variations. Not Goldberg-Variations, but rather variations of poison
gas and bombing. Perfected fugues of organized slaughter which begin where they left off, just a cadenza higher.
There were 60 million in the last war. I mean in the next one.
“60 million what?”
“60 million dead.”
Gödel1 couldn’t believe it.
He couldn’t believe it, but he considered it. That’s the way scientists are. He considered it, and he had scruples.
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If I can consider it, he thought, then you can too. It’s as if I legitimize it. But who am I? Some poor devil who can
barely afford the luxury of the truth, no matter how horrible it is, no, not the luxury of the truth, the luxury of the
possibility.
But 60 million? 60 million!
*
“Who?” he asked in a monotone.
“The Nazis—”
“I might have known.”
“—and big money. The armament industry … industry in general. The banks … especially the banks. Them,
that’s who. Cynics at the mercy of the dollar. They need wars. They will always need wars.”
“I can’t believe it,” Gödel1 said. “And you can’t prove it to me. I refuse to—”
He stopped in mid-sentence when he became aware of the sorrowful, no longer amused eyes of his companion.
“All right, then,” he said. “I’ll pretend that I believe you. What happened prior to the war? What led to the
war? What can I do?”
“Nothing at all,” Gödel2 said in answer to the third question. “There’s nothing you can do. If you even mention
one word of this, if you try to influence even the smallest event—I doubt that it would work, at least not in this
world. But even if we assume the improbable case that it would work, then the consequences could be that history
turns out even worse. Not seven million Jews, but all of them. Not one Dresden, but twenty. Not two atom bombs,
but a hundred.”
“Hahn!” Gödel1 cried out, excitedly.
“That’s right,” Gödel2 said. “The splitting of the atom by your colleague Otto Hahn. But he won’t be the one.
He won’t build the bomb.”
“The Fascists?” Gödel1 asked. “Will it be the Fascists?”
“The Nazis start the war, but the Americans build the bomb.”
“And use it?”
“And use it. I can’t tell you everything, just the important parts …”
*
And Gödel2 told Gödel1 the important parts. He began with him (or himself?) and ended with him (or himself?). In between was the total defeat of the fragile humanitarian consensus under the pressure of basic necessities. In between was the voluntary surrender of the intellectuals in favor of naked survival; the survival of bodies,
emptied of their human contents, humanoid shapes which, in a festering wound, driven crazy in a cannibalistic
frenzy by their own unbearable facial features transposed onto the face of their so-called enemy, tore each other to
pieces until their own teeth fell out.
In between was a war that ended when the victors stopped gaining victories—they had to stop—stopped gaining victories just short of a final solution in order to give the conquered a chance to pay the victors the money that
the latter had expended in order to conquer them.
In between was the wretched dance of death, of stupidity, of lies, of parroting, of propaganda, and of categorycal capitalism (not necessarily that of hate, since hate is a consequence of war, not its origin).
But we don’t want to talk about the war. War speaks for itself, and it speaks a language that transforms paper
into ashes, thus a language that we cannot use here, that we cannot use anywhere.
Gödel2 didn’t talk about the war much either, and the little he did say was spit out with the rapidity of a
machine-gun salvo.
In the beginning Gödel2 talked about Gödel1, and in the end Gödel2 talked about Gödel1. But because, as we
know, no man is an island (and certainly not an island on which Robinson and Friday could get to know each
other in peace and quiet, an island on which original and mirror image, left and right brains as in a hermetic uterus
of an alembic\fn{Anything or anyone thought of as distilling or causing condensation. } through the magnum opus become one
image, one mind, right and left chambers of the heart become one single house of harmony, right and left lungs
become one Belvedere of free breathing), thus since no man is an island like that—but rather a part of a synergetic
network in which every fuse box, every fountain, if you will, fed by the same subterranean lake, is enriched or
poisoned; for that reason it was necessary for Gödel 2 to tell about how Kurt Gödel, the man and the mathematician, would be drawn into this collective catastrophe (rather, how he had been drawn in), how he would take part
in it and how he would stumble out of it (had stumbled out of it), disfigured and crippled like all those who
survived the war or the peace.
He spoke about how Gödel in the coming year, 1930, perhaps as a consequence of this meeting, in any event as
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a consequence of his feverish work on the consolidation of quantum logic and the dismantling of the “ principia
mathematica,” how he would spend several months in the Purkerdorf sanatorium, in a sense a trial run for a much
longer, much deeper reaching agony. How his most famous work would appear in 1931 (he doesn’t need to say
any more about it)—the scholarly world would be electrified, the rest of the world would take a half century
longer, and even then its reaction would be limited to a galvanic flickering on the bestseller lists.
How, as a result of this work, he would be invited to give lectures at the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton where he would steadily advance to become a permanent member after 1938, the year he married Adele
…
*
“Adele Porken?” Gödel1 asked, hopefully.
“No,” Gödel2 said. “Adele Nimburski, your second wife. Your marriage to Adele Porken won’t work. You will
marry her, but it won’t work, as much as I hate to tell you that.”
Gödel1 wanted to object, but Gödel2 wouldn’t let him say a word.

Christ Church (Church of England), Vienna, Austria. Between March and September 1938, after the
annexation of Austria by the Nazi Third Reich, more than 1800 Jewish Austrians were baptized at Christ
Church Vienna by the Reverend Hugh Grimes and Reverend Fred Collard. On 25 July alone, 229 baptisms
took place. For these people, baptism was a source of hope and for many, a step on the road to survival and
freedom in emigration.
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The Cathedral of Saint Stephen, Vienna, Austria

The Gustav-Adolf-Kirche, Leoben, Styria State, Austria
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The Eisenstadt Mountain Church (early 18th century), Eisenstadt, Burgenland State, Austria

The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Linz, Upper Austria State, Austria
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The Cathedral of St. Peter, Salzburg, Salzburg State, Austria
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The Cathedral of Saint Jacob, Innsbruck, Tyrol State, Austria
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The Church of the Holy Cross, Villach, Carinthia State, Austria

The Cathedral of the Assumption of Mary and St. Rupert, Wiener Neustadt, Lower Austria State, Austria
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The Church of the Sacred Heart, Bregenz, Vorarlberg State, Austria: two views
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